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Abstract 
 
 
The concept of ‘radio spectrum’ was created to organise the electromagnetic waves used by 

communicative technologies. It signifies an ordered sequence of radio frequencies and the 

delineation of blocks of those frequencies for allocation to uses and users. This thesis examines 

the development of the concept of the radio spectrum, and the way in which it is constituted by 

discourses that generate and reflect particular relations of power. The thesis reframes histories 

of broadcasting and telecommunications in New Zealand to draw attention to the role of radio 

spectrum in the regulation of access to wireless communications. New Zealand serves as the 

primary case study of the constitution of radio spectrum due to the particular forms of power the 

New Zealand state has exercised over the and through the radio spectrum. The thesis argues 

that legislative moves have framed the New Zealand radio spectrum first as a vulnerable 

dimension of national territory in need of protection, and more recently as an object of trade in a 

global market, a part of the ‘flows’ of the informational, ‘network society’ analysed by Manuel 

Castells. While these are the primary discourses that frame the radio spectrum, the power of the 

state to define and control radio spectrum in New Zealand and other countries is challenged by 

a range of resistant practices articulated through the discourses of tactical media, media art, 

and the ‘spectrum commons’. These discourses challenge the constitution of radio spectrum 

into allocative blocks, and the way this structure can be used by the state and by corporate 

interests to control access to radio communications. The thesis discusses this range of 

discourses and the ways in which they reflect and generate particular forms of power in relation 

to radio spectrum. This traces a movement identified by Michel Foucault from a juridico-political 

discourse that views all power as concentrated in and exercised by the state, to a more 

strategical approach that acknowledges that power operates through a mobile field of relations 

and is not simply a descending and repressive force. This thesis argues that through changes in 

discourse and power in relation to radio spectrum the allocative structure that was invented as a 

tool of state power is being refigured as a fluid zone of interconnection, a site of diffuse and 

multiple modulations of power.  
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Chapter one: Introduction 
 

Stand anywhere in the quiet countryside, away from the crowded cities, ploughed fields, 

or other signs of man’s many activities. Then your picture may well be the same as that 

of your forefathers, hundreds or even thousands of years ago. And yet, during the last 

few decades, a subtle change has occurred, which none of our senses can register. 

Radio waves, bearing messages in many tongues, flow ceaselessly around us, through 

us and above us. We can only hear and see them if we convert them to other waves to 

which our ears and eyes are receptive (Anthony Michaelis, 1965: 9). 

 

In his 1965 history of the International Telecommunications Union, Anthony Michaelis prefaces 

details of inventions and treaties with this sense of wonder at the barely seen yet fundamental 

social and environmental changes wrought by radio technologies. His observation highlights 

several salient features of radio waves: their pervasiveness, their ‘invisibility’ to human senses, 

their relationship to the natural and human environment, and their role in carrying human 

communications around the globe. Michaelis acknowledges the content of radio waves, the 

‘messages’ they bear, but frames the actuality of radio waves as more significant, and more 

fundamentally transformative, than that content. Radio waves themselves are so pervasive that 

the extent of their sheer presence carries meaning, as much as the messages any single wave 

bears. However, because ‘none of our senses can register’ them, radio waves can only be 

known through articulation by technologies that transform them into the sound and light waves 

that humans can understand.  

 

Radio waves are also known through articulation in language, and this thesis examines the way 

radio waves are collectively constituted as a ‘radio spectrum’, a discursive structure that gives 

shape to their ‘ceaseless flow’. The radio spectrum describes an ordered sequence of radio 

waves that enables efficient allocation of frequencies to different uses and users, and it is the 

framework through which governments manage access to radio technologies. The ‘radio’ 

spectrum is a portion of the broader electromagnetic spectrum, the ordered sequence of all 

electromagnetic waves that encompasses, from low to high frequency, the emissions of 

electronic equipment and power transmission lines, ‘radio’ waves, infrared, visible, and 

ultraviolet light, and at the highest frequencies, x-, gamma-, and cosmic- rays. While the term 

‘radio’ appears to reference a specific technology, the ‘radio spectrum’ comprises the 

frequencies used by all human generated wireless communications.1 Its identification with 

                                                
1 Specifically, the radio spectrum currently encompasses the frequencies from 3kHz to 1THz.  
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‘radio’ simply reflects the role of the broadcast medium in shaping wireless technology and the 

way it has long been understood. The term radio has been a standard referent for wireless 

technologies since the 1910s, consolidated by its attachment to mass broadcasting in the 1920s 

(Douglas, 2004: 48), the technology that brought awareness of radio waves into the home, and 

the popular imagination, on a mass scale.  

 

Use of radio waves has expanded greatly beyond traditional broadcasting however, and 

‘wireless’ is becoming a common term once again, describing computer networking 

technologies and digitally enhanced pervasive connectivity. The technology of radio in all forms 

is in the process of shifting from the analogue signals first transmitted in 1888, to digital systems 

that enable single transmissions to carry a greater number of messages. Digital transmission 

carries a great discursive weight that mirrors the hopes attached to wireless from its inception, 

as described by William Boddy, promising the transformation of media business models, greater 

control over domestic media by more active audiences, and “technological innovation within 

compelling imaginary scenarios of work and leisure, identity and community” (2004: 1).2 The 

revived digital wireless discourse is also evident in transformations in the way radio spectrum is 

conceptualised to enable allocation to different technologies. These changes began in the 

1980s, with the development of digital technologies such as cellular phones and an economic 

discourse emphasising greater flexibility in resource use. New wireless technologies are located 

in a radio spectrum that is no longer managed purely by central governments, but is also a site 

of property rights, held by commercial entities such as cellular phone service providers, and of 

unlicensed uses like domestic computer networking. The expansion of new radio technologies 

through domestic life and the global economy locates radio spectrum at a pivotal point in the 

regulation of personal communications and international commerce. 

 

The radio world described by Anthony Michaelis is literally invisible, a condition echoed by the 

invisibility of radio spectrum in many accounts of radio technologies.3 Radio spectrum is 

frequently overlooked as a site of theory about communications and media, alluded to without 

being fully acknowledged. Media and communication studies tend to focus on the content or 

technology of radio communications, on regulation of access to radio technologies, or the 

political economy of specific industries, with frequency allocation sometimes addressed 

alongside other aspects of media regulation. It may be that radio spectrum seems too intangible 

a concept, too slight a field, or too technically involved, to be an obvious object of study within 

                                                
2 As Boddy illustrates, these kinds of idealistic social claims were first invoked in relation to broadcast radio, and cinema, 
establishing a precedent for all domestic media. 
3 The invisibility of broadcast radio itself is also referred to by Peter Lewis and Jerry Booth in the title of their 1989 book The 
Invisible Medium: Public, Commercial and Community Radio.  
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the media and communications framework. However radio spectrum represents a crucial layer 

of control over access to wireless communication, and one that is becoming more significant as 

wireless technologies become more pervasive.  

 

The absence of radio spectrum in media and communications theory is identified by Hugh G.J. 

Aitken, in a research project proposal he published in 1994 that called for an exploration of the 

human history of the electromagnetic spectrum (1994a: 8-10). Aitken observed that while the 

spectrum has physically existed since the beginning of the universe, its human history has been 

untold. This, he suggested, would be  

[the] story of how we learned to think about the physical world in a new way by inventing 

the concept of the electromagnetic spectrum. And, having invented that idea, how we 

used it to explore areas of the spectrum not previously known, and how we made those 

spectral domains serve human ends (1994a: 8).  

Aitken’s own proposed approach was to trace the scientific history of the discovery of the 

electromagnetic spectrum, the technical history of its exploration, and a political and economic 

history of its regulation in the United States. However, he acknowledged that the full human 

history of the electromagnetic spectrum is too ambitious a project for a single individual, so he 

framed his proposal as a ‘freeware’ project after the model of computer software; as a concept 

to be worked on in modules by many different researchers. Unfortunately, Aitken died not long 

after the proposal was published (Laird, 1994: 3), and while a meeting was called to discuss the 

research possibilities Aitken raised, it is unclear whether it took place (Laird, 2007). This thesis 

addresses a segment of the electromagnetic spectrum project, tracing the ways in which the 

concept of ‘radio’ spectrum has been constituted by a range of discourses that reinforce 

particular structures of power and control over radio technologies. These discourses affect the 

means by which radio technologies are regulated, accessed, appropriated, and absorbed into 

human life. 

 

This study discusses the primary discursive representations of radio spectrum, which describe 

several different kinds of object. These frame radio spectrum variously as: a natural resource; 

an ordered structure for organising radio communications; a dimension of national territory that 

requires and enables protection; a site of resistance to state power; a site of private property 

rights; a mythological realm of transcendent connectivity; a commons; an open site of control; 

and a site of tactical resistance to control. All of these constructions of radio spectrum are 

invested with concepts that define it as an object and suggest appropriate uses for it. The ability 

to define radio spectrum is connected with the ability to control its use, as definition determines 

the basis on which access to radio technologies is to be allowed and contested. This discursive 
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power is largely retained by governments and mobilised through allocation regimes, although 

this focus is challenged by resistant radio practices, and by moves to propertise radio 

frequencies, or to create a form of spectrum commons. This variety of discursive framings 

ultimately describes radio spectrum as a ‘hybrid’ object, an object that is, as Aitken observed, 

simultaneously natural and invented by humans, an object with very real physical dimensions 

and effects that can only be known through its discursive articulations.  
 

Radio spectrum as hybrid object 
The electromagnetic waves that make up the radio spectrum have scientifically measurable 

qualities and are emitted by both natural sources and human technologies, but, as this thesis 

argues, the ‘radio spectrum’ itself is a construction invented to organise radio communications. 

These aspects reveal the radio spectrum’s multiple constitutions as a natural object, a social 

object, and a product of discourse. In this way the radio spectrum is a hybrid, or ‘quasi’ object in 

the sense described by Bruno Latour, it is an element of both ‘nature’ and ‘society’ (1993: 52). 

Latour argues that hybrid objects have natural, social, and discursive dimensions, but they have 

been misrepresented by the ‘modern constitution’ that pretends such objects can only be 

examined through discrete disciplinary boundaries (1993: 2). The AIDS virus, for example, is 

represented through falsely divided perspectives such as science, sex, economics, and 

sociology (1993: 2), but as a whole object the AIDS virus is constituted by all of these, and 

many other, elements. By ignoring the extensive networks of connections that populate the 

space between ‘nature’ and ‘society’, Latour argues, the modern constitution has caused the 

proliferation of hybrid objects that are represented from multiple different perspectives without 

acknowledgement of the similarities and connections between them. This thesis argues that ‘the 

radio spectrum’ is one of these hybrid objects; it is represented differently by a range of 

perspectives and the hybrid form of the whole object is not acknowledged. As an alternative to 

this perspectival view Latour proposes a ‘nonmodern’ constitution that acknowledges the 

continuum between nature and society, between the knowledge of things and human politics, 

and traces the networks that connect all of the hybrid objects in between (1993: 138-145). The 

most appropriate analysis of a hybrid object, then, looks from the object itself towards both 

nature and society, in a symmetrical view that takes into account the way each is constituted by 

the other, and the interconnections between them (Latour, 1993: 94-6). Analyses of hybrid 

objects should recognise that they are “simultaneously real, like nature, narrated, like discourse, 

and collective, like society” (Latour, 1993: 6, italics in original). This thesis acknowledges that 

the radio spectrum is a hybrid object that is real, discursive, and social. It treats the radio 

spectrum’s hybridity as the central point of analysis, from which networks of nature, discourse, 

and society are traced.  
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Communicative radio waves are now so pervasive that after more than one hundred years of 

human generation they may be seen as a socially-created natural object, a perspective argued 

by French artists Bureau d’études in the work Electromagnetic Propaganda: the Statement of 

Industrial Dogma (2006a; 2006b). This large-scale informational cartography combines 

diagrams, images and text to describe the constitutive elements of the electromagnetic 

spectrum, as well as the effects of radio waves on living things. The chart illustrates negative 

impacts on natural objects such as people, trees, and even plate tectonics, but it also portrays 

the sheer extent of human-generated electromagnetic wave activity as a new kind of natural 

object in itself. This suggests that although they may not be benign, electromagnetic waves 

unavoidably penetrate almost every object on earth, including human bodies, and are virtually 

as pervasive as the air we breathe. The point of revealing these implications, the Bureau says, 

is that “In the world constituted by electromagnetic cosmology (and industry), understanding the 

electromagnetic field is the only way to understand ourselves and our surroundings” (2006b: 

44). Bureau d’études argues that electromagnetic waves are a product of industrial imperatives, 

but they have very real effects on and presence within the natural environment. The pervasive 

quasi-natural presence of radio waves evoked in Electromagnetic Propaganda is a sense of 

radio described by Neil Strauss when he observes that radio receivers are simply interventions 

within the broader progress of radio waves, that outside the receiving box radio waves know no 

boundaries and are “as unavoidable as [they are] unstoppable” (1993: 9). This describes radio 

waves as objects that are pervasively present even if they are not recognised, and 

fundamentally only understood through the intervention of receiving technologies.  

 

The sense that human-generated radio waves are a form of natural object, a pervasive and 

almost unavoidable dimension of the environment, is also explored by artists Joyce Hinterding 

and David Haines in the installation ‘Purple Rain’. This work illustrates the pervasiveness and 

relentlessness of radio waves and the meaninglessness of a signal that is not interpreted 

‘correctly’, highlighting the difference between the presence of a signal and its translation. The 

work is installed in a small, dark exhibition space that is physically dominated by two large 

television aerials that receive the pre-existing television signals that permeate the gallery space 

from outside. Variations in the signals trigger events within a projected video that shows a 

digitally created, endless avalanche animated onto Mt Aspiring, in the New Zealand Southern 

Alps. Even in the relative dark, the aerials loom large in the small space, disconcertingly 

transplanted from the roofs of houses, and they seem disconnected from the disintegrating 

mountain, although the room feels charged with some kind of power. The work reverses the 

usual sequence of broadcasting, in which aerials placed high on roofs reach into the air to 
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intercept television signals, and channel them into the house for translation onto a screen. In 

‘Purple Rain’, not only are the aerials contained in the darkness inside, reaching into the room 

just above the viewer’s head, they are not the source of the image, just a channel through which 

the image is manipulated.4 The particular signals that influence the work differ depending on its 

location (it has been exhibited in Sao Paolo in 2004, Sydney in 2005 (Auslander, 2005), and 

Riga in 2006), and so the pattern of the work may vary in each place, infused imperceptibly with 

the cultural projections of very different environments. In a paper given at the conference 

supporting the work’s 2006 Riga exhibition, Hinterding described ‘Purple Rain’ as a reflection on 

the relentlessness of broadcast signals, in which the avalanche serves as a metaphor for their 

seemingly unstoppable natural force (2006). This idea is reminiscent of early observations on 

the broadcast phenomenon cited by Susan Douglas, who relates descriptions of the growing 

radio craze as prompting “analogies to tidal waves and highly contagious fevers” (2004: 52). 

Such comparisons suggest that relentless power like that of radio had previously only manifest 

in natural disasters, and that while radio did not involve physical destruction, it would certainly 

change the social landscape. The name of Hinterding and Haines’ work, Purple Rain, itself 

connects the viewer to the massive power of popular music and the culture industry, but also 

suggests the unnatural form of what is now a quasi-natural event, the mass television or radio 

broadcast. Fundamentally, the work reflects on the relentless flow of broadcast signals through 

the environment, showing how pervasive human generated radio waves are, even when the 

specific signals they carry cannot be correctly interpreted.  

 

Electromagnetic Propaganda and Purple Rain enact a form of the symmetrical analysis 

proposed by Latour, by looking from the hybrid object of radio waves to their social and natural 

elements and effects. This thesis also effectively looks outwards from radio waves, but focuses 

particularly on the ways in which the radio spectrum object has been constituted by discourses 

that support particular social effects and are justified by apparently ‘natural’ features. In this the 

thesis acknowledges the actuality of electromagnetic phenomena, but looks to the fundamental 

distinction made by Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe between the physical existence of an 

object, and the means by which that object is known. Laclau and Mouffe argue that while an 

object itself, as an existential entity, is ahistorical and unchanging, the essence of the object is 

“always given to us within discursive articulations” (1987: 85). In this analysis, the existential 

entity is the electromagnetic energy that exists in nature without the intervention of technology. 

Laclau and Mouffe argue that it is impossible to speak of an existential entity in itself, because 

simply to articulate it at all is to inscribe it into a “system of relations with other objects”, which is 

                                                
4 Writing about the Sydney 2005 installation of this work in Artforum, Philip Auslander observes that due to their size and sense of 
power, the aerials “seem perfectly capable of pulling in live signals from a camera trained on a distant mountain to cover this 
newsworthy event” (2005). 
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itself “socially constructed” (1987: 82). They do not question the existence of objects outside 

discursive constructs, they simply point out that any articulation of an object draws it already 

into a discursive network. Even the idea that an object can be purely natural is a discursive 

construct, in that “the idea of nature is not something that is already there, to be read from the 

appearances of things, but is itself the result of a slow and complex historical and social 

construction” (1987: 84). As chapter two will discuss, this concept is complicated further in 

respect of the electromagnetic energy that falls within the range articulated as ‘the radio 

spectrum’, because its existence cannot be perceived by humans without technical intervention; 

it cannot simply be ambiently perceived without translation by technology and the language 

needed to explain ‘what’ it is. 
 

Discursive constructions of radio spectrum  
‘The radio spectrum’ is not in itself an existential entity, it is, as  Hugh G.J. Aitken observes in 

respect of the broader ‘electromagnetic spectrum’, a concept invented by humans to organise 

the way electromagnetic energy is understood, explored, and used. In this sense, ‘the radio 

spectrum’ is a discursive construct that metaphorically organises and frames a particular form of 

electromagnetic energy, the energy generated for transmission of wireless communications and 

referred to as electromagnetic, or more specifically ‘radio’, waves with measurable ‘frequencies’ 

and ‘wavelengths’. In the terms of Howarth and Stavrakakis’ reading of discourse theory, ‘the 

radio spectrum’ is a signifying element that represents a graduated series of radio frequencies 

(2000: 7). Grouping frequencies together in such a series is a discursive move in its own right, 

but the ‘meaning’ of the radio spectrum itself is only fixed when it is ‘articulated’ within a set of 

relationships. For example, relating the radio spectrum to technical features of aerials and 

atmospheric conditions is to articulate it into engineering discourse. Relating it to concepts of 

national territory, military intelligence, and ‘protection’ is to articulate it in the discourse of 

national security. Radio spectrum has been articulated into many different discourses, as 

illustrated by Aitken’s observation that early scientific, technical and economic representations 

of the technologies that use radio spectrum, “literally did use different vocabularies, speak in 

different languages, and respond to different cues” in describing the same ‘thing’ (1985: 17). 

Despite the shifts in signification of the radio spectrum, it is still invoked in discourse as a 

relatively unproblematic object, as a trope in the sense described by Eleanor Townsley (2001). 

The radio spectrum is a “figurative use of words, which organizes our understanding” (2001: 

99), of, in this case, the use of radio waves by radio technologies. Townsley argues that the 

“trope’s specific function is to compress and inscribe historically developed collective 

understandings in a very short space; it reduces complexity and reduces contentious detail in 

favour of ‘what everyone knows’” (2001: 99). In this sense, ‘the radio spectrum’ is a signifying 
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element that represents not simply a sequence of electromagnetic wave frequencies, but a 

complex and contentious process through which radio technologies and radio signals have 

been organised, managed, and subject to particular techniques and effects of power. This 

thesis examines different kinds of discursive representation that have attached to the trope of 

radio spectrum from different perspectives: the vocabularies, languages, cues, and social 

contexts that shape different understandings of the hybrid radio spectrum object, particularly 

through the use of metaphor.  

 
Metaphor is central to discourse as the means by which the unfamiliar is made familiar. It is 

present in all forms of linguistic explanation, including the apparently objective constructions of 

science, and concretises the invisibility and intangibility of radio by relating its features to more 

familiar objects. The word ‘radio’ itself, for example, metaphorically suggests the radiation of 

information from a central point, while ‘broadcasting’ was drawn from the agricultural term for 

scattering seeds on the ground (Lewis 1993: 73). The ‘antenna’ used to transmit and receive 

radio waves was borrowed by Marconi from the zoological term for butterflies’ feelers, which, 

Eduard Rhein argues, indicates that Marconi had a sense that wireless telegraphy used a 

principle of vibration known in butterfly communication (1940: 5). The word ‘spectrum’ itself was 

first used metaphorically by Isaac Newton to describe the insubstantial ‘spectre’ of light 

refracted through a prism (Guerlac, 1965: 206). All words are metaphorical in one sense 

however, following Nietzsche’s argument that words are simply metaphors for the objects they 

describe, so that, for example, the word ‘leaf’ is a metaphor for every leaf, meaning “the idea 

‘leaf’ has been formed through an arbitrary omission of these individual differences” (1964: 

179). In this sense, the ‘radio spectrum’ is fundamentally a metaphor for all individual radio 

waves. 

 

Metaphor is described by Mary B. Hesse as a central feature of scientific explanation, such that 

scientific theories are themselves metaphors (1966: 157). In this sense, the observation that 

electromagnetic energy propagates by wave motion is also a metaphor, following an example 

given by Hesse in which she explains that the statement ‘Sound is propagated by wave motion’ 

is a metaphor in which the observable factor, sound, is described in “the language of a familiar 

theory” (1966: 158). Scientific models, as metaphors such as ‘wave motion’, are not intended to 

communicate a simple identification between waves and ‘sound’ or ‘electromagnetic energy’ 

(1966: 167). The metaphorical comparison is, rather, developed to communicate understanding 

of, and serve to concretise, often intangible phenomena. Effective scientific metaphors are 

drawn from language that is “part of the commonly understood theoretical language of science” 

(1966: 165), using the same discourse as the language of observation from which the initial 
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phenomenon, such as ‘sound’, is described.5 Hesse also emphasises, like Laclau and Mouffe in 

relation to discourse theory, that the application of a scientific metaphor, a theory or model, to a 

physical phenomenon does not change the observed phenomenon itself, it merely creates a 

framework of understanding around it (1966: 167). 

 

Susan Douglas illustrates the value and limitations of metaphor in relation to radio phenomena 

when she observes that the metaphor of a stone being dropped in a pond is frequently used to 

explain the properties of radio waves (2004: 36).6  This metaphor explains that the impact of the 

stone on the water causes ripples to travel outwards across the surface, dissipating as they 

propagate further away, as radio waves do in relation to their central point of transmission. The 

height of the waves formed on the pool, or transmitted through the air, is their amplitude, the 

distance between them is their wavelength, and the number of waves that pass by a point within 

a second is the frequency (Douglas, 2004: 36). A fixed object within the pool could be thought of 

as a radio receiver, which simply sits within a field of radio waves, intercepting those that 

actually touch it, while many more flow away from and around it.7 However, this is a limited 

analogy as it implies that radio waves travel via a substance like water, rather than 

independently of matter, which Douglas suggests is the basis for the early assumption that 

electromagnetic waves move through an ‘ether’ (2004: 36). The metaphor of the stone in water 

therefore communicates some of the essential aspects of radio waves in an understandable 

manner, but leads to a fundamental misperception of the location of radio waves, because it 

cannot account for the absence of water-like matter.  

 

A broader metaphor is used by Hugh G.J. Aitken to describe the development of the radio 

spectrum as a process of discovery and exploration, in a form of the common analogy that 

relates radio spectrum to land and is used to justify particular forms of power over radio 

spectrum. Aitken specifically relates Heinrich Hertz’s generation of electromagnetic waves in 

1888 to the “discovery of a new continent” (1976: 32). In this analogy he suggests that while the 

                                                
5 In the introduction to Models and Analogies in Science, Hesse cites a critique of the overuse of metaphor in a context closely 
related to the electromagnetic spectrum, by “French physicist and philosopher Pierre Duhem”, in his 1914 comparison of the 
“abstract, logical, systematizing” Continental approach to scientific writing, and the “visualizing, imaginative, incoherent mind typical 
of the English” (1966: 1). Duhem describes this difference in relation to two works on electrostatics, one by a Continental writer 
whose approach “fully satisfies… a French physicist and his taste for clarity, simplicity and order” (qtd. in Hesse, 1966: 2). In 
comparison, Duhem claims that an similar book on the topic by the English physicist Oliver Lodge, whose work in electrostatics is 
related to his development of radio technologies, may be “intended to expound the modern theories of electricity and to expound a 
new theory”, but “In it are nothing but strings which move around pulleys, which roll around drums, which go through pearl beads… 
[and] toothed wheels which are geared to one another and engage hooks. We thought we were entering the tranquil and neatly 
ordered abode of reason, but we find ourselves in a factory” (qtd. in Hesse, 1966: 2). Duhem clearly feels that Lodge’s use of 
metaphor serves to obscure and confuse his explanation, rather than illuminate it. 
6 As found for example in technical guides to radio by Beck (1967: 109-10), and Sinclair (1997: 29). 
7 An extension of this metaphor is suggested by William Boddy, observing that in accounts of long distance listening, or ‘DX-ing’ in 
the 1920s, “The ubiquitous contemporary metaphor for early radio listening was fishing, as men and boys intently teased out distant 
stations with battery-powered sets in attics and basements, using headphones which isolated them from other household activities” 
(2004, 34). In this description of the ‘sport’ of radio listening, the receiving set becomes a fishing line in the rippling pond, ready to 
hook into any rare signals that drift across the surface. 
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electromagnetic spectrum is not a territory in the manner of a physical continent, it was at the 

time of its discovery a site of new, though invisible, resources, the existence of which had been 

speculated about but not previously proven. The value of these resources, he argues, would not 

become clear for many years, but would, like geographical territory, become a focus of military 

and economic struggles over possession and control. In this respect also, the radio spectrum 

would later, as with geographical territory, be subject to competing claims over resource 

management, whether this would best be maintained through state administration, property 

rights, or a commons. These points of comparison mean, Aitken argues, that “the problems 

presented by the discovery of the radiofrequency spectrum, a resource created by science and 

technology, came to have, as the nineteenth century neared its close, clear similarities to the 

problems faced earlier in the opening up of new continents” (1976: 32). Aitken also uses the 

continent analogy to describe the process of exploration that produced an understanding of the 

physical expanse and continuity of the radio spectrum. To frame his proposal for the history of 

human understanding of the electromagnetic spectrum, for example, Aitken asks of the initial 

transmissions of electromagnetic waves, “When and by whom were the voyages of discovery 

made?[….] When did it dawn on the explorers that they were not discovering separate islands, 

but rather making their landfalls on different parts of a single continent?” (1994a: 8).  In this 

respect, Aitken frames the early development of radio technologies using different frequencies 

as being akin to the colonisation of a continent taking place at a different location to its initial 

sighting and landfall (1976: 37). The refinement of tuning, or ‘syntony’, in this analogy has an 

effect like that of instruments of geographical measurement, by allowing ‘explorers’ and ‘settlers’ 

to define and maintain a location on the electromagnetic continent (Aitken: 1976: 33), so that it 

could become a “usable space” rather than a “wilderness” (Aitken, 1976: 39). As uses have 

been established for different frequencies of the radio spectrum, Aitken observes that new 

‘frontiers’ have been opened up in the extent of the spectrum, behind which use intensifies 

(1976: 38). This density of use then prompts further exploration that extends the boundaries of 

radio spectrum, an analogy “with the development of newly settled lands” that Aitken describes 

as “striking and not coincidental” (1976: 38). Aitken uses the analogy of radio spectrum as a 

continent to explore concepts of discovery, exploration and resource use, and this territorial 

comparison is a recurring theme in many discourses discussed in this thesis. It frames 

representations of state power over radio spectrum as though it is a form of national territory, 

and it justifies claims to both property rights and, to some extent, commons, approaches to 

radio spectrum. 

 
Many other metaphors have been used to describe radio technologies that attempt to relate 

radio transmission to more familiarly mysterious phenomena. Early representations of radio for 

example, located it in the discourse of Victorian spiritualism, so that metaphors of ghosts and 
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angels framed the notion of communicating wirelessly at a distance (Peters, 1999: 104-6), and 

spiritualists touted the possibilities of radio for communicating with the dead and reaching 

between minds.8 Lee de Forest, inventor of the Audion tube that made radio reception more 

predictable, was particularly poetic in his metaphorical approach to radio, as evidenced by his 

1946 complaint that the content of radio broadcasting had become “a stench in the nostril of the 

gods of the ionosphere” (qtd. in Lewis, 242).  Writing in the 1930s, essayist E. B. White drew 

upon Christian mythology to evoke the apparent omniscience of radio: 

I live in a strictly rural community, and people here speak of “The Radio” in the large 

sense, with an overmeaning. When they say “The Radio” they don’t mean a cabinet, an 

electrical phenomenon, or a man in a studio, they refer to a pervading and somewhat 

godlike presence which has come into their lives and homes” (qtd. in Lewis, 231). 

While the physical facts of the cabinet, electrical phenomenon and the man in a studio are 

unchanged by the understanding of radio as ‘godlike’, it acquires a new stature through 

comparison with God. These metaphors are an attempt to explain the ‘space’ in which radio 

communication occurs in familiar terms, by drawing on pre-existing discourses of spiritualism 

and religion. 

 

The transcendental language of much early radio writing is echoed in other discourses about 

new technologies, which express longstanding idealist hopes in forms relevant to different 

technological developments. Claims made for the world-changing possibilities of radio 

technologies span a century or more, for example, from the earliest hopes for world peace as a 

result of instantaneous communication, to liberatory dreams for wireless ‘smart’ devices and 

‘ubiquitous computing’.9 These, and a myriad of similar stories told about technologies, are part 

of what Vincent Mosco calls ‘myths’ which “promote what the historian David Nye has called a 

vision of the ‘technological sublime,’ a literal eruption of feeling that briefly overwhelms meaning 

only to be recontained by it” (2004: 22). Containment happens when a technology becomes 

‘banal’, when its actual social value becomes apparent beneath initial rhetoric about its potential 

for ending poverty, or other high-level goals, a shift that occurred in radio within a decade of the 

beginning of broadcasting in the 1920s.10 Mosco’s analysis focuses on the ‘digital sublime’ 

expressed in myths about cyberspace, and specifically claims for its transcendence over time, 

signified as the ‘end of history’, space, in its promise of the ‘death of distance’, and power, by 

enabling the ‘end of politics’ (2004: 3). Many claims for the Internet and its new economy echo 

those of earlier eras and their defining technologies, and Mosco picks through these historical 

                                                
8 Explored for example by Peters (1999), Douglas (2004), and Boddy (2004). 
9 Such as those expressed by William Mitchell in Me++ (2003). 
10 William Boddy details an aspect of this process through the domestication of radio, and its transformation from a mysterious 
technology to an item of furniture, marketed to women (2004:16-43). 
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precedents, as well as the contemporary relations of power they are activated to disguise.11 

Many of the myths Mosco discusses in relation to cyberspace, including the end of history, 

space and power, have also been invoked in relation to old and new radio technologies.12 

 

The kinds of spiritual transcendence evoked by the metaphors of radio used by de Forest and 

White, cited above, have been updated by more contemporary, technologically-aided myths of 

personal transcendence. The spiritual transcendence that framed some of the earliest 

mythologies of radio technology – a transcendence of earthly being, surmounting the barrier of 

death itself – was so intrinsic to its early perception that it infused the very language from which 

understandings of radio were drawn. Peters notes for example, that “the term ‘spectrum’ had 

once simply meant ghost” (1999: 103),13 while the ‘medium’ channelled messages from the 

dead (1999: 96-101). More recently, the use of radio telescopes to search for life beyond the 

earth taps into extensive mythologies about the existence of alien life, perhaps as a 

modernisation of earlier mythologies about angels.14 As Susan M. Squier shows, the dream of 

transcending the embodied self through radio technologies has remained a recurring one in 

science fiction writing through the twentieth century (2003). The extended, networked-self 

described by William Mitchell updates this myth for the twenty-first century, in which individual 

subjectivity becomes a node in a network connecting human and city (2003). This new 

transcendent subjectivity is enabled by the development of so-called ‘ubiquitous computing’, 

some mythologies of which are encapsulated in the book title Brave New Unwired World: The 

Digital Big Bang and the Infinite Internet (Lightman, 2002). A multilayered claim, this title 
                                                
11 Mosco does not view myth simply as a fiction, or an untruth, but invokes it in the sense suggested by Levi Strauss, as a story 
through which to negotiate ultimately unresolvable contradictions of everyday life (2004: 28). Myth-stories do not necessarily resolve 
the contradictions, but provide a means to talk about them and make them more manageable. One of the basic contradictions 
Mosco locates behind myths of cyberspace, for example, includes “the desire to retain our individuality and yet participate fully in a 
collective community” (2004: 28). In this sense the myth of the Internet’s transcendence of space frames the metaphor of virtual 
communities in which individual people may share the same interests no matter where they live, and while apparently retaining their 
individuality (Mosco, 2004: 31). This ‘stitching together’ of contradictions is also what distinguishes myth from the individual 
metaphors from which it is constructed, as metaphor provides a useful description, but it does not have the transcendent moral 
power of myths (Mosco, 2004: 53). Analysing myths of cyberspace, Mosco suggests, is important not simply in order to debunk 
them, but also to restore to cyberspace the political dimensions that myths attempt to eliminate (2004: 31). This is a response to 
Roland Barthes’ claim that the role of mythologies is to eliminate the political, “that myths are depoliticised speech because they 
purify social relations by eliminating the tensions and conflicts that animate the political life of a community” (Mosco, 2004: 31). 
Implicit in the above example is a suggestion that by cultivating the myth of transcendence of the virtual community the 
infrastructure of actual, location-based communities can be eroded, a possibility that can be observed in the myths of contemporary 
wireless technologies. 
12 Mythologies of radio technologies long predated the Internet, when the instantaneity and potential global reach of new 
communications promised world peace and a new era of understanding between distant nations. The myth of the transcendence of 
space was invoked about the wired telegraph, radiotelegraphy, and broadcasting. After the first Atlantic telegraph cable was laid, for 
example, the Times of London described it metaphorically as having ‘dried up’ the ocean and rejoined the American and British 
nations, writing that it “‘has gone far to make us once again, in spite of ourselves, one people’” (Qtd in Standage, 1999: 81), a 
simultaneous end to both space and history. Instant and direct communication delivered by radio technologies, it was thought, 
would allow citizens greater access to their politicians, and would favour honest and straightforward communication from those 
politicians (Mosco, 2004: 129), potentially transcending traditional power to produce the end of politics. Within nations, the 
transcendence of space celebrated in early radio discourse frames a metaphor of imagined communities, in which individuals may 
share a national identity despite being geographically dispersed. 
13 As noted above, this is the sense in which Newton used the word, describing the fleeting, immaterial aspect of light refracted 
through a prism. 
14 John Durham Peters discusses spiritualist traditions of thought about communication that invoke the role of angels as examples 
of ‘perfect communication’, intermediaries that, along with ghosts, still “haunt modern media, with their common ability to spirit voice, 
image, and word across vast distances without death or decay” (1999: 75).  
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manages to anticipate the end of history, space and politics all at once, as a new universal 

beginning, heralded by a ‘big bang’, leads to an entirely new political structure in the ‘brave new 

world’, in which time and space become meaningless in infinity. All of these myths of radio 

technology express a technological sublime, in which wireless communication enables humans 

to transcend the limitations of everyday, embodied, life. These are connections between radio 

and other realms that, as Susan Douglas points out, form an important part of the “imaginative 

terrain that radio would initially encounter, interact with, and reshape, a terrain that remains very 

much a part of the invention’s legacy” (2004:46).15 Many of the discourses of radio spectrum 

discussed in this study draw on mythologies to some extent, mobilising metaphors that suggest 

the radio spectrum is a site of possible transcendence. 

 

This thesis analyses a range of discourses of radio spectrum with a particular emphasis on the 

metaphors that articulate characteristics of radio waves, spectrum, and technologies into sets of 

relations with other objects and forms of power. This analysis follows Michel Foucault’s 

observation that discourse relates to knowledge, as it defines the things that can be said and 

thought about a topic, an attribute that is especially pertinent in relation to invisible, intangible 

radio waves. Discourse also importantly reflects and generates forms of power in relation to its 

object, and this analysis examines the ways in which different discourses frame radio spectrum 

in ways that generate and reflect particular effects of power over the use of radio technologies.  

 
The signifying element ‘the radio spectrum’ provides the framework through which power is 

exercised over access to the radio frequencies required by radio technologies, and over the 

content that may be carried through the radio spectrum by those technologies. The forms power 

takes, and the effects it has, are both created by and reflected in the different discourses within 

which the radio spectrum is articulated. To highlight the relationship between discourse and 

power this discussion looks to the connection made by Michel Foucault in The History of 

Sexuality: volume one, when he argues that ‘what is said’ about sexuality ‘generates effects of 

power’ (1990: 11). Foucault frames the issues this raises through a series of questions about 

the “economy of discourses on sex”: “what has been said about [sexuality]? What were the 

effects of power generated by what was said? What are the links between these discourses, 

these effects of power, and the pleasures that were invested by them? What knowledge (savoir) 

was formed as a result of this linkage?” (1990: 11). Similarly, the project of this thesis is not 

specifically to discuss what radio spectrum is used for, but to ask: What has been said about it, 

by whom? What are the effects of power generated by these representations of radio spectrum? 

                                                
15 This imaginative terrain was still being evoked by scientific texts long into the twentieth century, as the titles of two publications by 
the ‘Scientific Book Club’ in 1939 and 1940, suggest. C.L. Boltz’ Wireless: An Account of the General Principles underlying the 
modern magic of wireless reception (1939), confirms the ‘magic’-like nature of the modern science of wireless transmission, as does 
Eduard Rhein’s Wonder of the Waves: Wireless and Television for Everyman (1940). 
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What are the links between discourse, power, and the uses of radio technologies? And what 

knowledge does this linkage produce? This process focuses on “the forms of power” mobilised 

through different discursive articulations of radio spectrum. In his analysis of the way power is 

represented in relation to sex, Foucault argues that power tends to be conceived purely as 

‘juridico-discursive’, related to repression and the law (1990: 82). As a more productive 

alternative, he argues that power should be conceived as ‘strategical’, “a multiple and mobile 

field of force relations, wherein far-reaching, but never completely stable, effects of domination 

are produced” (1990: 102). The forms of power generated by and enacted through the 

discourses discussed in this thesis are represented as both ‘juridico-discursive’, or more 

expansively, a ‘juridico-political discourse’ that is articulated through legal and political 

processes, and ‘strategical’. The juridico-political discourse of power is, typically, its 

representation by the state in the laws enacted to manage radio spectrum; it frames the 

organisation of spectrum itself, justifies the concentration of state power over spectrum 

allocation, and frames the shift to property rights in spectrum allocation and the proposals for a 

spectrum commons. This is countered by the strategical discourses of power mobilised by the 

resistant practices of pirate radio, tactical media, and artist projects in a form of power that is 

multiple, or ‘polymorphous’, in Foucault’s term (1990: 11), as are the channels and discourses it 

mobilises. 

 
In relation to the form power takes in radio spectrum and society more broadly this discussion 

follows the shift traced by Foucault, and extended by Gilles Deleuze, from a disciplinary to a 

control society. Foucault identified an initial shift from the concentrated power over life and 

death held by a sovereign monarch, to the ‘disciplinary’ power that characterised societies of 

order and containment, in Discipline and Punish (1995). ‘Discipline’ is a form of power exerted 

over individual bodies in service of early capitalism, through spaces of enclosure such as the 

school, prison, army, and factory, a form of power exerted through monitoring, training and 

surveillance to ensure compliance to particular roles. To some extent, this form of power 

contextualises repressive forms that juridico-political power over New Zealand’s radio spectrum 

took in the period 1903 to 1989, discussed in chapter three. The more relevant form of power in 

respect of recent developments in radio spectrum is that theorised by Gilles Deleuze as the 

result of the breaking open of the discrete sites of discipline, their mutation into “approaching 

forms of ceaseless control in open sites” (1995: 175). The shift to a society of control is reflected 

and expressed in radio spectrum by the development of digital forms of wireless technologies 

that are more pervasive and promise greater ‘freedom’ than traditional confining broadcast 

technologies, and yet are subject to the subtle modulations of coded controls and carry the 

potential for more far-reaching forms of surveillance and behavioural monitoring. Structurally, 

control in radio spectrum is approached through the dissolution of complete state power over 
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spectrum definition and allocation that has occurred with the development of property rights, 

and it may be finally realised by the proposed ‘commons’ approach to spectrum. This shift 

towards a control society, or multiple regimes of control, describes a more fluid manifestation of 

power, a dissolution of the centralised power of disciplinary regimes, and a shift from states to 

commercial entities as the primary site of power. The society of control is a central trope here 

because it creates productive connections with other attempts to theorise the social, political 

and economic structures of contemporary capitalism, of which the most compelling for analysis 

of the radio spectrum is Manuel Castells’ concept of the ‘network society’, the outcome of 

processes of ‘informationalism’ that inherently involve radio technologies.  

 

Mapping the Radio Spectrum 
Like the division and allocation of radio spectrum itself, the particular discourses of radio 

spectrum that this thesis focuses on are ultimately contingent, as Laclau and Mouffe suggest, 

on the historical, and social, location of this study (1987: 84). This classification of pertinent 

discourses borrows from the principles of John Thornton Caldwell’s taxonomy of discourses of 

digital culture, which is self-referentially located within the historical moment it examines, as a 

response to the speed of responses to digitality as much as to the ‘actual’ phenomenon of 

digitality (2000: 6). Caldwell classifies discursive articulations of digital culture through the 

fundamental questions asked of new technologies by academics and industry, a process he 

calls ‘mapping technoculture questions’ (2000: 4). This mapping explores both academic and 

industrial tropes, and acknowledges the work done by industry to invent and ‘spin’ paradigms in 

mass and electronic culture, a ‘corporate paradigming’ that Caldwell describes as a kind of 

“‘theory’-in-practice.” (2000: 7).16 Caldwell’s taxonomy is framed by a meta-taxonomy that 

nominates academic and industry discourses as the most relevant framings of technoculture in 

the current historical context. The taxonomy of discourses addressed in this study is broader 

than those, but no less situated, including state-based, as well as academic, representations, 

but focusing on artist and activist, rather than industry, discourses as examples of ‘theory-in-

practice’.  

 
This study is situated primarily in New Zealand, so that the radio spectrum it describes is most 

specifically the radio spectrum of New Zealand. However accounts of spectrum administration 

and aspects of regulatory and practical history from other countries inform this analysis where 

those experiences offer relevant comparisons and expanded understandings. The value of a 
                                                
16 The technology-oriented discourses are broken down to examine different approaches to theorising new media technologies: 
Caldwell defines the paradigms of industry as “the box, schedule, network or connectivity, and content” (2000: 11). Academic 
theories are characterised by five ‘genres’: technology assessment; ‘pessimistic condemnations’ of ‘threats’; explorations of the 
interrelationships between elements of technologies, and the political economy of their deployment; ‘grand theory’; and cultural 
studies approaches to ‘consuming agency’ (2000: 12). 
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New Zealand perspective is evident in this country’s historical role in passing the first regulatory 

legislation in respect of wireless technologies, in 1903, and subsequently making the first move 

to deregulate and propertise radio spectrum in 1989. In response to this, the Waitangi Tribunal 

claims in 1990 and 1999 offer a significant articulation of alternative understandings of radio 

spectrum by Maori. In terms of broader discourses, this study also follows developments in 

spectrum commons technologies and theories that have emerged since Hugh G.J. Aitken 

delineated state administered allocations and property rights as the primary models of spectrum 

allocation in 1994 (1994b). The expansion of radio technologies, of ‘wireless’ connectivity, also 

provides an important context for this study. This is particularly the case in relation to artists’ use 

of radio and wireless technologies, through practices that interrogate and deconstruct radio 

technologies to cast a new perspective on previously familiar, taken-for-granted, or 

unconsidered aspects of the electromagnetic world, generating discourses that emphasise the 

fluidity and ubiquity of radio waves. A growing literature foregrounds the role of information 

technologies, including wireless forms, in a ‘network society’, while writers and media artists are 

readdressing the role of radio technologies and radio spectrum in contemporary social life. 

 

This study addresses the whole radio spectrum, including this multiplicity of uses, but many of 

its examples and case studies will focus on broadcast radio itself, even though it is now only 

one among many uses of radio spectrum. Charts of the primary usage of radio spectrum bands 

in New Zealand show that the majority of frequencies are allocated to fixed and mobile 

communications links such as mobile telephony, maritime distress signals, aeronautical 

instrument landing systems, surveillance RADAR, car alarms, shop tags and Global Positioning 

Systems. Other ubiquitous, but unlicensed, uses include wireless Internet links and localised 

domestic technologies. However, as the oldest publicly accessible radio technology, in New 

Zealand at least, broadcasting is better documented than other uses of radio spectrum, 

particularly in terms of regulation, and the audience, or ‘end user’, experience. Before broadcast 

radio was first established, wireless technology in New Zealand could only be legally 

experienced through the state controlled telegraphy network, mediated by the Post and 

Telegraph department. The broadcast radio receiver was the first point of contact between the 

general public and radio waves, it opened the home to the multiple forms of radio technology 

now found there, and the role of broadcast radio in the home remains better documented than 

that of other radio technologies.17 However, those early experiences still have relevance for the 

analysis of later wireless technologies. William Boddy observes that controversies over radio’s 

role in the gendered space of the home, its relationship to national identities, and its re-figuring 

of public and private space provide models for issues attached to many later technological 
                                                
17 The fundamental conceptual shift triggered by hearing the human voice from a distance is better documented than the experience 
of wirelessly connecting a computer to the Internet, for example. 
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developments, such that “The first two decades of wireless activity in the United States 

precipitated these questions in their starkest form, anticipating many of the ways the same 

topics would be taken up in subsequent controversies” (2004: 16).  Early broadcasting also 

established the conceptual template for later understandings of how wireless technologies 

could, or should, be used, the mass distribution model rejected by spectrum commons 

advocates such as Yochai Benkler, for example (2002). Fundamentally, as the first mass use of 

radio technology, broadcasting expanded the concept of the ‘spectrum,’ as it intensified the 

need to calibrate radio frequencies, dividing them between uses, users, and nations in order to 

manage interference and unwanted message spillage.  

 

Broadcast radio has, for nearly a century, been one of the most democratic, if unidirectional, 

uses of radio spectrum, and a highly accessible and affordable means of communication. For 

the cost of a few simple electronic parts and a cheap receiver, anyone can create the 

technology to communicate with their local community by radio.18 In most countries however, 

this accessibility is restricted through strict systems of radio licensing and content management. 

Recent technological shifts could potentially achieve this restriction far more effectively than 

legislation. Digital radio technologies transform the way electromagnetic waves are transmitted 

and received, by encoding the signal into ‘bits’ that can only be decoded by software defined 

radio receivers in order to be heard as audio signals. For the first time, radio is becoming a pay-

per-listen technology, a code-dependent medium that potentially requires greater investment by 

transmitters and receivers, and to which access may be more easily blocked than analogue 

systems. At the same time, a digital radio signal offers far more efficient use of the radio 

spectrum, allowing a greater amount of information to be transmitted within a narrower 

bandwidth than traditional radio. Broadcast radio may therefore be just one use of radio 

spectrum, but it is emblematic of changes in the way spectrum is conceptualised and accessed. 

More fundamentally, it is the node through which people can most readily understand the 

dimensions and implications of the spectrum as a whole. 

 

This study frames the radio spectrum as a hybrid object that is real, discursive and social, but 

analyses it primarily through the ways it is constituted in discourse: the ways in which it has 

been articulated within different sets of relationships, and the forms of power that these 

articulations support, enact, and generate. The chapters trace a loosely historical path through 

representations of radio spectrum in New Zealand, with comparative examples from other 

countries. These follow the process by which the radio spectrum has been defined, 
                                                
18 The inexpensive basis of the technology has been a feature from the beginning, evidenced by this observation from sociologists 
Helen and Robert Lynd in 1924, cited by William Boddy: “Here skill and ingenuity can in part offset money as an open sesame to 
swift sharing of the enjoyments of the wealthy. With but little equipment one can call the life of the rest of the world from the air, and 
the equipment can be purchased piecemeal from the ten cent store” (2004: 32). 
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appropriated by states, framed as a site of resistance to state power, reconfigured as property, 

dismantled for a commons, and framed as a site of control and of micropolitical resistance to 

control. The focus on the relationship between discourse and power in representations of radio 

spectrum acknowledges Foucault’s argument that they are inseparable, and that, as Latour 

observes, discursive representations of an object can have very real outcomes (1993: 5). The 

representations of radio spectrum discussed here manifest in policies and practices that affect 

the way radio technologies are used and experienced.19 In this, the thesis highlights the 

importance of a political economy approach, while also attending to historical discourse, cultural 

discourse and aesthetic discourse.  

 

Chapter two, ‘Invention’, traces three models for understanding radio waves that have produced 

the concept of ‘radio spectrum’. Starting from Hugh G.J. Aitken’s research into the 

electromagnetic spectrum, the chapter considers his references to the ‘discovery’ of 

electromagnetic spectrum (1976: 32), and the ‘invention’ of the concept of the electromagnetic 

spectrum (1994a: 8). These describe two quite different processes and forms of spectrum, and 

the chapter proposes that ‘discovery’ applies more appropriately to early encounters with the 

natural electromagnetic energy of the earth’s atmosphere, the sun, and other sources of 

radiation. The moment when Hertz generated electromagnetic waves in 1888 marks instead the 

inception of the technical ‘radio spectrum’, the frequencies generated for human 

communication. The spectrum that was ‘invented’ therefore was conceived as a means of 

enacting power over radio communications by states. Chapter two discusses each of these 

articulations as a series of discursive refinements of the concept of the ‘radio spectrum’, the last 

being most specifically an expression of state power, and the beginning of the juridico-political 

discourse that locates power over radio technologies in the state. This moment of conceptual 

division created the functional radio spectrum and also marked it as a site of often competing 

discursive claims between scientific, commercial, and national interests. Chapter two illustrates 

elements of this conflict through a case study of the allocation of frequencies for FM radio and 

television in the US in the 1940s. 

 
Chapter three, ‘Protection’, focuses on the role of the state in defining radio spectrum in New 

Zealand, and the discourses that support state power over the use of national radio spectrum. 

These are expressed through regulation of access to radio spectrum-using technologies, and of 

                                                
19 As the study is primarily focused on discourse, a note should be made about the semiotics of radio spectrum and radio 
technologies as they are addressed here. The accounts this study draws on use many different words and phrases in relation to 
radio technologies, and it is difficult to determine, for example, at what point the contemporary terms ‘radio waves’ and ‘radio 
spectrum’ came into use. Alternative terms are used in relation to references to a radio spectrum-like object in historical contexts 
where appropriate. In other cases, ‘radio spectrum’ is often used anachronistically in relation to the early period of radio 
development, because to use the more contemporary term ‘ether’ may cause confusion in relation to other discussions of ‘ether’ in 
this study, or because a more appropriate contemporary term is not apparent. 
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the content they carry. New Zealand radio spectrum was defined as a dimension of state 

territory in 1903, when the Wireless Telegraphy Act prohibited all unauthorised use of wireless 

technologies. This was justified with a discourse of ‘protection’, represented in parliament as a 

need for protection primarily from foreign interests, or ‘interference’, in a technical, military and 

economic sense. To maintain this protection, the New Zealand state exercised a highly 

centralised form of power over its radio spectrum from 1903 until 1989, which reflected the 

protectionist economic policies of that period. Chapter three focuses on the juridico-political 

discourse of power maintained by the state to trace the prohibitions and censorship enacted in 

the New Zealand radio spectrum to maintain protective state power over it, and traces three 

particular forms that protection took in this period. The most literal of these is military protection, 

reflecting the role of radio technologies in wartime in New Zealand and other nations, and the 

extension of New Zealand’s radio borders through military radio surveillance measures that 

have continued since the Second World War. A range of prohibitions protected the New 

Zealand radio spectrum itself from unofficial transmissions between 1903 and 1989, and a 

further range of prohibitions and forms of censorship were enacted to ‘protect’ New Zealanders 

from the potential content of the national radio spectrum. Broadcast content in particular also 

enacted a form of containment in this period, a form of disciplinarity, through its role in 

developing and maintaining a sense of imagined national community. Accordingly, national 

identity was protected along with the borders of the nation itself through the careful allocation of 

radio spectrum within it. The New Zealand state’s discursive power over radio spectrum is 

treated here as an indicative case study, representative of the forms of juridico-political power 

exercised over and through radio spectrum. 

 

Chapter four, ‘Resistance’, uses a more relational view of power to discuss ways in which the 

state-centred power over radio spectrum discussed in chapter three has been resisted in New 

Zealand and in other countries. Following Michel Foucault’s critique of juridico-political 

discourses of power, this chapter discusses practices that reflect a more ‘strategical’ discourse 

and reveal the difficulty of containing radio waves within the nation and of maintaining absolute 

power over radio spectrum, the elements against which ‘protection’ is asserted. In New Zealand 

the paradigmatic example of resistance to state power over radio spectrum is the launch of 

Radio Hauraki in the 1960s and its representation as a ‘pirate’ radio station that challenged 

state power over spectrum allocation and broadcasting, and precipitated the introduction of 

legal, privately owned radio stations. Chapter four discusses this and other uses of radio 

broadcasting technologies that are represented by explicit discourses of resistance to the 

state’s control over access to radio spectrum. The chapter acknowledges that resistance to 

power in itself is never possible, and examines instead the multiple forms of power mobilised 
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through these resistant discourses. In the more open regulatory environment of the US, the 

semantically appropriate ‘micropower’ movement represents a contemporary form of pirate 

radio that is ranged not against state control of radio spectrum and broadcasting, but against 

large-scale commercial control over broadcasting. Micropower radio mobilises a resistant 

discourse in support of small-scale community-based broadcasting, and this has resulted in a 

conflict between the Federal Communications Commission and the legislative arms of US 

government. A more explicitly resistant discourse is identifiable in pirate radio practices that 

specifically support challenges to the legitimacy of the state itself. Chapter four discusses this 

through case studies of the revolutionary ‘Voice of Fighting Algeria’ during the Algerian war of 

independence of the 1950s; ‘Radio Venceremos’, ‘We shall Overcome’, which acted as the 

broadcast arm of guerrilla forces in El Salvador’s civil war in the 1980s; and Serbian station 

‘B92’, a state-sanctioned broadcaster that was periodically shut down because of its resistance 

to the Milosevic regime in the 1990s. All of these examples have been subject to repressive 

expressions of state power with varying degrees of force. However they have mobilised a range 

of other forms of cultural, social, and occasionally forceful, power, to maintain a resistance to 

state power over radio spectrum that has occasionally produced significant changes in the form 

of that power. 

 
Chapter five, ‘Property’, addresses a different, and potentially more profound, challenge to the 

state’s political and discursive power over radio spectrum, through the use of property rights to 

allocate frequencies. Where resistant broadcast practices have challenged the state’s political 

and discursive power over radio spectrum from outside the state apparatus, the introduction of a 

property rights regime represents a challenge to state power over radio spectrum from within. 

Chapter five traces the propertisation of radio spectrum from the theoretical arguments of 

economists through a case study of the introduction of property rights in New Zealand’s radio 

spectrum. This was enacted during a broad shift away from the protectionist economy, with the 

deregulation of telecommunications and broadcasting in 1989. This constitutes a major 

discursive shift from radio spectrum defined as primarily a dimension of state territory, to be 

protected from outside ‘interference’, to spectrum as a more fluid economic object to be traded 

on the global market. In the broader economic context, the propertisation of radio spectrum is 

representative of the shift to the form of capitalism that Manuel Castells describes as the 

‘network society’, and Gilles Deleuze, following Foucault, calls ‘the society of control’. Chapter 

five outlines some of the ways in which property rights in radio spectrum represents the 

dissipation of economic power from the state to corporations that support the society of control 

and the ‘informationalism’ of the network society. The transformation of New Zealand radio 

spectrum into property rights was contested by claims lodged with the Waitangi Tribunal in 1990 

and 1999 that explicitly challenged the government’s right to sell radio spectrum. The claimants 
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argued that, under the terms of the Treaty of Waitangi, Maori have a right to an equitable share 

in the spectrum resource and a right to be consulted prior to its sale. They asserted a Maori 

discourse of radio spectrum that locates it in broader, mythological, understandings of 

knowledge and connectivity. The Waitangi claims were only partially successful, as the 

Tribunal’s favourable ruling was rejected by the state, which proved unwilling to relinquish its 

power over radio spectrum to the degree requested by the claimants. New Zealand radio 

spectrum is still not purely managed by property rights, and the state retains a considerable 

degree of power over the definition and allocation of radio spectrum, by maintaining a so-called 

‘hybrid management’ regime, which combines property rights with administrative allocation and 

unlicensed frequencies. 

 

A more extensive shift away from state power to define and allocate radio spectrum is proposed 

by the discourse of a ‘spectrum commons’, which is discussed in chapter six, ‘Commons’. New 

Zealand’s unlicensed ‘public park’ spectrum bands already enact a limited form of commons for 

amateur transmitters, low power FM broadcasters, and a range of low powered consumer radio 

products such as garage door openers and computer networking systems. The commons 

discourse proposes a more complete reconceptualisation of radio spectrum than this however, 

framing it as a common global resource rather than a dimension of state territory or a form of 

property. Commons theorists observe that new radio technologies enable radio signals to be 

transmitted and received efficiently without being restricted to specific frequencies. New 

technologies, they argue, effectively remove the concept of ‘scarcity’ in spectrum, and 

accordingly, the need to regulate and license radio technologies. Removing the reliance on 

frequency as the basis for tuned connection also challenges the whole metaphor of ‘the radio 

spectrum’ as an ordered sequence of frequencies, and suggests that radio communications 

would be more appropriately conceptualised through the metaphor of the Internet. This 

commons model extends the dissolution of power that is emblematic of the control society, by 

locating power over access to radio technologies in the code that underlies the technologies 

themselves, rather than in the centralised legislation of the administrative, or incompletely 

realised property, models. New Zealand’s Radio Spectrum Management Group acknowledges 

the potential value of a commons approach to spectrum management for allowing greater 

access to radio technologies, but observes that commons technologies are yet not sufficiently 

developed to prove their efficiency or resistance to interference. A radio spectrum defined 

through property rights, in which frequencies are no longer state-controlled but are commercial 

investments, could not easily be reconceptualised as a commons.  

 
The discourse of a spectrum commons reframes radio communications in terms of the 

connectivity of radio waves themselves, rather than the centrally administered divisions of the 
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‘radio spectrum’. Chapter seven, ‘Flows’, traces discourses that frame radio spectrum in terms 

of connectivity and fluidity and attempt to articulate forms of resistance to the pervasive regimes 

of control modulated within the radio spectrum by new forms of digital wireless technologies. 

Chapter seven begins by discussing the discourse of ‘tactical media’, which enacts a form of 

resistance to the residual state power in spectrum, the financial closure of property rights, and 

the potentially coded closure of digital technologies, by working ‘micropolitically’ in the interstitial 

spaces between official transmissions. These practices articulate flashes of resistance rather 

than the directly challenge to centralised forms of power over radio spectrum of the pirate 

broadcasters discussed in chapter four. Tactical media is a discourse that responds to the more 

distributed forms of power mobilised through radio spectrum in regimes of control. It recognises 

the impossibility of stepping outside power and works as much to reveal the strategies of power 

as it does to resist them. The tactical practice of ‘locative’ media is discussed in chapter seven 

as an example of the complexity of tactical approaches working within regimes of control. 

Locative media uses the militarily-enabled radio technology of Global Positioning Systems 

(GPS), which has lead to accusations that it simply represents the ‘avant-garde’ art practice of 

the control society (Broeckmann 2004). However, locative practitioners argue that these 

technologies may be used tactically to reveal some of the broader regimes of control in which 

people are located. Chapter seven concludes with a consideration of a range of artist practices 

that utilise radio technologies to reveal the extensive, unseen presence of radio waves, 

practices that explore the unseen landscape described by Anthony Michaelis, in order to expose 

the broader flows of power, finance, and culture that inhere in radio technologies. To expand the 

discourse of flow proposed by spectrum commons theorists and to some extent by property 

rights, chapter seven proposes ‘radio flows’ as an expanded representation of radio ‘waves’ and 

‘spectrum’ that conceptualises the location and role of radio technologies and radio waves in the 

network society. 
 

Conclusion 
New media art curator Armin Medosch describes radio waves as the “invisible workhorses of 

electronic mass society” (2006: 18). They are a fundamental element of the space of flows that 

supports the network society, and a medium of power in the Deleuzian society of control. This 

study analyses the discursive constitution of radio waves in a radio spectrum, and the role of 

discourse in shaping relations of power that operate over and through the radio spectrum. It 

explores the location, definition, and social effects of radio waves through their constitution in 

‘the radio spectrum’ that provides a framework for organising and managing radio technologies. 

It draws from a range of sources relating to radio spectrum itself, and also from discussions of 
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radio technologies and radio waves in which the spectrum is implicated but not necessarily 

directly addressed.20  

 

This thesis revises the history of radio communications in New Zealand and, as a primary point 

of comparison, the US, to foreground the role of radio spectrum as a significant site of 

regulation over access to radio communications. The thesis also discusses more recent 

developments in spectrum allocation theory and digital wireless technologies in terms of the 

form of radio spectrum they imply and the relations of power in which they are located. By 

concentrating on the literally invisible object of radio spectrum this discussion seeks to refocus 

understandings of it in a similar manner to the perceptual shift effected by ‘viewing’ the universe 

at different wavelengths from that of visible light. John Durham Peters suggests the impact of 

this as enabled by radio astronomy: “Since Newton a place of grace and order, the universe of 

radio astronomy is a Shiva’s dance of creation and destruction, spectacular explosions of 

supernovas, and such unexpected weirdnesses as twin stars, quasars, dark matter, and black 

holes” (1999: 249).21 Anthony Dunne describes this perceptual dissonance in relation to more 

everyday sensory experiences: 

all electronic objects are a form of radio. If our eyes could see (tune into) energy of a 

lower frequency these objects would not only appear different but their boundaries would 

extend much further into space, interpenetrating other objects considered discrete at the 

frequency of light (Dunne, 1999: 89). 

When viewed at electromagnetic wave frequencies beyond human perceptual range the visibly 

defined boundaries of electronic and other objects are dissolved, and the world becomes a 

more fluid, variable, dynamic space. Dunne’s articulation of this perceptual shift has informed 

the writing of this thesis, and the discussion that follows attempts to retune references to 

frequency allocation policies, radio technologies and a variety of broadcast and artist practices 

to reveal the discursive strategies and multiple relations of power that are obscured by the 

concept of ‘the radio spectrum’. 

 

                                                
20 These sources include both primary and secondary material. Primary sources are used where possible in relation to particular 
aspects of the New Zealand radio spectrum, such as the documents submitted to the Waitangi Tribunal in 1990 and 1999 that 
describe Maori concepts of radio spectrum, and the policy documents that trace changes in the New Zealand State’s representation 
of property rights and commons in radio spectrum. The thesis also draws on broader histories of radio technologies in an 
archaeological project to reveal the taken-for-granted representations of radio spectrum that underlie the development and use of 
particular technologies. These narratives are extended by more speculative proposals for the future management and form of radio 
spectrum through theoretical and creative reimaginings. 
 
21 This dissonance is suggested also by the title of Gerrit L Vershuur’s guide to radio astronomy The Invisible Universe Revealed 
(1987). 
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Chapter two: Invention 
 

The radio spectrum refers to an ordered sequence of electromagnetic wavelengths and related 

frequencies, which are defined on a physical basis, but also to a sequence of frequencies 

divided into bands for use by different technologies. While the organisation of radio spectrum 

into a sequence of wavelengths is a relatively straightforward, measurable process, the 

instrumental division of spectrum between uses and users is more complex. It requires an 

entity, such as the state, to exercise power over spectrum divisions, to make allocations to 

different users, and to negotiate between the competing claims of would-be users. This process 

of division and allocation demonstrates the radio spectrum’s status as a hybrid object, and 

particularly the way in which different interest groups discursively draw on the natural and social 

elements of radio spectrum to negotiate for use of particular frequency bands. The divisions of 

frequency bands that make up the allocative ‘radio spectrum’ are predominantly determined by 

the strength of competing discursive claims, the requirements and possibilities of technologies, 

and the decisions of bureaucratic institutions charged with finalising allocations. Fundamentally, 

the radio spectrum is produced by the differential power mobilised in the allocation process, by 

political, commercial, technical, and other interests. This chapter argues that the history of 

development of the concept of radio spectrum is part of the “complex and contentious detail” 

that is repressed by ‘the radio spectrum’, as a trope in the sense described by Eleanor 

Townsley (2001).  

 

The radio spectrum itself is only a portion of the broader electromagnetic spectrum, and this 

chapter discusses the concept of ‘radio spectrum’ in the context of understandings of the 

electromagnetic spectrum as a whole. The chapter uses the work of Hugh G.J. Aitken as a 

framing position, in particular the senses of the electromagnetic spectrum he refers to in 

passages cited in chapter one. In his 1976 book Syntony and Spark Aitken developed an 

extensive metaphor that related Heinrich Hertz’s generation of electromagnetic waves in 1888 

to the “discovery of a new continent” (1976: 32-8). He suggested in this that while the 

electromagnetic spectrum is not a territory in the manner of a physical continent, it was at the 

time of its discovery a site of new, though invisible, resources, the value of which was not yet 

known. Aitken extended the continent analogy to describe the process of exploration that 

produced an understanding of the physical expanse and continuity of the radio spectrum. He 

retained this analogy to frame his proposal for the history of human understanding of the 

electromagnetic spectrum, as for example, when he asks of the initial transmissions of 

electromagnetic waves, “When and by whom were the voyages of discovery made?[….] When 

did it dawn on the explorers that they were not discovering separate islands, but rather making 
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their landfalls on different parts of a single continent?” (1994a: 8). Later, in the 1994 article that 

called for an open research project into the electromagnetic spectrum, while Aitken retained the 

language of discovery, he referred to the electromagnetic spectrum as a concept that had been 

‘invented’  as a way of making sense and use of an aspect of the natural world (1994a: 8). 

There is a significant gap however between discovery, as of a continent, and the invention of a 

concept. Each term relates to a different aspect of the radio spectrum: one references a 

naturally occurring phenomenon, and the other a means of understanding that phenomenon. 

This chapter argues that Hertz’s demonstration of electromagnetic receiving equipment indeed 

marks the discovery of the natural electromagnetic spectrum, but it is more significantly the 

moment of inception of the technical radio spectrum, the beginning of the technical generation 

of electromagnetic waves, out of which the radio spectrum as an ordered sequence of radio 

waves was effectively created. This is the sense of spectrum that Aitken suggested when he 

described the ‘radiofrequency spectrum’ as “a resource created by science and technology” in 

his 1976 analogy of continental discovery (1976: 32). The ‘radio’ spectrum within the 

electromagnetic spectrum was then specifically ‘invented’ in 1906, as a range of wavelength 

bands for allocation through an international agreement designed to affirm state power over 

radio transmissions. This moment of division framed radio spectrum as a range of wavelengths 

specifically used for the technical transmission of human communications, and as a means by 

which the state organises and controls the use of radio devices. 

  

This chapter traces the discursive moves framed by the three modes of understanding radio 

spectrum outlined above: the discovered ‘natural’ electromagnetic spectrum and its relationship 

to the concept of ether, the created technical electromagnetic spectrum of which the radio 

spectrum is a subset, and the radio spectrum as a tool of allocation. These shifts also trace the 

three stages of scientific discovery, technical development, and economic exploitation outlined 

by Aitken in relation to the development of radio technologies. Hertz did effectively ‘discover’ the 

‘natural’ radio spectrum through his experiments, but this concept of the natural is, as Laclau 

and Mouffe, cited in chapter one, make clear, a discursive construction in itself. In the sense of 

a pre-existing and pervasive presence, the natural electromagnetic spectrum is a 

technologically aided refinement of the longstanding concept of ‘ether’, and the concept of 

‘ether’ framed understandings of Hertz’s discovery and of the presence of radio waves in the 

environment for several decades after the technological transmission of waves began. The 

electromagnetic spectrum as a sequence of wavelengths and frequencies was enabled by 

technical transmissions, such that the sequential, measurable, electromagnetic spectrum only 

exists because of the ability to transmit radio waves at specific frequencies, refined by tuning 

and reception technologies. The radio spectrum as a means of allocating frequencies in turn 

was invented as a means of asserting state power over radio communications in response to 
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Marconi’s commercial dominance and the perceived territorial threats of wireless transmissions. 

As a case study of the means by which radio spectrum is divided and allocated by the state, this 

chapter finally focuses on the development of the Federal Communications Commission in the 

US, and the highly contentious process of allocating radio spectrum for FM radio and television 

the commission employed in the 1940s. In arguing at FCC hearings for the appropriate 

frequency allocations for their technologies, the television and FM radio supporters mobilised 

discourses of engineering and economics, politics and culture, and argued at length over the 

relevance of particular natural attributes of radio waves. This case makes explicit the hybridity of 

radio spectrum, its relationship to nature and society, and the role of discourse in achieving real 

effects on the use of radio technologies. 

 

The discovery of the electromagnetic spectrum  
Aitken comments, in his proposal for research into the history of the electromagnetic spectrum, 

that his physicist friends regard the spectrum as a natural object that has existed since the big 

bang and “will continue to exist after humanity has vanished from the earth” (1994a: 8). In its 

naturalness, he suggests, physicists do not understand the electromagnetic spectrum to have a 

‘history’. However, the presence of naturally emitted electromagnetic radiation does not in itself 

constitute a ‘spectrum’, and the first points of contact with natural electromagnetism were not 

conceptualised in this way. As Aitken suggests in his electromagnetic continent analogy, these 

were more like ‘landfalls’ in different locations within a larger space, which itself was not 

understood as an extended and connected spectrum until the early twentieth century. As Laclau 

and Mouffe suggest in relation to concepts of the natural, the history of the natural 

electromagnetic spectrum is “the result of a slow and complex historical and social construction” 

(1987: 84), it is the history of a human concept, of a ‘discursive articulation’.  

 

A ‘spectrum’ of light waves has been understood since Newton, but Newton’s own use of the 

word spectrum was not a reference to the sequential colours of the rainbow, let alone to 

electromagnetic waves visible as colours. Rather, Henry Guerlac observes that Newton invoked 

a spectrum in the sense of a phantasm or apparition to describe the “insubstantial image” of the 

sun’s refracted light (1965: 206). Use of the word only shifted from the ‘prismatic’ or ‘solar’ 

spectrum, describing this image of light, to the sequential reference of the visible ‘spectrum’ 

around the mid nineteenth century (Guerlac 1965: 207). Understanding of the range, if not 

spectrum, of light was expanded beyond the visible rainbow first in 1800 by William Herschel, 

who identified infrared light by testing the temperatures of different colours of light, and 

discovered that the hottest light is located below (infra) the red and has no apparent colour itself 

(Perrine, 1944: 34). In 1801 Johann Ritter identified ultraviolet light, above the violet end of the 

rainbow, through the reaction of silver chloride to the differential colours of the visible spectrum 
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(Stauffer, 1957: 41). These developments, then, traced the expansion of the concept of a ‘light’ 

spectrum, which exists independently of human transmissions, but forms only a small area of 

the overall electromagnetic spectrum.  

 

The broader electromagnetic spectrum that has existed since the big bang is literally made up 

of the traces of energy created by that originary explosion itself, along with the radiation emitted 

by the earth’s atmosphere, atomic particles, stars and other extraterrestrial bodies. Unlike light, 

while this invisible background radiation has long pre-existed humanity, it is only through the 

development of electrical devices that it could be recognised as electromagnetism and 

accommodated within the concept of a ‘spectrum’. The earliest accounts of the ‘discovery’ of 

natural radio are credited to Thomas Watson, who described listening to unearthly sounds 

through the first telephone transmission line, an iron cable across the rooftops of Boston, in the 

late 1870s. As the iron was grounded in the earth it effectively acted as a large antenna, 

receiving electromagnetic signals from the planet’s magnetic field, to which, according to 

Douglas Kahn, Watson would listen for hours (UC Davis News Service, 2006). In the words of 

telephone historian Herbert Newton Casson the sounds this antenna received were “Such a 

jangle of meaningless noises [as] had never been heard by human ears”, including “curious little 

squeals that were unlike any known sound” (1910: 121). Watson himself believed that the 

sounds came from “explosions on the sun”, in what Eric Davis describes as “the mind-blowing 

discovery that electromagnetic waves enabled human ears to directly perceive emanations from 

the cosmos” (1998: 73). The electromagnetic wave sounds Watson heard existed independently 

of technical interventions, but he was only able to perceive and describe them because of the 

iron loop and earpiece. In effect this means it was Watson who discovered the presence of 

electromagnetic waves beyond visible light, what later physicists would be able to call the 

natural electromagnetic spectrum. Ultimately however, this antenna was lost when the search 

for a clear connection required the removal of the earth-wire, which made the telephone lines 

quieter but unresponsive to the solar signals (Casson, 1910: 122-3). That the sun could be 

heard at all in that initial phone line was only possible because of the lack of other human-

generated electrical activity; within a few decades many of those natural electromagnetic 

signals had been overwhelmed by emissions from electric lights and other new sources (Kahn: 

2006). Human use of technologies that emit electromagnetic energy, both in deliberate 

transmission and in incidental radiation, interferes with the reception of natural electromagnetic 

sources, while those sources such as the sun are framed as interference in human 

communications.  

 

Experiments with telephony later lead to a more refined means of observing natural 

electromagnetism through the efforts of Karl Jansky, a physicist at Bell Labs, to understand and 
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remove a persistent hiss in telephone lines. He realised this ‘interference’ was the trace of 

background radiation emanating from the Milky Way galaxy itself (Verschuur, 1987: 3). 

Engineer Grote Reber then built a dish in his back garden with which to receive these galactic 

radio waves, and in so doing, effectively established the discipline of radio astronomy 

(Verschuur, 1987: 3). Radio astronomy observes the radiation emitted by objects throughout the 

universe and has refined the process of receiving electromagnetic waves so that it can describe 

a spectrum of frequencies across which natural emissions occur. Radio astronomy requires 

access to a great number of wavelengths across the spectrum, and uses these to passively 

receive electromagnetic waves for the purpose of scientific exploration rather than commercial 

exploitation. Most other users of radio spectrum transmit signals on specific allocated 

frequencies for commercial or otherwise measurable gains, uses that interfere with the signals 

analysed by astronomers. Radio astronomy’s need to maintain clear access to frequencies 

across the radio spectrum conflicts fundamentally with the economic and social imperatives of 

the radio spectrum that is created by the technical transmissions of human communications 

(Verschuur, 1987: 241-3).  

 

The search for atmospheric radio sounds, or ‘sferics’, is another form of contact with natural 

electromagnetism that conflicts with human electrical and communicative activity. Sferics can 

only be received in remote areas away from technical interference and are documented, with 

the kind of fascination Watson recorded, as representative of an aesthetic and almost spiritual 

quest. Anthony Dunne and Neil Strauss write about enthusiasts hunting for ‘whistlers’, the most 

elusive forms of sferics, who camp overnight in the wilderness with an array of radio receiving 

equipment to hear them. Strauss documents whistler hunters who link the phenomenon to 

‘UFO’ sightings and crop circles (1993: 335-43). Dunne observes that while recordings of sferics 

are interesting, the beauty of the sounds themselves “is entwined with the effort endured and 

the symbolic significance of receiving them, which for some is quasi-mystical, for others a 

defiant gesture against people’s careless attitude towards nature” (1999: 84). The effort 

required to hear sferics highlights the extent of the electromagnetic ‘pollution’ of the atmosphere 

in areas around human habitation, which has gown since the development of electrical 

technologies, and in particular, human-generated radio transmission. 

 

This kind of pervasive and slightly mystical sense of the presence of natural electromagnetism 

is reminiscent of the early conceptualisation of radio waves as an ‘ether’. Radio waves have 

been semantically linked to the concept of ‘ether’ since their discovery, and the ether remains in 

colloquial use as an expression for radio waves (Peters, 1999: 103), while the mythology of 

transcendent connectivity encapsulated by ether has also endured through different forms. 

Ether is invoked in descriptions of radio communications from the 1880s well in to the twentieth 
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century as the metaphorical substance through which radio waves must travel. It performs a 

spatialisation of radio waves, in which it serves as the space in which radio waves happen, and 

the space out of which voices reach the radio receiver. The ether was initially conceptualised as 

a physical substance that fills apparently empty space, and through which light and 

communications travel. It was a central aspect of Aristotelian cosmology, a form of matter that 

explained the location and movement of the celestial bodies and filled the impossible ‘void’ of 

space. Aristotle’s ether was the substance through which light travelled to the earth from the 

sun, and it was long considered to be a “thin subtile matter, or medium, much finer and rarer 

than air” (Schaffner, 1972: 7). It fulfilled what Peters describes as the need to explain action at a 

distance,22 the means by which an object can act upon another (1999), and it was considered 

the substance through which a chain reaction of physical connections carried an acting force to 

the acted-upon substance. This describes a universe without empty space, filled with 

infinitesimally sized matter that James Clerk Maxwell described as extending “unbroken from 

star to star; [so that] when a molecule of hydrogen vibrates in the dog-star, the medium receives 

the impulses of these vibrations” (qtd. in Peters, 1999: 102). While ether was challenged and 

transformed through the development of alternative cosmologies, it was maintained as an 

explanation of the movement and properties of light throughout the early development of 

modern science (Schaffner, 1972), in the form of the ‘luminiferous aether’. Even as the wave 

theory of light, and eventually other forms of electromagnetic energy, became more established 

it seemed necessary to some to maintain the ether as the medium through which light waves 

may travel, on the metaphorical basis that, as Oliver Lodge reasoned, "waves we cannot have, 

unless they be waves in something" (Decaen, 2004: 400). As an explanation for the movement 

of light waves, ether provided a basis for understanding all other electromagnetic waves, 

including those within the radio spectrum. 

 

By the late nineteenth century, the scientific validity of ether in relation to other contemporary 

theories was becoming tenuous in part because of research into electromagnetic waves. James 

Clerk Maxwell’s equations, published in 1865, showed that electricity and magnetism are 

intrinsically connected and propagate together as a wave (Schaffner, 1972: 80). This first 

seemed to confirm the existence of the luminiferous ether, and Maxwell proposed several kinds 

of mechanico-electrical ether to accommodate his calculations (Schaffner, 1972: 80). Then 

when Hertz experimentally proved Maxwell’s theory by artificially generating electromagnetic 

                                                
22 Peters gives several examples of metaphors for action at a distance that draw on the religious understandings of the time: as 
imagined by seventeenth century figures such as Sir Joseph Glanvill and Bishop John Wilkins, communication at a distance is ‘like’ 
angels moving between communicants. They suggested that angels were conveyors of spiritual understandings moving at lightning 
speed through the ether, in a reading of nature that reflected the imperatives of their own faith (Peters, 1999: 79). Glanvill also 
suggested that imagination was stimulated by the motions of thoughts through the aether, a movement ‘like’ that of the vibrations of 
sound from a lute (Peters, 1999: 78-9). Peters relates Glanvill’s ideas to the history of ‘sympathetic’ motion dating back to 
Pythagoras, so that “with the fusion of mental and material processes occurring through a subtle ether, Glanvill articulates the 
framework within which communication would be thought about for well over two centuries” (1999: 79). 
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waves in 1888, many people regarded this as conclusive proof of the existence of ether (Milutis, 

2006: 38). However by then the Michelson-Morely experiment had already disproved the ether 

in 1887 (Milutis 2006: 38), and it was finally removed from scientific discourse by Einstein’s 

special theory of relativity in 1905 (Schaffner, 1972: 116; Peters, 1999:103). Einstein 

demonstrated that it was electromagnetic theory itself that necessitated “the elimination of the 

notion of an aether rest frame and … a new understanding of simultaneity and the way in which 

the spatial and temporal aspects of processes were connected” (Schaffner, 1972: 5). The 

understanding of electromagnetism therefore marks the point where the ether begins to break 

down, where it could no longer fulfil desires for a singular subtle medium through which light, 

electricity and magnetism travel. Even as the ether was losing its place in science it was still 

used as a trope by descriptions of early radio, which suggests a need for some kind of physical 

explanation for the mysterious new phenomenon. Beck claims that English scientist Lord Kelvin 

was responsible for the persistence of the ether in relation to radio waves, as it was he who 

translated Hertz’s work into English and used the phrase ‘ether waves’ to describe the 

electromagnetic radiation (1967: 93).  

 

The understanding of communications by Victorian and early twentieth century spiritualists 

illustrates the complex scientific and social context of early radio, a still somewhat ‘premodern’ 

period in Bruno Latour’s terms, in which natural phenomena were explained through social 

models (1993). John Durham Peters claims that before the development of radio transmission 

various communication theories postulated the possibility of connecting people through 

sympathetic vibrations in the ether (1999). Radio signalling was then framed in terms of these 

earlier understandings, its theories emerging from familiar tropes within the Victorian fascination 

with spiritualism - the practices of mesmer, séances, and other attempts to communicate with 

the dead. Science was not strictly at odds with the spiritualist hopes of radio in its early 

decades, as evidenced by Sir Oliver Lodge’s espousal of “wireless contact with the dead” in 

which, Susan Douglas observes, he “moved back and forth between the language of physics – 

especially of wireless telegraphy – and the language of spiritualism” (qtd. in Squier, 2003 295).23 

John Durham Peters locates this desire for spiritual extension through radio at the centre of its 

history, with the assertion that “It is misguided to construct a history of radio in which the 

spiritualism is an excrescence; it was one key to the medium’s very development” (Peters, 

1999:106). This spiritualist tendency may be traced from the late Victorian period through 

attempts to communicate telepathically, to later representations of radio-like devices being used 

for mind control in science fiction (Squier, 2003), or even the wirelessly networked connectivity, 

                                                
23 The way in which these men operated in both the realms of science and of spiritualism reflects John Durham Peters’ description 
of seventeenth century philosopher Francis Bacon as “the founding spokesman for modern science” (1999: 78), whose theorisation 
of action at a distance yet forms an “uneasy mix for later thinkers,” which “does not respect the interdependent separation of nature 
and society in what Bruno Latour calls the ‘modern constitution’” (1999: 78).  
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the ‘cyborgian nomadicity’, postulated by William Mitchell (2003). Manifestations of signals in 

the ‘ether’ were felt as connections with the spirit realm. Lee DeForest, who invented the 

‘responder’ that enabled reliable radio reception, described his relationship with the new 

phenomenon of radio waves in a mixture of religious and spiritualist terms. After establishing the 

De Forest Wireless Telegraph Company in 1903 for example, he wrote to a friend, “I have been 

called by the all knowing to explore this greatest of wonders, summon up & hearken to those 

silent etheric voices, which seem often less of nature than of the spirit realm!” (qtd. in Lewis, 

1993: 43). The ‘etheric voices’ available at the time were not even human voices, but the 

electrical signals of Morse code, the roaring and hissing of natural electromagnetic phenomena, 

and the baseline noise of the equipment itself. Other descriptions of the new phenomenon 

evoked a reconceptualisation of space as well as spirituality. They frame the ether not just as a 

medium, but as a place, in which minds may intermingle, and in which the spirits of the dead 

dwell, and other worlds seem possible. This kind of spatial sense is expressed in a 1922 

description, by The New York Times, of radio bringing “to the ears of us earth dwellers the 

noises that roar in the space between the worlds” (qtd. in Douglas, 2004: 52). Radio seemed to 

connect into some other place, revealing gaps in the visible and physical world. 

 

Aitken’s reference to the electromagnetic spectrum as long pre-existing and surviving humanity 

evokes a similar sense of presence to the trope of ‘ether’, a presence that is described in 

scientific and even spiritualist terms. The development of human radio technologies enabled the 

perception of natural electromagnetism, making it possible to ‘tune in’ to the world on different 

wavelengths, as suggested by Anthony Dunne, and radio technologies lead to the scientific 

refutation of ether. But radio also expanded the ether’s role in cultural discourse, where it was 

invoked metaphorically to explain the presence of radio waves, the space in which they exist, 

and the sounds they carried. Even as radio technologies made natural electromagnetism 

accessible to ‘earth dwellers’ however, they overwhelmed natural sources, and articulated a 

whole new understanding of electromagnetism, via the radio spectrum. 

 

The creation of the radio spectrum 
Hugh G.J. Aitken frames Hertz’s proof of electromagnetic wave theory as the ‘discovery’ of the 

electromagnetic spectrum (1976: 31-2), but the first generation and measurement of 

electromagnetic waves more accurately marks the moment in which the radio spectrum was 

created, as an ordered sequence of frequencies for human communications. The specific 

developments in radio communications from Maxwell and Hertz onwards trace a disjunctive 

path of technical discoveries by a range of inventors through the contested history of radio 

technologies. Aitken characterises this as a development from science, symbolised by Hertz’s 

experimental proof of Maxwell’s theory, to technology, demonstrated by Lodge’s refinements in 
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transmission techniques, to economics, exemplified by Marconi’s creation of a wireless 

telegraphy industry (1976: 24-8). This traces a shift in the discourse of radio between Maxwell 

and Marconi, in which, Aitken observes, the science, technology, and economic models “literally 

did use different vocabularies, speak in different languages and respond to different cues” 

(1985: 17). Radio spectrum as an ordered system of radio waves therefore emerges from a 

combination of scientific exploration, technical refinement, and commercial industry, elements 

that influence and are influenced by each other in turn. 

 

The radio spectrum as an ordered sequence of radio wave properties was conceptually 

understood by the end of the nineteenth century, although it appears that the phrase ‘radio-’ , or 

‘electromagnetic-’, spectrum, was not used for several decades.24 Maxwell’s equations provided 

the basis from which a spectrum could be understood by proving that light is an electromagnetic 

wave, which Hertz validated by artificially producing waves at wavelengths between six metres 

and 60 centimetres (Aitken, 1976: 61), far longer than that of infrared.25 By identifying that all 

infrared, visible, and ultraviolet light shared the same characteristics as the waves he artificially 

created, Hertz implicitly proved the possibility of a broader spectrum of electromagnetic waves, 

which could be measured according to their wavelengths. That Hertz’s experiments confirmed 

the existence of a continuous gradation of waves appears to have been well understood by the 

end of the century. William Crookes, in the 1892 article in which he speculated on the possibility 

of wireless communication, describes “an almost infinite range of ethereal vibrations or electrical 

rays, from wave-lengths of thousands of miles down to a few feet” (174). He also identifies the 

differing qualities of wavelengths, such that “Rays of light will not pierce through a wall, nor, as 

we know only too well, through a London fog. But the electrical vibrations of a yard or more in 

wave-length of which I have spoken will easily pierce such mediums, which to them will be 

transparent” (1892: 174). An 1897 address by William Preece, Chief Engineer of the British 

General Post Office, to the Royal Institution describes the varying wavelengths of “electric 

waves” generated by Hertz’s method, in comparison to the wavelengths of light, remarking that 

“If electric waves could be reduced in length to the forty-thousandth of an inch we should see 

them as colours” (Preece, 1887: 890). The range of electromagnetic waves appears to have 

been conceptualised in musical terms, as a progression of octaves, rather than a ‘spectrum’, in 

a metaphor that resonates effectively with the concept of ‘tuning’ waves. When Guthrie, for 

example, writes in 1917 of the different lengths of electromagnetic waves, he refers only to 

visible light as a ‘spectrum’ (126); to describe the full range of wavelengths he uses the analogy 

                                                
24 An indicative, if not definitive, search of documents in the JSTOR and IEEE databases, which include major US scientific and 
engineering sources of the early decades of the Twentieth Century, for example, locates the first uses of the term “radio spectrum” 
in 1929 in O.H. Caldwell’s article “The Administration of Federal Radio Legislation”. In 1923 Nichols and Tear use the term “electric 
spectrum”, and in 1924 the “electromagnetic spectrum” is referred to by the National Academy of Sciences in the Journal Science. 
The understanding of a spectrum long predated the specific uses of these terms. 
25 The shorter wavelengths were extended by Roentgen’s 1895 discovery of X Rays and, a year later, Becquerel’s discovery of 
Gamma Rays (Perrine, 1944: 37-8). 
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of a musical scale to explain that “the whole range covers just about 48 octaves, of which the 

visible spectrum covers only one!… twenty or twenty-one octaves are occupied by Hertzian 

waves, only the last seven, however, being made use of in wireless telegraphy” (1917: 127). As 

late as 1944 J.O. Perrine uses this musical reference and describes an octave as a measure of 

a gap between waves such that one has twice the frequency of the previous, using “this concept 

of octave to help appreciate the amazing breadth of the array of electric waves known to man, 

[and finding] the gamut of electric waves, long and short to be about eighty octaves” (33).26 In a 

1923 article describing the production of waves between the frequencies of infrared and the 

previously transmitted ‘electric’ waves, E.F. Nichols and J. D. Tear refer to each of these wave-

ranges as ‘spectra’, which their experiments have finally ‘joined’ (211-214), in what appears to 

be the earliest indication of the full range of waves being considered as a spectrum in itself.  

 

The realisation of a differential range of possible wavelengths brought the ‘electromagnetic 

spectrum’ into being, but to confirm and utilise this knowledge required the ability to generate 

and measure electromagnetic waves of different wavelengths. This is the process that marks 

the progression Aitken identifies from science to technology in the development of radio (1976: 

26). He specifies “the search for more precise control of frequency, for narrower bandwidths, 

and for greater selectivity” (1976: 39) in tuning as being central to the efficient use of radio 

spectrum. Tuning was the crucial step for both expansion of wireless telegraphy and the 

development of the radio spectrum itself, as the ability to tune transmitters and receivers 

allowed a signal to propagate on a single, specific, wavelength, to which the intended receiver is 

tuned. The first tuning method was patented in 1897 by Oliver Lodge, as a system he called 

“syntonic wireless telegraphy”. This was based on the realisation that if a transmitter and 

receiver used induction coils made from equal lengths of copper wire, and with equal numbers 

of turns in the coil, they would be electrically resonant (Douglas, 1989: 37-8). Two syntonic coils 

would therefore “respond ‘sympathetically’ to each other,” so that the receiver would receive the 

signals transmitted from its matched transmitter, rather than another (Douglas, 1989: 38). The 

idea of syntony appears to have emerged from Lodge’s research into the ‘selective resonance’ 

of sound waves, explained by the action of a tuning fork resonating in sympathy with another 

tuned to the same pitch (Douglas, 1989: 37), and the word syntony is etymologically derived 

from musical concepts (Aitken, 1976: 40).27  Marconi refined Lodge’s developments, and filed a 

patent in 1900 for a system using four, rather than Lodge’s two, tuned circuits (Aitken, 1976: 

250-2).28 Possibly to differentiate his system from Lodge’s, Marconi favoured the word ‘tuning’ 

over ‘syntony’ to describe his method, and the word ‘tuning’ then became more commonly used 
                                                
26 This description also illustrates the considerable expansion of known radio spectrum between 1917 and 1944. 
27 This analogy also appears in a “London Times” article reprinted in the journal Science in 1898 (“Wireless Telegraphy”: 793). 
28 Marconi’s patent significantly infringed on Lodge’s, and in 1911 the Marconi Company bought Lodge’s patent to establish a final 
claim on the technology of radio (Aitken, 1976: 163-7). Lodge’s patent on the concept of syntony, or ‘tunability’ (Aitken, 1976: 141), 
was “adjudged by the courts to be fundamental” to radio technology (Aitken, 1976: 39) in 1943 (Aitken 1976: 46). 
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than ‘syntony’ (Aitken, 1976: 252-3).29 Douglas points out that this patent also includes the 

development of “what we know today as the tuning dial”, to enable ease of “selective reception” 

(1989: 38), which she links to Marconi’s belief that if a system of tuning could be developed the 

airwaves could be used, in a turn of phrase that reveals Marconi’s commercial orientation, by 

“as many customers as were interested” (1989: 37). Further refinement of selective tuning 

required the development of new means of wave generation, as the ‘spark’ system in general 

use until 1914 was a very inefficient means of creating waves: as Aitken observes, “A spark 

radio transmitter generated not one radio wave, but a very large number of them. Its signal was 

not at a single ‘place’ on the electromagnetic spectrum but at a very large number of places” 

(1985: 5). Finely graded tuning and more efficient technical use of radio spectrum therefore only 

became possible with continuous radio wave generation, emerging from Reginald Fessenden’s 

work with the alternator, with which he first broadcast speech and music in 1906 (Aitken, 1985: 

74). 

 

These achievements in producing waves of different lengths and refining the principle of 

syntony were based, in Aitken’s analysis, in scientific experimentation and technical 

development. The shift from scientific and technical modes to practical use came with radio’s 

shift into an economic frame, and Marconi’s recognition of the value of radio technology for 

transmitting signals including, most significantly, his determination to exploit that capability 

economically (Aitken, 1976: 202). Marconi cemented this determination with his application for 

the first wireless signalling patent, in 1896, for “improvements in transmitting electrical impulses 

and signals, and in apparatus therefor” (qtd. in Aitken, 1976: 209, 203). Despite Oliver Lodge’s 

contributions to the technical development of wireless signalling, he appears, by contrast, not to 

have appreciated, or been willing to exploit, the commercial possibilities of the technology 

(Aitken, 1976: 117).  Before Marconi’s patent, Aitken argues, “no one, except perhaps David 

Hughes, working in obscurity, was yet thinking in terms of using Hertzian waves for 

communication” (1976: 109). Even though the need for a new form of communication, with 

ships at sea and lighthouses in particular, was recognised, the scientists working with ‘Hertzian 

waves’ simply did not think of using them for communication (Aitken, 1976: 110). The “timely 

and catalytic” step was provided by Crooke’s 1892 article postulating the use of “ethereal 

vibrations” for communication (Aitken, 1976: 114, 111). Aitken argues that while no direct 

influence on Marconi or other experimenters can be traced, the article was widely read, and a 

shift in the focus of experimentation can be observed after its publication (1976: 111-4).  

 

Marconi actively harnessed the commercial value of the invention by establishing the first 

wireless signalling company in the world in 1897, and by 1900 this was known as ‘Marconi’s 
                                                
29 Aitken describes this semantic shift as “unfortunate”, because “Syntony was a good word, with a respectable history in aesthetics 
and musical theory” (1976: 24). 
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Wireless Telegraph Co.’ (Beck, 1967: 97). The company quickly established wireless telegraphy 

networks around the world, primarily for ship-based communications.30 Marconi’s significance, 

then, was in Aitken’s words, as a “creative genius in electronic engineering”, but also as a 

“commercial entrepreneur” (1976: 306), and his ability to ‘successfully communicate’ the idea of 

wireless communication “so that it could be applied and brought to fruition” (Michaelis, 1965: 

125).31 Marconi was able to communicate his invention to the extent of claiming the appropriate 

patents and establishing a company to manufacture components. When Marconi’s dominance 

of componentry production was challenged by predominantly German competitors, Marconi 

changed his business focus and established a transmission company, The Marconi 

International Marine Communications Company, which established a network of coastal 

wireless stations around the world with corresponding stations on ships, and forbade the 

operators of these stations from communicating with operators not affiliated with the company 

(Michaelis, 1965: 133). These tactics gave the company dominance over wireless 

communications, but such a centralisation of control in a single business was regarded as a 

threat to the potential openness of wireless communications and to various national interests.  

 

In this sense, Marconi’s translation, in Aitken’s terms, of scientific and technical developments 

into a commercial framework also established some of the fundamental issues that have driven 

discussion of radio spectrum ever since. These include the role of commercial interests, the 

appropriate extent of national control, and the relationship between commercial imperatives, the 

development of radio technologies and the extent and efficiency of the radio spectrum itself. 

Marconi was the first person to articulate an understanding of the commercial possibilities of 

radio communications and to act on that understanding, by patenting his systems of 

transmission, reception, and tuning. This economic turn in radio communications followed a 

period of scientific exploration in which understanding of the properties of electromagnetic 

waves was refined, along with the technical arts of transmission and reception, which enabled 

understanding of a sequentially organised ‘spectrum’ of waves.  

 

The invention of the radio spectrum 
The Marconi Company’s central tactic, its refusal to communicate with transmitters using non-

Marconi equipment, was challenged by the International Wireless Conferences of 1903 and 

1906, which forced Marconi to accept interconnection, and established the first official division 

of radio wavelengths between different users. 1906, then, marks the point at which the 

                                                
30 The company demonstrated the possibilities of wireless to New Zealand’s Postmaster-General, Joseph Ward, in Rome in1906, 
and arranged a ship-board demonstration of transmission of the equivalent distance to that between New Zealand and Australia, 
prompting the Postmaster General to seek the establishment of trans-Tasman wireless links (Wilson, A.C., 1994: 92-3). 
31 GEC Wedlake observes that Marconi’s domination of early radio is perhaps attributable to the fact that “more than anything he 
was that somewhat rare bird, an inventor who was also a good businessman” (1973: 29).  
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sequential spectrum of wavelengths, at that stage still somewhat conceptual and incomplete, 

was divided into sections to be allocated to specific uses. From this first point of identification of 

the radio spectrum, the division of frequency bands was imbued with conflict over the purpose 

of radio communications, the best means to assign wavelengths to different communications, 

and negotiation between military, commercial, and the experimental interests expressed by 

amateurs. 

 
The radio spectrum that allows frequencies to be allocated to specific uses by the state and by 

international bodies was invented as an apparatus of power. It is a structure that controls the 

way in which radio transmissions are used and by whom, a necessary division that made radio 

useable, but reduced the ways in which it could be used. The introduction of divisions required 

the supporting introduction of systems of allocation and control, which could ensure access to 

appropriate frequency bands. Allocation is where the state enters the radio spectrum as a 

significant influence, bringing claims over territoriality and disputes over the means by which 

allocations are made. In New Zealand this process was simplified by the state’s claim to 

complete power over the radio spectrum in 1903, before the 1906 division, so that little, if any, 

negotiation over the country’s frequency divisions ensued. In the US by contrast, the state did 

not assert similar power over radio spectrum until the 1920s, and the divisions of 1906 were not 

enacted in the US spectrum until 1912. While New Zealand therefore will be used as a case 

study of state power over radio spectrum in the following chapter, the US will be used here as 

an example of debates over the role of the state in relation to radio spectrum, and the multiple 

discourses that may be mobilised in relation to its division and allocation. Because the US state 

was unwilling to assert complete power over the allocation of radio spectrum, the division and 

definition of bands of frequencies were decided in open hearings, so that the process is far 

better documented for the US than for New Zealand, as the next chapter will discuss.32 The 

process by which radio spectrum divisions were resisted and then implemented and negotiated 

in the US reveals the extent to which the form of the functional, allocational, radio spectrum has 

been influenced by a range of political and economic interests. This is particularly salient in the 

negotiations over the introduction of FM radio in the US in the 1940s, of which the following 

section offers a narrative in respect of its implications for radio spectrum allocation, and its 

discursive representations. 

 

Marconi’s wireless business model prompted efforts by several nations to reclaim control of 

access to spectrum, and led to complex connection issues for users. Peter Lewis and Jerry 

Booth describe the general implications of the Marconi Company’s policy as an “absurd (and 

                                                
32 New Zealand appears to have followed the British model, in which, Lewis and Booth argue, a combination of the Official Secrets 
Act applied to protect military interests in the radio spectrum, and a “civil service tradition… of being economical with the truth” 
mean that spectrum access has traditionally been much more difficult to gain and less well documented (1989: 22-3). 
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dangerous) situation”, resulting from “extraordinarily restrictive contracts” with governments 

(1989: 17), and “ruthless protection of its patents” (1989: 16). Michaelis cites a moment when 

this emerged as an international political issue, when the Prussian Prince Heinrich “attempted to 

send a courtesy message to President Theodore Roosevelt, while crossing the Atlantic after a 

visit to the United States” (1965: 143). Political embarrassment was caused by the coast 

station’s refusal to accept the message, as the sending equipment on board the ship was not of 

Marconi’s brand. As will be discussed further in the following chapter, Marconi’s dominance of 

radio patents and communications was seen by many countries as a consolidation of British 

territorial control over international communications, and demonstrated an unsettling level of 

commercial control over the borderless flow of radio waves (Douglas, 1989: 106).  

 

In response to the strategic challenge posed by so-called ‘Marconism’, the German Kaiser 

convened the first International Wireless Conference in 1903, a meeting of eight nations that 

was followed by a second conference, involving twenty-seven nations, under the umbrella of the 

International Telegraphy Union (ITU), in 1906.33 This followed the model already set by the ITU 

for agreements regarding wired telegraphy (Michaelis 1965: 146). The 1903 meeting attempted 

to impose the requirement that wireless stations should relay all messages regardless of the 

radio systems used by others, and it issued a protocol to this effect that was signed by all 

attending countries except for Britain and Italy, which had commercial agreements with the 

Marconi Company (Lewis and Booth, 1989: 16). However the protocol was not enforceable by 

law, and, Susan Douglas observes, “did not restrain Marconi at all” (1989: 122). Before the 

1906 meeting therefore, the Institute of International Law met in Belgium to establish various 

rights over the control of radio transmissions (Douglas, 1989: 137), in order that the agreements 

of the 1906 Conference would be legally binding.34 Accordingly the resulting agreement that 

public shore and ship stations must all “exchange wireless communication… without regard to 

the system of wireless telegraphy used” by others (qtd. In Douglas, 1989: 139), left the Marconi 

company, in the words of one delegate, “mortally wounded” (Douglas, 1989: 139).  

 

More importantly, the 1906 conference enacted the first functional division of radio waves, 

marking the invention of the ‘radio spectrum’ as a tool for managing radio transmissions and not 

simply ranking them in sequential order. This was introduced by the German delegation’s 

‘revolutionary’ proposal to divide the ‘ether’ “into regions by wave lengths” (Douglas, 1989:139), 

which was not a purely technical ideal, not just a desire to impose order on radio transmissions 

by officially demarcating a sequence of wavelengths. In practice, as Douglas observes, this 

four-tier spectrum was designed to “secure, through law, military priority in the ether”, by 

                                                
33 The ITU was renamed the International Telecommunications Union in 1934. 
34 The territorial implications of these conferences will be discussed in more detail in chapter three. 
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assigning the “largest and best tracts” of wavelengths to the military, effectively sidelining the 

Marconi, and many British, stations to wavelengths considered ‘inferior’ (1989: 139-40). In the 

four tier division  

two wavelengths for public correspondence in the maritime services were established in 

the Radio Regulations at 1000 and at 500 kc/s [kilocycles per second, later renamed 

kilohertz, kHz]; frequencies below 188 kc/s were reserved for long distance 

communications by coast stations. The range between 188 kc/s and 500 kc/s was 

reserved for “‘services not open to public correspondence’, i.e. military and naval 

stations” (Michaelis, 1965: 146).  

This division sought to restrict Marconi’s dominance of radio communications and establish 

clear space in the radio spectrum for military purposes. The division enacted an international 

basis for delineating broad frequency bands, a process that has continued through the ITU, but 

also established the basis from which states would decide the use of those bands within their 

own jurisdictions. This was not however, necessarily a straightforward process in itself, and the 

negotiations that occurred within the US spectrum through to the 1930s provide a rich case 

study of allocation processes. 

 

While the US was a signatory to the 1906 agreement, these divisions were not enacted within 

US territory until 1912 due to resistance to government control of radio technologies, and a 

belief that spectrum was a public, rather than government, or military, space (Slotten, 2000: 5-

6). As radio usage increased however, the undivided US spectrum became increasingly chaotic, 

making it impossible to separate, differentiate and prioritise wireless messages, a situation 

made worse by the inefficiencies of spark transmitters. Michaelis observes that spark 

transmissions interfered with ship signals across great distances, as they “practically blanketed 

any other vessel within 100 kilometres that might have wanted to use the air” (1965: 141). The 

only means by which another operator could get a message through rival signalling was to 

override it with techniques like placing “a book or any other heavy object on the transmitting 

key, setting up such a continuous roar of interference that nobody could hear or send anything 

at all” (Michaelis, 1965: 141). The result of this interference and the communicative impossibility 

it created, Michaelis notes, was “wireless feuds and quarrels, filling the air with curses, 

aspersions, and choice obscenities” (1965: 141). Increasing numbers of wireless operators 

made it difficult to divide the important messages from less important ones, as radio operators 

chatting with friends on other ships were very resistant to interruptions from other parties, no 

matter how important their messages were. There were also problems with identifying the 

source of messages, particularly when amateur operators posed as naval generals to order 

ships around, or dominated the signals by “comparing the answers to their arithmetic homework 

and refus[ing] to pipe down” (Douglas, 2004: 59-60). Message precedence often became 
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determined by the personal connections of the radio operators, and the status of their ships, so 

that, for example, “those on liners were particularly contemptuous of those on freighters and 

smaller vessels” (Michaelis, 1965: 139). This situation reached its limit in 1912, with the sinking 

of the Titanic. The disaster was apparently exacerbated by the ship’s radio operator’s refusal to 

accept a message from a neighbouring ship concerning a field of icebergs in the liner’s path, as 

he was engaged in conversation with the signal station at Cape Cod (Michaelis, 1965: 139).35 

Loss of life was then exacerbated by the lack of wireless facilities on other neighbouring ships, 

many of which were unaware of the event, as they could not receive the ship’s distress calls, 

despite being close enough to have been able to help with rescue attempts (Michaelis, 1965: 

139). After the sinking, wireless misuse further compounded the tragedy as interference and 

false messages disrupted rescue efforts (Slotten, 2000: 7). Susan Douglas describes the results 

as “etheric congestion”, arising from signalling stations along the US coast clogging “the 

airwaves with inquiries and messages” (2004: 60). 

 

As a result of the events around the Titanic, the US Radio Act of 1912 finally implemented a 

system of dividing radio communications by frequency, following the regulations passed by the 

ITU in 1906 and since established in Europe (Slotten, 2000: 8). It also required that all operators 

be licensed, so dividing US spectrum use between authorised and non-authorised users. 

However as the Department of Commerce, which administered the Act, was not authorised to 

deny licenses to applicants, division on the grounds of legitimacy was more conceptual than 

practical. The frequency division separated four bands of wavelengths, and nominated specific 

uses for each, keeping one channel for emergency transmissions, another for government and 

naval use, and another for private stations (Slotten, 2000: 8). This division of the spectrum 

constituted a hierarchy of those uses and users considered most important. Slotten cites Susan 

Douglas in claiming that these allocations reflected priorities of finance, military power, and 

claims to “invaluable service to humanity” (2000: 8). Amateur radio users were sidelined in the 

allocation, as they were allocated the fourth section, the shortwave bands that were considered 

to be the least desirable, being virtually unusable with the transmission and reception 

technology of the time. This allocation reflected the amateurs’ relative lack of power, a move 

potentially intended as a means of punishing them for the perceived chaos some had caused in 

the previous, disordered, radio spectrum. Slotten uses this example to demonstrate the 

economic and social dimensions of spectrum allocation, showing that it is not the purely 

technical process it may appear to be (2000: 8). The hierarchical usage zones established by 

the 1906 Wireless Conference and the 1912 Act in the US expressed understandings of the 

relative value of different spectrum bands, and the uses and users who could access them, and 

                                                
35 According to the ITU’s records, when the smaller vessel’s radio operator attempted to pass on the warning, his counterpart on the 
Titanic advised him “to ‘shut up’, and keep out of the conversation” (Michaelis, 1965: 139). 
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established the principle of licensing use, allowing division of access based on official 

authorisation.  

 

Greater complexity in radio spectrum division and allocation was soon required in response to 

the development of broadcasting in the early 1920s, a paradigm shift in understandings of the 

use of radio that had technical, commercial, and national-interest implications. Technically, 

broadcasting was enabled by the continuous wave technology pioneered by Fessenden, which 

allowed transmission of voices and music, unlike the spark transmitters which were perfectly 

suited to the short bursts of signals required for wireless telegraphy by Morse code. 

Conceptually, broadcasting also needed a new understanding of the possibilities of wireless 

signals, one that did not attempt to emulate wired telegraphy but embraced the broad, publicly 

open, propagation of radio waves. The concept of broadcasting is often credited to David 

Sarnoff of RCA, who described in a 1919 memo the possibilities of a “Radio Music Box for 

Entertainment Purposes” (Lewis, 149-50). Several amateur stations in the US began 

experimenting with broadcasting music before 1920, by positioning the microphone in the horn 

of a phonograph, however while these took the form of broadcasts ‘for entertainment purposes’, 

they were not necessarily located in the discourse of broadcasting itself, as outlined by Sarnoff. 

The first regular broadcasts of voice and music are credited to a Westinghouse engineer and 

amateur radio operator near Pittsburgh, beginning in early 1920. Westinghouse saw the 

possibilities of this system for sales of their radio equipment and established a more powerful 

station for him, KDKA (Douglas, 2004: 64). From that point, the practice and concept of 

broadcast radio expanded dramatically, and within three years of KDKA’s first regular 

broadcasts, there were 550 licensed broadcasting stations in the US (Slotten, 2000: 1), and by 

1924 the sale of radio sets and parts was worth US$358 million (Douglas, 2004: 52). As noted 

in relation to Purple Rain in chapter one, Susan Douglas relates descriptions of the growing 

radio craze as prompting “analogies to tidal waves and highly contagious fevers” (2004: 52), 

and G.E.C. Wedlake uses another intriguingly destructive comparison, that of a “prairie fire” 

(1973: 153), to describe the unstoppable social force of broadcast radio. Broadcasts during this 

expansionist period were, however, still operating under the four-way division of radio spectrum 

established in US law in 1912, and were located within the band that had been designated for 

private stations. All broadcasting stations therefore transmitted on the same frequency, 833 

kilocycles (or kHz) until in 1922 two more possible frequencies were nominated for broadcast 

use (Douglas, 2004: 62).  

 

The US government’s unwillingness to take complete control of the radio spectrum meant that 

as the number of broadcasters increased over the next four years “the airwaves [became] 

completely clogged in many areas” (Douglas, 2004: 62). The Department of Commerce was 
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authorized to issue radio licenses, but not to assign specific frequencies for broadcast stations. 

Douglas explains that Commerce Secretary Herbert Hoover began to allocate specific 

frequencies to specific stations anyway in 1923, turning the means of ordering communications 

into the basis for prescriptive allocations, and dividing stations by wavelength and transmission 

power (2004: 62). Progress was made towards functionally organising signals within an ordered 

spectrum in the following years. However in 1926 a Chicago station challenged Hoover’s 

authority to assign frequencies, and was vindicated in this by a ruling by the Illinois District 

Court (Slotten, 2000: 37). As a result the already crowded US airwaves became even busier as 

the organizational system broke down, a situation Slotten describes as bringing “near chaos in 

the spectrum” (2000: 39), and Douglas calls “Etheric hell” (2004: 63). Broadcasting stations 

increased in number, from “528 in December 1925 to 719 a year later. Sixty-two stations 

switched frequencies and sixty-three increased power” (Slotten, 2000: 39).36 Douglas adds that 

the six wavelengths set aside for Canadian stations were taken over by forty-one US stations, 

while broadcasters ignored the previously established practices regarding the separation of 

transmission frequencies, so that “Interference, often in the form of cross talk, overlapping 

voices and music, or noise, became so bad that in many areas listeners couldn’t receive a 

consistent broadcast signal and sales [of radio receivers] began to falter” (2004: 63). A further 

court decision next appeared to “set an important precedent for the legal establishment of a 

market [allocation] system based on private-property rights in the spectrum” (Slotten, 2000: 40). 

This was considered too great a challenge to the status of spectrum as a public resource, more 

so than government control, so a compromise was reached in the Radio Act 1927, which 

established the Federal Radio Commission, or FRC, as an independent agency to handle the 

organisation and allocation of radio spectrum. 

 

The FRC was charged with managing the division of the radio spectrum, finally imposing order 

through a finely graded functional delineation of frequencies that would allow as many users as 

possible to have access to the spectrum without interference. The Commission’s policy was that 

frequencies should be used, rather than denying access to otherwise empty frequencies (Lewis 

and Booth, 1989: 22). To achieve this aim as efficiently as possible, the Commission needed to 

define and manage multiple divisions between radio users. These were managed within the 

spectrum through frequency allocations and spacing between stations, geographically in terms 

of transmitter location, temporally in relation to the hours of operation, and technically through 

restrictions on the power levels of transmitters. Under the Radio Act of 1912, it was considered 

desirable to issue licenses to all who applied, and there was no provision for revoking licenses, 

even if conditions were breached. By 1924, Hoover was attempting to work out a rationale for 

                                                
36 Hugh Aitken argues that there were both technical and resource-based elements to the congestion of the US spectrum in the 
1920s, contributed to by high powered transmissions, weak and poorly tuned receivers, but also by the lack of constraints over 
access to the common property resource of spectrum, such that “There were too many beasts foraging in the pasture” (1994b: 699). 
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allocating licenses, but considered that decisions based on issues such as the style and quality 

of programming would be too close to a system of censorship, which he rejected (Slotten, 2000: 

31). However, Slotten argues, conflict emerged over the basis on which frequencies were 

allocated, over whether it was desirable, or possible, to assign specific bands of frequencies to 

users on the basis of technical considerations alone, or whether social and economic 

dimensions of allocations should be taken into account (2000: 41). While Hoover tried to 

maintain a balance between technical and non-technical parameters of allocation, Slotten 

argues that in both his, and the subsequent FRC, regime, radio engineers’ groups had 

considerable influence over the decisions (2000: 41, 48), as the technical methods they 

proposed to accommodate as many broadcasters as possible in the spectrum were considered 

more politically neutral (2000: 31). 

 

Negotiations between technical and social interests over the division of spectrum are clearly 

illustrated in the process of accommodating FM radio in the US radio spectrum after its 

invention in the 1930s. Inventor Howard Armstrong considered his new static-less transmission 

system to be obviously technically superior to the established AM systems. However, in its 

decisions over frequency allocations for the new technology, the Federal Communications 

Commission, which replaced the FRC in the 1934 Communications Act (Slotten, 2000: 44), 

effectively sidelined FM radio for the next three decades. The negotiations between Armstrong, 

the FCC, and the interests of established AM radio stations and companies developing 

television, provide a revealing case study of the conflicting discursive dimensions of radio 

spectrum, showing it to be neither a purely technical, nor a commercial, object. The issues of 

FM allocation pitted varying interpretations of the ‘natural’ qualities of radio spectrum and 

transmission wavelengths by technical and engineering experts, alongside the business 

interests and cultural concerns voiced by groups with vested interests in the technologies at 

issue, and the negotiations revolved around the divergent discourses mobilised by the different 

groups. 

 

‘FM’, or Frequency Modulated, radio was developed by Howard Armstrong in an attempt to 

avoid atmospheric interference in radio signals caused by the natural electromagnetism of 

sunspots and electrical storms. While interference between intentional signals can be mitigated 

by allocating spectrum on the basis of transmission power and geographical location, these 

atmospheric disturbances cannot in themselves be controlled: it seemed that the only way to 

satisfactorily deal with this natural interference was to increase the power of transmissions in 

order to drown it out (Lessing, 1956: 194). However, Armstrong realised that the interference 

was a result of the method of modulation of radio waves - the way in which waves are adjusted 

in order to encode meaningful sound on to them. All radio transmissions in use before 1935 
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were encoded by ‘Amplitude Modulation’ – in which sound waves are added to the ‘carrier’ 

electromagnetic waves by altering the amplitude, or power, of the waves. This means that the 

electromagnetic wave changes shape to match the sound wave – becoming taller and then 

shorter in places, so that amplitude modulation affects what Lawrence Lessing calls “the up-

and-down swings of the wave” (1956: 113). Armstrong found that the interfering natural waves 

were also modulated by amplitude, so that the “lightning and other electrical discharges surging 

around the great electromagnet of the earth could easily break into and mix with radio waves to 

produce those crackling and crashing noises known as static” (Lessing, 1956: 197). The 

massive power of these natural discharges was far greater than any practical radio transmitter, 

so that it was ultimately impossible to avoid this interference in AM signals. Armstrong found 

instead that the interference could be avoided not by trying to outdo the natural signals, but by 

sidestepping them altogether: if waves are modulated by frequency instead of amplitude, the 

resulting signal is clear and free of distortion and interference. Frequency Modulation adjusts 

the length of the radio wave to encode sound onto it, which means changing its frequency within 

a certain range. Frequency modulated waves use a wider band of frequencies within the 

spectrum than those modulated by amplitude, as they need a range of possible frequencies 

within which to vary the signal in order to communicate all of the encoded information. 

 

The wider frequency band required by FM presented a challenge to its establishment from the 

beginning, because of its impact on frequency allocation and legacy engineering structures. 

Lessing observes that radio engineers and regulators in the US were practiced at attempting to 

minimise bandwidth use by AM transmissions in order to accommodate more signals, so that 

FM’s greater bandwidth requirements seemed extremely wasteful. At the same time however, 

FM was very economical in terms of power, and was designed to be able to use shorter waves 

than AM, so it offered the potential to use a whole new range of wavelengths that were 

otherwise underutilised. However, these shorter waves also have a more limited geographical 

reach than the longer waves used by AM transmissions. This could be an advantage for 

allocations of FM signals, as General Electric engineers discovered, in that FM signals do not 

interfere with each other on the same wavelength – the stronger signal simply cancels out the 

weaker one (Lewis, 1993: 273). This meant that low powered FM stations could operate on the 

same wavelength at neighbouring geographical locations without interfering with one another. 

Frequency Modulation had the potential to challenge the means by which radio spectrum was 

allocated on several grounds: It opened up a new range of spectrum for widespread use, it 

allowed lower transmission powers to be assigned, and it allowed more stations to operate on 

the same frequency at a closer geographical proximity. 
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However, accommodating FM waves within the US radio spectrum became a far more complex 

issue than their apparent technical value at first suggested. The wider bandwidth required for 

frequency modulation meant FM signals could not be accommodated within the existing 

broadcast band, and new allocations would need to be found for them. To complicate the issue, 

in the same period, the Radio Corporation of America (RCA) applied to the FCC for frequencies 

on which to test television broadcasting. In 1936, the FCC awarded FM radio enough space for 

approximately 4 channels within a one Mhz band near 42 Mhz (Slotten, 2000: 117), and they 

also awarded space for eight television channels (Slotten, 2000: 117). Armstrong and General 

Electric established test FM stations in their channels, and developed lower powered directional 

relay transmissions that allowed the sharing of material across a network without using, or 

paying for, AT&T’s telephone lines (Lessing, 1956: 232). Armstrong’s biographer Laurence 

Lessing describes the impact of these experimental transmissions: 

When, in [1939], the Yankee Network’s FM station on Mt. Asnebumskit and Frank 

Doolittle’s station on Meriden Mountain began broadcasting on 2 kilowatts, awaiting 

delivery of full power equipment, a shiver ran through the radio world. On only 2 

kilowatts, Mt. Asnebumskit blanketed the service areas of three high-powered AM 

stations with a clearer signal than any of them could muster. The economic implications 

for the whole pattern of radio broadcasting in the U.S. were staggering. When FM went 

on the air with full power, there would be no way – or so it seemed – of stopping the 

revolution (1956: 237). 

On a purely technical level, the FM revolution seemed clear, however the ‘shiver’ Lessing 

describes alludes to other concerns. The established nationwide AM networks were wary of the 

competition, and RCA was pre-occupied with developing the television technology that they 

considered would make radio all but redundant. Television and FM required a reconsideration of 

radio spectrum allocations at the same time, and the economic power of RCA and the AM radio 

networks meant that allocation for FM radio could never be a purely technical concern, although 

it was posited as such by those who wished to see it fail as much as by its supporters. 

 

Allocation hearings for FM and television began in 1940, but were interrupted by the US entry 

into World War Two, and then complicated by the development of new wartime technologies 

that also required accommodation within the radio spectrum. Initially the hearings were headed 

by FCC chairman James Fly, who was concerned to acknowledge the social, political, and 

economic dimensions of communications policy, and believed that regulation needed to be 

based on more than technical issues (Slotten, 2000: 118). Fly considered that FM radio 

provided an opportunity to break down the monopoly of the national AM networks, and so 

awarded forty channels for FM broadcasters, and permitted commercial development of FM 

radio (Slotten, 2000: 118). By December 1941, there were sixty-seven commercial FM stations 
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in operation, with another forty-three applications in process, and approximately five hundred 

thousand receivers were in use by these stations’ listeners (Slotten, 2000: 118-9). Security 

concerns and technical requirements during World War Two meant that civilian radio 

communications were restricted, and although the existing stations were allowed to continue 

operation, those awaiting licenses were not allowed to commence. Radio resources were then 

focused on the war effort, and new technologies in communications and radar became the 

primary interest of researchers. Slotten argues that during the war there was renewed concern 

to stimulate the consumer electronics industry, and manage the new areas of spectrum opened 

up by wartime communications technology (2000: 119). In view of these aims, the FCC 

established specialist committees in 1943 to investigate the demands on radio spectrum and 

how best to manage the new technologies in allocation.  

 

The allocation of frequencies for FM radio was argued on primarily technical grounds, in terms 

of its audio superiority, power economy, and value for neighbouring local stations. However 

these technical points were countered with arguments relating to particular kinds of interference 

in the area of spectrum the incumbent FM stations used, apparently in an effort to disrupt the 

FM radio business. Established AM networks such as CBS and NBC presented experts to 

support an argument that FM transmissions at their current wavelengths were vulnerable to 

ionospheric interference and disruption by ‘shadows’ cast by buildings and hills (Slotten, 2000: 

121). It was suggested that a lower frequency section of the spectrum would be the most 

technically appropriate band for FM transmission. However, the panel of engineers voted 

overwhelmingly against moving the FM band, and proposed an increase in the number of FM 

transmissions to be accommodated in the current frequency allocation. This panel fed into 

official FCC hearings beginning in late 1944,37 at which the issue of ionospheric interference, 

particularly from sunspots, was again raised by commissioners from rival broadcasting 

companies in an argument for moving the FM band. This technical concern over interference 

was considered by many, including Armstrong and the FM broadcasting lobby, as a technique 

to undermine their investment in the transmission system. Moving the frequencies would render 

the established FM transmission systems and receivers redundant, requiring huge reinvestment 

by broadcasters and audiences. At the same time, Slotten explains, CBS and Cowles 

broadcasting campaigned to have the transmission band for television moved up in the 

spectrum to shorter wavelengths that they believed would suit the high-definition colour system 

they were trying to develop (2000: 125). However, RCA campaigned strongly to retain the 

original allocations for television so as not to undermine their own investment in the system. 

Finally, in January 1945, the FCC announced a shift in the frequency allocation for FM radio to 

                                                
37  The 1944 hearings comprised the entire known radio spectrum of the time, from 10 kHz, to 30,000 Mhz, and were regarded as 
the “most sweeping revision of the radio spectrum since the art began’” (Broadcasting, qtd. in Slotten, 2000: 122). 
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the 84-102 MHz range, allowing the possibility of expansion up to 108, and down to 78 MHz 

(Slotten, 2000: 126). Television was allocated the frequencies previously used by FM, but the 

FCC considered this a temporary usage for the frequencies, intending television to move to a 

higher frequency band already set aside for it.  

 

Armstrong considered the decision by the FCC to move the spectrum allocation of FM radio to 

be politically motivated in response to lobbying by RCA, which wanted to preserve its own 

investment in television. The debate highlights several different dimensions of radio spectrum. 

There were vested interests on the side of AM radio, which would have been happy to see FM 

radio rendered inoperable due to the threat it posed to their established stations. FM radio 

broadcasters and manufacturers were concerned that moving to another part of the spectrum 

would render all of their equipment, and their audience’s receivers, obsolete. On the side of 

television, RCA wished to preserve their investments in the lower bands, and believed it was 

pointless to waste space on FM radio, which was not going to offer the stimulus to the 

electronics market the post-war economy needed. The other television companies, however, 

supported a move to higher frequencies as a means of disrupting RCA’s hold on television 

development, and allowing their own colour and high-definition technologies the space to 

develop. In the end, by splitting the television bands, the FCC relegated the newer television 

broadcasters to lower audiences, as the older broadcasters on the lower bands were able to 

establish themselves as the primary broadcasters (Lessing, 1956: 268-9).  

 

Slotten has analysed the arguments around the 1945 allocation decision on the basis of their 

dependence on technical evidence (2000). He regards the FCC as operating on both 

technocratic and non-technocratic grounds without being explicit about its stance, and 

concludes that the opponents of the FM move may have been more successful if they had 

“acknowledged the essential non-technocratic nature of policy making and forced the FCC to 

take a clear stand on the hybrid relationship” (2000: 139). He points out that Armstrong and the 

FM lobby could have concentrated more on the “economic and social effects of the proposed 

allocation”, as well as emphasising the quality of FM signals more clearly, to prove its resistance 

to the threatened ionospheric interference (2000: 140). In Slotten’s discussion it seems as 

though the FM lobby were too focussed on the technical superiority of their product, viewing 

radio spectrum allocation as a purely technical, engineering issue. Other groups however were 

lobbying on the basis of strategic planning for the future of the post-war consumer electronics 

market, and the protection of powerful vested economic and business interests. After the 

allocations were announced, the FM broadcasters and manufacturers began to expand their 

arguments, lobbying congress to investigate the allocations. Slotten explains that many 

politicians saw it as an inappropriately technical issue for their attention, but one senator did 
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come to the conclusion that the “very idea of complexity and confusion and technical 

abstruseness has been sown in the Congress and spread deliberately both within and outside 

the commission to shut out prying minds” (qtd. in Slotten, 2000: 142). 

 

The problem of abstruseness is an issue for discussion of the radio spectrum in general, as it is 

often portrayed as an obscurely technical object, which conceals its social and economic 

dimensions. Armstrong and his supporters finally understood this argument when they 

“attempted to enhance the effectiveness of their lobbying and popularizing campaign by 

emphasizing particular political, social, and cultural meanings for FM” (Slotten, 2000: 143). 

These arguments corresponded with then former FCC chairman Fly’s opinion that FM could 

break down the AM networks’ monopolies, forming a more democratic and socially connected 

broadcasting system. However, by the time of a 1948 congressional hearing into the frequency 

shift, the FCC had allocated the original FM band to mobile services for police, fire, forestry, and 

other users, who lobbied strongly against a reconsideration of the spectrum allocation (Slotten, 

2000: 143). Armstrong felt that FM had been undermined by the interests of RCA in promoting 

television, and was a victim of political and economic interests ranged against FM. The 

spectrum reallocation was only the most significant of several regulatory blows against FM, 

which included a reduction in its allowed transmission power, reducing FM stations’ ability to 

compete across the same area as AM. The FCC also permitted the simulcasting of AM 

broadcasts on FM stations, at no charge to advertisers, which reduced both the perceived value 

and the programming variety of FM broadcasting (Lessing, 1956: 268-9). As a result, the FM 

industry declined massively, so that by “1957 there were only 530 FM stations on the air [in the 

US], 86 fewer than five years earlier” (Douglas, 2004: 263). FM did not become the dominant 

force in radio broadcasting that Armstrong had intended until the late 1960s, when the ‘FM 

boom’ was spearheaded by underground and progressive rock stations that, as Susan Douglas 

explains, thrived because of the economic obscurity of the FM spectrum (2004: 276).  

 

The allocation decisions made by the FCC in 1945 highlight the negotiations between technical 

and non-technical interpretations of the use of radio spectrum. There were four different vested 

business interests involved, negotiating in favour of FM radio, AM radio, RCA’s television 

system, and CBA/Cowles Broadcasting’s television systems, and each attempted to secure the 

most advantageous result for themselves. For many participants, the arguments were couched 

in purely technocratic terms, which served to obscure the issues for onlookers. The location of 

frequencies allocated within the spectrum had a direct impact on companies’ abilities to use 

those frequencies effectively, where broadcasters and their audience were required to invest in 

new technologies simply to retain their previous level of service. These allocation decisions had 

significant social and economic effects beyond the technical bounds of the process. It is clear 
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from Slotten and Lessing’s accounts that the established broadcasters used the FCC process to 

consolidate their own power and to block other technologies and other businesses from starting 

up. The process was not simply about deciding the most efficient frequencies for each 

technology, but was fundamentally about the distribution of power and access to the means of 

communication.   

 

Conclusion 
Electromagnetic waves naturally exist independently of human technical intervention, but waves 

at frequencies other than those of light were only ‘discovered’ through the use of technologies. 

Within the broader range of electromagnetic waves, the ‘radio spectrum’ was created by the 

technical generation of radio waves for human communication, a process that was begun by 

Heinrich Hertz in 1888 and refined by a long process of scientific experimentation and technical 

development in the following decades. Radio communicative technologies therefore enabled a 

conceptualisation of ‘natural’ electromagnetism even as they overwhelmed natural radio 

sources with new signals. The fully allocational radio spectrum, divided into bands for allocation 

to different uses and users, resulted in part from Marconi’s articulation of a commercial 

discourse of radio communications.  The divisions of the 1906 ITU conference mark the point of 

origin for the radio spectrum in the terms of this thesis; this is the moment of ‘invention’ 

suggested by Aitken, but the invention of the allocational radio spectrum rather than the 

‘electromagnetic spectrum’ as a whole. 

 

The ordered radio spectrum has been expanded and refined through the development of radio 

technologies, in particular the methods of syntony and tuning, and the continuous wave-

generating alternator that replaced the high bandwidth spark-gap transmitters. In 1906 the radio 

spectrum that was divided for allocation measured from 500 to 1000 kilohertz, but New Zealand 

spectrum allocations now include the frequencies between 9 kHz and 252 GHz (RSM n.d.c). 

Each frequency expansion in the New Zealand, as in the global, radio spectrum reflects the 

introduction of a new kind of technology – the expansion of the upper limit from 40,000,000 to 

275,000,000kHz between 1967 and 1971 for example was to accommodate the newly possible 

broadcast satellites (Katz, 1997). This process of development reflects the extensification and 

intensification identified by Aitken, in which as the boundaries of the radio spectrum become 

more extensive, more intensive use has developed within it. Managing intensive use of 

particular bands then requires more efficient technologies, more refined delineations of 

frequencies, and more complex systems of allocation. The negotiations over frequency 

allocations for television and FM radio in the US in the 1930s reflect this process, as the newly 

intensive use of radio frequencies could be partially accommodated by extending into previously 

underused frequencies, but also necessitated greater refinement of the frequencies then 
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available. Those allocational decisions then defined the standard frequency location of 

television and FM radio broadcasting in other countries, such as New Zealand. 

 

In Slotten and Lessing’s accounts of the allocation of frequencies within the US spectrum for FM 

radio and television the established broadcasters used the FCC process to exercise power and 

to block the establishment of other technologies and businesses. The spectrum allocation 

process in this example was not simply a matter of deciding the most efficient frequencies for 

each technology, but was fundamentally about the distribution of power over access to the radio 

spectrum. The allocation hearings were intended to define the most efficient functional division 

of spectrum, but they became the site of competing discursive claims, in which a scientific 

discourse defining the ‘natural’ qualities of radio spectrum was reshaped by competing technical 

and commercial discourses. The allocational radio spectrum traced through this chapter 

provides the basis for the discursive claims developed in the rest of the thesis. The following 

chapter will explore more closely the political dimensions of radio spectrum allocation, the way 

in which radio spectrum has been described by the state, in order to establish a basis for its 

allocation. While the US state was slow to assume responsibility for spectrum allocation, in New 

Zealand, the radio spectrum was defined as national territory even before the 1906 ITU 

conference, and a discourse of protection – territorial, economic, and cultural – guided spectrum 

allocation and regulation until 1989. 
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Chapter three: Protection 
 

The functional organisation of radio spectrum introduced at the 1906 Wireless Conference 

established the basis for discursive contestation over allocation, and also drew radio spectrum 

into a territorial discourse that aligns it with the state. The four-tier division was proposed by 

Germany as a political measure to secure military presence in the ether and to restrict the 

power of commercial entities, signified by Marconi, over wireless communications. In its reaction 

to ‘Marconism’, this moment of division established the enduring conflict between 

understandings of radio spectrum as a commercial resource and as state territory. In New 

Zealand state power over radio spectrum was legislatively asserted three years prior to the 

Wireless Conference, when the government assumed control over wireless transmissions with 

the 1903 Wireless Telegraphy Act. This legislation defined New Zealand radio spectrum as an 

official space that was only to be used for government sanctioned activities, and it established 

an equivalence between the nation and its radio spectrum. This was justified as a matter of 

‘protection’, framed as military, economic and cultural protection, from interference that might 

disrupt the business of government. The trope of ‘interference’ explicitly frames many regulatory 

processes in radio spectrum, providing a technical justification for restricting access to radio 

technologies in order to reduce signal interference. The discourse of protection in New Zealand 

suggests a reading of interference that extends beyond that technical basis to the potential for 

economic, political and cultural interference, and the possibility that the business of state may 

be interfered with through the radio spectrum. This chapter uses the initial decades of regulation 

over access to wireless technologies in New Zealand as a case study of the state’s assumption 

of power to discursively define radio spectrum, expressed in the 1903 Act and reinforced by a 

range of measures to control its use and content. Between 1903 and 1989 successive 

governments employed policies of spectrum allocation and regulation that shaped the use of 

wireless technologies, and particularly broadcast radio, to suit the protectionist, controlled 

economy, and reinforce a form of national identity that supported it. 

 

This chapter discusses the power asserted by the New Zealand state over the radio spectrum 

within its borders in terms of a ‘juridico-discursive’ conception of power, in Michel Foucault’s 

terms (Foucault, 1990: 82-91); a conception that focuses on the state’s exercise of juridical 

power over its subjects (McHoul and Grace 1998: 88). This chapter traces the way in which the 

state treats its power over radio spectrum as a given in a discourse grounded in political and 

legal terms, a juridico-political discourse of power formulated through legislation (Foucault 1990: 

87-9). There are productive elements to this exercise of power, as spectrum allocation 

measures can ensure radio frequencies remain clear, usable, and free of technical interference. 

However, the state’s juridico-political discourse frames radio spectrum as a site that must be 
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regulated to ensure the ‘protection’ of political institutions such as the economy and national 

security, as well as national identity. This manifests in legislation that determines access to the 

means of transmission and reception and regulates the content of broadcasts through 

prohibitions, censorship, and restrictive licensing.  

 

Despite the generally consistent discourse mobilized by the state in relation to the New Zealand 

radio spectrum between 1903 and 1989, specific details of broadcast policies and related 

aspects of allocation were reworked many times during this period. Different governments 

adapted broadcasting legislation to suit their broader policy objectives, and spectrum allocation 

practices had to evolve to accommodate new wireless technologies. This degree of change 

reveals the relational nature of power over radio spectrum in practice, the negotiation that has 

occurred over its ideal discursive form. At its extreme, this is underlined by the fundamental shift 

in spectrum policies in 1989, when management of radio spectrum became more commercially 

focused as a result and reflection of the radical economic transformations of the 1980s. The 

details and implications of the commercialization of New Zealand radio spectrum will be 

discussed in chapter five. The transformation of 1989 had its roots in legislative changes in the 

1960s, which included the introduction of television and the establishment of an independent 

broadcast licensing body (Hope, 1996). In the late 1960s the pirate broadcasts of Radio Hauraki 

triggered the acceptance of privately owned commercial radio by challenging the spectrum 

allocation and broadcast licensing regime.  

 

By breaking and challenging broadcasting law Radio Hauraki revealed the limits of juridico-

political power over radio spectrum in New Zealand. Foucault’s critique of the juridico-discursive 

conception of power proposes that the “historical gradient” of society is moving further away 

from the roots of this form of power in the monarchy, and its enactment through law and 

punishment, towards a form of power characterized by normalization, technique, and control 

(1990: 89). He argues that it is now more appropriate to conceive of power in ‘strategical’ terms 

(1990: 102), as a field of ‘multiple and mobile’ relations rather than a descending, repressive 

relationship between the state and subject (1990: 92-102). Chapter four uses this strategical 

view of power to analyse modes of resistance to juridico-political discourses, focusing on the 

challenge posed by Radio Hauraki alongside several examples of resistant radio from other 

countries. The ‘techniques’ of power in the evolving post-monarchical social form are no longer 

the ‘disciplines’ that order the body, but the regimes of ‘control’ theorised by Gilles Deleuze 

(1995). The transition to a regime of ‘control’ as a technique of power modulated over and within 

radio spectrum is discussed more specifically in chapter six. While chapter four suggests that 

the state-centred model of power discussed in this chapter is fundamentally limited, the juridico-

political discourse of the state itself is still the dominant frame through which radio spectrum in 
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New Zealand has been managed for much of the twentieth century. The challenges traced in 

chapter four reveal the vulnerability of the radio spectrum to use that is not sanctioned by the 

state, the fundamentally errant possibilities of the radio spectrum object against which the 

state’s anxious discourse of protection is mobilised. This chapter therefore maintains the 

juridico-discursive conception of power in order to focus on the particular methods and 

techniques used by the New Zealand state to exercise power over radio spectrum in a 

descending manner between 1903 and 1989. 

 

The disocurse of ‘protection’ has particularly been invoked in relation to the role of radio 

spectrum in maintaining New Zealand’s territorial and economic security. However New 

Zealand’s status in this respect between 1903 and 1989 is complicated by the country’s position 

as, initially, a colony of Great Britain, then a British Dominion from 1907, and an independent 

state only from 1947. While New Zealand has been “politically self-governing since 1852” 

(Sutch, 1966: xii), this lack of complete autonomy is evidenced in the governance of the radio 

spectrum, through the influence of the British government over the 1903 Wireless Telegraphy 

Act and the consistent presence of British, and later US, military interests in New Zealand radio 

spectrum. Military presence by Britain and the US was accepted where other interests were not, 

framing those countries as less ‘foreign’ than others in the concerns of the period, and 

privileging the territorial framing of radio spectrum established at the 1906 ITU conference over 

a commercial perspective. ‘Protection’ is also strongly mobilized in relation to the economic 

policies of the period, which the management of radio spectrum reflects and reinforces. Despite 

New Zealand’s political self-governance, for example, W.B. Sutch described the country in 1966 

as “an economic colony”, as “many of the decisions about its economic development [were] 

made abroad” (1966: xii). Nick Perry comments on this status in relation to New Zealand’s 

frequently expressed sense of distance from global centres, which suggests a sense of 

uncertainty about the country’s relative position in the world, observing that “In geographical 

terms New Zealand may have been a farm in the South Pacific, but its structural location was 

tantamount to somewhere in the Irish Sea” (2004: 22). By 1935, the economy was dominated 

by foreign owned businesses, which included control by British companies of the shipping and 

meat-processing crucial to the country’s export base, because of which, Sutch argued, “the 

thought patterns of New Zealanders remained colonial, particularly in economic affairs” (1966: 

166). The first Labour government attempted to reduce this dependence to some extent by 

establishing “a managed economy aimed at reducing the insecurity of New Zealand’s colonial 

status” (Sutch, 1966: 365) when it took power in 1935. This economic model,38 which lasted 

through successive governments until 1984, was protectionist in many practices, with strict 

controls on major economic areas such as imports, bank lending and capital development 
                                                
38 Brian Easton describes it as “a complex, comprehensive, and erratic system of domestic protection to save foreign funds and 
generate jobs” (1997: 4). 
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(Sutch, 1966: 436), but this was managed in a context of considerable dependence on the 

“grass-bound” colonial economy, rather than true economic and political independence (Sutch, 

1966: 475). In regard to radio spectrum policies these attitudes manifest in the debate over the 

1903 Act, in licensing policies for radio reception in the 1920s and during World War Two, and 

in the prohibition of foreign ownership of media. ‘Colonial thought patterns’ are also evident in 

the development of a broadcast service modelled after the BBC, but with more stringent, 

anxious, regulation of content. Broadcast content is the site in which protection was maintained 

over the welfare of audiences, through unusually strict regulations.  

 

Protection of broadcast audiences also acknowledges a physical link between the location and 

extent of radio transmissions and the geography of the nation, effecting a form of containment 

of listeners within the country, and the corresponding production of a national imagined 

community through broadcasting. The importance of broadcasting for the state is reinforced by 

the strong emphasis on attaining full ‘coverage’ of the nation with state-owned broadcast signals 

that has persisted beyond 1989, and indicates a desire to ensure that all New Zealanders have 

access to the hegemonic content of state-owned media. Television and Radio New Zealand are 

both currently bound by charter to express a relationship to nationhood in their content, such 

that “TVNZ’s role is to reflect and explore what it means to be a New Zealander” (TVNZ, n.d.), 

while RNZ broadcasts “A range of New Zealand programmes,… which reflect New Zealand's 

cultural diversity, including Maori language and culture” (RNZ, n.d.). These contemporary goals 

are a continuation of the discourses that align broadcasting with national identity that were 

established in the 1920s, and deliberately exploit the role of radio in developing a national 

imagined community in the sense outlined by Benedict Anderson (1991), and expressed in 

terms of radio by theorists such as Susan Douglas.39 Douglas extends Anderson’s discussion of 

the imagined community of newspaper readers with the observation that “radio broadcasting did 

this on entirely new geographic, temporal, and cognitive levels” (2004: 23-4), being much better 

suited than the newspaper to achieve a simultaneous sense of community. The protection of 

radio spectrum in this regard operates in both a limiting and productive sense. It was invoked to 

restrict access to radio spectrum for all but state-sanctioned activities, but also to ensure that 

the spectrum remained useful and free of interference for those activities. It was also 

                                                
39 ‘The imagined community’ is the phrase used by Benedict Anderson to describe the nature and self-awareness of the modern 
nation. He proposes that “it is an imagined political community - and imagined as both inherently limited and sovereign” (1991: 6).  
The nation is an imagined community because “the members of even the smallest nation will never know most of their fellow-
members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of their communion” (1991: 6).  The nation is 
limited by its borders, which in turn limit and define other nations. Its sovereignty represents its freedom from the pre-Enlightenment 
“divinely-ordained, hierarchical dynastic realm” (1991: 7).  The nation is imagined as a community because “regardless of the actual 
inequality and exploitation that may prevail in each, the nation is always conceived as a deep, horizontal comradeship” (1991: 7).  
Anderson describes the historical process of imagining community as facilitated by the evolution of nation-specific language groups, 
and the printing of books in these languages, which allowed the reader to grasp that there is a community of people he/she does not 
know, but who share access to the same knowledge and experience. The evolution of novels, newspapers, education systems, 
colonial career paths, maps, museums and the census are all envisaged by Anderson to be important components of the process 
whereby a sense of community is constructed among people who will never meet or be able to know all of those with whom they 
share that community (1991). 
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demonstrated in attempts to protect New Zealand audiences from ‘undesirable’ influences, 

which resulted in a highly paternalistic and somewhat infantilising broadcast environment, but 

one in which the development of a national imagined community in Anderson’s sense has a 

positive outcome in the form of a relatively shared sense of national culture. 

 

This chapter argues that between 1903 and 1989 New Zealand radio spectrum was managed 

as a dimension of state territory, in which the government enacted strategies of containment 

through the framing discourse of ‘protection’. The hybrid object of radio spectrum is represented 

through this discourse as a vulnerable space that requires cautious management, with 

implications for the protection of national territory, the ‘airwaves’, and national identity. The 

chapter begins with a discussion of the protection of national territory through military presence 

in the New Zealand radio spectrum, with reference to the US and British situations, a history 

that illustrates Manuel DeLanda’s argument that the radio spectrum is “not a public space but a 

highly policed and militarised state space” (Dunne, 1999: 55). The following section discusses 

the protection of the radio spectrum itself, through measures to restrict access to the airwaves, 

including the regulation of broadcasting and spectrum allocation policies. The ultimate focus of 

protection is the populace itself, the national audience, which is constituted as an imagined 

community through broadcasting. Radio spectrum and broadcasting policies enact a form of 

containment, an ideal expressed through the goal of ‘coverage’, the creation of a society-wide 

site in which a heavily regulated broadcasting structure effectively contains its audience into 

particular modes of understanding the nation. The following chapters will discuss discourses 

that question the extent of actual state power to define and manage the radio spectrum. This 

chapter argues that anxiety over the vulnerability of the New Zealand radio spectrum led to the 

development in 1903 of a discourse of protection that framed legal and political dimensions of 

access, use, and content of radio spectrum until 1989, while vestiges of this approach persist 

today in relation to broadcasting.  

 

Protection of territory 
New Zealand was the first country in the world to define radio spectrum as a state space, a 

dimension of national territory to be controlled and allocated by the government. The 1903 

Wireless Telegraphy Act vested power over radio transmissions in the government, including 

the right to issue licenses for transmission, and ultimately the right to decide how radio was to 

be used. This is expressed most clearly in clause four of the Act, which rules that 

Every person who erects, constructs, or establishes any station or plant for the purpose 

of receiving or transmitting communications by wireless telegraphy without having first 

obtained the consent of the Governor in Council is liable to a penalty not exceeding five 

hundred pounds, and any plant, machinery, instruments, and material used by him for 
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such purpose may be forfeited and dealt with as the Commissioner directs (Wireless 

Telegraphy Act 1903).40 

New Zealand’s legislation was influenced by Britain, although that country did not adopt a 

similar degree of government control over wireless transmissions until the following year,41 and 

even then made greater allowance for amateur operators. New Zealand had a tradition of state 

control of resources, described by Day as “a general acceptance of monopolistic control”, and 

“a reputation for state involvement in activities properly left to private enterprise”, so that the 

“government’s monopoly control of radio was unexceptional” (1994: 14). This contrasts, for 

example, with the resistance to government control of radio spectrum in the US discussed in 

chapter two (Slotten, 2000: 6-8). Day argues that the principle of monopolistic control in New 

Zealand was so established that the parliamentarians passed the 1903 act despite having only 

a “slight acquaintance with radio” (1994: 13), as while some amateur radio experimentation had 

begun by 1903, there were no official provisions for wireless use in New Zealand when the Act 

was passed (1994: 11-13). Rather than technical opportunities therefore, the debate over the 

1903 Act focused on concern over the apparent vulnerability of wireless transmissions. 

 

The Parliamentary Debate over the 1903 Act framed the purpose of government control as 

primarily ‘protection’: protection of the government’s considerable investment in wired 

telegraphy systems and its resulting monopoly in communications, and protection of the nation 

against foreign wireless incursions. Postmaster General and electrical telegraph commissioner 

Sir Joseph Ward specifically described the Wireless Telegraphy Act as being “purely of a 

protective character”, and argued expressly against the dangers of allowing outside commercial 

interests to enter the New Zealand wireless space (Hansard, 1903a: 171).42 Protection of the 

privacy of messages was also seen as a concern, where radio’s wide transmission spread was 

considered to be far less secure than the point-to-point systems of wired telegraphy. Ward 

expressed concerns over this, which Day observes betray a misunderstanding of the 

technicalities of radio transmission, with the erroneous argument that wireless messages would 

go “in a series of circles”, which could be intercepted by other users so that “many of these 

Marconigrams… [might] never reach […] their proper destination at all” (1994: 14). Banning 

unofficial users from radio transmission was seen as the most straightforward way to manage 

its use in New Zealand, and to protect the government monopoly over communications, its 

telegraphy business, and the privacy of messages. Otago MP A Lee Smith voiced a strong 

argument against this strict control, with the contention that the Act would limit both the scientific 

potential of amateur experimentation and the value of radio for communication between isolated 

                                                
40 The first clause of the Act relates it to the previously passed ‘Electric Lines Act’, suggesting a conceptual connection between 
wireless telegraphy and the already known technology of electricity. 
41 Australia enacted similar legislation in 1905. 
42 The Bill was first spoken to on its second reading on July 31, 1903. (Hansard, 1903a: 171). 
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farms and small communities (Day, 1994: 14).43 However, this was ultimately overridden by 

Prime Minister Richard Seddon, who argued “that anything less than full government control 

would allow foreign powers into New Zealand,” a concern that had been communicated to the 

colony by the British Government (Day, 1994:15).44 The debates around the 1903 Wireless 

Telegraphy Act describe radio as a vulnerable space that is open to outside influence, or 

interference, which could imperil the content of messages, the government’s own control over 

its communications, and ultimately, national space. Notably, the definition of ‘foreign’ influence 

did not include Britain, and British Royal Navy ships were the only official locations of radio 

transmission in New Zealand territory until 1911.45 

 

Between 1903 and 1911, when the government established its own network of coastal 

transmitters, the Royal Navy’s mediation of official wireless communications emphasised New 

Zealand’s colonial status by making the country’s wireless space effectively an extension of 

British military space. Susan Douglas argues that the global territorial dominance of the British 

Empire, of which New Zealand was the most distant outpost, was aided in the nineteenth 

century by British control over undersea telegraphy cables (1989: 106). Accordingly, many 

governments feared the further consolidation of British territorial power that could result from the 

growing control over wireless technologies claimed by Marconi’s British-registered company 

(Douglas, 1989: 106). This fear demonstrated an understanding of the territorial dimensions of 

‘the ether’ and the vulnerability of national space in regard to wireless signals, prompted by 

Marconi’s transmissions across the Atlantic (Douglas, 1989: 105). A 1907 article in Electrical 

World cited by Douglas, for example, observed that “Wireless telegraphy… involves all 

countries in one circumambient ether, and the air about each is permeated by undulations 

emitted by others. All countries are, therefore, brought into virtual contact in the aerial ether” 

(1989: 105). The beginning of the twentieth century was, Douglas argues, an “internationally 

tense” time, so the “realization that even the sky could be violated by a foreigner, an interloper, 

was particularly unsettling” (1989: 106). This territorial dimension would have been well 

understood by Britain when the colonial power advised New Zealand’s government to take 

legislative control over wireless telegraphy. In fact, the Wireless Telegraphy Act was first 

debated in July 1903, slightly predating the first International Wireless Conference, convened by 

                                                
43 A Lee Smith specifically argued that the “Bill would have pretty much the same effect as would a premium on what I would call 
scientific inertness” (Hansard, 1903b: 66). He described the Bill as representative of a particularly British resistance to “new 
enterprises”, as opposed to the approach of Germany or America, which would allow citizens to experiment as long as they did not 
“interfere in the interests of the State” (Hansard, 1903b: 66). Answering arguments to this support the Bill in the form in which it was 
passed, with the assumption that the government would not reasonably prevent people from obtaining licenses for scientific 
experimentation (Hansard, 1903b: 66-8). A Lee Smith moved in Committee that the words ‘for hire or profit’ be inserted into clause 
four after the words “wireless telegraphy”, however this amendment did not make it into the final version on the Act, after opposition 
by Postmaster General Ward (Hansard, 1903b: 288), who considered that despite the wording, latitude in wireless use would still be 
allowed. 
44 Seddon explained: “It was not long ago that the Government had received a communication from the Imperial authorities in 
respect of this question,” and “If the British Government thought it necessary to send a communication of this nature to this colony 
respecting such a matter, then our Government should do its duty to the colony and to the Empire as well” (Hansard, 1903b: 289). 
45 Notable exceptions to this were the public wireless demonstrations by the Marconi Company in 1906 (Day, 1994:16). 
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Germany the following month. This conference, Douglas observes, revealed a European 

understanding of ‘the ether’ as a strategically important territorial resource (1989: 122), shaped 

by the geographical proximity of European nations (1989: 142). The territorial dimension of 

wireless use was strengthened at the 1906 meeting of the Institute of International Law in 

Belgium, which adopted a resolution that “each nation had its own territorial radius in the ether 

and that violation of this invisible realm was as unacceptable as any other incursion” (Douglas, 

1989: 137). This tenet was upheld by the subsequent International Wireless Conference, in 

October 1906, at which the principle of interconnection was finally resolved, so that Marconi 

stations were to be forced to communicate with all others. The more significant measure taken 

at that conference in terms of management of radio spectrum, however, was the German 

proposal to divide wireless transmissions by wavelength. This was not simply a step towards 

ordering the frequencies of wireless transmissions into the functional ‘radio spectrum’, but a 

consolidation of the territorial and military dimensions of that incipient spectrum. Douglas 

argues, as noted in chapter two, that the German proposal, supported by the American 

delegates,46 was intended to “secure, through law, military priority in the ether”, by assigning the 

largest and most useful wavelengths for military use (1989: 139). This moment of division, then, 

created the radio spectrum as a tool for allocation and described it as a dimension of national 

space to be used and defended by the military. 

 

The division and militarisation of the ether was intended to demarcate territorial boundaries in 

what was then defined as a strategically important resource, but as Douglas observes, it also 

effected a division within nations between military and civilian users, with civilians prohibited 

from trespassing into military wavelengths. In effect, this was the situation brought about by the 

Wireless Telegraphy Act in New Zealand, where all civilian use of wireless was banned, and 

interference with Royal Navy transmissions was particularly proscribed. The provisions of the 

1903 Act against unauthorized use of radio transmissions were not enforced strongly at first and 

several feats of Amateur communication were celebrated in the years to 1909.47 The Royal 

Navy was apparently unconcerned about the interference, and Day argues that they accepted 

that naval and amateur users could coexist in radio space (1994: 20), and simply asked that 

better tuning be used so as to limit interference. Day speculates, for example, that when Otago 

teenager James Passmore built what was possibly the first wireless set in New Zealand, and 

used it to communicate with the HMS Powerful off the Otago coast, “No doubt the yeoman of 

                                                
46 Though not supported by the US congress, which did not ratify the treaty that its delegates had negotiated (Douglas, 1989: 141-
3). As discussed in chapter two, although the other 25 nations represented at the Conferences had ratified the treaty by 1908, the 
US did not comply with the division of spectrum until the 1912 Radio Act (Douglas, 1989: 141; 234). 
47 Ian Dougherty claims that amateur radio operators continued by receiving consent under the Act, or with “an unofficial nod from 
the local telegraph inspector”, or simply without consent, thanks to what he terms “Official indifference to amateur experimenters in 
the first decade of the century” (1997, 18). Day observes that a full record of amateur experimentation in New Zealand is not 
available, at least in part because it tended to be a hobby of teenage boys, who “are not the most meticulous recorders of historical 
events” (1994:12). The relationship of teenage boys to radio technologies, as something of a template for the use of other 
technologies, has been extensively analysed by Susan Douglas in Listening In: Radio and the American Imagination (2004). 
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signals was delighted to meet a confrére…. In 1904 in New Zealand waters, opportunities for 

radio communication were few and far between” (1994:12).48 Other radio users who caused 

interference were taken off air however, and new regulations in 1912 strengthened provisions 

against unauthorized use of radio by specifically banning the erection of aerials, which Day 

describes as effectively “a ban on all amateur use of radio” (1994:27), although clandestine 

aerials continued to be hidden in trees or set up only at night. Resistance to this restriction of 

experimentation was voiced in Parliament, but the Post and Telegraph amendment Act of 1913 

reinforced the ban, “making it now an offense to establish, without permission, any station 

capable of reception and transmission” (Day, 1994:30, italics in original). Private transmissions 

were considered a ‘nuisance’, and the difficulties of naval communications in unregulated 

spectrum off the coast of California were used as an example of the threat to maritime safety, 

defence and official communications posed by amateur radio users (Day, 1994: 30). By banning 

amateur radio experimentation under the 1913 Act, the government effectively classed amateur 

radio users as threats to security, as an internal threat alongside the initial dangers of foreign 

use of New Zealand radio space expressed in the 1903 Act debate. 

 

The military value and vulnerability of radio spectrum became most marked with the outbreak of 

World War One, which confirmed the usefulness of wireless communication for both protection 

of, and incursion into, national territories. The New Zealand government argument for 

‘protection’ in regard to wireless transmission related radio spectrum to security and defence as 

well as economic protection from the beginning. When the country’s first coastal wireless 

stations were established in 1911, explicit reference was made to their value in ‘time of war,’ as 

naval tensions increased between Britain, France, Russia, and Germany (Wilson, A.C., 1994: 

95).49  Wireless vulnerability justified the further restriction of amateur use of radio equipment in 

New Zealand, and even official communications were strictly censored (Day, 1994:31). This 

was reinforced by the actions of other countries, for example, all civilian use of radio in Britain 

was outlawed (Wedlake, 1973: 101) and in the US the navy assumed control over all wireless 

stations when that country entered the war in 1917 (Lewis and Booth, 1989: 18). Both those 

countries’ governments appropriated all applicable wireless patents for the development of 

wireless technologies for the military. GEC Wedlake claims that the use of radio had an 

‘immense’ impact on the conduct of World War One (1973: 130), enabling military units 

separated in action, by land, sea and air, to communicate with each other and with central 

command. However, each side also exploited the vulnerability of wireless by intercepting the 

                                                
48 Aitken echoes this sentiment about the early period of wireless transmission when he observes that “The spectrum could be a 
lonely place in those days” (1994b: 690). 
49 In practice, when the New Zealand government built its own transmission stations in 1911 the equipment used was manufactured 
and installed by the German company Telefunken (albeit through the ‘British’ company Australasian Wireless Amalgamation, or 
AWA). This purchase of not simply non-British, but German, wireless equipment was strongly defended by the New Zealand Post 
and Telegraph Department on the grounds of its lower initial and running costs, with the argument that all wireless telegraphy 
equipment was essentially manufactured by foreigners, and it was more important to consider New Zealand’s wireless capability in 
the event of war than the genesis of the equipment required to establish it (Wilson, A.C., 1994: 94-5). 
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others’ transmissions, so that extensive use of encoding ciphers was required. An extended use 

of radio emerged in radio direction finding, developed by the Royal Navy, which made it 

possible to locate, and destroy, any source of transmissions (Wedlake, 1973: 110). The only 

way to avoid such detection was to severely limit radio use, which reduced the efficacy of radio 

for communications, and Wedlake claims that the Allied forces maintained greater secrecy than 

the Germans by being structured to require less dependence on wireless, and therefore being 

more ‘hidden’ (1973: 107-9).  

 

Technological developments during First World War, and the emergence of broadcasting soon 

after, increased the value of wireless communication for military, commercial and civilian use. In 

the immediate aftermath of the war however, the British and American armed services both 

attempted to maintain wireless as an essentially military technology, and their justifications for 

military involvement in the spectrum were characteristic of each country’s broader philosophical 

approaches to spectrum management. In the US the Navy attempted to gain complete control 

over wireless transmissions, aided by its wartime control over existing stations,50 and the 

Secretary of the Navy, Josephus Daniels, invoked the protection trope when he argued in 1918 

that “There are only two methods of operating the wireless: either by the government or for it to 

license one corporation – there is no other safe or possible method of operating the wireless” 

(qtd. in Coase, 1959: 3). Ultimately however, naval involvement in the US radio spectrum took a 

more commercial form, when the Director of Naval Communications, Admiral Bullard, and the 

General Electric Company (GEC), orchestrated the creation of the Radio Corporation of 

America (RCA), intended to be a “company powerful enough to withstand Marconi 

commercially” (Lewis and Booth, 1989: 32). Government, and naval, influence was retained by 

the role of “US government representative” on the RCA board, a position held first by Admiral 

Bullard (Lewis and Booth, 1989: 33). Military influence over British radio spectrum after World 

War One was much more explicit, as the government retained its pre-war control over wireless 

transmissions under the 1904 Wireless Telegraphy Act. Lewis and Booth argue that the 

influence over radio by the British military that developed in World War One was used after the 

war “to block uses of the spectrum which conflicted with military needs” (1989: 18). As in the 

US, there were concerns in Britain over the potential domination of commercial wireless 

operations by foreign companies, and a desire that a central role in wireless development be 

held by the military, and the British solution was also to develop a major company. However, 

unlike RCA, the British Broadcasting Company (BBC) was funded by government through the 

Post Office, and was granted a monopoly on broadcasting as a means of resisting the 

commercial nature of broadcasting experiments by Marconi. Wedlake argues that this was 

partly in response to the Post Office’s perception that it would be too complex to allocate 
                                                
50 Coase claims that “as a result of building stations and the acquisition by purchase of certain private stations, [the US Navy] owned 
111 of the 127 existing American commercial shore stations” (1959: 4). 
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frequencies to multiple companies (1973: 164-5). As was the case in relation to RCA, protection 

of local manufacturing was a major concern, so that the BBC initially included a consortium of 

radio receiver manufacturers, and members could only sell “British sets” (Lewis and Booth, 

1989: 53). The military influence prevailed over British spectrum allocation in the limited number 

of frequencies allocated to broadcasting, which Lewis and Booth argue has been used as the 

basis for the BBC’s monopoly over access to broadcasting frequencies ever since (1989: 58).51 

The New Zealand approach to managing commercial use of radio technologies, and the role of 

its military, will be discussed in the following section. 

 

During World War Two, military use of radio technologies expanded greatly as a means of 

communication, of locating enemies, and of protecting territorial spectrum, such that Anthony 

Michaelis refers to the conflict as fundamentally a “radio war” (1965: 175). The most significant 

radio advance was the development of radar by the Royal Air Force. Manuel DeLanda 

emphasises the territorial dimensions of this when he draws an evocative analogy between the 

traditional defensive walls of fortresses and towns and the “electronic radar curtain”, arguing 

that radar extended the island boundaries of Britain, effectively acting as a wall against the 

Luftwaffe (1991: 51). Radar expanded the earlier technology of radio direction finding, but that 

was still used extensively, and it particularly made broadcast radio a hazard as the locations of 

broadcast transmitters could be ‘visible’ at radio wavelengths even when towns and cities were 

observing blackouts that hid them from optical view. To avoid this, broadcasting in Britain was 

reallocated within the spectrum during WWII so that only two frequencies were used for all radio 

broadcast transmissions, on the assumption that having multiple signals on the same frequency 

would make it difficult to locate specific transmitters at a distance. For further security, radio 

stations were able to turn off their transmitters if the RAF advised them they were in danger 

(Wedlake, 1973: 189). Radio communications in the field were also significantly advanced, and 

DeLanda describes the refinement of radio connections as part of an increasingly networked 

approach to warfare, understood by the Germans but not, initially, the British, so that “most 

German tanks and planes, in contrast with their Allied counterparts, came equipped with two-

way radio communication capabilities. That is, they were conceived from the start as part of a 

network of arms, joined together by a wireless nervous system” (1991: 75). Radio 

communications in the field connected individual units, planes, and ships, and connected these 

with command so that each could operate as part of a wholistic system. DeLanda argues that 

this enabled small units to operate independently, “decentralizing the decision-making process 

during battle” (1991: 53). In the US, by contrast, Susan Douglas describes the initial introduction 

of radio as being perceived by naval commanders as a reduction in their autonomy, by bringing 

                                                
51 Lewis and Booth argue that the British radio spectrum has remained dominated by military allocations, so that as of 1989, 36 per 
cent of British spectrum space was controlled by the military, and the frequencies included in these allocations remained secret 
(1989: 23). 
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them into closer contact with Washington (1985: 148). In the long term, radio communications 

have enabled greater mobility and interconnection between military units. Radio use during 

WWII was significant for military communications and defence, as a source of civilian 

information and for maintaining ‘spirits’, both civilian and military. Technologically, WWII in 

particular honed the possibilities of radio transmission for telecommunications, and also led to 

the development of the cathode ray tube, which shifted from radar to television in the post-war 

technical expansion (Slotten, 2000: 154-5). 

 

While radio became central to military progress during each of the World Wars, civilian radio in 

wartime was treated as useful but problematic, emphasising the vulnerability of the territorial 

ether, or spectrum, to incursion by enemies of the state.  The ease with which enemy agents 

could receive military information, or transmit propaganda or coded instructions via radio led to 

a further tightening of controls over spectrum. During the First World War, when the British and 

US governments prohibited all civilian use of radio, private individuals in New Zealand were still 

prohibited from receiving and transmitting radio signals by the 1903 act, but possession of radio 

equipment became a military, and not simply civil, concern. Wedlake recounts several stories of 

the harsh penalties imposed on people who were found with illegal transmission devices in 

Britain, including one young electrical hobbyist who was declared by a magistrate to be 

“potentially a serious danger to the country and sentenced […] to nine months’ imprisonment” 

(1973: 102). Day describes similar incidents in New Zealand, although much ‘clandestine’ use 

of crystal sets continued (1994: 31). By WWII, the value of broadcast radio as an information 

source had been long established, and Wellington-based station 2YA became the primary 

official source of war information in New Zealand. The station monitored the shortwave signals 

of the BBC, Voice of America, and other international stations for news and rebroadcast 

significant transmissions, which were also carried by the other New Zealand stations, so that 

the international connectivity of radio enabled the New Zealand public and officials to stay in 

touch with news from other sources.52 While restrictions on broadcast radio reception were not 

broadly established, reception of radio signals by foreign residents, or ‘aliens,’ was of particular 

concern. Wilson explains that  

Under the Aliens Emergency Regulations of 1940, all aliens’ sets had to be registered 

with the police. To prevent reception of short-wave broadcasts from beyond Australia 

and New Zealand, which was specifically prohibited for aliens, their sets had to be 

housed in a suitable fashion. P & T [Post and Telegraph department] radio inspectors 

checked the modified sets and completed their ‘sealing off’ in co-operation with the 

                                                
52 Day observes that war coverage was initially maintained 24/7, but was reduced after it appeared that this was causing anxiety 
rather than reducing it. NZBS transmission hours were shortened in the last 18 months of the war due to electricity shortages - not 
simply because of the usage of power in transmission and reception itself, but to encourage listeners to turn off lights and heaters 
and go to bed (1994: 259-60). 
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police. Aliens were also not permitted to have telephones or devices capable of sending 

radio signals (Wilson, A.C., 1994:131). 

Official devices that were capable of sending radio signals, such as transmitters and 

broadcasting stations, were closely guarded in recognition of the territorial significance of radio 

space. The state broadcasters were also particularly concerned about people using radio to 

communicate coded messages to the enemy, so audience requests, birthday greetings and 

other messages from the public were all banned. No material from audience members could be 

broadcast, nor could songs with suggestive titles, referring to troops and troop ships for 

example, and mention of troop movements on air, even the arrival or departure of ships, was 

absolutely forbidden. Studio audiences were also banned, meaning that “radio stations were no 

longer community facilities that could be watched in operation” (Day, 1994: 258). These 

measures highlight the vulnerability of territorial radio space in its very openness, fears that it 

can be ‘broken into’ by others, either to plant or steal information, and the closure of a radio 

space that had previously been relatively publicly accessible. 

 

Radio activity outside New Zealand itself extended the sense of national space during the 

Second World War, via external broadcasts and radio monitoring stations. Two mobile 

broadcasting units were established during the war, one in the Middle East, and the other in the 

Pacific. While these were fundamentally units for recording messages and experiences of the 

troops for rebroadcast in New Zealand, they were the country’s first attempts at combining 

broadcasters with military forces (Day, 1994: 265). The major international military role of radio 

for New Zealand was in the ‘coastwatching’ stations established around the New Zealand coast 

and the Pacific, as far north as Kiribati (then known as the Gilbert Islands), and with major 

outposts in Fiji and Tonga. ‘Watching’ effectively meant monitoring radio signals, in a translation 

between the non-visual radio spectrum and more familiar visual practices. The stations carried 

out radio direction finding, and later, radar monitoring of the Pacific, acting as part of the Allied 

monitoring network, and effectively extending New Zealand’s radio space across the region. 

Major connections were also drawn through New Zealand radio space itself, such as the radio-

telephone links between New Zealand stations and counterparts in San Francisco and Sydney. 

The Royal New Zealand Navy, which was established in 1941, operated a telegraphy station at 

Waiouru, the “major achievement” of which “was in broadcasting for the British Pacific Fleet off 

Japan when it was found that the American circuits were too heavily loaded to handle traffic for 

the Admiralty” (Royal New Zealand Navy, 1989: 11). The station also handled many 

communications between Admiral Earl Mountbatten, then Commander–in-chief South-East 

Asia, and the British Government (Royal New Zealand Navy, 1989: 11). While New Zealand 

was never territorially involved in WWII, radio allowed the country to be connected to the 

‘nervous system’, in DeLanda’s phrase, of the whole South Pacific region, as a significant part 
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of the observational network. Within New Zealand, allocation of frequencies appears to have 

been complicated by the war, with precedent being given to armed forces’ use of radio 

spectrum evident in memos exchanged between the Post and Telegraph Department and the 

various forces’ commanders. Allocations and reallocations were made to ensure the smooth 

operation of military radio, owing in part to the interconnections required with other international 

services. At several points during the war, specific allocations were made within the New 

Zealand spectrum that gave frequencies to the US Forces for training purposes (for example, 

‘US Forces: Radio Frequencies for Training Purposes,’ 1944). Care appears to have been taken 

to ensure that the frequencies given to the US forces were those generally allocated to the New 

Zealand Army, or otherwise unused. This shows an official recognition of the extension of the 

allied military nervous system into New Zealand’s spectrum territory, and provides an unusual 

example of foreign presence in the New Zealand spectrum in a period when this was otherwise 

carefully avoided. 

 

New Zealand’s coast watching role in the Pacific was maintained and expanded after WWII, 

through the UKUSA network of radio signals intelligence gathering, and later the ‘Echelon’ 

network of monitoring stations. UKUSA, Echelon, and New Zealand’s role within them, were 

revealed by Nicky Hager in the book Secret Power (1996), which documents the intelligence 

gathering systems New Zealand participates in, and the extent of US and British involvement in 

New Zealand intelligence. The UKUSA network was established after the Second World War to 

expand on the signals intelligence systems set up during the war, which Hager claims “the 

American and British authorities believed had been a crucial element of their victory” (1996: 57). 

New Zealand was brought in to this network, not as an autonomous country in its own right, but 

as a junior partner of the UK, along with Australia and Canada. New Zealand’s listening station 

was established south of Waiouru in 1947, and operated through to the Falklands/Malvinas 

War, when it contributed to direction finding of Argentine naval traffic in the South Pacific, and 

monitored “Argentine military radio transmissions according to instructions provided from 

Britain” (1996: 81). Hager cites a New Zealand GCSB (Government Communications Security 

Bureau) worker explaining that “New Zealand could hear things in the Falklands War [owing to 

atmospheric conditions] which could not be heard in Argentina or Britain” (1996: 81, square 

brackets in original). The Waiouru station was transferred to Tangimoana in the Manawatu in 

August 1982, where Argentine naval monitoring was continued with an expanded range of 

monitoring equipment for High Frequency radio signals, used for long distance communications. 

Tangimoana’s antennas are able to receive signals from “the entire Pacific Ocean, Antarctica, 

the Southern Atlantic, including the Falkland Islands, and the southern Indian Ocean to South 

Africa…. ‘almost… three quarters of the globe’” (Hager, 1996: 150). However, Hager observes 

that by the time Tangimoana opened, High Frequency radio use was beginning to decline as 
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long distance communications began to shift to the Inmarsat satellite network, so that the main 

focus of the station was on Russian communications with shipping and Antarctic stations, 

through the mid 1990s (1996: 150-3). As well as recording the content of communications, 

Tangimoana is connected to an international High Frequency Direction Finding (HFDF) network 

spread around the Pacific Rim, which is able to triangulate individual HFDF readings to 

calculate the location of a signal. By the late 1980s increased satellite use for communications 

required a similar shift in surveillance technology, leading to the construction of the Waihopai 

station, and New Zealand’s entry into Echelon in 1989. Echelon is a global network of satellite 

monitoring stations that retrieve information transmitted through the Intelsat communications 

satellites and data from US spy satellites that soak up radio communications from the earth 

below them. Waihopai concentrates on intercepting written communications, such as faxes, 

email, and computer data, which are transmitted within the Intelsat satellite footprint across the 

Western Pacific, and it then analyses the communication with a computer system that searches 

for certain keywords (Hager, 1996: 168-75). 

 

The activities of Echelon and other ‘listening’ stations exploit the vulnerability of radio 

transmissions, the way information can be retrieved from any part of the global radio spectrum 

from almost anywhere else, depending on atmospheric conditions and receiver technologies. 

New Zealand’s role in UKUSA and Echelon apparently extends the country’s territorial 

responsibility across the Pacific and beyond, however Hager is critical of the lack of control New 

Zealand has over the information collected by its own stations, and the use to which this is put. 

Effectively, he claims, the Tangimoana and Waihopai stations are extensions of United States, 

and to a lesser extent British, military operations on New Zealand soil, and New Zealand Prime 

Ministers have been routinely mis- or under-informed about the extent and nature of intelligence 

activity taking place in the New Zealand stations (1996: 215-36). Public statements addressing 

this top-secret work emphasise the importance of the Echelon system for New Zealand’s 

defence communications (Hager, 1996: 162). However Hager argues that very little information 

of value to New Zealand is actually passed to the government, citing the lack of prior warning of 

the Rainbow Warrior bombing, or knowledge of subsequent French communications, as an 

example (1996: 24, 153-4). The use of New Zealand radio territory for US and British 

intelligence gathering is an extension of the initial dominance of New Zealand wireless territory 

by the Royal Navy, an extension of the colonial relationship that rendered New Zealand radio 

space an extension of British radio space. As an advanced form of coastwatching UKUSA and 

Echelon extend the borders of the country outwards in the radio spectrum, connecting New 

Zealand into a broader radio nervous system. These intelligence systems also reveal the 

complex nature of government control over New Zealand’s own radio spectrum and the uses to 

which it is put, the lack of complete control that the government can actually claim over 
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protection of its own radio spectrum. In terms of civilian uses of spectrum however, a much 

greater level of government control has been exercised, in order to protect the right of access to 

New Zealand radio territory. 

 

Protection of radio spectrum 
The New Zealand government maintained the restrictions on access to the radio spectrum 

established by the 1903 Wireless Telegraphy Act until the emergence of broadcasting finally 

made them untenable. However after an initial period of experimentation with broadcast 

technologies, the government established strict regulation of both broadcasting and radio 

communications. The measures taken to control access to radio spectrum through the 

allocation of frequency licenses reinforce the protection discourse by aiming to protect the New 

Zealand radio spectrum from unofficial internal access, while also protecting the state’s 

economic and cultural investment in broadcast and communications systems. 

 
The first steps towards allowing any access to the New Zealand spectrum were precipitated 

partly by the increased interest in radio technologies gained by many servicemen in World War 

One, which provided their first direct contact with wireless. This lead also to the unofficial 

introduction of the new valve technology into the country in the pockets of returning signal 

operators, which enabled the construction of more efficient wireless sets than had previously 

been available (Day, 1994: 31-5).53 Despite this increase in interest and skill however, the New 

Zealand government remained unwilling to open its radio space to non-official transmissions. 

According to Day, this led “one parliamentarian… [to suggest that] New Zealand and the 

Falkland Islands were the only countries in the world where citizens were not allowed radio 

licenses” (1994: 35). By 1919, public access to the country’s radio space was increasingly seen 

as desirable, and this was accepted to an extent in the 1920 Post and Telegraph Amendment 

Act, which for the first time separated the right to transmit radio signals from the right to listen to 

them (Day, 1994: 36). In 1921 the Post Office began to issue provisional transmission licenses 

for carefully vetted users to “engage in research connected with the wireless transmission of 

vocal and musical items” (qtd. in Downes and Harcourt, 1976: 10). As a result, Professor Robert 

Jack of Otago University organised the first official broadcast of New Zealand radio voices in 

November 1921.  

 

Transmission licenses were granted more broadly from 1923, which opened the radio spectrum 

to the New Zealand public and also began a split between allocation of spectrum access for 

broadcasting and allocation for other kinds of radio communications. Access for broadcasting 

                                                
53 Aitken also identifies World War One as an important source of surplus vacuum tubes and radio knowledge in the US, which led 
there to greater experimentation and the growth of broadcasting (1994: 694). 
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was controlled by various government departments until 1989, and will be discussed in more 

detail below, but other radio communications remained directly under the control of the Post and 

Telegraph Department, which became the Post Office in 1959. The Post Office was the only 

official provider of radio communications services until 1989, although some separate services 

were licensed, such as a microwave link for state-owned television channels (Wedderspoon 

2003: 7). Allocations were decided by the Radio Frequency Advisory Sub Committee, which 

was established by the Post Office’s Civil Communications Committee in 1950 (Civil 

Communications Committee, 1950: 3). The subcommittee was comprised of representatives of 

the “Post Office…, Navy, Army, Air Force and Civil Aviation, with power to call in 

representatives from other Departments when frequency matters concerning those 

Departments were being considered” (Civil Communications Committee, 1950: 3). The 

presence of military representatives on the subcommittee maintains the military connection in 

the New Zealand spectrum. Allocation decisions were largely determined by the need for 

interconnection with other countries, according to the agreements of the International 

Telecommunications Union. For example, Post Office documents from the 1950s advise 

particular users such as the New Zealand Association of Radio Transmitters (the umbrella 

group for amateur users), and the chief telegraph engineers within the Post Office itself, of 

changes to service frequencies resulting from ITU and local decisions (Radio Frequency 

Advisory Sub-Committee, 1955). Few details of the decision making process are available, as 

allocations appear to have followed the British process described by Lewis and Booth as 

essentially private and invisible, which they consider to be in keeping with British civil service 

attitudes (1989: 22).54 The New Zealand Post Office therefore both maintained a monopoly on 

the provision of radio communications services, and determined the allocations of frequencies 

on which these would be used. A.C. Wilson, in his history of telecommunications in New 

Zealand, clarifies this process only with the remark that allocations were made “depending on 

category of use and band space available” (1994: 167). As an increasing range of radio 

communications services were introduced to New Zealand from the 1930s onwards, the 

allocations for them were largely determined by ITU agreements and the design of equipment.  

  

The regulatory changes of the 1920s in respect of broadcasting reflect attempts by government 

to determine what kind of object broadcast radio is and how best to manage its use. This period 

sets the pattern for the complex revisions of broadcasting legislation over the following decades, 

enumerated by Brian Pauling as eight restructurings by 1988 (1994: 34). Through these shifts 

successive governments have varied the level of containment and regulation enacted on 

broadcast spectrum, and the roles of public and private broadcasting, eventually settling on an 

unusual mixture of the British and American models. For the first few years of broadcasting in 
                                                
54 The New Zealand National Archives holds records of the notices of Frequency Advisory Sub Committee meetings, but very few 
sets of approved minutes of the meetings themselves, for example. 
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the 1920s access to transmission was relatively open, although as stations were not allowed to 

sell advertising access was actually restricted to those who could afford to set up and maintain 

a station themselves, being predominantly retailers of radio equipment (Day, 1994: 51-7). In this 

way, indirect financial means rather than legislative ones were used to impose limitations on 

access. The long process towards consolidation of broadcasting as a nationally focused, 

government controlled, public service began in 1925, when new regulations established a 

national network of four broadcasters, with one based in each of the main regions. This move 

was in part a response to patent claims lodged by radio equipment manufacturers, which lead to 

the closure of many of the original small broadcasters (Day, 1994: 57). The new network was 

managed by a private company and funded by license fees paid by owners of radio receivers. 

Some locally focused independent stations remained, but were still unable to sell advertising.55 

In 1936 the Labour government nationalized the fee-funded network, naming it the ‘National 

Broadcasting Service’ (NBS), and bought the remaining independent ‘B’ stations, finally allowing 

them to sell advertising as the ‘National Commercial Broadcasting Service’ (NCBS). In 1943 the 

commercial and non-commercial stations were amalgamated in an effort to centralize control of 

broadcasting, and the resulting National Broadcasting Service was renamed the New Zealand 

Broadcasting Service in 1946, in a wave of post-war national pride (Day, 1994: 283). The NZBS 

operated as a government department until the 1961 Broadcasting Act, which created a new 

public corporation, the New Zealand Broadcasting Corporation (NZBC), and separated 

broadcasting slightly from government. The NZBC was responsible for all New Zealand radio 

broadcasting and also the new medium of television when that began transmission in 1961. 

Although the corporation was ostensibly independent, government retained administrative 

control, through the parliamentary appointment of its board members, and a financial interest, 

through management of the license fee (Day, 2000: 38-9). The Act also theoretically permitted 

private broadcasting, but only if that was requested by the NZBC, which was naturally extremely 

resistant to any competition. Until the late 1960s, New Zealand broadcasting combined the non-

commercial public service system of Britain with the commercial broadcasting model of the US, 

but integrated them both into a state-owned and controlled service. A small number of 

independent stations remained, but on a purely non-commercial and non license-fee funded 

basis. 

 

Access to the New Zealand broadcasting spectrum opened up slowly in the late 1960s with the 

gradual introduction of private radio licenses. It was only when the 1968 Broadcasting Act 

transferred the right to allocate private warrants from the NZBC to a new Broadcasting Authority 

(NZBA) that private broadcasting could be officially established – prompted in part by the pirate 

broadcasts of Radio Hauraki discussed in chapter four. The 1970s brought rapid change in the 

                                                
55 This rule was amended in 1930 to allow programme sponsorship, but this was stopped again in 1932. 
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structure of control over access to New Zealand broadcasting, as the Labour Government’s 

1973 Broadcasting Act retained the traditional Labour opposition to private ownership of 

broadcasting, and abolished the NZBA, halting the issue of further warrants. The 1973 Act also 

dissolved the NZBC, creating three publicly owned but competing corporations: Television One, 

Radio New Zealand, and the new second television channel, TV2. However, this structure was 

in turn dismantled by the National government’s 1976 Broadcasting Act, which merged the three 

corporations into the single Broadcasting Corporation of New Zealand (BCNZ), which was 

controlled by a government appointed board. The 1976 Act also established the Broadcasting 

Tribunal to grant warrants for radio broadcasters, and to consider applications for a private 

television station. The tribunal was highly prescriptive in licensing, determining “the number, 

location and transmitting strength of stations, along with their permissible commercial and non-

commercial activity”, and it also “attempted to define their ownership structures and the nature 

of their broadcasting formats” (Day, 2000:278). The tribunal’s main task was to consider and 

prepare for the introduction of private television and FM radio.  

 

Granting FM radio warrants in New Zealand spectrum was a long process, as technical issues 

and arguments around the preferred structure of FM within broadcasting were resolved. 

Technical issues were as contentious at New Zealand FM hearings as they had been in the US 

debates discussed in chapter two. For the New Zealand Broadcasting Tribunal a major issue 

appears to have been deciding the number of FM stations that could be supported, with the 

NZBC presenting what Brian Pauling describes as “such a conservative engineering analysis of 

the available FM band that there appeared to be only room for four FM frequencies nationwide!” 

(1994: 31).56 Analysis presented by supporters of FM broadcasting on the other hand argued 

that there was space for ten FM stations in the Auckland market alone (Pauling, 1994: 31). 

Pauling points to a history of conservatism by both broadcasting authorities and the Post 

Office’s Radio Frequency Advisory sub-committee in relation to FM, citing a 1971 investigation 

by the Broadcasting Authority that “quite flatly rejected FM broadcasting” (1994: 37). As in the 

US, some of the resistance to FM broadcasting came from the apparently broader frequency 

band requirements of the FM system, and the great amount of space within the radio spectrum 

that needed to be set aside for FM stations. After a series of reports and hearings, eight FM 

broadcast licenses had been issued by 1984, with an emphasis on local and independent 

stations rather than networked stations. Pauling describes this as resulting from the Tribunal 

sympathies going against Radio New Zealand, which had submitted a proposal to use FM as 

the basis for a number of nationwide networks after the model of the BBC. The relatively new 

privately owned stations were prevented from networking by the 1976 Broadcasting Act, a 

measure Pauling argues enacted “direct protection of Radio New Zealand and in particular its 
                                                
56 Day reports that “The BCNZ had long regarded FM radio as unnecessary” (2000: 299), however interest in FM increased as the 
medium- and long- wave bands then used for AM broadcasting became increasingly crowded (2000: 300). 
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news services” (1994: 31), and it was felt that an RNZ network would clearly disadvantage the 

private stations. When FM warrants were finally issued the first two granted for Auckland were 

specifically for new licensees, rather than any established stations (Pauling, 1994: 31-2). The 

FM licensing process in New Zealand illustrates both the conservatism in spectrum allocation 

identified by Pauling, and a continuing conflict over the extent of government involvement in 

broadcasting. The Broadcasting Tribunal was heavily influenced by the Broadcasting Minister, 

and it appears there were conflicting opinions on the appropriate role of government in 

broadcasting, and the degree of protection that should be offered to the state broadcaster. This 

was a first stage in the opening up of spectrum allocation that came with deregulation in 1989. 

 

While broadcast spectrum expanded slowly to integrate FM radio and television developments, 

non-broadcast uses of New Zealand spectrum increased rapidly from the 1930s onwards, and 

these were controlled and allocated directly by the Post Office, and from 1950 the Post Office’s 

Frequency Allocation Sub-Committee until 1989. Initially non-broadcast uses focused on mobile 

radio communications, with wireless telephony, aeradio for airplane communications, and 

mobile radio-telephones introduced in the 1930s (Wilson, A.C., 1994: 115-6), and land mobile 

for police and traffic control, and taxis and delivery services in the 1940s and 1950s (Wilson, 

A.C., 1994: 165-6). Television transmission began in the 1960s, as well as transmission of news 

photographs by radio, while fixed telephony expanded through the radio spectrum with an 

extensive microwave transmission network on the main trunk telephone line, and international 

telephony via the INTELSAT satellite (Wilson, A.C., 1994: 157-62). Growth in the 1970s further 

extended international connections, with satellite reception of international news and 

transmission of the Christchurch Commonwealth Games, as well as improved radio links across 

the Pacific. FM broadcasting began in the 1980s, while digitisation brought more efficient use of 

frequencies and an expansion of mobile communications through message paging and early 

cellular phone services (Wilson, A.C., 1994: 172-5). At times, the introduction of new 

transmission technologies has required the reallocation of other spectrum users, although the 

NZPO seldom revoked the licenses of other users. Wedderspoon claims that such reallocation 

was not “explicitly documented”, but was generally accepted, and while not specifically 

compensated, was managed over long periods with offers of alternative allocations for 

incumbents (2003: 8). Reallocation was required, for example, in the 1970s, when land mobile 

users were cleared from the 94-100 MHz band to make room for FM broadcasting 

(Wedderspoon, 2003: 8-9). The introduction of FM broadcasting in the 1980s suggested that 

frequencies maybe weren’t as limited as first thought (Day, 2000: 390-1), and a much greater 

range of uses of radio communications was becoming possible. By the mid-1980s the radio 

spectrum had undergone a huge shift in the number and types of users and potential users. 

However, until 1989, the licenses that allowed access to the radio spectrum were still centrally 
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managed, to control the number and kinds of broadcast stations and radio uses that operated in 

the country.  

 

State protection of the New Zealand radio spectrum from unauthorised access was finally 

significantly relaxed by the 1989 Telecommunications Act, which reduced the government’s 

power to control access to radio spectrum for broadcasting. Radio spectrum was reconfigured in 

this legislation as a commercial site, to be allocated by property rights, in a major conceptual 

shift to be discussed in chapter five. Until this change however, the legal and political measures 

that controlled access to the New Zealand radio spectrum were enacted through the 

conservative and secretive management of radio spectrum by the NZPO, and the domination of 

broadcasting by the state. These worked together to protect state-owned radio and television 

stations from competition, and to limit the number of uses and users with access to the radio 

spectrum. These measures took place within the framework of the ITU, and international 

influence over military uses of the New Zealand radio spectrum. However, for the local users of 

radio technologies in New Zealand, the regulatory system served to contain listeners and 

broadcasters in a very carefully regulated radio spectrum, which effected another form of 

protection. 

 

Protection of citizens 
Strategies for protection of audiences and of government interests within the New Zealand radio 

spectrum between 1903 and 1989 reinforce the understanding of radio spectrum as a 

dimension of national territory. The state’s juridico-discursive power over radio spectrum located 

communications within a national regulatory framework, where they could be shaped by 

particular cultural intentions. Military and economic protection within the New Zealand radio 

spectrum has been mirrored by forms of ‘moral’ protection exerted over the content of broadcast 

radio and television. These enact a dual process of protecting the radio spectrum itself from the 

activities of users, and protecting New Zealand broadcast audiences from content and uses 

considered to be inappropriate. The power of this protection stems from the connection between 

broadcasting and notions of citizenship and national identity, as a site where membership of the 

national community is imagined and affirmed. This immaterial aspect of radio spectrum, the 

sense of imagined community enabled through radio technologies, is supported by a material 

infrastructure of transmission apparatus that is controlled by state agencies in service of the 

regulated use of radio spectrum. The transmission network is the means by which ‘coverage’ is 

achieved – the physical coverage of the land with radio transmissions, which ensures that the 

content of radio spectrum is contiguous with national territory, and maintains an effective 

containment of audiences within the New Zealand spectrum. 
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Establishing extensive radio, and eventually television, coverage was linked to the rights and 

requirements of citizenship in New Zealand by the 1960s, by which time, Day argues, both 

“National and Labour governments accepted the duty to make radio coverage as universal as 

possible[, and r]adio reception was [considered] both a right of citizenship and a necessary part 

of national efficiency” (Day, 2000:10). The apparent importance of broadcasting and 

communications coverage for the nation lies in the role of the media in consolidating a sense of 

national identity. Patrick Day’s discussion of early radio in New Zealand stresses its importance 

in overcoming a sense of isolation, and drawing connections between small rural communities 

(1994), such as those now addressed directly by New Zealand on Air’s transmission 

programmes (NZoA n.d.a, and n.d.b). The technical requirements of ensuring broad coverage 

are necessary to meet social and political ends, in reinforcing the nation, and also in ensuring 

communications efficiency. However New Zealand’s mountainous topography provides a 

challenging environment for achieving transmission coverage. 

 

Wired telegraphy extended across much of New Zealand by the time wireless transmission was 

introduced, with a network of telegraph cables that were physically entwined with the geography 

of the country. Cables needed to traverse difficult terrain and hazardous rivers, and were 

vulnerable to extreme weather, requiring extensive maintenance. The ‘inhospitable’ nature of 

New Zealand terrain was both geographic and political, as cables laid for military 

communications by the settler society were often strongly resisted by Maori, who objected to 

their use in claiming rights to disputed land (Wilson, A.C., 1994: 45-6). Radio-telegraphy, by 

contrast, involved a degree of distance from the geographical and political landscape, requiring 

only that transmitters be located at appropriate points to maintain a chain of transmission. 

Geography still intervenes in signal propagation however, as radio waves spread broadly across 

the landscape, far beyond the narrow lines of wired telegraphy. Wireless transmission nodes 

need careful placement, calculated in relation to geographical features and human populations. 

Even the substance of the ground over which radio signals travel needs to be considered, as 

surface salinity affects the propagation of the waves.57  

 

It was originally assumed that broadcast radio coverage could be achieved for all of New 

Zealand with four 500-Watt transmitters in the main centres. However, the Radio Broadcasting 

Corporation soon discovered that this was not possible, as the complexities of topography, and 

the spread of electrical interference, made a more powerful and distributed system necessary 

(Day, 1994: 70). The reticulation of electricity across the country by the late 1920s created an 

                                                
57 Salt water is highly conductive, facilitating the extension of radio signals across the sea, but certain soils can also be relatively 
conductive, depending on their mineral content. The radio stations established by Telefunken engineers in 1913, for example, 
utilised flat land areas with soils of good conductivity, near Kaitaia and Bluff (Wilson, A.C., 1994: 96). It was found that the 3YA 
transmitter, erected in 1926, gave better reception for Christchurch than most other early radio transmitters, “a matter which [Radio 
Broadcasting Company managing director] Harris put down to the nature of the earth in Christchurch” (Day,1994: 71). 
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entirely new layer of electromagnetic energy with which transmitted radio signals had to 

contend. Patrick Day illustrates this with an anecdote about the 1927 visit to New Zealand of the 

Duke and Duchess of York. Auckland based radio station 1YA prepared a special programme of 

music and entertainment for the royal couple for the evening they were to spend at Kowhai Flat, 

near Taupo. However, the engineer in charge of arranging reception of the broadcast was 

unable to let it play through the speakers because transmission was too disturbed by static. 

Earlier in the day reception had been very clear, and the interference was unexpectedly caused 

by the new electrical lighting system brought in specifically for the Duke and Duchess (Day, 

1994: 156-7). Electricity made radio sets more accessible, but introduced considerable 

electromagnetic noise to the landscape, so that radio transmissions needed to be more 

powerful and more geographically distributed to cover the same area that was possible before 

widespread reticulation.  

 

Each new radio-transmitting technology has required the construction of new transmission 

points across the landscape and an understanding of the propagation of radio waves in New 

Zealand’s topography. The introduction of television broadcasting in the 1960s required a 

particularly extensive network of transmissions, which were centrally planned by the state-

owned New Zealand Broadcasting Company. Television transmitters and repeaters traced a 

dense network across the whole country by the end of the decade. As networking technology 

was not initially practical, each main city had its own television station, beginning in Auckland in 

1960, meaning that a very regional broadcasting service developed (Day, 2000: 31-8). The 

intention was to expand coverage outwards from the four main centres, eventually covering the 

whole country with both local broadcasts and networked national broadcasts, which could 

originate from any of the four centres. The networking was planned with a structure of seven 

main transmitters covering the length of the country, then a series of five repeaters feeding the 

signal to the regions, a further ten lower-powered transmitters, and more ‘mini-translators’, 

reaching the shadows and valleys passed over by the main signals (Day, 2000: 48-50).58 This 

complex network was necessitated by New Zealand’s mountainous topography; as the high 

frequency radio waves used by television signals can only travel in line of sight, layers of 

transmitters are needed to feed the main signals around mountains and into valleys. The 

network was then connected by another layer of radio technology, with VHF and microwave 

signals to communicate between the transmitters, so that a signal could originate from any of 

the country’s television studios. This system was created to work with the original structure of 

local studios and transmissions.  

 

                                                
58 The ‘Big Seven’ transmitters were erected in Waiatarua, Te Aroha, Wharite, Kaukau, the Sugarloaf, Highcliffs and Hedgehope 
(Day, 2000:50). Five medium power transmitters were erected at Whangarei, New Plymouth, Napier-Hastings, Waimate and 
Invercargill, and another ten smaller transmitters at Kaitaia, Rotorua-Whakatane, Taupo, Gisbourne, Masterton, Nelson, Westport, 
Greymouth, Kaikoura and Central Otago, with further translators used to extend these signals (Day, 2000:48).  
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Building the main transmitter structures themselves was a geographically complex operation, as 

the sites were necessarily located on high, exposed peaks. They involved the building of major 

constructions in otherwise out of the way places, so that most sites required new roads, while in 

the most extreme case, materials for the transmitter at Te Aroha had to be delivered by 

helicopter (Day, 2000: 50). In this way, the broadcasting infrastructure became entwined with 

roading and other major infrastructural points, just as the original telegraph cables followed the 

railway in the late nineteenth century. The reliance on large mountains for transmission sites 

inscribed these peaks into the communications landscape, and they became visually dominated 

by large tower structures. An evidential document in the 1989 Waitangi claim to radio spectrum 

contrasts this new use of the mountains with their ancestral meaning to Maori, for whom the 

transmission peaks are Taonga of the local Iwi, not just instrumental locations for broadcasting 

(New Zealand Maori Council and Nga Kaiwhakapumau I Te Reo, 1999: 10). This document 

goes on to express concern that the increase in broadcasting activity through the 1980s was 

causing overcrowding on the mountain transmission sites as well as within the spectrum itself. 

Local Iwi were finding that their ancestral mountains were not necessarily available to them for 

broadcasting, because of interference concerns with other broadcasters, and the monopoly of 

transmission sites by the (then) SOEs and Telecom (New Zealand Maori Council and Nga 

Kaiwhakapumau I Te Reo, 1999: 10).59 

 

The location of transmitters on particular hills was determined by both local conditions and the 

need to connect with more distant regions, as explained by Patrick Day (2000: 50-50). The 

Wellington transmitter, for example, was sited above Kandallah, at Kaukau, a location 

determined by the need to link with Christchurch, via the Kaikoura Mountains. Canterbury’s 

transmitter was then sited at the Sugarloaf in the Port Hills, chosen to receive the signals clearly 

from Kaikoura and to provide excellent reception across the plains. However, shading from the 

hills themselves cut out reception to Lyttelton, Sumner, Redcliffs and other hill suburbs, 

requiring repeaters to feed signals around the Port Hills’ long ridgelines. The connection 

between Kaukau and the Sugarloaf marked the major television link between the North and 

South Islands, one based on the population density of Christchurch and Wellington rather than 

simply geography. Microwave and transmission links across the country draw a geographical 

outline that is based on the reach of signals, and a web of connections between points, or 

nodes, of specific geographical nature. The microwave and broadcast links trace an 

increasingly complex map of electromagnetism over the country, full of interconnecting signals. 

Transmission network maps by the Broadcasting Corporation of New Zealand dating from 1985 

show the parallel geography indicated by television signals. The South Island is marked by 

                                                
59 Helen Wilson highlights a specific instance of this issue in relation to Mt Taranaki, which was presented as a Koha from the 
Taranaki Tribal nations to the nation in 1979. Despite gifting the mountain to the nation, the Iwi were then charged $350,000 to 
transmit from it (1994, 100-1). 
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major transmission points down the east and west coast fanning into the interior of the island 

through smaller connecting points. The larger transmission points are labelled with the name of 

the mountain on which they are located, and a long blank strip runs up the island, revealing the 

gap in transmissions in the layers of Southern Alps. The North Island has a more even spread 

of transmissions, with major peaks marked in as transmission sites, such as Mt ‘Egmont’, Te 

Aroha, Wharite. A complex of transmission connections around East Cape reveals the 

mountainous nature of the area, while map insets illustrate the coverage of Kaukau into 

populous and hilly areas of Wellington, and the complex of signals radiating from Waiatarua into 

Auckland. Coverage of television channel one is much more extensive than that of channel two, 

which is displayed in maps showing a far more sparsely networked landscape (BCNZ, 1985). 

 

The connection webs evident in the 1985 maps evolved through stages of infrastructure building 

that were centrally directed, but also community-based. Rural people who wanted coverage 

sooner than allowed by the original New Zealand Broadcasting Corporation plans started up 

‘translator societies’, beginning in Rotorua in 1962. These community-run organisations 

installed low-powered transmission translators in their districts, meeting the initial costs of 

purchase and installation themselves. The translators fed the national television signals to 

individual sets in their areas, including “small confined districts often containing only a few 

households, where nearby terrain destroyed any possibility of reasonable reception” (Day, 

2000: 53). The NZBC eventually bought up the assets of the societies and closed them down, 

feeding signals in from their own centralised transmission network. Sometimes this meant 

changing the frequencies and tuning of the received signals, which meant that areas could be 

regionally realigned in relation to their broadcast location. The West Coast of the South Island, 

for example, has moved several times in terms of its regional connection. In the 1920’s the 

Coast was “so sheltered by the Southern Alps from the [Radio Broadcasting Company’s] signals 

as to be, for all practical purposes, part of Australia’s radio audience, for it was from that country 

that clear reception was received at night” (Day, 1994: 73). In radio terms, then, New Zealand 

stopped at the Southern Alps, while Australia extended across the highly conductive, salty 

Tasman to reach the West Coast at night. Local radio stations eventually covered the area 

before national broadcasters could reach over the mountains, when the West Coast became 

part of the Canterbury radio audience. After the introduction of television, transmissions from 

Canterbury were engineered by the Hokitika and District translator society, which developed an 

ingenious approach to dealing with the area’s geography to receive the East Coast signal.  

Ultimately, the West Coast would receive a television signal from Wellington, but in the 

meantime the translator society utilised the phenomenon of defraction, where 

the tops of prominent mountains in the Southern Alps act as lenses and transmit a signal 

from the Sugarloaf in Canterbury to various positions along the Coast. Very large aerials 
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were erected in reception positions along the beachfront with a translator service relayed 

from there. It was an innovative and remarkable system but in the long run it was 

cheaper and more reliable to develop a microwave and off-air system from Wellington 

down through the Nelson province (Day, 2000: 54). 

By utilising community resources to organise their own access to television signals, the 

translator societies represented a social solution to a geographical problem, and they asserted 

the importance of television reception for communities themselves.60 This community-based 

action to gain television reception illustrates the importance of the sense of connection offered 

by broadcast reception to a broader community, which is experienced as a pleasure and a 

human need, rather than an externally imposed force. 

 

The aim of ensuring full transmission coverage of the country has continued in the mandate for 

the funding agency New Zealand on Air, which works towards increasing the coverage of state 

owned and community broadcasters for more isolated listeners. The agency has funded new 

transmitters for television and radio service to low-population areas, bringing Radio New 

Zealand National and Radio New Zealand Concert to 97% and 92% of the population 

respectively (NZOA, n.d.a). A further scheme uses satellite transmission to bring Radio New 

Zealand reception to the final few percent of New Zealand homes, with costs shared between 

New Zealand on Air and the communities receiving the signals (NZOA, n.d.a). Community radio 

reception is also a priority for New Zealand on Air, which is committed “to providing a primary 

strength community radio service to every community of 500+ people” (NZOA, n.d.a). This is 

enabled by a programme of allocating funds to establish community radio stations in 

communities of over five hundred people. Changes in transmission technology have more 

recently led to the end of the agency’s responsibility for ensuring full television coverage, as the 

Sky Digital satellite platform now carries Television New Zealand channels one and two (NZOA, 

n.d.b). The single satellite can reach a greater area of the country than the extensive networks 

of analogue transmitters and repeaters. Positioned far beyond the reach of any earth-bound 

transmitter, the satellite extends the electromagnetic landscape through the atmosphere beyond 

the topographically-bound analogue network. 

 

The connection between broadcast reception and citizenship made by Patrick Day (2000: 10), 

enabled by the transmitter societies, and continued by New Zealand on Air, builds on ideas 

                                                
60 As television transmission advanced in New Zealand, the introduction of colour television and a second channel changed the 
landscape of coverage further in the 1970s, followed by the introduction of FM radio broadcasting in the 1980s. As the transmitters 
themselves, and their roads and other infrastructural requirements, were already in place, the new developments were not as 
complex as establishing the initial transmissions. Nevertheless, from 1973 only the 53% of the population within reach of the 
Waiatarua, Te Aroha and Sugarloaf transmitters were able to receive a colour signal. The country became geographically split 
between those in reach of a colour transmission and those not. The required transmitter changes were not completed until 1975, 
when the whole country was covered by a colour television signal (Day, 2000:186). It also took a year from 1975 to 1976 for the 
seven main transmitters to establish nationwide transmission for the second television channel. Private translator societies were 
used again to expand the coverage, this time with the translators paid for by the societies but operated and maintained by NZBC 
staff (Day, 2000:193-4). 
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about radio audiences and national identity expressed from the very beginning of broadcasting 

in New Zealand. Even before radio, A.C. Wilson observes, the wired telegraph made the 

internal isolation of early settler society ‘tolerable’, and allowed the development of regional and 

national infrastructures that gradually “reduced physical isolation” (1994: 25). For rural homes 

the arrival of broadcast radio provided a connection with the rest of the country, reducing the 

isolation imposed by large distances and difficult physical terrain. Accounts of the beginning of 

radio emphasise this role, such as the comment by a resident of Takaka Hill that “‘we’ll never be 

isolated again’”, as she switched on the radio for the first time (qtd. in Day, 1994: 247). A sense 

of connection at first did not necessarily depend on the content of the radio broadcast itself, as 

suggested by an account of the arrival of the first radio in a Waikato district, which “was a grand 

and highly enjoyable social occasion attended by all the people of the district even though radio 

reception was such that not a voice or note of music was heard” (Day, 1994: 314). In this case 

merely the fact of the radio’s existence indicated a dissipation of isolation, and the radio receiver 

serves as a portal into a broader society, providing a connection to the world that has a 

significance beyond the content of its broadcasts. It inscribes its listeners into a broader space 

than the one they physically live in, a possibility that was recognised by the pioneers of radio 

broadcasting, as expressed by New Zealand’s first licensed broadcaster, Professor Jack of 

Otago University, writing in the Otago Daily Times in 1921: 

Wireless telephony will develop rapidly along its own special lines and will tend greatly to 

strengthen the bonds by which a civilized community is held together and formed into an 

organised whole.  It will give ever-wider publicity to all news of public interest, to 

speeches and entertainments and will thus tend to bring country settlers into close 

contact with all the life of the town. Further than that, the life of each community will be 

broadened and educated by being brought into more effective touch with the life of the 

whole world. No country stands to benefit more than New Zealand by having the 

disadvantage of isolation removed (Day, 1994: 38).61 

Radio was seen as a means of drawing connections between otherwise isolated communities, 

and of reducing the settler society’s anxiety over its distance from ‘the whole world’.62 

                                                
61 A similar sense is well documented in relation to the US by Susan Douglas, who quotes from a 1924 article called “The Social 
Destiny of Radio,” in which Walter Kaempfert describes a map of the USA and suggests  

try to conjure up a picture of what radio broadcasting will eventually mean to  the hundreds of little towns[….] These little 
towns, these unmarked homes in vast countries seem disconnected. It is only an idea that holds them together – the idea 
that they form part of a territory called “our country”…. If these little towns and villages so remote from one other, so 
nationally related and yet physically so unrelated, could be made to acquire a sense of intimacy, if they could be brought 
into direct contact with one another! This is exactly what radio is bringing about…. It is achieving the task of making us 
feel together, think together, live together (2004: 76). 

The scale of connections needed in the US was far greater than New Zealand, but there are many similarities in the rhetoric that 
celebrates the connection of isolated communities, and radio’s role in the imagined national community. 
62 New Zealand settler society’s relationship with an idea of ‘distance’ has been well documented. Nick Perry describes New 
Zealanders’ sense of distance as being not only “invested with a generic, globally shared geographical meaning but also with a 
historically and culturally specific one…. ‘Distance’ at once signals a discursively located, materially significant, purportedly 
universal fact, and the construction of a socially consequential, purportedly idiosyncratic, local myth” (2004: 21). Perry observes this 
trope in particular cultural products such as Keith Sinclair’s 1961 edited collection Distance Looks our Way: the Effects of 
Remoteness on New Zealand. More specifically in relation to literature, Mark Williams has explored the relationship between 
Pakeha New Zealand’s cultural identity and its writers’ attempts to come to terms with the geography and distance from a concept 
of ‘home’ that has traditionally signified Britain but evokes a particular displacement, the apparent knowledge that home is always 
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Government retained its anxiety about access to radio transmissions in the early years of 

broadcasting however, and its strategies of protection included strict licensing for people who 

wanted to listen to radio signals. Official distinctions between transmission and reception of 

radio signals were only made in 1923, when licensing was separated between broadcast 

transmission, broadcast listening, and other amateur uses of radio. Prospective broadcasters 

and listeners were both required to fulfil strict requirements in order to gain a license, as 

described by Patrick Day: 

As well as paying a fee, all applicants, including those wanting a license for reception 

only, had to be fourteen years of age or over and were required to supply various 

particulars including a character reference and evidence of British nationality. Every 

licensee also had to declare that they would not divulge to any unauthorized person any 

information relating to public correspondence that came to their knowledge (1994: 49). 

The citizenship requirement in particular regulated the radio spectrum as national territory, 

indicating anxiety about the use of information within that territory. It did this within the complex 

space of New Zealand’s then Dominion status, so that New Zealand spectrum was regulated 

through the nationality of a country on the other side of the world. The receiving license 

requirements were relaxed two years later in the new broadcasting regulations of 1925 which 

allowed all residents to receive radio waves, and not just those of British nationality and ‘good 

character’ (Day, 1994:61). These licenses, payable for ownership at first of a radio receiver, and 

later of a television set, became the source of income for the newly created national network of 

four broadcasters. While the license fee eventually became primarily a source of income for the 

public broadcasters, it also remained a record of receiving set owners, retaining an element of 

its initial intention to monitor and control access to the airwaves.63 

 

By the mid 1930s, the process envisaged by Professor Jack had been consolidated through the 

development of national radio programming by the New Zealand Broadcasting Board, which 

began to connect the isolated communities into a national audience. Day observes in this 

regard that 

many people in New Zealand, whether they lived in cities, towns or country, were 

regularly listening to the same radio fare. It was a uniformity of experience that added to 

the shared nature of New Zealand culture. The increase in radio listening is a major 

point in the change in New Zealand from a regional to a national focus. The NZBB 

continued a process of nationalization that had begun in the nineteenth century. The 

new focus also represented a denial of the importance of the differences among the 

                                                                                                                                                       
‘not here’ (Williams, 1997). Following this trope, Elisabeth Airey’s account of the establishment of New Zealand’s first international 
wired telegraph link is titled The Taming of Distance (2005). 
63 The system of license fee funding for the state-owned broadcasters continued until the abolition of the fee in 2000 (Day, 2000: 
414). 
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audience and an understanding that the audience could be treated as one. It was as 

much a creation as a recognition of an audience (1994: 210).  

Broadcast radio drew connections between the creation of an audience, the creation of the 

nation, the nation as audience, and the relationship between local and national cultures. Susan 

Douglas emphasises this also, pointing out that the audience “was itself an invention, a 

construction that corralled a nation of individual listeners into a sometimes monolithic group” 

(2004: 131).64 Through this shift from individual listeners to a single conceptual ‘audience’ radio 

began to play a role in the development of national identities, and Douglas affirms that 

“Historians have noted repeatedly radio’s role in promoting a sense of national unity” in the US 

(2004: 156). Douglas notes also that US radio listeners in the 1920s identified the role of radio 

in creating a sense of a listening community, evoking the sense of imagined connections 

discussed by Benedict Anderson, which are expanded by broadcasting with a simultaneity and 

scale that could not be matched by the newspapers Anderson references (2004: 24). 

 

Broadcast radio’s role in cultivating a sense of national identity supports the relationship 

between radio spectrum and national territory, and the trope of protection over spectrum 

territory is reflected in broadcasting policies between 1903 and 1989, designed to protect 

audiences from certain kinds of broadcast content. Wayne Hope observes that once “official 

broadcasting became an arm of government” the public sphere in New Zealand radio was 

significantly restricted, by the “institutional voice” of broadcasting, “reliance upon ministerial 

approval for programmes”, and a “didactic mode of address” (1996: 16). Brian Pauling argues 

that in the 1930s 

New Zealand’s broadcasting policy moved well away from the ambit of loose 

government surveillance practiced in most other countries. In other democracies 

ministerial interest was limited to matters of technical consideration, financial affairs, and 

broad programming requirements usually framed in some style of charter or general 

legislative requirements. The first Labour government clearly meant to have a say in all 

matters of programming and policy, a practice that successive governments followed, 

even when philosophically they preached non-intervention, well into the 1980s (1994: 7). 

Broadcasting intervention began before the first Labour government’s election in 1935 however, 

and broadcast speeches and talks were a particular source of contention in the early 1930s. 

The scripts for these were monitored for appropriateness, so that broadcasts could be cancelled 

if they were deemed unacceptable - a definition that included any kind of political or 

controversial content. This was regarded as unfairly favouring the government, by preventing 

opposition politicians from using the medium to publicise their views (Day, 1994: 192). Day 

                                                
64 Susan Douglas even titles a chapter of her US radio history “The Invention of the Audience” (2004: 124-60), focusing on the 
audience research of Paul Lazarsfeld and Herta Herzog which revealed a great variety of listening modes among audiences, and 
significant class differences in responses to programmes, but also the elitism of the research process itself. 
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documents a number of incidents that highlight the extremity of this policy, such as the 

cancellation of a proposed talk by Indian philosopher Jidda Krishnamurti in 1934, despite his 

having broadcast in other countries, including Australia, and in response to which Opposition 

politicians “wondered at the need for New Zealand’s particular sensitivity” (1994: 193). The 

biases of this policy were revealed and ultimately ridiculed by another international speaker, 

George Bernard Shaw, who was permitted to broadcast an address without censorship, due to 

his “stature in the English-speaking world” (Day, 1994: 193). Shaw used the opportunity to 

argue “admiringly that New Zealand was a communist nation, second only to Russia”, in a 

speech Day describes as “easily the most controversial speech made over New Zealand radio.” 

(1994: 193-4). Shaw’s speech showed up the inappropriateness of such censorship, and even 

though other speakers continued to be banned and censored, the Broadcasting Amendment Act 

1934-5 finally allowed greater latitude for the selection of talks and speakers (Day, 1994:195), 

although not complete freedom.  

 

The most extreme, and notorious, episode of (literal) state interference in radio content occurred 

in 1935 over an episode of Colin Scrimgeour’s ‘Friendly Road’ radio programme, in which the 

broadcaster was apparently intending to actively encourage listeners to vote for the opposition 

Labour Party. As ‘Uncle Scrim’, Scrimgeour broadcast programming from his ‘radio church’ the 

Fellowship of the Friendly Road on Auckland’s 1ZB, at that time a non-commercial station that 

was not controlled directly by the government,65 so there was little scope for intervention in the 

content of the broadcast itself. The Friendly Road programmes offered non-denominational 

religious services, and most importantly, “comfort and encouragement… to the many who were 

suffering great hardship” during the Depression (Day, 1994: 182). Scrimgeour’s support for 

Labour was considered to be a particular threat by the government, but his popular status 

meant that no action could be taken against him. Before the 1935 election however, it became 

apparent that he would use his ‘Man in the Street’ programme segment to openly campaign for 

Labour. In response, Day recounts, a Post and Telegraph Department employee was instructed 

by his superior to ‘jam’ that broadcast, to cause interference on the frequency used by 1ZB so 

that nobody would hear it (1994: 204-5). Scrim’s biographer Les Edwards described the 

experience of listeners:  

On the Sunday evening for which so many people had been waiting, Scrim had barely 

begun speaking when there blared and crackled and whistled through every set tuned in 

to him a pandemonium of electrical interference. Some people switched off for fear of 

damage to their sets. Scrim talked on unheard. When he finished speaking the 

interference ceased at once. The rest of the evening’s programme from 1ZB was 

received perfectly (1971: 81). 

                                                
65 1ZB was purchased by the government along with the other B stations in 1936-7 (Day, 1994: 223-4). 
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A Post and Telegraph worker in Newmarket, where the jamming equipment was set up, realised 

what had happened and alerted Scrim and Labour MP John A Lee. The following night Scrim, 

Lee, and a group of supporters uncovered the apparatus, leading to a huge public outcry over 

the jamming. Labour duly won the following week’s election; although Day advises that it “would 

be idle to argue that the jamming was a dominant factor in the election”, Lee argued that the 

“jamming ‘kept pressure on the Government right till election day’” (Day, 1994: 206). This was 

the most public and severe measure enacted in New Zealand to suppress a broadcaster, and 

although responsibility was taken by the director general of the Post and Telegraph Department, 

rather than the National Government itself, it was an attempt to assert power over the use of 

radio waves to suppress political views that challenged the government itself.  

 

Potential controversy was feared in all content from news bulletins to music, and Wayne Hope 

identifies an apparent loosening of political controls over New Zealand broadcasting only with 

the 1961 Broadcasting Act’s distancing of direct control over broadcasting from government, 

which he claims was reinforced by television’s relative latitude  (1996: 19-20).  The development 

of news programmes and current affairs journalism that Hope identifies in the 1960s followed a 

twenty-five year period in which all so-called New Zealand ‘news’ was in fact generated by the 

government’s Official News Service – prepared in the Prime Minister’s department, and required 

to be broadcast in full and without alteration by the state broadcasters (Day, 1994: 233). 

Popular music remained highly regulated into the 1950s and 1960s, and was frequently banned 

on New Zealand Broadcasting Service stations, to the extent that records “that contained 

anything that was determined as offensive were physically mutilated to ensure no accidental 

broadcast” (Pauling, 1994: 9). On television as well, programming was constrained, by, Pauling 

argues, overcautious management use of a public service model, and “the ever-present threat 

of political interference” (1994: 10). All of these examples follow the model Pauling identifies as 

an assumed need by government to “protect broadcasting from what it perceived as hostile 

elements” (1994: 7). The protection of broadcasting essentially amounted to the protection of 

government from criticism and of broadcast listeners from critical and challenging content. 

 

Conclusion 
‘Protection’ was established as a primary framing trope for the juridico-political discourse of 

power over the New Zealand radio spectrum in the debate over the Wireless Telegraphy Act in 

1903. The Act aligned New Zealand’s understanding of radio spectrum with that of the 

European states which adopted the 1906 ITU agreement, despite the island nation’s very 

different geographical situation, and it established a concept of the radio spectrum as a 

vulnerable dimension of territorial space. Protection of New Zealand wireless territory from 

external interference was equated with protection of the government’s own investment in wired 
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telegraphy and future use of wireless. After the development of broadcasting this protective 

stance was extended to the populace itself through controls over broadcast structure and 

content. The discourse of protection is expressed literally in documents and debates, but more 

fundamentally, it was enacted through legislation and regulation, in juridico-political discourse. 

New Zealand’s protective stance was expressed in state directed censorship and a paternalistic 

understanding of content and presentation that suggested a considerable mistrust of the open 

possibilities of radio technologies. The radio spectrum was consciously managed in a manner 

that would reflect the protectionist economic goals of the state and the concerns of a succession 

of governments to restrict debate and potential criticism of policies. 

 

Wireless technologies emerged while New Zealand was a self-governing colony of Great 

Britain, and extended through a period of increasing ostensible independence. Economically 

and politically however, New Zealand’s internally protectionist policies were countered by 

strategic allegiances with Britain and later the US, which ensured that the New Zealand radio 

spectrum remained more open for military use than for broadcasting and other civilian 

communications. Military technologies provide the most fully realised example of the 

relationship between wireless transmissions and national territories. The ‘electronic radar 

curtain’, described by DeLanda, for example, forms a territorial border in wireless space, in the 

radio spectrum. Coastwatching networks and the radio surveillance of UKUSA and echelon 

programmes extended New Zealand’s territorial responsibilities beyond its territorial borders. At 

the same time, fears of enemy interception of radio signals highlight the vulnerability of national 

wireless territory, and have lead to severe restrictions on wireless communications and 

broadcast content in periods of particular territorial vulnerability, as in wartime. 

 

Protection of New Zealand audiences within the radio spectrum, enacted through restrictive 

regulation of broadcast access and content, defined a national space within radio spectrum for 

cultivation of the national imagined community. The role of broadcasting in relation to this sense 

of community is still acknowledged by the goals of the remaining state-owned broadcasters 

TVNZ and RNZ, and is enabled by a continuing commitment to ensuring coverage of New 

Zealand’s geographical territory by spectrum territory in the form of broadcast signals. 

Particularly between the 1930s and 1960s coverage ensured a form of containment of the 

national audience, a form of disciplinary power that restricted opportunities for dissent in relation 

to cultural products and government policy. Wayne Hope argues that this paternalistic attitude 

began to be tempered in the 1960s, such that by the 1970s “Officially mediated constructions of 

national identity were increasingly challenged”, as “class, gender and ethnic differences began 

to cut across the presumption of cultural homogeneity which rugby, populist politicians and staid 

newsreaders had helped to construct” (1996: 21). There were many elements to this broader 
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social shift, but the opening up of spectrum to new, independent, broadcasters and an 

increasingly critical engagement with issues by the state-owned broadcasters were both partial 

catalysts and outcomes of these changes. A significant moment in the loosening of government 

grip on New Zealand’s broadcast radio spectrum however was expressed in an act of radio 

piracy that challenged the state’s control over the content and licensing of radio. The 

development of Radio Hauraki and challenges to the state regulation of spectrum in other 

countries will be discussed in the following chapter. These reveal the limits of the state’s 

juridico-political discourse of power by exploiting the vulnerabilities that radio spectrum policies 

have sought to contain, and in the process they sustain a different kind of imagined community 

than that contained in the national identity supported by the state. 
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Chapter four: Resistance 
 

The previous chapters have focused predominantly on the way radio spectrum came to be 

constructed by the state, the way it was organised into an ordered sequence of frequencies and 

functionally defined for allocation. The discussion of New Zealand’s approach to that process 

between 1903 and 1989 in chapter three explored the juridico-political discourse that framed the 

state’s power over radio spectrum in this period, as articulated and produced by licensing 

regulations and content controls. Restrictions on access to and content within radio spectrum 

were justified by the discursive representation of radio spectrum as a vulnerable dimension of 

national territory that requires protection, and as a vehicle for the state’s definition and 

containment of national identity. The account of radio spectrum regulation in chapter three 

represents New Zealand governments’ power over the definition and allocation of radio 

spectrum as a relatively untroubled process, but some elements of contestation are evident in 

that history. From the beginning, the Wireless Telegraphy Act 1903 was challenged in 

parliamentary debates, and the virtually constant process of restructuring carried out from that 

point further suggests that the ideal form of broadcast structure and content has long been 

disputed. However, the location of these challenges in the political and juridical systems 

maintains an understanding of the state as the primary location of power over the radio 

spectrum. This chapter explores a range of broadcast radio practices that are represented as 

vehicles of resistance to state power over radio spectrum. These mobilise a range of other 

forms of power, which reveal the limitations of a view of power as being purely repressive, 

descending, and based in state apparatuses – the juridico-discursive conception of power that 

framed chapter three. 

 

To account for the practices and discourses of these broadcasters, this chapter follows Michel 

Foucault’s exhortation to “break free… of the theoretical privilege of law and sovereignty” in 

order to find a more effective means of analysing the effects of power in contemporary society 

(1990: 90). Foucault proposed that the juridico-political power of the sovereign state is not the 

only or primary form of power in contemporary society, but that it has become only one 

dimension among a “multiplicity of force relations” (Foucault 1990: 92). Power is not simply a 

centralised force of domination, or a natural property of a dominant class: “power is not an 

institution, and not a structure; neither is it a certain strength we are endowed with; it is the 

name that one attributes to a complex strategical situation in a particular society” (Foucault, 

1990: 93). As an effect of a strategic position, power is “exercised rather than possessed”; it is a 

‘strategy’ within a network of relations, and its effects work through “dispositions, manoeuvres, 

tactics, techniques, [and] functionings” (Foucault, 1995: 26). In this “sphere of force relations” 
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(1990: 97), there is no exterior point from which to resist power, such that “resistance is never in 

a position of exteriority in relation to power” (1990: 95), and they are not opposing forces. Any 

attempt to impose order on a system, to exercise power over it, acknowledges the possibility of 

resistance, and creates the opportunities for that resistance, such that power relationships 

depend “on a multiplicity of points of resistance: these play the role of adversary, target, 

support, or handle in power relations” (Foucault, 1990: 95).66 The state’s assumption of power 

over the radio spectrum acknowledges and creates the possibility of resistance in claims, like 

that of the New Zealand state, to ‘protect’ the radio spectrum, and through it the nation, from 

interference by ‘undesirable’ influences.67 The practices discussed in this chapter have invoked 

a considerable use of force by authorities, effectively justifying this discourse of protection. 

However because this force is employed at the point at which the state feels most threatened, it 

exposes the contingent nature of the state’s power over radio spectrum, enacted as it is through 

state apparatuses, which Foucault calls “only the terminal forms power takes” (1990: 92). In 

New Zealand this “negative and emaciated form of prohibition” (Foucault 1990:86) is particularly 

evident at times when the radio spectrum, and the nation within it, has appeared most 

vulnerable and in need of protection from ‘interference’. This is exhibited, for example, by the 

restrictions over aliens’ use of radio technologies in WWII, and the systems of fines, 

confiscations, and threats of imprisonment for unauthorised use of radio technologies.  

 

The broadcast practices discussed in this chapter are framed by explicitly resistant discourses, 

most obviously in the labelling of pirate, free, rebel, or revolutionary radio stations. Of these the 

‘pirate’ label is most explicitly attached as a metaphorical gesture, but they all evoke myths of 

rebellion. The chapter discuses these radio stations in relation to their representation as 

resistant, but also locates them within a multiplicity of force relations specific to their social 

contexts. The discourses may be resistant, and the practices themselves may challenge 

particular effects of state power over radio spectrum, but they do not sit outside or in opposition 

to a singular, external and descending form of power itself. They operate within plural and 

nuanced networks of power relations, and mobilise a range of ‘dispositions, manoeuvres and 

tactics’ of their own in response to those of state apparatuses. As McHoul and Grace observe of 

Foucault’s theory of power, “resistance is more effective when it is directed at a ‘technique’ of 

power rather than at ‘power’ in general” (1998: 86). In that respect, these practices are directed 

at specific techniques of power, in particular the legislation through which power over 

                                                
66 The word resistance itself is often used in descriptions of Foucault’s approach to power, however it has also been criticised as 
too strong a concept. Although he uses the word, Roger Alan Deacon finds that it “fails to adequately capture the permanent 
instability which characterises the immanent and constitutive fracturing of relations of power by confrontations, struggles and 
strategies” (2003: 179). In general, Deacon suggests, understandings of Foucault’s concept of power and resistance describe “a 
Manichean division between evil power and good resistance, between the dominant and the dominated” (2003: 177). Instead, he 
says, Foucault described the relationship as “a perpetual battle” (2003: 177). Barrett refers to resistance as power’s twin (2002: 72). 
67 This is explicitly demonstrated in New Zealand, as discussed in the previous chapter, but it is also implicitly the position of many 
other states, given the 1906 declaration that incursions into a nation’s ‘ether’ was to be treated as any other incursion into national 
space. 
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broadcasting and frequency allocation is managed, although some have focused on enabling or 

assisting in the overthrow of state structures altogether. Discursively, these practices articulate 

resistance to the state’s representation of the radio spectrum as an extension of state-controlled 

territory that requires protection in the service of the state’s needs, and frame it instead as a 

public space for realising a more democratic form of community. These broadcasters challenge 

particular legal and forcible techniques of state power over radio spectrum, and they enact and 

are represented by ‘strategical’ discourses of power that operate transversally to the juridico-

political discourses discussed in chapter three. However in many cases they also utilise the 

legal and political apparatuses of the state for their own ends. This account traces some of the 

diffuse and capillary forms of power and contestation that are produced through radio practices 

that are represented as being resistant.  

 

Broadcast radio provides a socially meaningful site of discursive resistance to the state’s power 

over radio spectrum, as it is a simple, easily accessible, technology that draws attention to the 

basis on which frequencies are allocated, broadcast licenses issued, and particular formats and 

content privileged. This chapter discusses three different forms of resistance expressed through 

broadcast radio practices from different political contexts. These are: the off-shore ‘pirate’ 

broadcasts of New Zealand’s Radio Hauraki; US pirate and micropower radio; and the 

revolutionary radio of Algeria, El Salvador, and Serbia. Radio Hauraki launched in 1967 as a 

ship-based pirate broadcaster, inspired by the activities of the ‘North Sea Pirates’. Radio 

Hauraki’s challenge to the New Zealand state’s pre-1989 concentration of power over spectrum 

allocation and broadcasting is the paradigmatic example of resistant broadcasting in this 

country, being nationally acknowledged at the time and well-documented since. Another 

significant challenge to the New Zealand state’s power over radio spectrum took place through 

the legal processes of the Waitangi Tribunal in the 1990s, and the implications of that process 

will be discussed in the following chapter. The other examples of resistant broadcast practices 

discussed here take place in very different political contexts. The most similar stance to Radio 

Hauraki is that of the US-based broadcasters discussed in the second section of the chapter. 

This so-called ‘micropower’ movement of unlicensed, non-commercial, political and community 

oriented broadcasters challenges the dominant commercial paradigm of US radio. Their 

relationship with the commercial is the significant point of departure from Radio Hauraki; where 

Hauraki agitated for a commercial alternative to the hegemonic state-run radio, the micropower 

movement agitates for a community, and often politically radical, alternative to nationally 

syndicated commercial radio. The final examples in the chapter have a more directly 

revolutionary focus, using broadcast radio to explicitly challenge ruling regimes in, respectively, 

El Salvador, Algeria, and Serbia. These examples challenge the notion of ‘nation’ itself, and the 

kind of nation imagined through state-run broadcasting, the extreme limits of contained national 
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identity formation, and the state’s assumed correlation between radio spectrum and, contested, 

geographical territory. Like the off-shore pirates these revolutionary practices deliberately use 

the national boundary-transgression of radio waves to evade the restrictions of state authorities, 

broadcasting at times from beyond the physical jurisdiction of the state. All of these forms of 

resistance reflect the techniques of state power against which they are ranged, so that both 

sides are locked in a struggle where each is defined as the limit of the other. Accordingly, the 

‘pirate’ radio produced within parliamentary democracies seeks to work within or around that 

political structure, by actively agitating for legislative change, or by simply seeking alternative 

broadcast structures and content. In contrast, the broadcasters that emerge from societies 

engaged in outright civil war take a more explicitly revolutionary stance. 
 

Pirate Radio Hauraki 
1960s ‘pirate’ radio stations deliberately appropriated national radio frequencies without 

permission by broadcasting from ships in international waters, most famously in the English 

Channel and North Sea, and also in New Zealand’s Hauraki Gulf. The ‘pirate’ metaphor carries 

appropriately threatening imagery in relation to state control of broadcasting, as when utilised by 

Peter Lewis and Jerry Booth to describe the arrival in Britain “of the North Sea pirates” (1989: 

26) with overtones of invasion. By transmitting from outside state-bound geographical territory, 

the pirate broadcasters were able to reach audiences in the UK and New Zealand without 

technically breaking those countries’ broadcasting laws.68 Pirate Radio in Europe and in New 

Zealand was a deliberate attempt to break the monopoly of public service broadcasting by state 

run institutions. Unlike the later micropower FM movement the pirate broadcasters were 

explicitly commercial in both business model and broadcast style. They emerged in an era in 

which private access to broadcast radio spectrum was banned by the UK and New Zealand 

governments, which regarded broadcasting as too fundamental to national security to be 

allowed to slip from government control (Spencer, 2005: 296).69  

 

                                                
68 Robertson’s account of the legal issues surrounding off-shore pirates in Europe, observes that the pirate stations operated in 
such a legal grey-area that to deal with them the Council of Europe eventually developed a specific “Agreement for the Prevention 
of Broadcasts from Outside National Territories,” which was enacted in 1967 (1982: 94-5).  
69 The forerunners of ship-based ‘pirate’ stations were the radio transmissions from countries with liberal broadcasting laws that 
could be received in Britain from the 1930s onwards.  In an enactment of the fear of the permeability of national borders induced by 
Marconi’s transatlantic transmissions (Douglas, 1989: 105), the British government was unable to block these transmissions or 
prevent their population from listening to them. Lewis and Booth claim that “the largest audience in the country” tuned in to the 
“dance music and variety of the foreign radio stations”, because the BBC was failing to cater to popular tastes (1989: 62). By the 
1950s the growing youth culture was also dissatisfied by the BBC’s style and musical range. As an alternative, Radio Luxembourg 
did play new, popular, music, but Spencer claims its format was not entirely satisfactory, and its signal was weakened by the time it 
crossed the English Channel so that it could only be received clearly at night (2005: 298). However, ship-based radio stations 
moored in international waters could be close enough to the coast to transmit powerful signals into population centres, while 
remaining outside the state’s frequency allocation jurisdiction. A number of pirate stations were launched in the English Channel in 
the mid-1960s, starting with Radio Caroline in 1965 (Lewis and Booth, 1989: 84).  Many other stations followed Caroline into the 
Channel, mostly influenced by the style of American commercial radio, yet with very British allegiances and branding, such as Radio 
London, Britain Radio, Swinging Radio England, and Radio Scotland (Spencer, 2005: 301). 
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Radio Hauraki was the only ship-based pirate station established in New Zealand, and it 

broadcast from 1966 to 1970 in a spot of international water located three miles from the shores 

of the Hauraki Gulf but still within the shelter of Great Barrier Island. Radio Hauraki’s attempts to 

begin and maintain broadcasts are framed in explicit opposition to New Zealand broadcasting 

policies in Adrian Blackburn’s account of the station, The Shoestring Pirates (1988). However 

the broadcasts triggered sympathy for an overall shift in the nature of those policies, so that the 

private ethos of Radio Hauraki ultimately became the defining feature of New Zealand 

broadcasting, a turning point in the discourse of broadcasting policy. The oppositional nature of 

Radio Hauraki was met with force by the government, which utilized its juridico-political 

resources through the deployment of police to stop the broadcast ship from leaving the dock in 

Auckland, and a range of other political, legislative, and technical strategies. In response Radio 

Hauraki was able to draw on and generate popularly powerful cultural discourses of piracy and 

an emerging local youth culture. The station was also able to draw upon the powerful 

discourses of private enterprise and on the juridical resources of the state, through a legal 

process that upheld the station’s entitlement to broadcast from outside the state’s jurisdiction. 

The station was finally granted a license to broadcast from land in 1970, when privately owned, 

commercial broadcasting became officially established in New Zealand for the first time since 

the nationalisation of broadcasting in the 1930s, signalling the beginning of a larger discursive 

shift from protection to commercialisation in New Zealand radio spectrum regulation. 

 

The development of Radio Hauraki is described in The Shoestring Pirates as an explicitly 

oppositional process, in which ‘the young pirates’ struggle “to overturn a stifling, uncreative 

State broadcasting monopoly” (Blackburn, 1988: 7). Radio Hauraki founder David Gapes was 

inspired by the pirate stations in the English Channel, and bored by the style of New Zealand 

radio in contrast to Australian commercial stations. Blackburn frames Radio Hauraki as Gapes’ 

response to the tedium of both New Zealand radio and New Zealand life after spending two 

years in Sydney in the early 1960s: “‘Here in New Zealand,’ Gapes recalls, ‘we had inflicted on 

us radio of the ‘thirties. There was no pace, no liveliness. In fact, it was just deadly dull’” (1988: 

11). The style of radio in New Zealand was seen to reflect the style of the society, and Gapes 

regarded the New Zealand Broadcasting Company (NZBC) monopoly on broadcasting as the 

symbol of his frustrations with New Zealand life more broadly (Blackburn, 1988: 11). In this 

respect that Radio Hauraki was a means of resisting both the form of broadcasting in New 

Zealand and the form of society it seemed to reflect and engender. Private broadcasters were 

theoretically permitted in New Zealand in the 1960s, but only if NZBC requested that they be 

established, and the state broadcaster was naturally extremely resistant to any competition. The 

NZBC worked to protect its monopoly over broadcasting, reflecting the arguments for 

‘protection’ of radio spectrum and the state’s monopoly over telegraph lines, and this was most 
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explicitly expressed by the NZBC’s response to the prospect of pirate broadcasters. The NZBC 

claimed that it was necessary to specifically prohibit pirate stations because of the threat they 

may pose to the security and control of the broadcast spectrum, including the possible “lack of 

control over programme content, particularly in matters of public interest ranging from indecency 

to subversion” (Day, 2000: 125).  The NZBC’s argument also expressed fears that pirate 

stations could be used for foreign propaganda purposes, and that transmissions could cause 

interference with legitimate radio uses (Day, 2000: 125), concerns that maintain the discourse of 

‘protection’ – of state monopoly, national space, and the spectrum itself. The Radio Hauraki 

directors applied for a private broadcast license from the NZBC, but this was refused, and so 

they lobbied the incumbent, and private enterprise friendly, National government for a change to 

the broadcasting law. Neither of these approaches was successful by October 1966, at which 

stage so much money had been invested in the venture that to recoup the costs they needed to 

put to sea in order to begin broadcasting and earning advertising revenue.  

 

Establishing the station required negotiating or defying restrictive laws in several areas of the 

enterprise, beyond the application for access to a broadcast frequency. Import controls made it 

difficult to bring professional broadcasting equipment into the country without drawing attention 

to its use (Blackburn, 1988: 10). All transmission equipment had to be explicitly licensed by the 

Post Office, which made it impossible to legitimately purchase a powerful broadcast transmitter. 

To circumvent this, the station used a customised US Navy Morse Code transmitter from the 

Second World War, which they transported and stored in secrecy (Blackburn, 1988: 28). 

Additional radio frequencies were sought from the Post Office to support the broadcast station, 

including one for transmission testing, which was refused because of their lack of a 

broadcasting warrant (Blackburn, 1988: 28). Another frequency was requested for two-way 

radio communications between the ship and the station’s city-based offices, but this was initially 

stalled by the Post Office (Blackburn, 1988: 45). In response the Hauraki staff began to make 

arrangements for the use of homing pigeons for communications, until the Post Office granted 

them use of marine band radio to exchange messages via the Musick Point radio exchange 

(Blackburn, 1988: 45). Blackburn does not elaborate on why a service via Musick Point would 

have been considered preferable to a dedicated radio-telephone link by the Post Office, but it 

seems likely that the Musick Point option offered the opportunity to monitor communications 

between the radio station’s offices and its transmission ship. Later, when the Post Office was 

monitoring the location of the ship in an effort to catch them breaking the law by transmitting 

from too close to shore, a code was used by the Hauraki staff to communicate the location of 

the ship back to the station’s office, which was unknowingly transmitted by the Post Office 

telegraphists (Blackburn, 1988: 137). The complex of regulations surrounding aspects of 

broadcasting meant that establishing the radio station could be blocked on several legal and 
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practical levels beyond the allocation of a frequency, while the Post Office was able to use its 

control over spectrum allocation to monitor potential uses of radio frequencies. 

 

As the intention to broadcast from outside New Zealand territorial waters was not illegal in itself, 

the most obstructive legal tool available to the government to stop the launch of Radio Hauraki 

was related to the vessel required to get to international waters, rather than broadcasting 

regulations themselves. The station planned to use a 35-year-old scow called the Tiri, offered 

by a supporter. A loophole in the marine law meant that while broadcasting from a New 

Zealand–licensed ship, even from international waters, was not permitted, no such rules applied 

to New Zealand-registered barges. The Tiri could be classified as a barge with the removal of 

her propeller, and then subject to much less stringent safety regulations (Blackburn, 1988: 29-

30). However the Marine Department appeared to become increasingly obstructive in issuing a 

safety certificate for the vessel, requesting seemingly endless repairs that were often 

inconsistent with each other (Blackburn, 1988: 46). Finally, after more than a month of 

inspections and repairs, the Tiri seemed to have fulfilled all of its requirements, and the launch 

was planned for Saturday, September 17, 1966. However, on September 16, an order was 

issued to detain the vessel, on the basis that it should in fact be surveyed as a ship, and was 

therefore not to be considered seaworthy and permitted to sail (Blackburn, 1988: 49). The 

obstructions in the survey continued while the Hauraki directors negotiated with the Minister 

responsible for both Broadcasting and Marine affairs, Jack Scott, over gaining a legal means of 

transmission.  

 

Eventually, after the NZBC board again rejected a proposal to allow licensed private 

broadcasting, and following a series of political negotiations and attempts to comply with 

restrictive legislation, it was decided to launch the Tiri without a broadcasting permit, or a 

certificate of marine safety, on Sunday, October 23, 1966. Blackburn’s chapter about that first 

attempt to launch the transmission vessel is titled “The Battle of the Tiri”, framing the resulting 

altercation between the ‘pirates’ and the police dispatched to stop them in explicitly oppositional 

terms (1988: 58). Over 2000 supporters gathered at the Lighter Basin wharf in Auckland to see 

the Tiri off, and publicity over the departure drew a significant police presence. Blackburn’s 

account of the incident is extremely dramatic, following the active attempts of the police to 

prevent the boat leaving the Basin, and the actions of the Radio Hauraki supporters who 

attempted to obstruct the police (1988: 58-67). While the government in this instance resorted to 

the use of force, Blackburn claims that Scott was aware that this was not a desirable course of 

action, and would risk increasing the cultural power of Radio Hauraki:  

Scott knew a struggle between police and pirates was the worst thing that could happen, 

in political terms at least. It would conjure up to the public the whole David and Goliath 
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image, of the Government using all its power to crush a venture which, ironically, might 

in other circumstances have almost become a symbol of the Government’s private 

enterprise policy (1988: 58). 

In this understanding, the use of force is not necessarily the most powerful course of action. The 

police did stop the Tiri from sailing on that first attempt, but they were resisted strongly by the 

Hauraki staff and supporters (Blackburn, 1988: 58-67), and in the ensuing ‘battle’ each action of 

force and resistance by the ‘police and pirates’ prompted a corresponding reaction. The 

drawbridge separating the Lighter Basin from the open harbour was lowered to stop the boat 

passing through, and held open only by Hauraki staff and supporters who sat below the bridge 

gears at the risk of being crushed. The boat became grounded in the shallow channel, and was 

freed with ropes by supporters, as was the mast after it got stuck on the bridge. Police Officers 

tied the boat to the dock, only to have supporters cut the rope. Officers eventually boarded the 

Tiri, and physical violence broke out as they tried to wrest control of it away from the crew. 

When the boat managed to leave the Lighter Basin, it did so with a number of policemen 

aboard, and the police launch Deodar in pursuit. As the Tiri attempted to reach open water, 

“spirited fighting” occurred as the police tried to enter the wheelhouse, and they finally 

succeeded in stopping the engine. All of the Tiri’s crew and Hauraki staff were arrested, and 

brought back on the police launch to Auckland, where a special Court sitting was called at 2am 

for a bail hearing, and a court case duly set for the following month (Blackburn, 1988: 69-70).  

 

The police may have won the ‘Battle of the Tiri’, but the broader cultural battle was ultimately 

won by Radio Hauraki. The obstruction of the radio station did reflect badly on the government, 

as Scott apparently feared, and the minister became the focus of considerable protest about the 

restrictions on broadcasting. With a general election imminent, both the National Party and 

opposition Labour Party began to assert plans to loosen up the regulations on private 

broadcasting. In the meantime the Radio Hauraki team further strengthened their claim to public 

support with a large public meeting in the Auckland Town Hall. In the court case that followed in 

November, it was found that Scott as the Minister of Marine had acted incorrectly in ensuring 

the detention of the Tiri, by using the powers of the Marine Department to intervene in a 

broadcasting matter (Blackburn, 1988: 82). The charges against the directors of Radio Hauraki 

were accordingly dismissed, and the detention order against the Tiri ruled invalid. Three days 

later, on Thursday November 10, 1966, the Tiri left the wharf secretly, in order to avoid further 

inspections by the marine department, as despite the ruling in the radio station’s favour, “the 

inescapable feeling returned that the Tiri was still undergoing a more than usually thorough 

scrutiny” (Blackburn, 1988: 86). Radio Hauraki finally began broadcasting on November 21, 

1966, and continued in often-hazardous conditions for 1111 days until June 1970, during which 

period the first Tiri was wrecked in a storm, her replacement ran aground several times, the 
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Post Office monitored them closely to verify their distance from shore, and several transmitter 

masts were lost overboard.  

 

The campaign of Radio Hauraki and its vocal and active support from business and young 

people eventually led to a change in the allocation of broadcast radio frequencies in New 

Zealand, marking the beginning of deregulation of the radio spectrum. Private radio was finally 

provided for by the Broadcasting Authority Act 1968, which repealed the section of the 1961 Act 

that gave the NZBC power to grant broadcasting warrants (Day, 2000: 156). The NZBC 

challenged the ruling, and ensured the process would take as long as possible (Day, 2000: 

158). However in March 1970 commercial broadcast warrants for Auckland were finally granted, 

initially to Hauraki and to Radio i, and Radio Hauraki began broadcasting as a legal, land based, 

station on September 26, 1970. Radio Hauraki’s intention had been to bring about a change in 

the law prohibiting private broadcasting in New Zealand, and to this end they did not explicitly 

claim the ‘pirate’ label for themselves at the time, as Blackburn emphasises: “‘Private Radio, not 

pirate radio,’ said Lowe and Gapes firmly as they talked to service clubs around [Auckland]. 

They also proclaimed loudly that they would operate within the law. They would simply be 

evading a bad law, they said, not breaking it” (1988: 47). Their approach was to ‘break in’ to the 

broadcast spectrum and develop a new style of broadcasting, and in the process they 

challenged the law over frequency allocation, as well as the accepted standard of how a 

broadcast frequency should be used. They operated within the framework of legitimate business 

activities, and the model they developed eventually became standard in New Zealand 

broadcasting; it was even adopted by the state-owned commercial stations to attract younger 

listeners. Once it was operating as a legal station, ownership of the Radio Hauraki Company 

shifted to more financially-oriented concerns (Blackburn, 1988: 165-6), and by 1988 the station 

was wholly-owned by a subsidiary of Brierley Investments Limited. Radio Hauraki still exists in 

2007, as a ‘classic rock’ station owned by The Radio Network.70 Despite now being part of a 

multinational media conglomerate, the station still uses the ‘pirate’ branding in promotional 

material and in one of its contact email addresses: ‘pirates@hauraki.co.nz’ (TRN, n.d.a). The 

discursive value of the pirate image and the station’s history are now mobilised in support of a 

mainstream, corporate, radio brand. Ultimately Radio Hauraki’s piracy was aimed at breaking 

the government monopoly over broadcasting, rather than a more profound challenge to the 

state itself, and the station’s challenge to the institutional style of radio became institutionalised 

itself. 

 

                                                
70 Rather ironically, The Radio Network also owns the formerly state-owned commercial stations, the ZB Network, which began as 
the commercial ‘B’ stations, and the ZM network, the commercial youth stations which were established to challenge private 
commercial radio after Radio Hauraki. According to the TRN website, The Radio Network, TRN, is itself “a wholly owned subsidiary 
of Australian Radio Network (ARN). The shareholders in ARN are Clear Channel Communications, USA and APN News & Media” 
(TRN, n.d.b). 
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By testing the limits of law over broadcasting frequency allocation, the Post Office’s allocation of 

other related frequencies, and marine regulations, Radio Hauraki ultimately exposed the 

limitations of these laws. The process illustrates what Roger Deacon calls “the intimate embrace 

between the law and transgression”, in which “power relations can be said to produce 

resistance, and […] resistance can provoke power” (2003: 201). The networks of power 

connecting the broadcasting regulations, Post Office and Marine Department were concentrated 

in one man, the minister uniquely responsible for each of those areas, Jack Scott. In the area of 

broadcasting he was sympathetic to the Radio Hauraki venture, and personally favoured the 

introduction of private broadcasting and reduction of the NZBC’s power (Blackburn, 1988: 22-3). 

Scott worked to get the NZBC board to accept the application for private broadcasting, and 

eventually oversaw the 1968 Broadcasting Act. However, Scott utilised his power as Minister of 

Marine to obstruct the Tiri and thus prevent the establishment of the pirate station by more 

indirect means. While he was restrained by political processes from exerting power on the 

NZBC board to force the provision of a private license, he was able to exert legal force on the 

station to prevent the sailing of the Tiri. In turn the legal obstacles against private broadcasting 

and the requirements of the Marine Department produced the resistant attempt to sail despite 

the detention order, and the broadcasts from international waters in defiance of national 

broadcasting frequency allocation. This ‘intimate embrace’ came to a head during the ‘battle of 

the Tiri’ when police force and physical violence broke out once the limits of the law and 

transgression were reached. The Radio Hauraki directors were not purely resistant however; by 

aligning themselves with private enterprise for the breaking of a state monopoly, they deployed 

financial power against state power. The positive personal relationship that David Gapes and 

Derek Lowe had with Jack Scott also complicated the extent of resistance that the station could 

claim, while Scott himself challenged the power of the NZBC board. Once the station was 

broadcasting at sea, Scott effectively protected the station from the Post Office inspectors under 

his jurisdiction, claiming that there was not enough evidence that they were illegally 

broadcasting from within New Zealand territorial waters (Blackburn, 1988: 113-5). The 

government’s power to maintain the broadcasting laws were tested by public opinion, which 

sided vocally with Radio Hauraki. Rather than a revolutionary defiance of the state, the 

establishment of Radio Hauraki worked through complex networks of power relations in New 

Zealand, revealing the unworkable limits of certain laws. Primary amongst those was the 

ultimate impossibility of maintaining a radio border against transmissions from beyond the 

geographical territory. 

 

Radio Hauraki’s transgression of broadcasting’s geographical borders was combined with a 

challenge to accepted broadcasting formats in New Zealand. The restrictions on broadcast 

content noted in the previous chapter had a stifling effect on the style of New Zealand radio and 
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Radio Hauraki represented a new style of broadcasting, one which was youth-oriented, faster-

paced, and played contemporary music, much of it donated by listeners (Blackburn, 1988: 

104).71 In response, the New Zealand Record Federation, which represented the New Zealand 

record companies, claimed that “frequent playing of top records” by the station would “inevitably 

depress sales and cut their revenue”, and demanded considerable royalty payments in 

exchange for airplay (Blackburn, 1988: 104-5). Blackburn claims that individual companies 

resisted this by giving the station records before their release in order to increase sales, but 

under threat of a court injunction the station eventually paid the royalties demanded by the 

Federation, realising only limited success in their challenge to the structure of the music industry 

in New Zealand. In its relationship with the music industry, the station was more successful in 

challenging attitudes towards local music, and Blackburn claims Hauraki had a broad impact on 

music production in New Zealand, and that by playing more local music than the NZBC stations, 

the demand for local recordings by the Hauraki audience stimulated the growth of the local 

recording industry (1988: 104). Amy Spencer notes this relationship to local music production in 

the case of British music and the North Sea radio pirates (2005: 299). This effect was the 

argument later used in support of a local content quota and by New Zealand on Air in its 

structures of support for local music.72 The discourses of national identity identified in the 

previous chapter were in many ways challenged by the explicitly youth focus of Radio Hauraki, 

but their support for local music and the very focused branding of the location of the station still 

drew on an articulation of localness. 

 

Radio Hauraki was established to challenge state control over radio broadcasting and access to 

the radio spectrum in New Zealand. It was framed by the resistant discourse of ‘piracy’ and it 

challenged the regulation and content of New Zealand broadcasting, and became a cultural 

focus for New Zealand youth. The station was not purely oppositional to all forms of power 

however, and it particularly supported and was supported by discourses of private enterprise 

and commercialism. 
 

Micropower radio  
The 1960s radio pirates in the Hauraki Gulf and the waters around Northern Europe were 

attempting to redistribute access to the broadcast spectrum from the state to private individuals 

as a response to the state control of broadcasting. In the US, by contrast, the focus of radio 

piracy has tended to be a sense of over commercialisation and privatisation of the ‘airwaves’. 

                                                
71 Such as an Air New Zealand steward who “each week brought back to Hauraki the top ten records in Los Angeles,” which 
enabled the station to play international records even before they were released locally by the record companies (Blackburn, 1988: 
104). 
72 These arguments surfaced after the deregulation of New Zealand radio had resulted in greatly reduced levels of New Zealand 
music content on private, commercial radio, and are discussed in chapter five. 
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As described by Ron Sakolsky in the introduction to Seizing the Airwaves, a Free Radio 

Handbook (1998a), for example, pirate radio constructs the airwaves as a potential vehicle of 

liberation for people, in opposition to perceived domination of the radio spectrum by corporate 

interests. Sakolsky highlights the centrality of discourse in this movement when he points out 

that the term ‘pirate’ is controversial among ‘illegal’ broadcasters, with some preferring ‘free’ 

radio, and the most politically active organisations preferring ‘micropower.’ Sakolsky claims the 

word ‘pirate’ as a “positive poetic metaphor relating to the redistribution of resources between 

the haves and have nots” (1998a: 9). He celebrates “nomadic radio pirates whose transmitters 

navigate the airwaves[,] liberating them on behalf of the voiceless, marginalized and 

downtrodden and viewing those waves as treasures in themselves which have unjustly been 

confiscated and debased by the rich and mighty” (1998a: 9). The ‘pirate’ metaphor is used as a 

way of emphasising the perspectival nature of ‘theft’, drawing on revisionist histories of piracy to 

claim pirates as libertarian socialists living by an anarchist code of mutual assistance (Sakolsky, 

1998a: 10). Sakolsky’s explicitly anarchist perspective privileges the ‘liberationary’ aspect of 

micropower radio, in opposition to an understanding of spectrum as a purely economic resource 

that needs to be carefully controlled. Andrew Yoder similarly favours the word ‘pirate’, although 

he sometimes uses ‘free’ radio as a label in his book Pirate Radio Stations (2002). Jeff Ferrell 

emphasises the illegality of such broadcasting further by using the term ‘outlaw radio’ (2001: 

155). In contrast, the broadcasters and writers who favour the term ‘micropower radio’ portray it 

as a more positive description that is free of the connotations of theft that accompany the ‘pirate’ 

label and more accurately describes the small-scale, community basis of this broadcast radio 

movement. As implied by the descriptor used by John Downing et.al., in Radical media: 

rebellious communication and social movements (2001), these stations are often radical in both 

form and content. Whatever the label attached to these stations, they tend to be framed as an 

attempt to create a more democratic approach to broadcasting than that provided by the large-

scale commercialised networks that have come to dominate the US radio spectrum.73 

Pirate/micropower/outlaw radio stations have been subject to the force of the state, with 

closures, arrests, and equipment confiscations, and have responded with outright civil 

disobedience, evasion, and an array of legal measures. These stations are maintained by 

networks of participants and listeners who ensure the cultural power of the broadcasters against 

the legal power of the state. 

 

The US has a long tradition of pirate radio broadcasting, for the most part by stations that 

operate on AM and shortwave frequencies for occasional broadcasts of short length. In his 

                                                
73 This is particularly the case since the particularly since the 1996 Telecommunications Act, which reduced restrictions on the 
ownership of radio stations, leading to significant consolidation of ownership, with major media corporations buying stations across 
the country, increasing the price of stations, and developing ‘near-monopolies’ in major cities (Yoder, 2002: 265-6). Opel describes 
micro radio as a “release valve” in the increasing “tension between the public and the private” in radio (2004: 38). 
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extensive guide to North American pirate radio broadcasters, Andrew Yoder describes this 

activity as a ‘hobby’ for many participants. Most of the pirates he discusses tend to use a small 

number of AM and shortwave frequencies, chosen to reduce interference with other services 

and for the distances reached by radio waves at those frequencies (2002: 43), which adds to 

the “mystique” of pirate radio (2002: 247). Pirate radio listeners tune in to specific frequencies 

with little precise idea of what would be heard there, or from where a broadcast might originate, 

and listeners’ search for distant pirate transmissions is related to the long-established amateur 

radio hobby of ‘DX-ing’. The hobby broadcasts Yoder discusses include an intrinsic political 

dimension: as simply broadcasting without a license is an illegal act, all illegal broadcasters are 

making a political statement about the validity of the law (Yoder, 2002: 219), sometimes 

describing their broadcasts as exercising their constitutional freedom of speech (Yoder, 2002: 

7). In response the Federal Communications Commission has worked to locate and close down 

all such illegal broadcasters, and Andrew Yoder describes an interrelationship of FCC threats 

and tactical avoidance by broadcasters. One tactic is to operate only occasionally, for short 

periods of time, perhaps less than an hour, on weekends or public holidays, to reduce the 

opportunities for the FCC to hear a broadcast, and Yoder refers to more regular broadcasts as 

“reckless” (2002: 46). Periods of increased FCC activity have been matched by reductions on 

broadcast activity, as Yoder describes happened in 1985 when a period of increased 

broadcasting lead to a strong FCC ‘crackdown’, so that many broadcasters were scared off the 

air (2002: 46-8). Such periods have had a circular impact on the pirate community, as fewer 

stations result in fewer people listening in to those wavelengths, which in turn discourages new 

stations (Yoder, 2002: 48). This tradition of pirate broadcasting is related to amateur, hobby, 

radio, and has tended to be a long-distance activity, located in far-reaching, long wavelength, 

areas of the radio spectrum.  

 

In contrast to hobbyist AM or shortwave radio piracy, the ‘micropower movement’ in the US 

uses FM frequencies at wavelengths that cannot travel very far beyond the transmitter to 

produce highly localised broadcasts. These stations are more likely to cause interference with 

commercial operators, and their small transmission range makes them easier for the FCC to 

find, so that they operate in a far riskier situation (Yoder, 2002: 247). While pirate broadcasters 

may operate on FM for many reasons, those considered part of the ‘micropower movement’ by 

writers such as Andy Opel tend to have an activist approach, as suggested by the title of Opel’s 

book Micro Radio and the FCC: Media Activism and the Struggle over Broadcast Policy (2004). 

These stations are not simply trying to evade FCC detection, but are campaigning for greater 

access to US radio frequencies for local broadcasting. Opel claims that the ‘micropower 

movement’ in the US emerged as a direct response to a change in US broadcast licensing laws 

in 1978, when the Federal Communications Commission stopped issuing so-called ‘D-class’ 
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broadcast licenses, which had previously allowed non-commercial (community and educational) 

broadcasters to transmit at low power levels (Opel, 2004: 3). By removing the D-class license, 

the FCC effectively raised the lower limit on transmission power, and broadcasting above this 

level requires more expensive equipment (Dunifer, 1998: 185), and restricts the number of 

stations that can operate within a geographical area as the higher power requirements results in 

a larger minimum coverage area for each station. In response, broadcasters argued that this 

was an undemocratic restriction of access to the means to broadcast, limiting the freedom of 

speech of all but the most powerful and wealthy (Sakolsky, 1998a).  

 

The 1978 ruling led to a long campaign to try to have licensed low power broadcasting 

reinstated, in which broadcasters have challenged the law by broadcasting illegally, while 

pursuing more legal channels of protest, such as the court case brought against the FCC by 

Stephen Dunifer of Free Radio Berkeley in 1994 (Opel, 2004: 8). Attempts to have licensed low 

power broadcasting accepted by the FCC and Congress reveal a complex network of power 

relations surrounding the issue, involving broadcasters, their supporters (including activists, 

anarchists, Christian groups, and the National Lawyers Guild), the FCC, the Commerce 

Committee, the Republican Party, the Democratic Party, the US Congress, the National 

Association of Broadcasters, and National Public Radio. All of these groups held some degree 

of power within the negotiations, although ultimately the legislative power of Congress was 

enacted against the micropower broadcasters, in what Andy Opel characterises as an 

“inversion” of the democratic process (2004: 139). 

 

Micropower broadcasters worked actively to support a proposed FCC rule change in 1999 that 

would reinstate the licensing of low power fm broadcasting. The FCC ruling was released in 

January 2000, establishing a low power fm license class, and is described by Opel as an 

“emblem of success from an emerging social movement about media and democracy” (2004: 

126). However, the rule was later reversed by congress, which challenged the right of the FCC 

to make such a decision (Opel, 2004: 134). After much debate challenging the FCC’s process, 

the Broadcasting Preservation Act 2000 allowed for the establishment of some low power 

licenses, but increased the channel spacing required between stations, meaning fewer could be 

accommodated within the fm broadcast frequency bands (Opel, 2004: 137). The Act also 

delayed full implementation of low power broadcasting in lieu of extensive studies on the 

interference that may be caused by such stations (Opel, 2004: 138). Most damaging to the 

micropower movement itself was the provision that licenses were not to be granted to applicants 

who had previously broken the law by broadcasting without a license, disqualifying all 

incumbent micropower broadcasters (Opel, 2004: 138). Opel’s account ends in March 2004, at 

which point only a few limited low power licenses had been issued, while legislation had been 
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proposed to overturn the Broadcasting Preservation Act. In response, he says, “a diverse 

activist community is watching to see if further civil disobedience and movement activity is 

needed to keep this issue alive” (2004: 148), but Opel considers that the cultural and grassroots 

power of the activist movement can be strong enough to have an effect on the rules of 

Congress. Opel argues that in the debate over the FCC’s ruling and the resulting Broadcast 

Preservation Act Congress deliberately undermined the credibility of the FCC and acted instead 

in favour of the powerful incumbent broadcasters, the National Association of Broadcasters and 

National Public Radio, both of which had been opposed to the proposed opening of access to 

low powered broadcasters. Emblematic of this, he argues, is the fact that the FCC’s research 

process in preparing the “report and order” document proposing low power licensing was open 

to an extremely broad range of interested groups, receiving 3000 comments on the proposals 

(2004: 112). By contrast, in overruling the FCC, Congress “relied on one committee hearing in 

the House of Representatives and the anecdotal comments of those watchful groups who were 

aware of the legislation” (2004: 139), and acted anti-democratically in this process to support a 

rejection of more open access to the US airwaves. This process illustrates the potential for 

change to be enacted through the state’s juridico-political apparatuses, but also the potential for 

vested interests to operate strategically through those apparatuses to limit challenges to their 

positions of power. 

 

For all unlicensed broadcasters, transmission itself is a resistant act, and the discourses framing 

the micropower movement tend to emphasise its oppositional nature. In Seizing the Airwaves: a 

Free Radio Handbook (1998), micropower radio is represented as oppositional both in its 

unlicensed use of radio frequencies, and in its content and broadcast intentions. The title of the 

book itself communicates its stance on the allocation of frequencies for broadcasting, that they 

should just be ‘seized’ – taken, but not necessarily ‘stolen’. Micropower radio is represented as 

a means of community activism, as it is able to provide coverage of very local events that are 

not recognised by increasingly de-localised mainstream radio, and to provide a forum for a wide 

range of people to express their rights to free speech. The book’s contributors argue that radio 

is a vital form of communication, and can become a significant factor in building communities. 

The aural nature of radio makes it especially important in communities with high levels of 

illiteracy (Landay, 1998: 94), or for people who speak a different language from the mainstream 

press, for example in Haiti, where the media is in French, but the greater proportion of the 

population only speaks Creole (Sakolsky, 1998b: 174). Seizing the Airwaves actively 

encourages challenges to the way radio frequencies are allocated, by providing practical and 

technical guidelines for assembling the necessary broadcasting apparatus and for organising 

participants.  
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Andy Opel’s book Micro Radio and the FCC: Media Activism and the Struggle over Broadcast 

Policy is a detailed analysis of the oppositional discourses employed by the micropower radio 

movement and other interested groups between 1998 and 2000, leading up to the FCC ruling 

and the ensuing Congress debate (2004). Opel examines the discourses mobilised on the 

Micropower Radio Network’s listserv discussion forum, as well as those of the FCC, Congress, 

and newspaper coverage of the issue. The analysis is based on the ways in which each party 

framed the issues, and includes detailed discussion of debates within the micropower 

movement over issues of public interest and commercialism. Given these nuances, Opel’s own 

discourse frames micropower radio in distinctly oppositional terms, as an activist movement for 

media reform, comparable with the emergence of the environmental movement (2004: 3): 

By going on the air in violation of the law, micro radio broadcasters confronted the 

policies of the FCC and attempted to expand the marketplace of ideas to include the 

corner store as well as the corporate supermarket chain. What these disparate stations 

had in common was their outlaw status and their civil disobedience (2004: 4).  

Confronting the policies of the FCC had a positive, if temporary, outcome, as the transgression 

of the broadcasting regulations ultimately exposed that law as unworkable. By overturning the 

FCC’s decision, and particularly by imposing the ban on previously illegal broadcasters 

receiving licenses, congress redrew the limit to reaffirm the basis of the law.  

 

As micropower stations have deliberately violated US law, and the policies of the FCC, the 

response to individual stations has at times been to exert legal force on the broadcasters. 

Broadcasters in turn have often managed to maintain their own power in the situation though 

legal channels, or through the strength of their supporters. A significant example of both of 

these elements is provided by the first micropower station in the US, established in 1987 by 

Mbanna Kantako, a blind African American man in Springfield Illinois (Spencer, 2005: 310; 

Landay, 1998: 94). At that time the lowest power limit allowed by the FCC was 6000 watts, but 

Kantako began his station from his own apartment with a one-Watt transmitter, which was 

enough to cover the housing project in which he lived (Spencer, 2005: 310-1). Kantako’s 

broadcasts directly attack social injustices, with a professed emphasis on black liberation and 

human rights (Landay, 1998), and he has “campaigned tirelessly against police brutality and 

interviewed its victims live on his show” (Spencer, 2005: 311). A significant aspect of Kantako’s 

broadcasts is a desire to educate his mostly illiterate audience with readings of books that “help 

speak to some of the conditions that people see going on around them” (Kantako qtd. in 

Landay, 1998: 96). Both the existence of the radio station and its content are directly 

oppositional to the federal and local authorities, however Spencer observes that the FCC has 

been wary about how much force they can use to stop the broadcasts because of Kantako’s 

status as “a legally blind African-American man on welfare speaking out against police brutality. 
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If he was silenced by the authorities, they knew there would be outrage across America” (2005: 

312). For several years, Kantako’s position of relative cultural power enabled him to resist the 

authorities, and although he ignored fines imposed for illegally operating a radio station, the 

FCC took no forcible action against him until 2000 (McClarren, 2005: 2).74 The agency raided 

the station in September and December that year, confiscated Kantako’s broadcast equipment 

twice (Sakolsky, 2005: 4), and issued him with a court injunction against further broadcasts, with 

the charge that his transmissions were interfering with air traffic controls (Spencer, 2005: 314). 

Ron Sakolsky argues that the FCC justified this action on the basis that the restricted 

legalisation of low power broadcasts by the Broadcasting Preservation Act 2000 meant that 

“any aspiring station should simply follow LPFM guidelines and apply for a license if it wants to 

broadcast” (2005: 4). However, the restrictions on broadcasters who had previously operated 

illegally from obtaining a licence meant that Kantako would not have been able to do so. In any 

case, Kantako claims that he would not apply for a license even if he were eligible, as he does 

not recognise the authority of the US government to regulate radio spectrum, discursively 

conflating radio frequencies with ‘the air’: “Where was they when the air came? Air was here 

before the U.S.…. I never applied for a license cause I think it is degrading to humanity to 

suggest that they is the ones that can pass them out” (qtd. in McClarren, 2005: 2). Kantako has 

continued to broadcast, and as of July 20, 2007, Kantako’s ‘Human Rights Radio’ has been 

broadcasting in Springfield Illinois for “6603 days and nights since November 25th of 1987” 

(Human Rights Radio, 2007). This resistance to Federal broadcast and frequency allocation 

regulations has been enabled in part by supporters who have replaced Katanko’s equipment 

after FCC confiscations, and by the visibility of the station in a broad network of activism 

surrounding micropower broadcasting. 

 

While Kantako’s politico-cultural power made it difficult for the FCC to act against him, Steven 

Dunifer used legal tools against the FCC to undermine the agency’s efforts to close down his 

station Free Radio Berkeley. Dunifer started broadcasting in 1993, using lightweight FM 

transmission equipment to broadcast from the hills around Berkeley and avoid detection by the 

FCC, later moving to a series of houses in Berkeley and Oakland. Yoder observes that unlike 

the shortwave radio pirates, who tended to publicise themselves only in specialist radio 

publications, Dunifer publicized his station in mass media outlets to promote the political basis 

of his broadcasting and his view that the airwaves ought to be freely available for local 

community broadcasters (2002: 256-7). Inevitably, the publicity drew the attention of the FCC, 

which tried to close the station down. In response the station drew on support from the National 

Lawyer’s Guild’s ‘Committee for Democracy in Broadcasting’ to resist the FCC’s actions through 

                                                
74 When the housing project from which the station was run was demolished in 1995, Spencer claims “Many believed that this was 
to get rid of the controversial Kantako” (2005: 313). In response Kantako and his family simply moved to a new apartment nearby 
owned by a supporter of the station and continued broadcasting. 
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legal processes. When the FCC fined Dunifer $20,000 and sought to confiscate his equipment, 

Dunifer filed an appeal that challenged the agency’s right to do so, on the basis of his First 

Amendments rights to freedom of speech. An injunction filed by the FCC was refused, and in a 

series of court cases between 1994 and 1998, Dunifer argued that the FCC’s licensing systems 

unnecessarily restrict the democratic right to broadcast (Opel, 2004: 8-9). Ultimately the judge 

found that because Dunifer had never applied for a license he did not have the legal standing 

required to challenge “the constitutionality of a government regulation” (Opel, 2004: 9), and so 

the FCC injunction was upheld and Dunifer was required to cease broadcasting. Steven Dunifer 

has continued his activism for democratic access to the airwaves through the Free Radio 

Berkeley website, now operating as International Radio Action Training Education (IRATE), 

which provides information on radio station operation, and sells FM transmitter kitsets. Jeff 

Ferrell’s 2001 discussion of pirate radio describes a visit to Free Radio Berkeley’s carefully 

protected broadcast studio, and notes that Berkeley Liberation Radio had also taken up the 

micropower cause in the area in a clandestine location (2001: 163-9). In addition to maintaining 

great secrecy over broadcast locations, the stations were careful to emphasise that no one 

person is in charge, and Ferrell notes that “with the old anarchist strategy of ‘leaderless 

resistance’ in play[…] ‘there’s no way a [legal] paper can be served… there is no one person to 

identify”” (2001: 164). The initial publicity sought by the micropower broadcasters is in these 

cases more carefully managed, with secret locations and power structures intended to thwart 

the legal methods of the FCC.  

 

The pirate/free/micropower broadcasters in these accounts mobilize a discourse that identifies 

their practices with the creation of a democratic space within the radio spectrum for the 

expression of community. This is posed in opposition to a hegemonic commercial broadcasting 

structure and the juridico-political apparatuses that support it. Some of these practices are 

defiantly resistant towards the political institutions that establish and enforce the transmission 

regulations, and simply maintain their broadcasts with the aid of networks of cultural and 

community power. Others have tried to utilize the juridico-political apparatuses in a similar 

manner to Radio Hauraki’s direct lobbying, although to this date less successfully. The 

discursive resistance expressed by and about these broadcasters is not simply in the fact of 

transmission however, but in the content and also the social and community identity that content 

expresses. Jeff Ferrell for example links radio’s ability to create a democratic space in radio with 

community-oriented interventions in public space, in a vision of interweaving cultural, radio and 

aural elements, in which illegal broadcasters “create new cultural spaces, new arrangements of 

public meaning” (2001: 176). While Matthew Fuller’s analysis of pirate radio in London is less 

oppositional in its focus, he also acknowledges the space created by the broadcast, the “zone of 

experimental combination,” that results from the relative freedom afforded by the pirate style 
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(2005: 13). Radio’s ‘cultural space’ acknowledges the role of audiences in creating a connection 

with illegal broadcasters, and the links between creating space within the radio spectrum and 

the resistant social spaces that can develop around the content and actuality of broadcasts. For 

the illegal broadcasters discussed in this and the following section, these social spaces operate 

as counterpoints to the discourses of nationhood propagated through official broadcasters, both 

state- and privately- controlled. 
 

Rebel radio 
The examples of pirate radio discussed in this chapter so far are practices that challenge the 

legitimacy of aspects of spectrum allocation, but are still located within networks of power 

relations that include the legal and political apparatuses of the state itself, as well as business 

and other groups that are legitimised by the state. Radio Hauraki and the ‘North Sea Pirates’, 

for example, disrupted the spatial unity of the nation by broadcasting from beyond its borders, 

but their commercial radio revolution was supported by figures in government and the business 

community. The radical micropower radio of Mbanna Kantako and Stephen Dunifer challenges 

the legitimacy of the state through Black liberation and anarchist discourses, but this 

oppositionality is still somewhat limited in scale and cultural or political reach. The radio 

practices discussed in this final section pose a much more deliberate challenge to the state 

itself. They operate at the terminal form of power, using the content of broadcasts and the basis 

on which broadcasts are made as an avowedly revolutionary tool for the overthrow of 

governments they regard as illegitimate. However they also operate by cultivating networks of 

social and cultural power, by maintaining connections between people and providing a space for 

discursive ideals of the nation unlike those of the hegemonic broadcasters. 

 

These final examples include The Voice of Fighting Algeria, the radio voice of a colonised 

people seeking an end to French occupation of Algeria, and Radio Venceremos (‘We Shall 

Overcome’), the voice of an armed resistance movement focussed on the overthrow of the US-

supported El Salvadoran government. Serbian Radio B92 has operated legitimately for much of 

its history, but its outspoken opposition to Milosevic’s regime and focus on media democracy 

led to its closure by the regime a number of times, during which it was forced to make 

alternative transmission arrangements and to maintain broadcasts illegally. All of these radio 

stations utilised the fluidity of radio waves to broadcast either from beyond their own national 

borders or to elicit support from surrounding countries. Like the ship-based pirate stations they 

reflect the porosity of national borders to radio waves, and accordingly, the difficulty of 

maintaining territorial borders in radio space. These stations directly challenge the legitimacy of 

the state, in their discursive representation, in their content and in their defiance of the state’s 

control of access to the airwaves. The response to such broadcasting by the states involved has 
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been severe, enacted by jamming signals and mounting often-violent attempts to stop down the 

broadcasts.75 Radio’s value as a tool of warfare was discussed in chapter three, as an 

instrument both for military communications and for informing, and maintaining the engagement 

of, civilians. The following examples take place within wartime contexts, in Serbia’s state of 

permanent war during the 1990s, in the early stages of the Algerian war of independence in the 

1950s, and in El Salvador’s resistance movement of the 1980s.  

 

Radio Venceremos was the radio voice of the El Salvadoran revolution, described by José 

Ignacio López Vigil as a ‘rebel radio’ station in his book of that name (1995). The station was 

established by the guerrilla movement FMLN (Farabundo Martí National Liberation Front) to 

communicate with its fighters, inform the broader population of its actions, and counteract the 

perceived bias of official news sources by transmitting news and commentary directly from the 

front line fighting. Radio Venceremos was attached to the guerrillas’ military command unit in 

the Morazán region, their closeness to the upper command reflecting an understanding of the 

ideological and tactical value of radio broadcasting. Venceremos resisted El Salvador’s 

broadcast licensing laws by transmitting without a license despite the violent response of the 

state, and the station’s operators continually evaded location by the authorities, while devising 

new ways to expand their coverage and conceal their antennae from the government’s military 

forces.  

 

Radio Venceremos reinforced the power of the FMLN by confirming a link between the FMLN 

and the territory they occupied, asserting the guerrillas’ presence conceptually even when they 

could not reveal their physical location. Recognising the value of this connection, the 

government claimed that the station was actually in Nicaragua and supported by Daniel Noriega 

(Vigil, 1995: 189), a strategy intended to reduce the guerrillas’ image of strength and 

resourcefulness. By maintaining a base within El Salvador however, Venceremos was able to 

ensure a direct connection with the local people of Morazan in the early period of the 

broadcasts, which enabled it to maintain a cultural power and legitimacy that reinforced the 

FMLN’s stance. The support of ‘the people’ was considered central to the early success of the 

station (Vigil, 1995: 53): as one of the FMLN commanders pointed out, “‘Venceremos is the 

people,… The equipment can be replaced’” (qtd. in Vigil, 1995: 75). Another Venceremos 

worker described the people of Morazan as equivalent to the physical mountains that hid the 

                                                
75 By contrast, the Radio Hauraki “Battle for the Tiri” was a relatively mild response from the government, reflecting the support for 
the cause of private commercial radio from within government and the business community, which was the National government’s 
natural constituency. For the most part, Radio Hauraki was able to continue because of the legal loophole that allowed broadcasts 
from international waters, and the support of Jack Scott, the Minister for broadcasting, Marine, and the Postmaster General, who 
turned a blind eye to Post office inspectors’ reports. The jamming of Uncle Scrim is the episode in New Zealand that relates most 
closely to the demonstrations of state power discussed here. The episode is too brief and isolated to compare directly with the 
cases discussed in the remainder of this chapter, but it illustrates the temptation to ‘jam’ undesirable radio signals, and the gap 
between management of radio signals in a relatively open democracy, and the more extreme circumstances of the following 
examples. 
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station, observing that it would have been impossible to conceal the station in such a small area 

without “a very strong political organisation, a lot of grassroots collaboration, and territory 

broadly controlled by the guerrillas” (qtd. in Vigil, 1995: 51). Venceremos also connected the 

territory with the world beyond El Salvador: the broadcasters scanned shortwave transmissions 

for international news to include in their own bulletins, and in the early period of the station, 

before government interference intervened, they used shortwave to broadcast the ideology and 

actions of FMLN across Central America. Radio provided the primary form of communication 

within the FMLN movement, and a source of education for its supporters. Content on 

Venceremos included educational material on fitness and weapons making, to train their 

audience – ideally the whole country - as potential guerrilla fighters (Vigil, 1995: 192-5). The 

station kept the movement’s combatants informed, and gave them a broader perspective on the 

purpose of the battle, which was considered important as they otherwise “lived in what was 

perhaps a very small world, very local, with some national vision and not much awareness 

beyond that” (Vigil, 1995: 141). To this end, each combat unit was provided with a small, sturdy, 

portable radio, which the ‘political officers’ would wear around their necks, so that it acted as “an 

umbilical cord linking [the officer] to the entire organisation and its political line” (Vigil, 1995: 

141). This recognition of the radio’s function echoes Manuel DeLanda’s description of the radio 

mesh used by military units, in which radio acts as an informational medium and also a physical 

connection with the command centre (1991). Vigil observes that these radios were also useful 

for interacting with the local people, as a ‘political officer’ could visit peasants’ homes at the time 

of Venceremos broadcasts, to give those without radios an opportunity to listen, and to reinforce 

the broadcast message with personal contact. In this way the radio station was used to 

reinforce the cultural power of the guerrillas. 

 

Radio Venceremos functioned as a military tool in several ways, and was treated as such by the 

Government and armed forces so that much stronger measures were taken against it than the 

other kinds of pirate radio discussed so far in this chapter, and these were resisted by a range 

of evasive measures. The government’s jamming of broadcasts was resisted by using multiple 

broadcast frequencies on which cassette recordings were relayed, to cover as many 

frequencies as possible (Vigil, 1995: 118).76 A more extreme measure than jamming was to 

locate and destroy the transmission and broadcast equipment, and inevitably the people 

operating the equipment. The army began to do this in 1986, using goniometers to triangulate 

transmission positions (Vigil, 1995: 172-3). Direction finding could locate all radio transmitters, 

                                                
76 Those broadcasts that could be received were monitored by the government radio stations, and were frequently quoted so that 
the government could refute the FMLN’s claims. Other stations quoted Venceremos as well, such that one Venceremos member 
observed that “in ’85 it was like an echo chamber. No matter what garbage we put in our editorials, the news agencies, the rest of 
the stations, even the television picked it up” (qtd. in Vigil, 1995: 162). The government accused those stations of aiding the 
guerrillas, with the Minister of Culture asking “Why the fuck to we bother jamming their signal if it’s getting repeated everywhere 
else, and with TV images to boot?” (qtd. in Vigil, 1995: 162). 
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including walkie-talkies, and made it almost impossible for the FMLN to communicate or 

broadcast efficiently. In response, the station pre-recorded programmes on cassette tapes, and 

set up transmitters in remote areas with only a cassette player attached, to minimise the effect 

of any bombing (Vigil, 1995: 173-4). Eventually an alternative communication system was 

devised, using barbed wire as a relay mechanism to carry the signal from broadcast unit to 

transmitter, enabling combat units to communicate via the extensive networks of barbed wire 

fences across the country. Vigil quotes a Venceremos worker’s glee at the effect of this in the 

army’s radio signals monitoring units: “Not even a burp showed up on their scanning equipment. 

Meanwhile Venceremos was inexorable, broadcasting live every day at six!” (1995: 177).77 The 

army made many attempts to capture the Venceremos equipment, succeeding once in 1981 

when they used the equipment and frequency to taunt the FMLN rebels and station staff (Vigil, 

1995: 71), however a spare transmitter was found and the station returned to air within a few 

days (Vigil, 1995: 77). Another attempt to capture the radio equipment ended disastrously for 

the army, when the FMLN planted a “Trojan transmitter” for them to find, an old broken unit, 

which was packed with dynamite and connected to a radio control device (Vigil, 1995: 125). The 

transmitter was detonated after being picked up in a helicopter by the commander of the armed 

forces’ elite battalion, Lieutenant Colonel Domingo Monterrossa Barios (Vigil, 1995: 120), killing 

him along with several other significant strategic commanders (Vigil, 1995: 134-6). 

 

The FMLN used Radio Venceremos to express conscious resistance to the state, which it 

communicated through broadcast content, but also through the existence, and persistence, of 

the transmissions themselves. The FMLN militarily challenged the legitimacy of the El 

Salvadoran state, and in particular the concentration of land ownership in a small elite class. At 

the same time, Radio Venceremos challenged the legitimacy of the state’s control of 

broadcasting and the territorial boundaries of radio spectrum, which ensured licenses only for 

those broadcasters that supported the government. When the peace accord was signed in 1992 

and the FMLN entered politics as an official political party however, Radio Venceremos itself 

became a state-sanctioned radio station. The new Venceremos used the radio spectrum 

correctly with an appropriate broadcast license and a commercial operation based in a middle 

class suburb of San Salvador, a step that emphasised the locational basis of power and 

resistance (Vigil, 1995: 237-40).  

 

Where Rebel Radio describes the revolutionary use of radio from the point of view of its 

broadcasters, Frantz Fanon illustrates the response of listeners to radio’s direct connection to a 

revolution. In Studies of a Dying Colonialism Fanon dedicates a chapter to the ‘Voice of Algeria’, 

                                                
77 When the army realised what was happening, they took to cutting barbed wire around the country, which the guerrilla network 
fixed and continued to use until a new solution became available (Vigil, 1995: 177). 
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describing the place of radio in Algerian and colonial families to reveal their disparate listening 

practices and the cultural power mobilised by radio (1965). For the colonial French, the official 

broadcaster Radio-Alger confirmed both their presence in Algeria, and their connection with 

France:  

The Paris music, extracts from the metropolitan press, the French government crises, 

constitute a coherent background from which colonial society draws its density and its 

justification. Radio-Alger sustains the occupant’s culture, marks it off from the non-

culture, from the nature of the occupied (Fanon, 1965: 71). 

Like the claims for radio to cultivate national identity in New Zealand, Fanon describes a form of 

broadcasting that reinforces a particular kind of cultural ideal, and one that is firmly grounded in 

its colonial background. The native Algerians did not participate in this radio culture, professing 

a discomfort with the immoral influences that would likely enter the home through the receiver 

(Fanon, 1965: 70). However, Fanon observes, this resistance to the radio was eroded by the 

end of 1956, by the broadcasts of the National Liberation Front (FLN) station ‘This is the Voice 

of Fighting Algeria’ (Baucom, 2001: 21). Radio-Alger was a contained and exclusive voice of the 

colonists, “a material representation of the colonial configuration”, representing a world of signs 

in which the dominated society refused to participate (Fanon, 1965: 73). ‘The Voice of Fighting 

Algeria,’ however, represented a quite different sign-world, and became “a primary means of 

resisting the increasingly overwhelming psychological and military pressures of the occupant” 

(Fanon, 1965: 84).  The existence and content of the FLN station was in principle a resistance 

of the colonial power, and it opened new spaces for the people’s own resistance. By 

broadcasting in the Arabic, Kabyle and French languages, the station was able to consolidate 

and unify the people (Fanon, 1965: 84). It particularly acted to claim French as a language of 

liberation, no longer purely repressive, and, Fanon argues, it confused the French authorities by 

using their signifiers in new ways (1965: 90-1). Through the content of the broadcasts, ‘The 

Voice of Fighting Algeria’ provided a means of resisting the disciplinary force of the colonial 

language and definitions of Algerian society broadcast by Radio Alger. 

 

The ‘Voice of Fighting Algeria’ evaded the colonial administration’s power over access to 

broadcast licenses by transmitting from Cairo (Baucom, 2001: 21). In response the French 

services jammed its frequencies, precipitating a process of what Fanon calls “sound-wave 

warfare”: 

A new form of struggle had come into being. Tracts were distributed telling the Algerians 

to keep tuned in for a period of two or three hours. In the course of a single broadcast a 

second station, broadcasting over a different wave-length, would relay the first jammed 

station. The listener, enrolled in the battle of the waves, had to figure out the tactics of 
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the enemy, and in an almost physical way circumvent the strategy of the adversary 

(1965: 85). 

Fanon portrays the act of trying to listen to the ‘Voice’ as an almost physical battle, a direct 

engagement in the struggle between the revolutionaries and the French colonial authorities. 

Power and resistance within the radio spectrum became as important as the territorial and 

cultural battles being fought on land. Actually hearing the ‘Voice’ was often impossible, and 

Fanon describes an extremely active form of listening, in which a single ‘operator’ would attempt 

to track the broadcasts and then translate to a waiting audience what he had managed to hear 

through the static and the noise of the jamming devices. Because of the jamming, the 

broadcasts could seldom be heard in their entirety, and it was often a “choppy, broken voice” 

(Fanon, 1965: 86). However, Fanon claims, this drew the listeners in further still, as they 

struggled to reconstruct the broadcasts, and embellished the details they had been unable to 

hear (1965: 86-7). Even when the station could not be found at all listeners would stay tuned to 

the static, “the piercing, excruciating din of the jamming,” where the war of air-waves enacted 

the war of the revolution right in the home (Fanon, 1965: 88).  

 

Fanon characterizes broadcasting as a “radiophonic technique of long-distance communication 

of thought”, which had previously provided only the thoughts of the occupiers (1965: 92), but 

through the ‘Voice of fighting Algeria’ was able to communicate long-distance the thoughts and 

words of the combatants. While the actual news the station broadcast was important, it was the 

direct connection it offered between the home and the battle-front that was most valuable. As on 

Radio Venceremos, accessing the direct voice of the combatants through the radio was central 

to its importance, as this made its listeners feel they were also participating in the revolution, 

whether they could actually hear the voice itself or only its attempted repression. By the time 

Fanon was writing of it, in 1959, the transmissions of the ‘Voice of Fighting Algeria’ had 

multiplied beyond the abilities of the French to suppress it, broadcasting from Tunis, Damascus, 

Cairo and Rabat (Fanon, 1965: 96). While for Radio Venceremos it was important to keep their 

transmitters inside El Salvador in a gesture of defiance and to stake a territorial claim, the 

multiple external locations of the Voice of Fighting Algeria signified the support for the revolution 

from the rest of the Arab world. By locating the voice of the fighting outside the country but 

projecting in, the transmissions revealed the inability of the French authorities to maintain the 

boundaries of their colonial territory, symbolizing their lack of power over the language and 

culture of its inhabitants. 

 

Radio Venceremos and The Voice of Fighting Algeria were defiantly unlicensed radio stations, 

challenging the power of the state over the radio spectrum within its borders, as the 

revolutionary fighters challenged the state’s power over territory and people. Belgrade’s Radio 
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B92 similarly challenged its state, questioning the meaning of national territory as defined by 

that state, and the kinds of power being exercised over its people. While B92 was not attached 

to a revolutionary movement in the same manner as Radio Venceremos or The Voice of 

Fighting Algeria, it has been suggested that it was the revolutionary movement of Serbia during 

Milosevic’s regime. In this vein, writer Matthew Collin cites a listener’s observation that “It 

became a cultural phenomenon and it was stronger, unfortunately, than any political movement” 

in Serbia (2004: 56); in the absence of an effective political opposition movement, B92’s support 

for media independence and the establishment of democracy amounted to a revolutionary 

stance. It was both a significant independent news source, and a cultural space in the manner 

identified by Jeff Ferrell (2001). Milosevic’s regime attempted to claim all cultural space in 

Serbia, through its power over the state-run media, and, Collin suggests, the musical 

phenomenon of ‘turbo-folk’ (2004: 79-81). B92’s continued existence in all of its forms served to 

“‘keep alive a flicker of that other Serbia’” (B92 staff member qtd. in Collin, 2004:165), a 

fragment of the cultural and political space that had existed before the wars and NATO 

bombing. 

 

Radio B92 was established in 1989 by the Communist youth organisation, as a symbol of 

Serbia’s progressive society (Collin, 2004: 20-1), but it grew away from those political origins 

into an important source of independent news, with content that openly defied and ridiculed 

Milosevic and the extreme nationalism he represented. Milosevic’s nationalism effectively 

isolated Serbia in relation to its neighbouring former Yugoslav states, and B92’s role in reducing 

the isolation of its listeners is a recurrent theme of Matthew Collin’s analysis in This is Serbia 

Calling: Rock ‘n’ Roll Radio and Belgrade’s Underground Resistance (2004).  B92 served as the 

only point of connection beyond Serbia for most listeners: 

‘When the borders were closed and war started, if we hadn’t had B92 we would have 

been locked in a kind of prison,’ one listener explains. ‘We stopped travelling – we 

stopped living, actually – so the only contact we had with the outside world was through 

B92’ (Collin, 2004: 56). 

Collin describes the station as the “centre of a social movement: anti-war, anti-nationalism; pro-

democracy, pro-human rights” (2004: 56). The station connected activists in Serbia and across 

the former Yugoslavia, and in 1997 it developed an independent radio network across the 

neighbouring states, using the BBC satellite service (Collin, 2004: 139). In another tactic of 

openness B92 established the significantly named ‘Opennet’, Serbia’s first Internet Service 

Provider, in 1995 (Collin, 2004: 113). Collin notes that the regime barely understood the 

significance of the Internet at this time, little realising that “After Belgrade got wired, the only 

way to control the flow of information would have been to cut outside lines to the West” (2004: 

113). While the broadcast of music and news within Belgrade remained central to B92’s tactics 
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of resistance to the regime, the external links made possible by satellite and phone lines 

augmented and extended the reach of the transmissions themselves and the networks of 

support that made them possible. 

 

B92 has broadcast semi officially since 1989, with a status that Collin describes as not “strictly 

legal, but neither was it exactly breaking the law. Like so many radio stations in post-Communist 

Yugoslavia, it operated in a grey area on the fringes of legality, its status continually uncertain” 

(2004: 27). The Milosevic regime tried a number of times to define the station as clearly illegal, 

and in response the station was forced to find new tactics to continue broadcasting in defiance 

of broadcast restrictions and the regime itself. This happened first in 1991, when a 

demonstration for freedom of the media turned into a riot in central Belgrade. Milosevic 

responded by deploying tanks against the rioters, and armed police closed down B92, offering 

them the chance to continue broadcasting if they played only music, with no news content. After 

a twenty four hour lapse in broadcasts, the staff agreed to the news ban, but deliberately played 

the most political songs they could find, such as ‘White Riot’ by the Clash, and ‘Fuck the Police’ 

by NWA; it seemed that the police guarding the station did not understand enough English to 

realise the messages encoded in the lyrics, while “the regime didn’t understand music”, and so 

failed to recognise the significance of these songs (Collin, 2004: 41). After students marched in 

support of the station, B92 began broadcasting news again, and remained on air without 

interruption for a further five years. The next, more complete, closure occurred in December 

1996, during an active winter of protests in Belgrade to which the regime responded with a 

widespread media blackout. At first the station’s signal was jammed, so that “In some areas of 

Belgrade it was impossible to get clear reception, just a mess of fuzzy interference and static” 

(Collin, 2004: 112), but on the third of December the signal was completely silenced. The 

station maintained news bulletins, using its new Internet connection to upload RealAudio files, 

which were rebroadcast into Serbia by the BBC and Voice of America. After fifty hours of protest 

from local students and B92’s international networks, the signal was eventually restored (Collin, 

2004: 114-6). B92’s international support was further mobilised through the late 1990s, 

providing funding to maintain and expand the station’s news coverage in the interests of press 

freedom, and with the express intention of undermining the regime (Collin, 2004: 122-3). 

 

B92’s international connections and the danger it was seen to pose to the regime were 

strengthened in 1999, when the station was closed down twice more before the resignation of 

Milosevic. On March 24, as the NATO air strikes began, B92 was closed down by police using 

the technical discourse of licensing and spectrum allocation to justify a political decision, 

claiming that “the station had overstepped its permitted transmission power” (Collin, 2004: 145). 

This closure was more complete than the previous two, and it accompanied widespread 
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limitations on other media, which were “ordered to act solely in the ‘service of the state’s current 

interests’”, under threat of closure (Collin, 2004: 147), an extreme expression of the state’s 

intention to contain national identity through broadcasting. Restrictions were placed on the kinds 

of reports and language that could be used to describe the air strikes and their effect on the 

country (Collin, 2004: 147). B92 was again able to move its news reporting to its website, and to 

use its connections outside the country to maintain broadcasts via international satellites. 

However, after ten days, the station’s offices and studios were taken over by government 

loyalists, who used the facilities to produce state-sanctioned broadcasts on B92’s frequency 

(Collin, 2004: 153-4). B92 staff came to work only to smuggle out personal belongings and 

essential documents, and soon left the station altogether (Collin, 2004: 158). News broadcasts 

were again maintained with the help of international organisations, in particular the ‘Help B92’ 

group based in Amsterdam, which set up an alternative news desk and Internet feed to ensure 

the connection between Belgrade and the outside world was maintained (Help B92, n.d.).78 

Eventually, in August 1999, the staff of the ‘real’ B92 returned to air on a new frequency, as ‘B2-

92’ (Collin, 2004: 180). The studio and frequency were borrowed from the radio and television 

stations controlled by the opposition leader, but B2-92 professed to remain independent of 

political interference. Even though the station was legally on air, they remained wary of further 

closures: “One DJ noted laconically: ‘the frequency is, from a legal point of view, safe from 

government attack. But that doesn’t mean anything, as we know’” (Collin, 2004: 181). Indeed, 

the following March, a group of men in camouflage gear stole the station’s transmission 

equipment, although B2-92 were able to set up an alternative system and remain on air.  

 

In May 2000 police occupied the building used by B2-92, so the radio station relocated to secret 

premises and once again used the Internet, satellites, and an independent media network to 

distribute its programming. Despite being officially registered, the station was operating “‘on the 

brink of illegality’, as [station manager] Veran Matic described it at the time” (Collin, 2004: 200-

1). Arrangements were made with stations in Bosnia and Romania to rebroadcast news across 

the border into Serbia, and these signals were then engaged in the familiar routine of jamming 

and avoidance, as described by Matic: “‘Whenever they set up a new jamming device, we 

immediately showed up on another frequency with a different kind of news feed. We put them in 

the position that they could silence us only if we were physically eliminated’” (qtd. in Collin, 

2004: 202). Coming into Serbia from the borders, the signals propagated more into rural areas 

than Belgrade itself, so that for the first time people outside the capital were more informed than 

those inside. Finally, after a mass rally in Belgrade that included people bussed in from all over 

the country, Milosevic was forced to accept his defeat in the presidential elections, the old B92 

                                                
78 A number of ‘Net Aid’ events were also held, 24 hour live streamed events with DJs and performers from around the world, to 
raise funds and awareness of the situation (Collin, 2004: 164; Help B92, n.d.). 
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studios were liberated from their occupiers, and B92 returned to the airwaves on its own 

frequency in October 2000. Like Radio Venceremos, once the revolution was effectively over, 

B92 had to negotiate a new format appropriate to its new society, and the station become more 

mainstream in order to establish itself as a permanent media presence, a process that, Collin 

notes, has not necessarily been well received by the original staff (2004: 253-5). 
 

Conclusion 
The broadcasters discussed in this chapter have all challenged the power of states to determine 

access to the radio spectrum and the form of broadcasts. By broadcasting without licenses and 

in defiance of state prohibitions, these stations reveal the vulnerability of state-controlled radio 

spectrum to ‘interference’, and the inability of the state to completely contain and protect the 

radio spectrum from ‘illegitimate’ signals, or the nation from the content of those signals. Against 

the state’s discursive representation of radio spectrum as a vulnerable dimension of territory in 

need of protection, these practices frame radio spectrum as a public space, in which different 

forms of community can be imagined. The discourses of and about these stations frequently 

emphasise their resistant character, in both station names and in generic labelling. ‘Pirate’, 

‘rebel’ and ‘revolutionary’ stations specifically claim a status against the hegemonic structures of 

broadcasting, while ‘micropower’ radio clearly positions itself against an implied ‘macropower’ 

movement, and ‘free’ radio implicitly questions what constitutes ‘unfree’ radio. Naming and 

station branding reinforces this oppositional discourse, and Mbanna Kantako’s ‘Human Rights 

Radio’ for example, foregrounds the purpose of the station to imply that other radio stations are 

not concerned with human rights. While the name ‘Radio Hauraki’ appears relatively neutral it 

identifies a specifically non-territorial broadcast location, and the station has long exploited the 

rebellious connotations of the ‘pirate’ branding, even after its absorption into the new hegemony 

of corporate radio networking. ‘The Voice of Fighting Algeria’, and Venceremos – ‘We Shall 

Overcome’ – are both explicit statements of purpose that identify their role in revolutions, 

taunting the authorities and marking their significance for listeners. By broadcasting without a 

license, or, in the case of B92, with a somewhat tenuous license, all of these stations challenge 

the ability of the state to define boundaries within radio spectrum, and demonstrate the threat of 

interference to the functional organisation of spectrum. 

 

The states against which these stations are positioned have mobilised a variety of techniques in 

response to their broadcasts, including force ranging from police action to military bombing. 

However, the relative success of these stations in attaining some kind of change to broadcast or 

spectrum regulations, or to social and political structures, illustrates the strength of cultural and 

popular power they have been able to draw on. The support of listeners has been significant for 

all of these stations, validating their purpose, reinforcing their morale in the more challenging 
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periods, and providing economic and technical resources to maintain broadcasts despite the 

actions of authorities. These examples reveal complex and nuanced fields of power relations 

involving not simply the state, but the people, practices, knowledge and resources mobilised by 

the broadcasters, most successfully by Radio Hauraki, which precipitated a change in New 

Zealand broadcasting laws. The micropower movement mobilised the support of the Federal 

Communications Commission, and contributed to a short-lived opening up of US broadcasting 

laws, only to have that space foreclosed by the dominant broadcast interests and the legislators 

who acted to undermine the FCC’s decision-making power. The ‘rebel’ radio stations in turn are 

represented in highly oppositional terms, but they were able to mobilise extensive networks of 

cultural power and the support of other states. B92’s success, for example, in maintaining a 

form of broadcast presence after its forcible closure by Milosevic’s regime was due to the 

support of international organisations that provided physical resources and motivational support 

for the staff. B92, Radio Venceremos and the Voice of Fighting Algeria were part of successful 

movements that achieved change in the figures who held power in their societies, but not wholly 

revolutionary in their effect on the overall power structures.  

 

Broadcast legitimacy was eventually achieved by Radio Venceremos, B92, and Radio Hauraki, 

however this process has involved another struggle to balance a rebel past with the inherent 

expectations of official broadcast radio. The myths engendered by their rebel status have 

become banal with the containment of the broadcasters’ radical ideals into new forms of power 

structures. Once legitimated, the stations documented here have become part of the 

infrastructure of state power over radio spectrum access, and over the form of broadcast media 

that is allowed within the state controlled radio spectrum. In practice these stations illustrate 

Foucault’s point that power is an effect of the strategic positions of the dominant class. In radio 

terms Radio Hauraki, for example, has become the dominant class and no longer functions in a 

resistant manner, drawing on that history simply for marketing purposes. In New Zealand, 

broadcasting and spectrum allocation regulation have been significantly transformed since 

Radio Hauraki’s ‘pirate era’, so that private ownership is now the dominant broadcast model. 

The process and effects of this commercialisation of the New Zealand radio spectrum will be 

discussed in the following chapter. 
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Chapter five: Property 
 

The methods of allocation and tactics of resistance discussed in the previous chapters are 

framed by discourses that maintain a territorial identification of the radio spectrum with the 

nation and locate power over the definition and allocation of radio spectrum within States. This 

is evident in the 1906 division of spectrum discussed in chapter two and the means by which 

governments have asserted and framed power over the New Zealand radio spectrum 

documented in chapter three. It is also addressed by the practices of resistance outlined in 

chapter four, which are constructed against the effects and techniques of state power over the 

radio spectrum. However, the central role of government in the definition and allocation of radio 

spectrum is challenged by two recent developments in frequency allocation theory, 

characterised by Eli Noam as ‘paradigm shifts’, which will be addressed in this and the following 

chapter: the sale of spectrum property rights at auction, and the ‘spectrum commons’ (1998: 

765-9). Property rights and the spectrum commons reframe the discourse of radio spectrum by 

introducing methods of frequency allocation that potentially displace the power of governments 

to define, divide, and assign licenses to use radio spectrum. The ‘spectrum commons’ will be 

discussed in detail in the next chapter, while this chapter will focus on the redefinition of radio 

spectrum as property, the implications of this for state power over radio spectrum, and the way 

this approach has been applied to spectrum allocation in New Zealand, as well as ways in 

which propertisation has itself been resisted. 

 

The concept of property in radio spectrum can be traced back to Marconi’s monopolistic 

business practice at the turn of the twentieth century. This established what Susan Douglas 

calls “a revolutionary and distressing precedent: the policy implied that the company viewed the 

ether as a territory over which it intended to establish property rights” (1989: 106). In the volatile 

international politics of the time it was considered highly threatening for Marconi to seemingly 

create property rights where previously there were none – in ‘the air’ (Douglas, 1989: 112). 

Against Marconi’s view of radio spectrum as a resource most appropriately controlled by 

commercial principles, the Institute of International Law’s 1906 declaration that the ether above 

a nation may be treated as part of that nation’s territory, and the subsequent ITU Treaty, framed 

radio spectrum as a nationally-identified resource best controlled militarily for territorial 

protection (1989: 142).79 As previously discussed, these agreements enacted an effective 

claiming of power over radio spectrum by states.  

                                                
79 An alternative view of radio spectrum was expressed by the refusal of the US to sign the 1906 agreement, and its framing of 
radio spectrum instead as “part of the public domain and therefore the property of all the people” out of a reluctance to risk 
concentrating power over the ether in either commercial or government interests (Aitken, 1994: 688), an approach that will be 
discussed in more detail in the following chapter. 
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New Zealand’s Wireless Telegraphy Act 1903 pre-empted the debate over Marconi’s tactics and 

the 1906 agreements by defining the ether as national territory in order to exclude ‘interference’ 

and, specifically, foreign commercial activity. This position was significantly revised in the 

Telecommunications Act 1989 however, which reframed the national radio spectrum in 

commercial terms and introduced a neo-liberal discourse of commercialism in place of the 

protectionist discourse introduced in 1903. The sale of property rights in New Zealand spectrum 

emerged through a broader process of neo-liberal deregulation that reduced state involvement 

in many industries in the 1980s – the broader dismantling of the structures of economic 

protectionism outlined in chapter three. In common with other legislation of the time, the 1989 

Act reduced the state’s power to regulate access to radio spectrum and the content of 

transmissions and made New Zealand the first country to ‘propertise’ its radio spectrum, to sell 

property rights to radio frequencies at auction. A series of amendments removed restrictions on 

foreign ownership of New Zealand media and of property rights to radio frequencies, so that the 

New Zealand radio spectrum became as open to international business interests as it had 

previously been to British and US military interests. 

 

Propertisation of the radio spectrum is indicative of a global shift in the location of economic 

power from states to commercial entities, and illustrates further the need to conceive of power in 

relation to radio spectrum in strategical rather than juridico-discursive terms. In the field of 

power relations that operate in a propertised radio spectrum the state retains a privileged ability 

to exercise power through legislative techniques and state apparatuses. However in a 

globalising radio spectrum market, individual states may be less able to exercise power over the 

use of radio frequencies and technologies than corporations. The process of this globalising 

shift is traced by Manuel Castells through the framework of the ‘network society’, which 

describes the social structure of the information age, an era characterised by ‘informationalism’ 

– an “informational, global, and networked” economy grounded in information technologies 

(2000: 77). As evidenced by the prices paid for radio frequencies in New Zealand and other 

countries, radio spectrum is an extremely valuable object of this global economy, as a vehicle 

for the expanding role of digital wirelessness in information technologies, and as a means of 

enabling the flexibility and adaptability that underpins informationalism. The network society 

forms the social, political, and economic context for the ‘society of control’, in which Gilles 

Deleuze, following Foucault, identifies the development of more diffuse techniques of strategical 

power, signified by the ubiquitous roles of the corporation, the computer, and the international 

monetary market in modulating power relations, rather than the state. The trope of the network 

society establishes this shift as an aspect of globalisation, in which the centres of economic and 

political power have become distributed around the world and operate in what Castells terms 
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the ‘space of flows’, the fluid, decentralised space of nodes and hubs in which primary 

techniques of power in the network society are enacted (2000: 407-59). To this end, the sale of 

property rights in radio spectrum enacts a redistribution of power over the use and allocation of 

radio frequencies from the direct legislative control enacted through the juridico-political 

apparatuses of state power, to the commercial interests that own rights to certain frequencies. 

Under a property rights regime with open access for international companies and a freely 

operating secondary rights market,80 the radio spectrum becomes an element of the space of 

flows in the network society. Rather than being treated as an extension of nation with easily 

defined radio borders, as it was for much of the twentieth century, radio spectrum in the network 

society is increasingly an iteration of international flows of information and finance. It is part of 

what Arjun Appadurai refers to as the global financescape (1996: 34-5), being owned in part by 

global corporations with widely dispersed stockholder ownership, and part also of the 

ideoscape, the global flow of ideas, evidenced, for example, in the international influences on 

New Zealand’s development of spectrum auctions and the influence of New Zealand’s process 

on other countries.  

 

In order to create property rights to radio frequencies the New Zealand government needed to 

reframe state territorial power over radio spectrum as a property right in itself in order that 

further rights may be created and then tendered to private interests. However the government’s 

claim to a prior property right in radio spectrum has been challenged through the Waitangi 

Tribunal, a move which frames radio spectrum as a resource appropriated from Maori by the 

state, the ‘Crown’, despite the protection offered to Maori by the Treaty of Waitangi.81 Claims 

made to the Tribunal in 1990 and 1999 argue that the Crown had no prior property right in New 

Zealand’s radio spectrum and accordingly no right to sell property rights in spectrum to private 

interests without at least consulting with Maori. The claims were supported by two central 

concepts: that radio spectrum is a natural resource, which means that the principles of 

consultation according to the Treaty apply to radio spectrum as to other resources; and that the 

spectrum is a ‘taonga’, a treasure to which Maori rights are protected by the Treaty. While these 

claims were not successful in their explicit intentions, they have produced alternative discourses 

that suggest new ways of conceptualising the radio spectrum as a whole, employing metaphors 

that re-conceive it as a natural resource that is not purely defined by technology, and for which 

property rights are an inappropriate concept. The Waitangi claims frame radio spectrum as a 

fluid space of extensive interconnection and knowledge transfer. In this perspective the 

                                                
80 In a secondary rights market, the property rights to frequencies could be traded without recourse to government, and, in theory, 
the uses of frequencies could change according to technological demand rather than the divisions decreed by government. 
81 The metonymic legal entity of the Crown reflects New Zealand’s colonial history, and the continued status of the British monarch 
as New Zealand’s Head of State (Ringer, 1991: 55). The Treaty of Waitangi was signed in 1840 as an agreement between Maori 
tribal leaders and the colonising British Crown, so that is the legal entity most correctly invoked in this context. 
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spectrum fulfils a networked function that reflects Maori mythology, the early scientific 

mythology of the ether, and the role of radio technologies in the network society’s space of 

flows. 

 

The creation and sale of property rights to radio spectrum reduces the power of the state to 

determine the functional division and allocation of frequencies, theoretically divesting that power 

to the property rights holders. Power within a completely propertised global spectrum would shift 

to the corporations that own the rights to frequencies, and national ‘ethers’ would be 

crisscrossed with multiple sources of power. In some respects propertisation is a more profound 

challenge to the forms of state power over spectrum than the resistant tactics outlined in 

chapter four, but it is a challenge supported and enacted by governments themselves. The fully 

decentralised implications of propertisation have however been resisted by all nations that have 

embarked on it with the exception of Guatemala (RSM 2005: 18), and by successive New 

Zealand governments since 1989. Specifically, the property paradigm has been tempered in 

some areas of New Zealand’s spectrum by a hybrid allocation system that combines property 

rights with administrative allocations and frequencies set aside for unlicensed use. The hybrid 

system allows most frequencies to be treated as private property and distanced from state 

intervention, while others, particularly selected broadcast frequencies, continue to be treated as 

areas of public concern and vehicles of cultural development that require ‘protection’ by the 

state. These areas of administrative spectrum allocation are specifically identified with issues of 

the ‘national interest’, and with contributing to national and cultural identity, which counteracts 

the potentially globalising processes in the commercial radio spectrum. 

 

This chapter begins with a discussion of the theoretical background of property rights in radio 

spectrum, the reframing of the concept of radio spectrum though a neo liberal property 

discourse, and outlines the adoption of this approach in New Zealand. The Waitangi claims 

articulate a critique of the propertisation of spectrum, and propose alternative ways of 

conceptualising radio spectrum through a discourse based on traditional knowledge. Partially in 

response to the Waitangi claims, New Zealand’s spectrum propertisation has been tempered 

with other approaches to spectrum management since 1999, creating a so-called ‘hybrid’ 

system of spectrum allocation that introduces a new form of social and cultural discourse to the 

management of radio spectrum. While the property discourse therefore potentially decentres 

state power over radio spectrum in favour of a more distributed form of economic power, in 

practice the New Zealand state has retained its privileged ability to exercise power over the 

radio spectrum by continuing to use state apparatuses to define and allocate frequencies.  
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The discourse of property rights 
Arguments for the establishment of property rights in radio spectrum developed in the US, with 

Theodore Herzel’s proposal that a pricing mechanism be used to allocate channels for colour 

television, which was expanded by Ronald Coase in an influential critique of the FCC’s 

allocation methods in 1959.82 In the article “The Federal Communications Commission” (1959), 

Coase articulates a discourse of property rights in radio spectrum by arguing that a pricing 

mechanism set by a trade in property rights would constitute a more efficient means of 

frequency allocation than the administrative system used by the FCC. Against arguments that 

regulatory allocation is necessary because the spectrum is unusually scarce, Coase claims that 

“almost all resources used in the economic system (and not simply radio and television 

frequencies) are limited in amount and scarce, in that people would like to use more than exists” 

(1959: 14). In the American economic system, he argues, the usual mechanism for distributing 

scarce resources is price, and frequencies are not sufficiently different from other resources to 

require a different allocation method. Where others had criticised private enterprise for 

producing the ‘chaos’ of pre-1927 unregulated US radio spectrum, Coase claims that true 

private enterprise requires property rights, and it was the absence of these, rather than 

regulation, that was to blame for the over utilisation of frequencies (1959:14). 

 

To demonstrate the similarity between radio spectrum and other resources in support of the 

property rights discourse, Coase recounts an extensive range of analogies used in arguments 

around allocation methods in the early period of spectrum regulation in the US. The need to 

create new law around radio communications in the 1920s meant that comparisons with familiar 

situations were made in order to “bring the problems [of radio use] within the main corpus of 

existing law” (Coase, 1959: 31). Accordingly resolutions to the problem of interference were 

“examined by analogy with electric-wire interference, water-rights, trade marks, noise 

nuisances, the problem of acquiring title to ice from public ponds, and so on” (Coase, 1959: 31). 

While “some of the analogies were no doubt fanciful” (1959: 31), Coase considers that they 

were useful in allowing the courts to locate radio spectrum issues within existing law. If this 

process had been able to continue, he argues, over time a robust system of legal resolution to 

spectrum allocation problems could have developed without the involvement of the FCC. Coase 

argues that confusion over the validity of property rights in radio spectrum is amplified by the 

difficulty of describing radio waves, and what allocation actually applies to. Coase refers to the 

medium of radio waves as the ‘ether’, and comments that as there “is some doubt whether the 

ether exists”, it should not itself be subject to ownership claims (1959: 33). Instead, he 

                                                
82 For example, in the guide ‘A Brief History Of Regulation Of Radiocommunications In New Zealand 1903 – 2003’, Wayne 
Wedderspoon of the Radio Spectrum Management Group specifically references Coase in relation to “the economic theory of 
spectrum property rights” (Wedderspoon, 2003: 10). 
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emphasises, the issue is about “the right to use a piece of equipment to transmit signals in a 

particular way” (1959: 33). In this framing, the argument regarding market allocations and 

property is best applied to transmission rights rather than the intangible stuff of ether. 

 

Coase criticised existing allocation methods in the US for the power they gave the Federal 

Communications Commission, a government agency, to control broadcasting and 

telecommunications. He observes that this constituted an unprecedented degree of regulation 

compared with the open dissemination of information by newspapers and other forms of 

communication, arguing that the ‘public interest’ requirement for broadcast licenses amounts to 

a form of censorship. It means that a broadcast license could be revoked on the basis of 

content, while a newspaper would be protected under the US Constitution’s First Amendment 

for freedom of speech. Licensing in general, Coase argues, undermines the “doctrine of 

freedom of the press” (1959: 7), thereby limiting the freedom of the broadcast ‘press’, while 

close regulation is no more appropriate in radio than in print. He critiques in turn arguments for 

FCC control that rest on the apparently unusual power of radio technologies to shape US 

society, claiming that these ultimately act against the first amendment, and reduce the freedom 

of speech (1959: 38). Further, he argues, if the need to regulate content arises from the power 

of the technology, this should be legislated for in its own right, and not “justified simply as a by-

product of particular economic arrangements” (1959: 39). Indeed, Krystilyn Corbett observes 

that as property rights have developed in the US the new allocation regime has been 

accompanied by a shift in the rights thought to be protected by the regulation of content. When 

the airwaves were considered to be held in ‘public trust,’ court cases and content regulatory 

decisions favoured the rights of the public in relation to what is seen and heard in those 

airwaves. However, Corbett argues, the concept of private property in the airwaves favours the 

rights of broadcasters, as the holders of that property, rather than the public per se (1996: 649).  

 

The other primary argument against administrative licensing by Coase and later writers is that 

government determined allocations are too inflexible to accommodate changing needs of 

spectrum users. This inflexibility means that the divisions of spectrum are difficult to change, 

and often have been set by frequency-inefficient legacy technologies that have become 

entrenched by the vested interests in the administrative allocation regime (Marks, 1989). The 

particular inflexibility of radio spectrum licensing is illustrated by analogy with land by Laurence 

White, in an extensive ‘parable’ that describes a speculative alternative history of allocative 

land-use licensing in the US, and the detrimental economic impacts of such a system (2000: 31-

3). Faulhaber and Farber, in a similar vein, compare the FCC’s licensing to the processes of 

“GOSPLAN, the central planning agency of the former Soviet Union”, based on its attempts to 

plan and regulate for diverse economic needs, and subsequent vulnerability to special interests 
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(2002: 4). Both agencies, they argue, have suffered from similar problems, namely “woeful 

inefficiencies and wasted resources” (2002: 4-5). Coase argues that the FCC does not 

appreciate the true value of the spectrum it allocates for its users, or understand their genuine 

needs and technical requirements, so that the Commission’s allocations tend to be somewhat 

arbitrary (1959: 18). As an example Coase quotes FCC commissioner Robert E. Lee’s 

explanation for delays in dealing with overcrowding in a particular part of the spectrum, which 

Lee described as “an extremely difficult administrative problem” that could not be dealt with 

quickly due to “the limitations of our overburdened staff” (1959: 18). Lee illustrated the 

inefficiencies of spectrum allocation in the 1950s with the comment that he found it “increasingly 

difficult to explain why a steel company in a large community, desperate for additional frequency 

space cannot use a frequency assigned, let us say, to the forest service in an area where there 

are no trees” (Coase 1959: 18). The land use analogy and Coase’s use of this quote from Lee 

construct an argument that the administrative allocation system is needlessly restrictive, 

inflexible, and highly inefficient in the way it manages the spectrum resource.83 

 

This inefficiency has lead Ithiel de Sola Pool, among others, to describe radio spectrum as “not 

so much a scarce resource as… a misused one” (1990: 42). Pool argues that the FCC has 

increased inefficiencies by giving large bands of spectrum to users for free, meaning users have 

nothing to gain by using spectrum more efficiently. Pool cites a 1974 study by Robert Crandall 

and John Ward into land-mobile communications spectrum allocated to taxi companies to 

illustrate this. The study found that because the companies were allocated frequency bands at 

no cost, they bought “low-cost, low-quality two-way radios” that did not use the available bands 

efficiently (Pool, 1990: 43). If the frequencies had been allocated differently, with narrower 

bands, lower power limits, or at a cost, Pool claims, the companies would have used more 

expensive and efficient transceivers to maximise their available transmission space. Pool 

argues that the “federal government thus subsidizes the vehicle owners by giving them much-

wanted portions of the spectrum free of charge, thereby allowing them to substitute profligate 

use of the spectrum for investment in better equipment” (1990: 44-5). More generally, the study 

concluded, if users were charged even a small amount for their use of spectrum, they would 

balance the spectrum cost with equipment costs to ensure that their use of radio frequencies 

was as efficient as possible. The apparent lack, or negligible cost, of fees for accessing US 

spectrum under the administrative allocation system is cited by several commentators objecting 

                                                
83 Broadcasting frequency allocation is a clear illustration of the inefficiency of traditional allocations and the difficulty of revising 
these. Although advances in television tuning mean the intermediary ‘guard bands’ between broadcast frequencies are no longer 
necessary, they have remained as empty unused frequencies (Faulhaber and Farber 2002: 8). Further spectrum wastage is evident 
in allocations of frequency blocks that have gone underutilised as a whole. A widely cited example of this in the US is the allocation 
of frequency bands for UHF television in the 1950s (Kwerel and Williams, Calabrese, Buck). These bands have barely been used – 
Buck cites a barely ten percent usage rate in most US cities (2002: 35), yet the license holders have been unwilling to relinquish the 
frequencies. 
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to the exploitation of public resources for private gain, which constitutes a gift by the FCC of 

public resources to powerful users. J.H. Snider, for example, claims that through spectrum 

allocations “the politically powerful get spectrum for free while everyone else pays” (2003: 27).84 

Similarly, Coase wrote that because “no charge has been made for the use of frequencies, 

franchises worth millions of dollars have been created, have been bought and sold, and have 

served to enrich those to whom they were first granted” (1959: 32). Coase evaluates various 

suggestions for introducing fairness to the system, but ultimately concludes that the problems of 

inefficiency and inequality in spectrum allocation could best be solved by using a pricing 

mechanism to allocate spectrum through a market.   

 

Valuation and allocation of radio frequencies through a market system requires radio spectrum 

to be discursively framed as an economic resource, summarised by Robert Crandall as 

“obviously a productive resource, an input to the production of goods and services” (1998: 822). 

Allocation of this productive resource requires in turn the development of property rights to 

provide the basis for trade. Faulhaber and Farber describe Coase’s concept as of “sufficient” 

rights – allowing owners to buy, sell and lease spectrum bands in secondary markets. These 

markets can then make adjustments to spectrum band definitions to accommodate the 

changing needs of users. Markets, Faulhaber and Farber claim, are an efficient means of 

allocating resources, being “highly decentralized processors of information”, in which supply and 

demand is balanced by the actions of buyers and sellers (2002: 5-6). In a radio spectrum 

market, they observe, the property rights discourse argues that “all frequencies would move to 

their highest valued use” (2002: 6). However, as the example of New Zealand’s radio spectrum 

allocation regime demonstrates, this process is not as straightforward as such analyses 

suggest. 

 

The propertisation of the New Zealand radio spectrum 
In 1989 New Zealand became the first country in the world to reconceptualise the radio 

spectrum along the lines suggested by Coase, and to allocate it by means of tradable spectrum 

rights, as a form of private property. As outlined in chapter three, radio spectrum management 

prior to 1989 was organised on the basis that spectrum was owned, allocated and managed by 

the state. Allocation of spectrum was controlled by the New Zealand Post Office,85 which, in its 

telecommunications division, was itself one of the main users of spectrum, alongside the state-

owned broadcasters and the Ministry of Defence (Ministry of Commerce, 1994: 5). Through the 

Post Office the state maintained an effective monopoly over telecommunications spectrum 
                                                
84 Snider writes as a representative of, The New America Foundation, which argues for a commons approach to the spectrum 
rather than property rights one, but this particular point is shared by proponents of both property rights and commons. 
85 It shifted to the Department of Trade and Industry in 1988 prior to the development of the auction regime 
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allocation and equipment licensing (Ministry of Commerce, 1994: 5). Progressive deregulation 

of New Zealand broadcasting, telecommunications and spectrum allocation substantially 

reduced the role of the state in determining the use and content of radio spectrum.  

 

The deregulation of New Zealand radio spectrum fits within the broader pattern of developments 

that Manuel Castells analyses in the global economic and social shift towards a ‘network 

society’ beginning in the 1970s. This shift involved the globalisation of “production, circulation, 

and markets” in a process of “global financial integration” (Castells, 2000: 19, 20).86 Castells 

locates the transformation of capitalism in the ‘oil shock’ of the early 1970s, and the resulting 

inflationary spiral that marked the “built-in limitations” of the “Keynesian model of capitalist 

growth” and the prosperity and stability of the preceding decades (2000: 18-19). This 

transformation was evidenced in a range of measures that collectively centralised the “capitalist 

model of profit-seeking” in relationships between capital and labour, and in the role of the state 

itself, which became focused more on state productivity and competitiveness than on  “social 

protection and public interest regulations” (Castells, 2000: 19). As chapter three discussed, 

‘protection’ had been central to the interventionist policies of New Zealand governments since 

the 1880s (Easton, 1997: 14-5), and was enacted through import controls, subsidies and 

interventions that regulated particular industries and the overall financial infrastructure of the 

country. The reforms of the 1980s dismantled many of these protectionist structures, removing 

government interventions, and creating or liberalising markets, with the argument that 

protectionism “encouraged irresponsible and economically inefficient commercial behaviour” 

(Easton, 1997: 15). Protectionism was largely replaced with what Brian Easton describes as an 

ethic of ‘commercialisation’, “the application of business (or commercial) principles to the public 

sector (or a particular public sector activity)” (1997: 25-6), including the allocation of radio 

spectrum.87 In relation to the New Zealand radio spectrum, deregulation removed the protection 

proffered by the Post Office’s direct control over access to frequencies and technology, and the 

various structures of control over broadcasting content. As with other industries, the 

deregulation of broadcasting and telecommunications was undertaken with the stated intention 

of increasing economic efficiencies, allowing the entry of new providers and the development of 

competition, and making it easier to introduce new technologies (Ministry of Commerce, 1997: 

2; Ministry of Commerce, 2000: 4).  

 

                                                
86 New Zealand’s experience of these transformations is not acknowledged directly by Castells, but this general analysis is echoed 
by many New Zealand commentators, such as Brian Roper (1993), Geoff Bertram (1993), Paul Dalziel (1993), Brian Easton (1997), 
and Jane Kelsey (1993). 
87 This commercialisation was the expression of a ‘New Right’ ideology that, as Geoff Bertram explains, came to dominate New 
Zealand macroeconomic thinking in the early 1980s, and became government policy through the activism of Treasury and Roger 
Douglas, Finance Minister for the Labour government elected in 1984 (1993, 26-49).  
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Castells identifies information technologies as central factors in the transformation of capitalism, 

as signified by his description of the new mode of capitalism as specifically ‘informational 

capitalism’, or, simply, ‘informationalism’ (2000: 18). Technology, Castells argues, was central 

to the processes of restructuring from the 1970s onwards, as developments “focusing on 

flexibility and adaptability, were absolutely critical in ensuring the speed and efficiency of 

restructuring” (2000: 19). This accounts for the impact of structural changes in capitalism on 

radio spectrum and the reciprocal role of radio spectrum in the development of the informational 

society. To this end, the deregulation of radio spectrum allocation in New Zealand in 1989 can 

be seen as a reflection of the increasing role of radio technologies in enabling flexibility and 

adaptability in other sectors, particularly through the emerging technology of mobile telephony. 

The deregulation was carried out in response to the increasing digitisation of radio 

transmissions, the development of new technologies, and a perceived need for greater 

‘flexibility’ with which to accommodate these. At the same time, the changes effected in radio 

spectrum were intended to enable flexibility and adaptability in the management of spectrum 

itself. 

 

New Zealand broadcasting and telecommunications structures were progressively reformed 

between 1987 and 1989, and where each had been previously dominated by state provision of 

services, both sectors were transformed into markets for radio services and access to radio 

spectrum. The Post Office’s monopoly on communications services was broken in April 1987 

when a commercial company, Telecom Corporation of New Zealand, was formed to manage 

the telecommunications function of the New Zealand Post Office separately from its banking 

and postal functions (Ministry of Commerce, 2000: 4).88 Provision of telecommunications 

services was fully deregulated in 1989, and opened up to competing providers for the first time, 

and Telecom was privatised in 1990 (Ministry of Commerce, 2000: 4). The spectrum licensing 

duties of the Post Office passed to the then Department of Trade and Industry, which later 

became the Ministry of Commerce, and in 2000, the Ministry of Economic Development (MED), 

which still manages spectrum licensing and auctions through the Radio Spectrum Management 

Group (RSM). Deregulation of broadcasting was introduced by the Broadcasting Corporation of 

New Zealand Restructuring Act 1988, which disestablished BCNZ, and separated its roles in 

television and radio broadcasting, transmission technologies, and policy advice (Ministry of 

Commerce, 1997: 7-8). Broadcasting policy advice moved to the Department of Trade and 

Industry (Ministry of Commerce, 1997: 8), and was later absorbed into the Radio Spectrum 

Policy and Planning group of the MED. Management of the Corporation’s two television 

channels, Television One and Channel 2, was transferred to another state-owned enterprise, 

                                                
88 Telecom was a new form of commercial company labelled a State Owned Enterprise, 
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Television New Zealand Limited, while a subsidiary, Broadcast Communications Limited, was 

established to manage TVNZ Ltd’s transmission sites and facilities, effectively commercialising 

most of BCNZ’s former roles (Ministry of Commerce, 1997: 8). The radio broadcasting functions 

of BCNZ, both commercial and non-commercial, were initially managed by another state-owned 

enterprise, Radio New Zealand Limited, and the commercial stations were sold to a private 

consortium in 1996. This sale finally undid the First Labour Government’s 1936 purchase of the 

‘B’ stations, and the resistance to privately owned commercial radio that had framed New 

Zealand broadcasting regulations since 1922.  

 

Changes to broadcasting, radio communications, and spectrum allocation were completed by 

two pieces of legislation in 1989, which further distanced broadcasting content and spectrum 

allocations from government, and reduced the opportunity for the kinds of political interventions 

discussed in chapter three. The Broadcasting Act 1989 established the Broadcasting 

Commission (‘New Zealand on Air’), and the Broadcasting Standards Authority (BSA). The Act 

also removed restrictions on advertising hours, provided for election broadcasting, and, 

according to the Ministry of Commerce, reduced the “scope for political interference” in the 

management and content of Radio New Zealand Limited and Television New Zealand Limited 

(1997: 8). Day frames this as the provision that “Ministers of the Crown were unable to give 

directions in respect of programmes, including news and current affairs” (2000: 388).89 While 

most of the changes were content-oriented, the Act also introduced some significant structural 

changes, including a reduction in restrictions on foreign ownership of broadcast companies.  

 

Most important for spectrum allocation was the disestablishment of the Broadcasting Tribunal 

and its warrant-based approach to allocating broadcasting spectrum (Ministry of Commerce, 

1997: 8), which was replaced by the provisions of the Radiocommunications Act 1989. The Act 

was based on a review of spectrum management begun by Government in 1987, including a 

report by London based consultants National Economic Research Associates (Ministry of 

Commerce, 1994: 6).90 NERA advised that the administrative allocation system that had been 

                                                
89 While the Ministry of Commerce document cited above credits this reduction in political interference to the Broadcasting Act 
1989, Patrick Day suggests it relates to the Broadcasting Amendment (No.2) Act 1988. However, the Broadcasting Act 1989 section 
44 specifies that in relation to the Broadcasting Commission (later renamed New Zealand on Air) “The Minister may not give a 
direction to the [Broadcasting] Commission in relation to cultural matters,” and “No responsible Minister or any other Minister, and 
no person acting by or on behalf of or at the direction of a responsible Minister or any other Minister, may give a direction] in respect 
of— (a)A particular programme; or (b)The gathering or presentation of news or the preparation or presentation of current affairs 
programmes.” Similar provisions are given in section 53 of the Act in respect of Te Reo Whakapuaki Irirangi, the Maori Broadcasting 
funding authority, renamed Te Mangai Paho in 1993: “The Minister … may not give a direction in respect of—(a)A specific 
programme; or (b)The gathering or presentation of news or the preparation or presentation of current affairs programmes.” 
However, some provision for Ministerial engagement is given for the Broadcasting Standards Authority in section 23, which allows 
that “Where the Minister considers it is desirable in the public interest to do so, the Minister may refer any matter relating to 
broadcasting standards to the Authority and require the Authority to consider whether or not it is appropriate to issue an advisory 
opinion on the matter under section 21(1)(d) of this Act” (Broadcasting Act 1989). 
90 Some changes were made to NERA’s proposals in creating the Radiocommunications Act, described by the Ministry of 
Commerce variously as modifications “to meet both technical and political concerns,” (Ministry of Commerce, 1994: 9), and 
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used by the Post Office was a practical approach because of the centralisation of engineering 

expertise, ease of dispute resolution and its similarity to management practices used by 

governments all over the world (Ministry of Commerce, 1994: 6-7). However, in common with 

the property rights arguments outlined above, the report considered centralised allocations to be 

too inefficient and inflexible for the evolving radiocommunications industries’ frequency needs 

(Ministry of Commerce, 1994: 6-7). NERA recommended that an open system of rights trading 

be established, with minimal government involvement, in which holders contract with each other 

to resolve interference issues, and rights would ideally be disbursed by auction (Marks, 1989). 

Following the general argument put forward by NERA, the Act commercialised the radio 

spectrum, applying market principles to an allocation process that had previously been regarded 

as a public sector activity. The New Zealand radio spectrum was conceptually transformed 

through this process from a protected dimension of national territory into a market of “tradable 

spectrum property rights,” to be “offered for sale by tender to the highest bidder” (Ministry of 

Commerce, 1997: 9). Two kinds of property rights were created, the broadest being 

‘management rights’ that cover nationwide blocks of frequencies, and grant their holders 

“exclusive rights” to the use of those frequencies (RSM, 2005: 13).  ‘Tradable spectrum 

licences’ then apply to individual frequencies, and may be issued by management rights holders 

for use within their block (RSM, 2005: 13). Management rights are held by commercial entities 

for functions including cellular telephony and satellite communications (Ministry of Commerce, 

1994: 110-1). Both management rights and licences are transferable and mortgageable, which 

determines their status as ‘property rights’ (Ministry of Commerce, 1995: 4).  

 

The New Zealand government adopted the auction system for management and license rights 

on the principle that this would allow the market to set the value and ideal use of frequencies.91 

However the design of auctions has been an ongoing issue in determining the efficacy of 

spectrum allocations. NERA recommended a system based on “sealed-bid, second-price 

tendering,” which was the method used for the first three New Zealand spectrum sales in 1989 

(Ministry of Commerce, 1995: 86). The sealed bid was intended to “reduce the risk of collusive 

bidding,” while the ‘second price’ meant that the auction winner would only pay the price offered 

by the second highest bidder (Ministry of Commerce, 1995: 86). This, it was argued, “would 

avoid winning bidders having to pay more than necessary to obtain spectrum rights, as well as 

offering certainty that the tender would be won by the bidder with the most valuable use for the 

spectrum” (Ministry of Commerce, 1995: 86). As spectrum tendering had not at that stage been 

tested anywhere in the world, the second price method was intended to “promote rational 

                                                                                                                                                       
“considerable refinement to reflect the Ministry’s practical experience in administering the spectrum and the needs of principal 
users.” (Ministry of Commerce, 1995: 4).  
91 The first seven sales of spectrum are referred to as ‘tenders’ by the RSM, while since then, at least, from September 1996 to 
October 2004, sales are referred to as ‘auctions’. (RSM, n.d.b). 
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bidding in a market place where the real value of spectrum was unknown” (Ministry of 

Commerce, 1995: 86). The method was abandoned after three tenders because, in the Ministry 

of Commerce’s view, “the media and many of the participating bidders neither understood, nor 

fully accepted, the second-price mechanism” (Ministry of Commerce, 1995: 86). The financial 

implications of New Zealand’s small market size almost certainly contributed to this change as 

well, even though the auctions are not directly framed as revenue generating exercises. Robert 

W. Crandall, in comparing the spectrum auction experiences of New Zealand and the US in 

1998, points out that  

the New Zealand market was extremely thin with few potential bidders for large 

management rights.... Were it not for the presence of Sky Network and Bell South, two 

foreign entities, the second highest bids might have been very close to zero in the first 

three tenders (1998: 828).  

Since 1996, auctions in New Zealand have been run by a ‘simultaneous, multiple round, 

ascending’ system, carried out online, in which open bidding occurs over a predetermined, 

short, timeframe, although the RSM appears to be considering a range of alternative methods 

(RSM, 2005: 29). The actual design of auctions has been found in other countries to determine 

the success and economic value of spectrum sales. In his analysis of the European auctions for 

‘third generation’ mobile phone spectrum licenses in 2000 and 2001, Paul Klemperer has 

observed that the success of different auction designs varied considerably between countries 

(2004: 103-4). Governments’ expectations of earnings were seldom met, and the pricing and 

winning bids were ultimately decided by the internal mechanisms of the auction, and by the 

policies of bidding companies (2004: 151-67). The RSM notes in relation to this that “An 

underlying assumption, that market mechanisms will ensure spectrum is allocated to its highest 

value use, has not necessarily been realised in practice” (2005: v), contrary to the claims of 

Coase, Faulhaber and Farber and others. A review of auction design is one of a number of 

aspects of the system being addressed by the RSM with a view to ‘optimising the spectrum 

market’ (2005: v). 

 

The development of an international spectrum market reflects the shift towards ‘dispersive’ 

capitalism described by Gilles Deleuze, which supports the shift towards the society of control. 

This is a form of capitalism directed towards markets in a move away from the “concentrative” 

form of nineteenth-century capital, focused in factory production (Deleuze 1995: 180), that 

supported, and was supported by, the sites of disciplinary enclosure analysed by Foucault - the 

schools, factories, hospitals, and prisons that monitored and trained bodies and behaviours. In 

the shift to the society of control the confining institutions of discipline are broken down, or open: 

the late twentieth century development of community-based care, continuing education, and 

home-based work that extend regimes of body and behaviour monitoring throughout other 
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spheres of life (Deleuze, 1995: 174-5). The market in radio spectrum can itself be viewed as a 

shift from a centralised, confining model of radio spectrum management, in which use was 

monitored, and communicants and audiences were ‘disciplined’ by broadcasting and licensing 

regulations into particular modes of reception and transmission. A combination of propertisation 

and new forms of wireless technologies have broken open this old model, so that wireless 

technologies have become more dispersed throughout multiple spheres of life, a tendency that 

will be discussed in more detail in the following two chapters, and the state has reduced and 

devolved its power to regulate and monitor the use of specific frequencies. This commercialising 

shift sees the form of business take over the previously discrete sites of discipline, a tendency 

Deleuze observed in relation to education, remarking that the diffuse forms of continuing 

education and assessment are “the surest way of turning education into a business” (1995: 

179), a critique that echoes Brian Easton’s observation of the ‘commercialisation’ of previously 

public sector areas in New Zealand (1997). The propertisation of New Zealand radio spectrum 

also enacts the kind of financial virtualisation Deleuze refers to when he comments that money 

has become separated from the “numerical standard” of gold, and is now characterised instead 

by “floating exchange rates” (1995: 180). The trade in radio waves can be read as an element of 

the virtualisation of financial transactions, indicative of the dissolution of finance away from the 

gold standard. Radio frequencies as objects are produced by the market in radio spectrum, an 

outcome of the multiplicity of networks of control. The trade in radio frequencies is exemplified 

by the speculative trade in so-called ‘3G’ radio spectrum, and the losses incurred by 

telecommunications companies around the world after over-spending on access to the 

frequencies required by the technology, or allocated to that technology by governments in the 

spectrum markets, as related by Anandalingam and Lucas in a chapter revealingly titled “The 

spectrum auction fiasco” (2004: 21-42). The market, as a conduit for exchange rates, radio 

spectrum, and the other virtual stuff of late capitalism, is described by Deleuze as the “one thing 

that is universal”, such that there is “no universal state, precisely because there’s a universal 

market of which states are the centers, the trading floors” (1990: 172). However, the universal 

market does not create universal equality, generating instead “both wealth and misery” (1990: 

172), a point which has been illustrated by the disparities in gains and losses across different 

radio spectrum auctions.92  

 

The New Zealand spectrum management regime has maintained a higher level of government 

involvement in the allocation of spectrum than Coase and other advocates of property rights 

espouse. Rather than offering full property rights in perpetuity, for example, the 

                                                
92 Klemperer details a considerable disparity in spectrum auction outcomes, in which some states, such as the UK generated 
considerable income from the sale of ‘3G’ frequencies, while companies considerably overextended themselves in bidding across 
Europe (2004). 
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Radiocommunications Act 1989 limits management rights and frequency licenses to a twenty-

year period, after which they revert to the Crown (RSM, 2005: 36). An amendment to the Act in 

2000, and revision of policy in 2003, allowed for the reassignment of commercial management 

and license rights every five years to the incumbents, “subject to review on a case-by-case 

basis,” up to a further twenty-year limit (RSM, 2005: 36).93 A fee is attached to the renewal of 

licenses, but these costs will be settled for each case individually, based on market values, and 

“with the general objective of maximising the value of the spectrum to society as a whole” 

(2005: 36). The RSM explains that this right of renewal has reduced “the weight of the 

argument” that rights should be issued in perpetuity (2005: 37), but this remains a central issue 

regarding the extent of property rights in New Zealand radio spectrum. By maintaining limits on 

rights and a relatively short renewal period, the Government has retained a degree of control 

over long-term planning of spectrum allocations.  

 

New Zealand’s previous spectrum management regime, beginning with the Wireless 

Telegraphy Act of 1903, worked to close the New Zealand spectrum to foreign influences, 

expressed by then Prime Minister Richard Seddon’s argument “that anything less than full 

government control [of wireless communications] would allow foreign powers into New Zealand” 

(Day, 1994:15). As chapter three argued, the New Zealand spectrum was used by allied powers 

in wartime, and is influenced by decisions of the International Telecommunications Union, but 

this discourse of protection from foreign influence justified many restrictive measures in the 

allocation of frequencies and control of content.94 All restrictions on foreign ownership of New 

Zealand media companies were removed by a Broadcasting Act amendment in 1991 (Ministry 

of Commerce 1997: 11).95 Deregulation and the property rights regime have removed the 

protective measures applied to New Zealand spectrum, and management and license rights 

have opened the New Zealand spectrum up to global financial flows, allowing foreign 

companies such as Vodafone,96 Telstra,97 and The Radio Network,98 to effectively own 

frequencies in the New Zealand radio spectrum.99 Under the current property rights structure 

                                                
93 “The first rights created, for UHF television, expire in 2010. Rights for AM and FM audio broadcasting expire in 2011 and VHF 
television rights (TV1, TV2, TV3 and C4) in 2015.  Expiry dates for mobile telephone services vary, with the first rights expiring in 
2011.” (RSM, 2005: 36). 
94 Foreign ownership of media in New Zealand was specifically restricted by the “Broadcasting Act 1976, the News Media 
Ownership Act 1965, the Overseas Investment Act 1973 and the Overseas Investment Regulations 1985” (Ministry of Commerce 
1997: 10). 
95 The broadcasting Act 1989 increased the level of possible foreign investment in New Zealand media to 25 percent for radio and 
15 percent for other media, and the amendment in 1991 removed all restrictions on foreign ownership of media (Ministry of 
Commerce 1997: 11) 
96 5,104 frequency licenses in New Zealand are owned by Vodafone Mobile New Zealand Limited (RSM, n.d.a), a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Vodafone PLC, registered in the UK (Vodafone n.d.).  
97 213 frequency licenses in New Zealand are owned by TelstraClear Limited (RSM, n.d.a), a wholly owned subsidiary of Australian 
company Telstra Corporation Limited (TelstraClear, n.d.). 
98 “The Radio Network TRN is a wholly owned subsidiary of Australian Radio Network (ARN). The shareholders in ARN are Clear 
Channel Communications, USA and APN News & Media.” (TRN  n.d.) 
99 International presence in the New Zealand spectrum is also illustrated by an incident reported by the RSM in 2004, in which a 
number of New Zealand-originating radio signals were identified by a monitoring state in Belgium as carrying data rather than the 
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these will revert to Crown ownership at expiry, although the renewal mechanisms outlined 

above provide for continuity of tenure. However if fully tradable rights in perpetuity along the 

model of the more extreme proponents of property rights were enacted, the division and content 

of the New Zealand spectrum would be effectively removed from state control, rendering New 

Zealand radio frequencies subject to the concerns of multinational corporations, which could 

conceivably own large portions of spectrum across the world. New Zealand’s governments 

since deregulation have however worked to mitigate this possibility, retaining a high level of 

power over the national radio spectrum. 

 

New Zealand’s allocation system is not purely property rights based, but is rather a hybrid 

system that combines property rights with administrative mechanisms and frequencies 

designated as a form of commons. Through this combination the state itself has retained 

considerable legislative and political power over the New Zealand radio spectrum, while 

allowing greater flexibility over its allocation and use, as will be discussed in more detail in the 

final section of this chapter. The hybrid allocation system combines the market discourse of 

auctions with a cultural discourse that emphasises the role of broadcasting in national identity, 

and foregrounds a commitment to “uphold the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi” as identified 

by a ‘key government goal’ (RSM, 2005: 41). While this discourse does not specifically 

reference the Treaty of Waitangi claims to radio spectrum, it implicitly acknowledges the claims’ 

charge that the Radiocommunications Act 1989 did not acknowledge the cultural role of radio 

spectrum. 

 

The Waitangi claims to radio spectrum 
The spectrum rights regime was introduced with little public debate in New Zealand, and the 

only significant challenges to the commercialisation of radio spectrum took place through the 

reparations process for breaches of the Treaty of Waitangi. Chapter four discusses various 

challenges to state power over spectrum based on ‘illegal’ uses of radio that work against the 

structure of spectrum allocation. The Waitangi claims challenged the state’s power over 

spectrum more profoundly, by disputing the right of the state to claim ownership over the 

spectrum, and by reframing it as a public, rather than commercial, resource. By arguing for 

potential Maori sovereignty over radio spectrum, the Waitangi claims express the possibility of a 

decentralised power structure, in which power over resources is shared between the Crown, as 

the figure of the New Zealand state, and Maori. As an alternative to the decentralisation of the 

                                                                                                                                                       
voice content specified by ITU plans. The signals were transmitted from Awanui in Northland, the location of one of the original radio 
telegraph bases established in 1913, from a base now operated automatically by an American company. The issue was resolved by 
email, in what the RSM describes as “a good example of the global nature of radiocommunications, with monitoring in Europe, of an 
American-controlled transmission, from a New Zealand site” (2004). 
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network and control societies, in which state power is shared with commercial entities, this form 

acknowledges the colonial roots of globalisation and the diffusion of sovereign powers. The 

claims placed radio spectrum in the context of other colonial resource appropriations such as 

land, minerals, and fisheries, and provided a forum for the exploration of other possible 

discourses of radio spectrum. While the claims were not successful in gaining official 

acknowledgement of the appropriation of radio spectrum from Maori, they did reintroduce a 

social and cultural discourse to radio spectrum management, aspects that had been omitted 

from the Radiocommunications Act itself. For example, the commitment to Maori language 

broadcasting enacted by the establishment of Te Mangai Paho in 1993 was a productive 

cultural outcome of the discourses mobilised by the 1990 claim to radio spectrum. The claims 

also use the discourse of ‘protection’ to identify the state’s responsibility to ‘protect’ Maori 

language and culture through spectrum allocation and regulation of broadcasting.  This affirms 

protection as an enduring trope for state involvement in radio spectrum. 

 

Alienation of the radio spectrum from Maori effectively occurred from the passing of the 1903 

Wireless Telegraphy Act, when the Crown asserted control over the transmission of radio 

waves. The Radiocommunications Act 1989 represented a further alienation, by transforming 

spectrum from a scarce public resource to be managed carefully by government, into a form of 

private property, to be auctioned as tradable property rights in specified frequency bands. This 

propertisation was formally questioned by Maori in 1990 and 1999, through claims to the 

Waitangi Tribunal that challenged the government’s right to sell spectrum without consulting 

with Maori.100 The Waitangi claims to radio spectrum represent the only significant challenge to 

the New Zealand government’s sale of property rights in spectrum, and Patrick Day observes 

that the claims in fact provoked some of the only public discussion on the 1989 Act:  

As the Dominion noted, the [1990] claim ‘became a topic of humour and derision’ but the 

claimants were perhaps doing everyone a service. The concept of full property rights 

over the spectrum had not been considered until the government saw it as a source of 

revenue and claimed ownership for itself (2000: 391). 

The claims also make explicit social and cultural dimensions of spectrum that are largely 

overlooked by the Act. In response to the purely allocation-oriented focus of the Act, Wai 150 

described it as 

a policy which is silent about the social, cultural and political effects of broadcasting. The 

right to broadcast conferred by the Act creates no correlative obligations upon the 

broadcaster which recognise these effects. Previous frequency allocation regimes had 

                                                
100 The Waitangi Tribunal provides a forum for hearing claims of breaches of the Treaty of Waitangi by the Crown, in relation to the 
control of resources. The Tribunal also serves a productive purpose in interpreting the Treaty, its principles, and its implications for a 
growing range of resources (Hayward, 2004: 30). 
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the power to impose such obligations. The Act therefore disposes of part of the 

Crown[’s] potential power to protect and guarantee te reo Maori [the Maori language]. 

The Act will ensure that Maori language and culture continue to be swamped in the 

mainstream media (The Waitangi Tribunal, 1990: 50-51).101 

Although the outcomes of the claims have failed to satisfactorily address the concerns within 

them, the process raised a number of valuable issues in relation to the definition of radio 

spectrum, and the implications of considering it as a form of property. 

 

The 1990 claim (Wai 150) related to the sale of broadcast frequencies, while the second claim 

(Wai 776) was made in response to the proposed sale of bands in the 2GHz range in 1999, and 

addressed the whole radio spectrum. The claims established two main arguments asserting that 

the Crown was in breach of the Treaty: that the Crown neglected its duties to protect the 

taonga, the treasure, of Maori language and culture, and that it had assumed full ownership of 

the natural resource of the spectrum without consulting its Treaty partner. More specifically, the 

claims stated that space in the spectrum must be maintained for the cultivation and 

development of Maori language and culture; that Maori have a right to an equitable share in the 

spectrum resource; and that the government had no right to claim ownership of the resource for 

itself and to sell it on to other parties (Waitangi Tribunal, 1999: 3-7).  

 

Wai 150, relating to broadcast spectrum, was amalgamated with the earlier claim Wai 26, 

concerning the state’s support for Maori language, which had also discussed the use of radio 

frequencies. This combined claim focused on the importance of access to the radio spectrum, 

specifically the broadcast bands, for the support and cultivation of Maori language and culture, 

and framed both language and radio frequencies as taonga.102 The government had already set 

aside frequencies specifically for Maori language broadcasting. However, the Waitangi Tribunal 

found that this reservation process was in breach of treaty principles, as it did not involve 

sufficient consultation to determine appropriate spectrum use (1990: 45), and the frequencies 

set aside were inadequate for Maori broadcasting requirements. The method by which the 

Crown allocated frequencies for Maori language broadcasting was held to perpetuate the 

Radiocommunications Act’s social and cultural ‘silence’ by being based on geographic rather 

than demographic spread. The frequencies allocated were primarily on the AM band, and were 

chosen to ensure coverage of the whole country, rather than an appropriate concentration in 

                                                
101 The emphasis in the claim on the Crown’s (the state’s) duty to ‘protect’ Maori language indicates the endurance of the general 
principle of ‘protection’ through radio spectrum allocation and broadcast licensing policies. Protection and promotion of Maori 
Language and Culture is a productive sense of protection, compared with the paternalistic concern to maintain morality and limit 
challenges to government authority through censorship and broadcast restrictions, as discussed in chapter three. 
102 W. H. Oliver writes that in addressing te reo Maori and broadcast radio frequencies, the claim broadened the meaning of taonga, 
to include, respectively, “a treasure which no one could have thought to mention in 1840”, and “a resource which no-one then knew 
to exist” (1991: 66-7). 
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areas of most demographic need. It was argued specifically that these AM frequencies would 

not reach young people in Auckland and Wellington, who were more likely to listen to locally-

based FM stations (1990: 37-8).  

 

The 1990 claim fundamentally challenged the right of the government to control and sell 

spectrum, asserting that “Maori have rangatiratanga over radio frequency allocation” (Waitangi 

Tribunal, 1990: 9).103 This was on the basis that the Treaty of Waitangi did not allow authority to 

the Crown to define or limit the properties of the universe over which Tino Rangatiratanga could 

be claimed; that the Treaty did not allow the Crown to alienate economic or cultural assets; and 

that the sale of frequencies involves control over broadcasting, which limits tino rangatiratanga 

over tikanga Maori (1990: 9).104 Most significantly, the claim stated that “the Crown’s 

kawanatanga does not empower it to create property rights in any part of the universe, or any 

activity which utilises a special quality of the universe, prior to negotiation with, and the express 

agreement of, rangatira Maori” (1990: 9).105 As a result, “the sale of frequency management 

licenses under the Radiocommunications Act 1989 without negotiating an agreement with Maori 

would be in breach of the Treaty of Waitangi and prejudicial to the interests of Maori” (1990: 9). 

However, rather than the full implications of this claim, the Tribunal’s conclusions focused on 

the need for consultation over spectrum allocation, particularly in relation to Maori language 

broadcasting. The Tribunal recommended that the government delay the sale of radio 

frequencies for six months in order to consult with Maori regarding their frequency allocation 

and technical requirements for the development of Maori broadcasting (1990: 1-2). This delay 

was refused by the government, and the claimants subsequently requested a judicial review of 

the matter in the ordinary legal process (Edmunds, 2004: 121). A subsequent injunction filed by 

the claimants in the high court in September 1990 resulted in the recommendation of a six-week 

delay (Wedderspoon, 2003: 17). After the change of government at the October General 

Election, FM frequencies were reserved nationally for broadcasting related to Maori language 

and culture (Wedderspoon, 2003: 17-8), although full consultation with Maori over spectrum 

sales and use did not take place. 

 
                                                
103 Rangatiratanga refers to the principle of ‘chieftainship’, or sovereignty. 
104 Hirini Moko Mead notes that in legislation, tikanga Maori is defined as "Maori customary values and practices" (2003: 11). 
105 Rangatira here refers to Maori chiefs, or leaders. This statement reflects the understanding expressed by the Waitangi Tribunal 
in respect of Wai 150 that “the ceding of kawanatanga to the Queen did not involve the acceptance of an unfettered legislative 
supremacy over resources. Neither Treaty partner can have monopoly rights in terms of the resource” (qtd. in Waitangi Tribunal, 
1999: 82). This principle means that the Crown is obliged to consult with Maori before any other member of the public in regard to 
the management of natural resources. Ringer notes in regard to understandings of the relationship between rangatiratanga and 
kawanatanga more generally,  

There are significant differences between the English version of the Treaty and its Maori translation. In the English 
version, while the Maori retain full property and individual rights, the British Crown gains full legal and political authority. In 
the Maori version, while the chiefs cede 'kawanatanga', or governorship', they retain 'tino rangatiratanga', a phrase which 
translates directly as 'full chieftainship', and which incorporates besides concepts of authority and mana. It seems 
probable that most chiefs signing the Treaty believed they would retain their full power and authority in their own tribal 
areas (Ringer, 1991: 30-1). 
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The definition and extent of property rights in radio spectrum were considered in a review of the 

Radiocommunications Act 1989 between 1994 and 1998. In the process, the 20-year limit on 

tendered spectrum rights was questioned, on the basis that indefinite rights would be more 

desirable for purchasers, and would add value to the spectrum in general (Wedderspoon, 2003: 

19). However, the 20-year limit was retained by parliament, after submissions including advice 

that selling indefinite rights “would prejudice Maori claims to rangatiratanga over radio frequency 

spectrum” (Wedderspoon, 2003: 21). This advice was based in the implications of the 1986 State-

owned Enterprises Act and the ‘Lands case’ that emerged from it; section 9 of the Act specified 

that “Nothing in this Act shall permit the Crown to act in a manner that is inconsistent with the 

principles of the Treaty of Waitangi” (qtd in Hayward, 2004: 32), which also precluded the sale 

of assets that may be used to settle Treaty claims. 

 

A full claim to rangatiratanga over the spectrum followed in March 1999. Wai 776 was lodged 

directly in response to the proposed sale of 2 GHz frequency bands (between 1.7 and 2.3 GHz), 

required for so-called ‘third generation’ mobile phone data technologies. The claimants obtained 

an injunction against the 2GHz tender (Waitangi Tribunal, 1999: 3), and this was ultimately 

deferred until 2000 (Wedderspoon, 2003: 23). However, the interest of the claim extended 

beyond this band to the whole spectrum. Claimant counsels Helen Cull and Leo Watson 

explained in closing submissions to the Tribunal that the claim was “framed in relation to the 

radio spectrum as a whole, as defined in the Act”, because of concern that “every time the 

Crown proposes to auction a band of frequencies under the Radiocommunications Act, Maori 

are required yet again to prove that they have an interest which must be recognised” (1999b: 2). 

As a result, the claim attempted to address several central issues in relation to the sale, use, 

and possibilities of the radio spectrum through its two limbs: 

(a) Maori have a right to a fair and equitable share in the radio spectrum resource; and 

(b) Maori have a right to a fair and equitable share in the spectrum, especially where the 

Crown has an obligation to promote and protect Maori language and culture (Waitangi 

Tribunal, 1999:3-4). 

On a more general level, breaches were asserted of “the broader Treaty principle of 

partnership”, and of “article 2 of the Treaty[, the] guarantee of protection of taonga or kainga” 

(Waitangi Tribunal, 1990: 3). The ‘broader Treaty principle of partnership’ was expressed in 

arguments around the need for consultation with Maori in relation to the sale of spectrum.106 The 

argument in relation to Taonga repeated and expanded aspects of the initial claims about the 

                                                
106 Janine Hayward shows that the principle of partnership is itself an aspect of Treaty interpretation that has evolved through the 
Tribunal process. She highlights in particular the role of the 1991 Tribunal report on the Ngai Tahu claim as establishing the concept 
that the “Treaty signifies a partnership and requires the Crown and Maori partners to act toward each other reasonably and with the 
utmost good faith” (2004, 34). The principle of partnership has been reinterpreted in subsequent reports, and Hayward points to the 
minority opinion of the 1999 Radio Spectrum Management and development Final Report as an example of the reconfiguring of 
‘partnership’ in particular instances (2004: 35).  
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use of telecommunications in protecting the Taonga of Maori language and culture. Taonga was 

also explored in terms of the radio spectrum as a whole, which, it was argued, was known to 

Maori prior to 1840, without the need for technological translation.   

 

The claims continue the analogy comparing radio spectrum with land and property, by framing it 

as a confiscated resource. However, the focus of the claims is not on prior ‘possession’ of the 

‘ether’, but on prior knowledge of the possibilities of communications through an ether-like 

space; an attempt to re-conceptualise what the radio spectrum is. Proving knowledge of the 

radio spectrum prior to 1840 required articulating a view of it that was not reliant on technology. 

None of the claims’ concepts of spectrum directly relate to the properties of electromagnetism, 

but they attempt to articulate other properties of the air, the extension of the land into the sky, 

the connections found in that liminal space, and the knowledge that is passed through that 

space by the gods.107 The radio spectrum is part of this space and is another means of forging 

connections and communications that expand understanding of the space (Winiata, 1999: 4). 

This spectrum is part of a continuous flow of culture and interrelationships between the earth 

and the heavens. This flow is unbounded, and is global insofar as it extends through the known 

and imagined worlds. These arguments serve to affirm Maori understanding of a form of the 

radio spectrum at the time of the signing of the Treaty, and also to identify the spectrum as a 

taonga, for which tino rangatiratanga may be claimed under article two of the Treaty of Waitangi 

(History Group, n.d.). 

 

In arguing for spectrum as a taonga, it was described as the entity linking all things between the 

earth and the sky, and as the conduit for transferring knowledge from the gods. Evidence 

presented by the New Zealand Maori council and Nga Kaiwhakapumau I Te Reo, summarizing 

Maori views on the spectrum, prepared in 1989 but presented as evidence in the 1999 Wai 776 

claim, explores several different tribal understandings of the gifts of the gods, and the ancestors 

who navigated the heavens (1999). The story of Rangi and Papa, and their separation by their 

children, locates the spectrum in the space between the earth and the sky and therefore as one 

of the gifts of Maori, an “inheritance from Ranginui and Papatuanuku and the gods who brought 

knowledge from the heavens to man” (1999: 5). Ngati Porou tohunga relate the journey of Tane-

nui-a-rangi, who brought baskets of knowledge from the heavens - from the “most senior whare 

wananga, Rangiatea” (1999: 5). Another journey through the sky was made by Pourangahua, 

who brought the kumara from Hawaiki to Aotearoa, flying on the back of a bird (1999: 5). Ngati 

Awa relate a similar story of Tawhaki’s knowledge-retrieval journey through the heavens (1999: 

                                                
107 That other means of dividing airspaces than those of Western science are possible was highlighted in evidence presented by 
Professor Hirini Moko Mead, on behalf of Ngati Awa. Professor Mead presented a table comparing the scientific divisions of 
atmospheric layers with Maori understandings of the layers of life above the earth, the gods housed there, and the purposes they 
fulfil (Mead, 1999: 3).  
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6). In these traditions, the space between the heavens and the earth acts as a conduit for 

“Knowledge and education both of a good and bad aspect [that] come from the skies” because 

“The skies are inhabited by […] gods who render service to the people” (1999: 8). For many 

tribes, the matter and bodies of the universe are considered to be ancestors to the Maori people 

(1999: 6). Expanding on the relationship of “descent and whakapapa” with the universe, the 

evidence of Huirangi Eruera Waikerepuru discusses the taonga of the spectrum in terms of an 

understanding of the interconnection between all of the “elements and resources of the 

universe” (1999: 2). Interconnection with the elements of the universe means that the air and 

airspace above a tribal area may be seen as a space of spiritual affinities for that tribe, which 

includes the ‘airwaves’ of radio spectrum (New Zealand Maori Council and Nga 

Kaiwhakapumau I Te Reo, 1999: 7). 

 

If the radio spectrum can be conceived as a taonga, protected by the tino rangatiratanga of the 

Maori chiefs, then, the claimants argued, it is not owned by the Crown, and it cannot be sold to 

other parties. The New Zealand Maori Council and Nga Kaiwhakapumau I Te Reo evidence 

states that the radio spectrum was not alienated from Maori with the signing of the treaty, so 

authority over the spectrum and decision-making and control regarding their own airwaves still 

rests with individual tribes (1999: 9). Whatarangi Winiata argues in his evidence that 

it is beyond comprehension to the Maori mind to imagine that the Crown has some kind 

of authority over the region between Papatuanuku and Ranginui and Maori do not. Maori 

could not concede that Ranginui and Papatuanuku have been caged by the Crown and 

[rendered] inaccessible to Maori (1999: 2). 

As a taonga, the claimants argued, the radio spectrum was guaranteed protection by the Crown 

under the Treaty of Waitangi, and Maori never granted the Crown the right to monopoly control 

of spectrum. However, instead of seeking to assert ownership and control of spectrum 

exclusively for Maori, the 1999 claim suggests that a “desirable” outcome of the negotiations 

would be “sharing and joint management of the spectrum” (New Zealand Maori council and Nga 

Kaiwhakapumau I Te Reo, 1999: 13). In the Tribunal negotiations, the Crown rejected this 

conceptualisation of shared spectrum, questioning its implications for claims to other intangible, 

future technologies (Hardy, 1999: 3). The Crown argued that the management rights being sold 

were in fact the “rights to artificially generated radio waves”, which could not be categorized with 

the kinds of prior knowledge argued by the claimants, and are not a natural resource (Waitangi 

Tribunal, 1999: 31). Against this, the claimants cited examples of radio spectrum being 

classified as a natural resource, including in the convention of the International 

Telecommunications Union, to which New Zealand is a signatory (Cull and Watson, 1999a: 11-

2). 
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The definition of radio spectrum as a shared natural resource with cultural meaning was largely 

upheld by the Waitangi tribunal, against the Crown’s claim to spectrum as a purely technological 

and economic resource. The majority finding of the Tribunal asserted that the Crown was in 

breach of the Treaty of Waitangi by alienating management rights in the radio spectrum without 

consulting with Maori, “and without allowing them a fair and equitable portion share of those 

rights” (1999: 51). This finding agreed that the natural radio spectrum is a taonga, and that 

Maori “have a right under Treaty principles to the technological exploitation of that spectrum 

after 1840” (1999: 51). In contrast, the minority finding of the 1999 tribunal disputed the 

conceptualisation of spectrum as a taonga and a natural resource, and disagreed with the 

framing of the ‘principle of partnership’ ascribed to the Treaty by the Tribunal majority (1999: 57-

70). This finding also disagreed with the association between radio spectrum and Maori 

economic, cultural, and linguistic development. The recommendations of the Tribunal followed 

the majority finding, and advised that the auction of the 2GHz band of frequencies be 

suspended until the Crown “has negotiated with Maori to reserve a fair and equitable portion of 

the frequencies for Maori” (1999: 52). Underlying this recommendation is the view that access 

to the radio spectrum is increasingly necessary for the economic and cultural support and 

development of Maori. In the 1990 claim broadcasting was the most important focus, but by the 

end of the decade the telecommunications technologies that use the 2GHz frequency bands 

were considered to be both important new communications tools (Tichbon, 1998), and essential 

for Maori participation in the ‘knowledge economy’ (Frederick, 1999). Mason Durie argues on 

this theme, for example, that it is important for Maori economic development to expand a 

resource base beyond those customary resources in use in 1840, and that the claim to ‘third 

generation’ radio frequencies was central to this process (2005: 244). The minority finding of the 

Tribunal recommended that instead of reserving spectrum for Maori, it would be more beneficial 

to allocate “all or a generous portion of” the proceeds of the auction for the promotion, 

development and protection of Maori language and culture (1999: 70). While the government 

did not accept the definition of spectrum as a taonga, or the recommendation of consultation 

with Maori over spectrum management, it also rejected this proposal for using the auction 

proceeds.  

 

Ultimately, rather than the conceptual aspects of radio spectrum, the descriptions of it as a 

taonga, as a natural resource, and as an object to be shared between Maori and the state, the 

treaty claims addressed the concrete concerns of language and economics. In response to the 

1990 claim a number of FM frequencies were set aside for iwi-based broadcasting, which has 

expanded from the five Maori stations accommodated by the 1989 Radiocommunications Act 

(Wilson, Helen, 1994: 99), to twenty-one stations funded by Te Mangai Paho in 2007. The 1999 

claim relating to the entire radio spectrum was not as easily resolved in quantifiable terms, and 
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the reparation offered was less generous. Rather than giving equivalent frequency rights to 

Maori, when the 2GHz auction commenced in July 2000 a Maori trust was offered the right to 

purchase one of the auctioned bands at “a price equivalent to the average price of other 3G 

spectrum realised at the auction, less a discount of 5%” (Mallard, 2000). Te Huarahi Tika Trust 

has accordingly been working to develop an investment in the 2GHz spectrum, through a 30% 

shareholding in the company Econet Wireless New Zealand Limited (EWNZ) held by the Trust’s 

commercial subsidiary Hautaki Limited (Te Huarahi Tika Trust, n.d.). EWNZ, which is majority-

owned by African telecommunications company Econet Wireless Limited, has claimed on its 

website that it is “about to become New Zealand's newest mobile phone provider” (EWNZ, 

n.d.).108 However, this provision has not yet eventuated, apparently due to the duopolistic 

practices of the incumbent operators, Telecom New Zealand and Vodafone (Adams, 2005; 

Econet Wireless New Zealand, 2004).109 Te Huarahi Tika Trust’s Chair Mavis Mullins advises in 

the Trust’s 2006 Annual report that in a 2006 review of New Zealand mobile service provision 

Goldman Sachs J B Were claims that the New Zealand market has the potential to become 

more open to a new entrant, although regulatory changes are still required in order to make this 

more viable (2006: 2). Mullins notes the continued “determination of the trust and the trustees to 

return a constructive and meaningful result”, to establish the mobile phone service in fulfilment 

of the spectrum claim settlement, despite the ongoing “predictable frustrations” and “familiar 

obstacles” (2006: 2). This sense of frustration was voiced in earlier reports, particularly in 2004, 

when Mullins laments the slow process of fulfilling the purpose laid out in its Deed (2004: 3).110 

The stated purpose does not focus on the provision of mobile services in the 2GHz band in 

itself, but on “the participation of Maori in the knowledge economy, in particular, the information 

and telecommunications sectors in New Zealand pursuant to section 73 of the Human Rights 

Act 1993” (Maori Spectrum Charitable Trust, 2000: 4). Although couched in terms of the 

“measures to ensure equality” enshrined in this part of the Act (Human Rights Act, 1993), the 

purposes of the deed reflect one of the central arguments of the Treaty claim it emerged from – 

that Maori should be granted a fair and equitable share in the radio spectrum resource 

                                                
108 As of October 2007, the Internet domain ‘ewnz.co.nz’ appears to be inactive, while ‘econetwireless.co.nz’ appears to be being 
used for generic wireless industry news by a domain management company. 
109 These practices include the incumbents’ resistance to ‘co-location’ – sharing cellphone transmission towers – which means that 
new operators must build an entirely new network, rather than sharing the infrastructure that has already been created, as Econet’s 
Tex Edwards claims would happen in any other OECD country (Adams, 2005). In a submission to the Commerce Commission in 
2004, Econet also pointed to the duopoly maintained by the fact that Telecom and Vodafone operate with different cellular 
technologies, where Vodafone’s service is based on GSM technology, and Telecom’s on CDMA. Econet claim that because the 
GSM infrastructure is less expensive to build and maintain than that of CDMA systems, Vodafone’s New Zealand monopoly on 
GSM provision is unique (EWNZ 2004: 4). Econet also point to regulatory failures, such as the lack of provision for number 
portability, provision for national roaming between GSM networks, mobile termination agreements, and co-location, such that “The 
incumbent networks, particularly Vodafone, have had ten years to build a fortress position in the marketplace on the back of an 
unregulated duopoly, in a market where the absence of regulation is an international oddity” (EWNZ 2004: 10). These issues 
account for the failure of any new entrant to become established in the New Zealand mobile phone market in ten years (EWNZ 
2004: 10).   
110 By the time of writing of the 2005 Review of Radio Spectrum Policy in New Zealand, the spectrum purchase option had not yet 
been realised (RSM, 2005: 46).  
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(Waitangi Tribunal, 1999: 3). In this context, the concept of an equitable share has been shifted 

from a specific Treaty right to a matter of human rights. 

 

The substance of the Waitangi claims, and the government responses to them, illustrate 

differing conceptualisations of separate areas of radio spectrum. As the 1990 claim was an 

amalgamation of claims relating to te reo and broadcast frequencies, the discourse of the claim 

itself focussed on the role of broadcast spectrum in supporting Maori language and culture, and 

this was partially resolved by granting radio frequencies for use in Maori language broadcasting. 

The 1999 claim extended beyond language and culture, and attempted to address the 

possibilities of non-broadcast radio technologies for Maori, with a focus on ‘third generation’ 

mobile phone technology. That claim was couched in contemporary terms such as “knowledge 

economy”, which is itself a discursive attempt to mobilise cultural elements in the service of 

economy. The claim emphasised a need for Maori participation in a global knowledge economy, 

citing the importance of radio spectrum for gaining a place in the global flow of information and 

finance. The 1990 claim was resolved by awarding frequencies directly to Maori broadcasters, 

creating a locally based network of Maori content. The 1999 claim was much more complex 

however, being focussed on an area of spectrum in which there was no precedent for culturally-

based usage, and which was considered to be much more economically valuable. Rather than 

create a cultural enclave within that frequency range, the result of the 1999 claim was a globally 

connected mobile phone company, linking Maori with African business in an alternative flow 

amongst the dominant corporate influences of the US, Europe, and Asia in telecommunications. 

While the Iwi broadcasters are community-focussed, Econet Wireless New Zealand Ltd is a 

commercial company, with the aim of succeeding in a competitive global corporate environment 

for the financial benefit of Maori. This response to the 1999 Waitangi Tribunal claim shifts Maori 

involvement in the radio spectrum from a locally-oriented, culturally focused service, to a 

globally distributed commercial enterprise, located more fully in the global informational 

economy of the network society.  

The hybrid allocation system 
The 1990 Waitangi claim regarding the allocation of radio frequencies described the 

Radiocommunications Act 1989 as “a policy which is silent about the social, cultural and political 

effects of broadcasting” (Waitangi Tribunal, 1990: 50). That Act separated the right to broadcast 

from requirements to meet social obligations, but social and cultural dimensions of broadcasting 

had been effectively reduced in 1988 by The Broadcasting Corporation of New Zealand 

Restructuring Act 1988, which accorded responsibility for broadcasting policy advice to the then 

Department of Trade and Industry (Ministry of Commerce, 1997: 8), framing broadcasting as a 

primarily economic concern. The social and cultural dimensions of broadcasting were only 
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reprioritised in policy in 1999, when responsibility for advice relating to non-commercial aspects 

of broadcasting was passed from the Ministry of Economic Development to the Ministry for 

Culture and Heritage (MCH, 2003: 11). This shift is described by broadcasting Minister Steve 

Maharey as the development of a “balanced mixed economy of broadcasting”, in which, as in 

the broader economy, “cultural, social and commercial values can intersect” (2005: 12).111 The 

Ministry for Culture and Heritage further characterises this balance as being between the 

commercial priorities privileged by the 1989 restructuring and “public broadcasting principles, 

objectives, and institutions” (MCH, 2003: 13). Spectrum allocation has been a central tool in this 

process, as frequencies have been withheld from the auction system and made available to 

non-commercial broadcasters. The non-commercial spectrum is now the responsibility of the 

Ministry for Culture and Heritage, while frequencies designated for commercial use remain the 

responsibility of the Ministry for Economic Development. Effectively, the non-commercial 

spectrum has been designated as a space that supports and develops local culture, while the 

commercial spectrum remains open to global flows of finance and content. 

 

The allocation of non-commercial spectrum and the funding and content of non-commercial 

broadcasters, are now guided by public broadcasting principles while the commercial 

broadcasting companies continue to operate with very limited regulatory intervention. The 

Ministry for Culture and Heritage frames the combination of private and public broadcasting as a 

means of realising the “core values of civil society,” which are identified as “citizenship, 

autonomy/liberty, democracy, rule of law, human rights, equality, pluralism, and cultural 

identity,” and the value, specific to New Zealand, of respecting “The Treaty [of Waitangi] and its 

principles” (MCH, 2003: 5-6). Private, commercial, broadcasting functions in this framework in 

much the same way as any activity by private companies, guided by principles the Ministry 

identifies as “independence (liberty), property rights, profit, market efficiency/competition, and 

so on”, and also provides forms of broadcasting that contribute to civil society in other ways that 

may not be achieved by public broadcasting (MCH, 2003: 7). Broadcasting Minister Steve 

Maharey claims that through this combination of private and public broadcasting “audiences are 

treated as citizens, not simply as consumers to be delivered to advertisers” (2005: 10). In this 

balanced economy model, public broadcasting is identified as a means of supporting national 

and cultural identity, in fulfilment of the first of the ‘Key Government Goals’ that guide all policy: 

“strengthening our national identity and upholding the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi” 

(RSM, 2005: 6). Both public broadcasting and non-commercial spectrum allocation are intended 

to fulfil this goal, interpreted as a need to cater for “New Zealanders’ entertainment, educational 

and information needs”, and for “cultural diversity and diversity of interest”, and to promote 

                                                
111 The ‘mixed economy’ model is also invoked by the Ministry for Culture and Heritage document “Broadcasting in New Zealand: A 
2003 Stock-take” (2003: 3). 
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“Maori language and culture” (RSM, 2005: 41). This ‘mixed economy’ seeks to balance 

commercial broadcasting with public service goals that support national and cultural identity, 

and the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi, goals that reassert a locally oriented discourse of 

both spectrum allocation and broadcasting.  

 

The broadcast mixed economy is shaped by a ‘hybrid’ spectrum allocation policy that combines 

the auction-based ‘Management Rights Regime’ (MRR) with administrative licensing, and General User 

Licenses (RSM, 2005: 14-5).112 Areas of spectrum considered not to be in commercial demand, and to be 

of more national than economic value are removed from the market into the administrative regime, 

described as a means of catering for “Social and cultural policy objectives that utilise spectrum” (RSM, 

2005: v). These include frequency reservations for future public interest use, and allocations intended to 

provide “community, regional, national, ethnic, and special interest spectrum” for broadcasting and 

telecommunications (RSM, 2005: v). Broadcast spectrum remains under government control, as the 

Crown holds the management rights for the frequency bands assigned to terrestrial radio and television. 

These management rights enable the allocation of specific broadcasting frequencies for non-commercial 

use, which more easily fulfil culturally-oriented public broadcasting principles than the frequencies 

allocated through the auction mechanism. To create space within the broadcast spectrum for these con-

commercial uses, in 2001 the government set aside the 100 to 106 fm band, which had been cleared of 

land mobile users, for public and community broadcasting. These frequencies were designated for 

use by public broadcasting only – initially by the two state owned broadcasters, National Radio 

and Concert FM, and by Maori and Pacific stations. Further allocations within this band would 

be decided on the basis of local community needs, rather than commercial imperatives. This 

arrangement acknowledges the failure of a purely market-oriented approach to spectrum allocation to 

fulfil government’s social objectives. It is described in the 2005 Review of Radio Spectrum Policy in 

New Zealand as a means of ensuring that “spectrum achieves its highest value to society”, in a measure 

that includes “social and cultural” as well as economic value (2005: 41).  

 

This attempt to maintain a space of local cultural identity within the globalising radio spectrum 

reflects Manuel Castells’ observation that the flows of informational capitalism are producing a 

concurrent tendency towards political organisation on the basis of identities and an “anxious 

search for meaning and spirituality” (2000: 22). In particular Castells uses Yoshino’s study of 

Nihonjiron, “ideas of Japanese uniqueness”, to relate discourses of cultural nationalism to a 

search for identity within instrumentalist globalism (2000: 22). Yoshino describes cultural 

nationalism as “the aim to regenerate the national community by creating, preserving or 

strengthening a people’s cultural identity when it is felt to be lacking, or threatened” (qtd. in 

                                                
112 General User Licenses apply to uses of spectrum for which users do not need a frequency license, in order to operate low-
power transmission technologies in wireless computer networking, garage door openers, CB radio, cordless telephones and other 
similar devices. These are operated in areas of spectrum specifically set aside for unlicensed use, referred to by the RSM as ‘Public 
Park’ bands (2005: 15). This kind of unlicensed spectrum use will be discussed in more detail in the following chapter. 
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Castells, 2000: 22). This tendency can be identified in many aspects of New Zealand culture, as 

national identity issues have been foregrounded by government policies since 2000. In this 

sense, the discourses of cultural identity articulated through New Zealand’s hybrid allocation 

regime suggest an anxious state response to the deregulation of New Zealand radio spectrum, 

its exposure to global flows of capital, and the resulting reduction in state control over the 

vulnerable spectrum territory. National and cultural identity and diversity are referenced in the 

charters that frame content production for the state-owned broadcasters, Television, and Radio, 

New Zealand, referred to in chapter three, and these also form the guiding ideals for the 

programming funding agencies. National identity in broadcasting is referenced most specifically 

in the naming of  ‘New Zealand on Air’, the agency established by the Broadcasting Act 1989 to 

disburse funding for local broadcast content (Day, 2000: 390).113 New Zealand on Air’s mission 

statement very specifically connects broadcasting with national identity, with the aim “to reflect 

and foster the development of New Zealand culture and identity through broadcasting” (NZOA, 

n.d.c). In order to more broadly reflect New Zealand culture in broadcasting, and to ‘uphold the 

principles of the Treaty of Waitangi’, New Zealand on Air is complemented by the agency Te 

Mangai Paho, which provides funding for specifically Maori language oriented programming. Te 

Mangai Paho identifies the value of Maori programming as enabling “all New Zealanders to gain 

an increased understanding and appreciation of Maori viewpoints” as a step towards a broader 

goal of multi-cultural New Zealand being able “to live and work together in harmony” (Te Mangai 

Paho, 2006: 19). As expressed through these agencies and ‘Key Government Goals’, the 

content of, and connections made through, broadcasting continue to be regarded as important 

factors in the development of a shared national culture.  

 

New Zealand’s hybrid allocation scheme reveals an unwillingness on the part of the government 

to fully realise the commercialisation of radio spectrum. The discourse of policy documents 

suggests that this is a softening of the initial commercialisation process, one consistent with the 

policies of the Labour-led coalition governments in power since 1999. For example, the RSM’s 

2005 Review of Radio Spectrum Policy in New Zealand explicitly identifies the hybrid regime 

and discusses the role and value of the RLR system at length, while a whole chapter is devoted 

to ‘Social and Cultural Outcomes’ of radio spectrum policy to complement the longer chapter on 

‘Economic Outcomes.’ By contrast, a review carried out under a National government ten years 

earlier, summarised in the 1995 Ministry of Commerce document Radiocommunications Act 

Review Discussion Paper: Preliminary Conclusions, had not yet resolved the combination of 

MRR and RLR as a ‘hybrid’ system. The 1995 document does confirm that while allocation of 

frequencies to non-commercial broadcasters “might appear at first sight to be incompatible with 

                                                
113 Initially this funding came from the license fee, which New Zealand on Air was responsible for collecting. Since the license fee 
was abolished in 2000, funding has been provided for from general taxation. 
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what the Act is trying to achieve”, it is not incompatible with the Act’s broader aims of 

“maximising the value of spectrum to society”, pointing out that “How that is achieved might 

differ, depending on the circumstances” (Ministry of Commerce, 1995: ch.12). A very brief 

chapter on ‘Non Commercial and Maori Broadcasting’ is the only extended discussion of non-

commercial use of radio spectrum in that review, which features a long chapter on ‘Economic 

Outcomes’ alongside considerable technical discussion. While the 1995 review emphasises that 

the non-commercial uses of spectrum are not within its remit, the extended scope of the 2005 

review indicates a broader shift from the focus on refining the property rights and pricing 

mechanisms that marked the first few years of the auction system. This is reflected in the 

significant change in focus of review from the Radiocommunications Act to spectrum policy 

more broadly. The expanded scope of consideration seems to reflect a sense of general 

satisfaction within the government over the management of the spectrum rights regime. 

However, it also reflects an unwillingness to fully relinquish power over the definition, allocation, 

and use of radio spectrum.  

 

The balanced mixed economy of broadcasting is a model that can accommodate both private 

and public broadcasters. It seeks to rebalance the commercially orientated broadcasting 

environment that resulted from the financial investment required by the auction model of 

spectrum allocation. An increased emphasis on non-commercial, public broadcasting is 

supported by a policy discourse that emphasises the role of broadcasting in civil society and 

caters for both cultural diversity and the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi. In order to utilise 

the radio spectrum for cultural ends, specific frequency bands have been withheld from the 

auction regime, and allocated instead through administrative management. Maintaining 

government regulation over a section of the broadcast radio spectrum asserts a discourse of 

local identity and control against the globalising flows of the international spectrum market. 
 

Conclusion 
Few states have relinquished as much power over spectrum management to the market as New 

Zealand, and the RSM identifies Guatemala as the only country to have not retained some kind 

of administrative licensing alongside a property rights system (2005: 18). The completely open 

market in radio frequencies envisaged by many property rights theorists has not yet eventuated, 

but the developing international market in frequencies indicates the role of radio spectrum in the 

network society. It is becoming an object of global trade and an important backbone for 

information technologies, particularly cellular phone services and satellite communications. The 

reform of spectrum allocation, including the development of property rights, in New Zealand has 

opened the nation’s radio spectrum up to global flows of finance so that it is no longer managed 
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purely as a space of containment, protected in the interests of national security by restrictive 

content monitoring and licensing. 

 

As a response to the potential reduction in state power over radio spectrum effected by its 

propertisation, the Waitangi claims to spectrum offer both a critique of property rights specific to 

New Zealand’s cultural context, and an alternative discourse of radio spectrum that relates it to 

the transcendent myths of ether, and also to the global connectivity that  defines its role in the 

network society. The Waitangi claims challenged the basis of the New Zealand state’s claim to 

exercise power over radio spectrum, and its right then to displace some of that power on to 

commercial entities. Submissions argued that the radio spectrum should not be treated as a 

commercial object at all, as it is a natural resource and a taonga. Pragmatically however the 

submissions argued that if spectrum is to be sold, then Maori should benefit both from its sale 

and from the opportunities offered by spectrum itself to support Maori language and culture and 

to facilitate Maori participation in the knowledge economy. This last point was to be achieved by 

the utilisation of discounted 2GHz spectrum frequencies for the development of a ‘third 

generation’ cellular phone service, to be managed by the New Zealand branch of an African-

based company. Despite the continued failure of this venture, the use of a global company to 

uplift the rights granted to New Zealand Maori in the 2GHz spectrum connects the Waitangi 

claims with the international flows of information and finance that characterise the network 

society. This connection is supported by the fluid understanding of radio waves expressed in the 

claims themselves. 

 

As the Waitangi claims’ appeal to the state over the propertisation of New Zealand radio 

spectrum illustrates, and the maintenance of a hybrid spectrum management regime confirms, 

the state’s ability to exercise power over New Zealand’s radio spectrum has not been 

completely reduced by property rights. Twenty-year limits retain the possibility of re-

nationalising spectrum, despite the agreements for extension of those rights, and the size of 

New Zealand’s economy and population limits the opportunities to be gained by companies in 

secondary-rights trading, or in changing the state-designated purpose of specific spectrum 

bands. Continuing administrative allocation retains government involvement in the cultural 

elements of radio spectrum and the potential expression of state power over the content of 

broadcasts, for example in the 100-106FM frequencies reserved for state-funded and 

community-based radio.  

 

By using the market to allocate radio frequencies a property rights regime potentially transfers 

from governments to commercial entities the ability to exercise power over not just the use of 

radio technologies, but the social, economic, and political functions of those technologies. Hugh 
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G.J. Aitken argues in this respect that anxieties over the development of property rights in radio 

spectrum reflect “concerns about concentrated economic power, about control over the creation 

and movement of information, and about equal access to the means of communication by all 

members of society” (1994: 716). In discourses of property rights, the market is represented as 

offering more freedom of access to radio technologies by removing the restrictive administrative 

licensing system that previously protected access to the radio spectrum. However, this apparent 

openness is accompanied by new restrictions, in particular the financial limit enacted by the 

high market value of spectrum, which restricts entry to those who can afford the cost of initial 

access as well as the business investment to utilise it. Econet Wireless New Zealand’s 

experience of trying to establish a mobile telephony service in competition with Vodafone and 

Telecom New Zealand reveals further limits on market access even when spectrum access is 

offered at a reduced financial rate. The hybrid allocation system is an attempt to mitigate the 

financial limitations by reinstating administrative licensing for broadcasters that fulfil cultural 

policy objectives. In response to the potential limitations on spectrum use enacted by both 

property and administrative systems of allocation, the discourse of the spectrum commons 

proposes a complete reconceptualisation of radio spectrum that negates the need for 

centralized controls over allocation. However the spectrum commons also potentially represents 

a more subtle and diffuse site of control over the use of radio technologies. 
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Chapter six: Commons 
 

As an alternative to both property rights and administrative allocations, this chapter discusses 

the discourse of a spectrum commons, which frames the radio spectrum as a natural resource 

that should be collectively managed, not controlled by either the state or commercial entities. 

The spectrum commons discourse utilises a strategical view of power to emphasise open 

access to radio spectrum, and an ideal of efficient, equitable use that is enabled by technical 

developments in radio transmission and reception. This represents a further distribution of 

power over radio spectrum; where full propertisation shifts the ability to exercise power over 

access to radio frequencies and radio technologies from states to property rights holders, a full 

spectrum commons would further devolve power to regulate access to spectrum to specific 

radio technologies and individual users. Fundamentally, the discourse of a spectrum commons 

represents a complete reconceptualisation of radio spectrum from the static resource that was 

divided into blocks for specific uses in 1906. In a full commons the ‘spectrum’ becomes a space 

in which transmission and reception technologies need no longer be tuned to specific 

wavelengths to avoid other uses and users. Instead they communicate dynamically across 

multiple frequencies, avoiding interference through technical codes rather than structured 

divisions. The discourse of a spectrum commons actually dismantles the basis of radio 

spectrum itself, using a model based on the Internet to conceptualise a zone of two-way 

wireless communication, emphasising fluidity and exchange. Such an extensive refiguring of 

radio technologies, spectrum, and the location of power is still a largely theoretical proposition, 

and a full spectrum commons remains an even more speculative prospect than full property 

rights. Some areas of the New Zealand spectrum are designated as a form of commons 

however, and a number of wireless technologies increasingly utilise the spectrum-sharing 

techniques on which a full commons is predicated.  

 

As a precedent for the commons approach, radio spectrum in the US prior to the Radio Act 

1927 was treated as a public resource to which all citizens had a right of access (Slotten, 2000: 

40). Susan Douglas argues that this understanding was articulated in response to the 1906 ITU 

treaty that formalized the relationship between national territory in land and in ‘the ether’, and 

implicitly militarized the radio spectrum (1989: 217-8). The treaty was strongly resisted in the US 

because of mistrust of “government, and especially military, control of private industry” 

(Douglas, 1989: 141), the private, commercial, wireless telegraphy business. Hugh G.J. Aitken 

links the difference in attitude towards radio spectrum between the US and Europe to “long-

standing differences in attitudes toward hunting rights”, which in Europe were granted only to 

the “crown and the aristocracy”, while in the US the right was held by all citizens (1994: 688-9). 
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A “common law of capture” applied to fish and game, which became property only when caught, 

and this was applied later to crude oil, and also to radio spectrum, so that “The government 

could require that broadcast stations be licensed, as hunters were licensed. But it could not […] 

deny a license to any citizen” (Aitken, 1994: 689). The difference in approach could also be 

linked to geographical circumstances, in that, as Douglas observes, unlike European countries 

the “United States was not surrounded by rival nations whose wireless transmissions were a 

source of annoyance or paranoia” (1989: 142). Radio spectrum was also linked to the 

geographical mythology of the US itself, in the sense of national space, as it seemed at first that 

the “ether was as open as the West had once been” (Douglas, 1989: 142). As use of radio 

technologies grew however, and the problem of interference became more pronounced, 

debates persisted over how best to manage use of this public resource. Property rights to the 

US radio spectrum were proposed as early 1909, and in response a discourse similar to that of 

the Waitangi claims explored the difficulty of conceptualising ‘the air’ as something that could 

become property (Douglas 1989: 218). Out of this debate, Douglas argues, the US radio 

spectrum came to be understood as a common property resource to be managed in the best 

interests of all Americans, although the form this management should take continued to pose a 

complex dilemma (1989: 218-9). In 1912 the first steps towards management were taken when 

the US adopted the four-tier division of spectrum developed by the ITU, and separated users 

within the spectrum for the first time. As chapter two discussed, the power of the US state to 

manage radio spectrum in the public interest was finally enacted by the 1927 Radio Act, which 

created the Federal Radio Commission and reframed broadcasting, if not all radio use, as a 

privilege rather than a right of citizenship (Slotten, 2000: 40). After this period, US spectrum 

management followed a more standard administrative allocation regime, although with a more 

generous understanding of the availability of frequencies than the New Zealand or British 

models.114 

 

The commons-like approach to radio spectrum management taken in the US before 1927 was 

ultimately limited by the technology of the time. As described in chapter two, ‘Spark-gap’ 

transmitters used a considerable amount of frequency space and were highly vulnerable to 

interference, which limited the number of users that could co-exist in the spectrum at any one 

time. It was this kind of inefficient technology that administrative allocation systems were 

developed to accommodate. The discourse of a spectrum commons has re-emerged more 

recently however, with the development of new technologies that, it is claimed, can allow 

efficient shared use of radio spectrum. The commons discourse proposes that interference can 

be managed by technical, rather than administrative means, and that spectrum can be shared 

effectively by low-powered devices, more efficient receivers, and transmissions based on code 
                                                
114 Lewis and Booth argue that the FRC and its successor the FCC have maintained a policy that frequencies should be used, unlike 
the British system that they consider has needlessly denied use to otherwise empty frequencies (1989: 22). 
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rather than frequency. More significantly, in terms of discursive strategies, spectrum commons 

theorists argue that transformations of radio technologies mean that the metaphors of 

transmission and the radio spectrum itself can be reconceived. In a commons, theorists such as 

Yochai Benkler argue, the radio spectrum could be better defined by data flows than 

frequencies, which makes the Internet a meaningful metaphor for a commons form of spectrum, 

as a model distributed system of information exchange. The examples Benkler gives of how a 

commons could work utilise the ‘network’ as both metaphor and practical approach to common 

use of spectrum. Theories of this kind of commons, which could be characterised as ‘software-

determined’, privilege communication based on dialogue over dissemination, as a critique of the 

traditional one-to-many model of broadcasting. As such, this discourse claims to enable a more 

democratic approach to radio communications, reflecting the discourse of the pirate radio 

practices discussed in chapter four, which emphasise community, public space, and democracy 

in radio spectrum.  In the formulation of Benkler and others, a commons offers the basis for 

democratic community-based media and user controlled information networks. However, this 

networked model of commons does not account for the benefits of the broadcast model, and 

would not necessarily enable completely open access to the radio spectrum by all.  

 

In many respects the software-determined commons sits more easily in the diffuse power 

regimes of the society of control theorised by Gilles Deleuze than does the commercialised 

spectrum discussed in chapter five, which is still enclosed by property rights. By breaking open 

the structures of regulated frequency licensing, a software-determined commons could lend 

itself to even more subtle, and virtually invisible, techniques of control than those enabled by the 

enforced legislative power of state allocations and the legal mechanisms of property rights. The 

absence of explicit structures of power over the radio spectrum does not necessarily mean that 

its use would be more open or free; as Deleuze observes, the pervasive forms of power in the 

control society create the potential for “ceaseless control” (1995: 175), which is “short-term and 

rapidly-shifting, but at the same time continuous and unbounded” (1995: 181). The controls 

enacted on and within institutions change and mutate, as a “modulation” (1995: 178), and within 

this system, “the man of control is undulatory, in orbit, in a continuous network” (Deleuze, 1992: 

6).115 Patricia Pisters argues that the “openness and snake-like movements of the control 

society” are related to the “spaces of flows and timeless time” identified by Castells as 

supporting the network society (2001: 129), which constitutes the social and economic 

framework of control (2001: 128). The ‘man’ of control is located in a continuous network that 

has more connection with the space of flows than with the space of places, the physical spaces 

in which, Castells points out, people actually live. This network suggests a form of enclosure, 
                                                
115 Martin Joughin’s 1995 translation of “Postscript on Control Societies” omits the clause referring to the network from this 
sentence, which is taken here from an uncredited translation in the journal October (1992). However, this is an important point of 
connection with Castells’ ideas, and seems to make an important point about the logic of the control society. In other areas, 
Joughin’s 1995 translation is clearer and more fluent than that given in October, so I have retained his wording in other quotes. 
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but one which can be extended endlessly through new connections and into new areas of life, 

and framed as an increased freedom; in this, as Deleuze observes, power is exercised, or 

modulated, in a diffuse manner, through systems of “continuous control and instant 

communication” (1995: 174). This is a description that implicates the instantaneous connections 

of wireless technologies, which are becoming more pervasive and involved in everyday life than 

the centralised, containing, broadcast structure discussed in chapter three.  

 

In his analysis of the social and technological elements of control, Deleuze observes a 

relationship between machine-types and social structures that identifies the computer and its 

basis in code as the exemplary machine of late capitalism. It is the successor to the simple 

“levers, pulleys, clocks” of sovereignty, and the “thermodynamic” machines of discipline 

(Deleuze, 1995: 180). For Deleuze, machines “express the social forms capable of producing 

them and making use of them” (1995: 180).116 The computer is the processor through which 

power and the market are modulated in the society of control; it embodies the code out of which 

is constructed the “digital language of control”, which determines access to information and acts 

as a ‘password’ (1995: 180). In a similar manner Lawrence Lessig describes code as a filter 

system in Code and other Laws of Cyberspace (1999), a system that allows only those with the 

correct means of decoding information to access it. The software-defined spectrum commons is 

enabled by encoded systems that route transmissions around each other across multiple 

frequencies, so that access to transmissions could be modulated through the subtle enactments 

of code. This would introduce multiple potential levels of closure to the radio spectrum on the 

basis of authorisation to use specific networks. As radio networks become more digitized they 

are increasingly developed, protected, and utilized through code, and the encoded frequency 

hopping technologies that enable spectrum sharing potentially enact far more complex regimes 

of control over radio communications than the political and legal structures of administrative 

allocation and propertisation. The form of ‘protocol’ described by Alex Galloway is another 

expression of code (2004), as a theoretically neutral tool for enabling certain actions within 

informational systems that can be manipulated by different interests. ‘Protocol’ also applies to 

social informational systems, as a behavioural tool, and in both of these respects plays an 

important role in regulating the use of radio technologies in a commons, or pseudo-commons, 

system. 

 

The idealised discourse of a spectrum commons claims that it would create a more equitable 

and democratic basis on which radio spectrum could be used, that it would allow spectrum to be 

accessed rather than allocated. A reliance on encoded digital technologies however potentially 

limits the actual equity and openness of such a form of radio spectrum. This chapter begins with 
                                                
116 Deleuze’s identification of technologies and social systems reflects Castells’ argument that “technology per se does not 
determine historical evolution and social change,[… but it] embodies the capacity of societies to transform themselves” (2000: 7). 
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a discussion of the established theory of common resources to which the spectrum commons 

discourse refers. It then looks at the practical form of spectrum commons, or pseudo-commons, 

that has been enacted in parts of the New Zealand radio spectrum, the ‘General User Licenses’ 

that make up part of the hybrid allocation regime discussed in chapter five. These so-called 

‘public park’ frequency bands are shared by amateur radio hobbyists, by Low Power FM 

broadcasters, and by uses such as wireless computer networking and other low powered 

consumer radio devices. Sharing is enabled by code to some extent, but more specifically by 

protocols relating to technical aspects of transmission and also to behaviour during 

transmissions. While these uses of spectrum all enact forms of a spectrum commons, they 

represent a limited model of the form of commons envisaged by Benkler and others. This 

software-determined commons would ideally use a range of coded frequency sharing 

technologies to completely revise understandings of radio communications and the radio 

spectrum itself to apply the commons model broadly across the whole spectrum. In whatever 

means it is enacted, a commons treats the radio spectrum as an open flow, in contrast to the 

discourses of containment, protection, and resistance framed in previous chapters. It proposes 

an alternative discursive representation of radio spectrum, and a shift from the sequentially 

organised radio waves and allocational divisions of ‘the radio spectrum’, to a new model of a 

fluid, networked, zone of interconnection. 

 

The discourse of the commons 
The status of the radio spectrum as a common property resource has been foregrounded 

recently in response to the re-emergence of the argument for property rights documented in the 

previous chapter. The discourse of collective management was used by Waitangi claim Wai 

776, for example, in its reference to Christian J. Herter Jr’s description of the electromagnetic 

spectrum as a “Critical Natural Resource” (1985: 651), a resource res communis, “accessible to 

all but not subject to appropriation by any one nation or person” (1985: 655; Waitangi Tribunal 

1999: 96). Wai 776 points out that on a global level this principle is upheld by the International 

Telecommunications Union, which manages the radio spectrum as a shared resource for the 

use of all nations (Cull and Watson, 1999a: 11-2). Eli Noam questions the state’s right to sell 

spectrum in an argument that echoes the Waitangi claims when he asserts that while the State 

may be justified in acting as a “traffic cop” in the spectrum, to keep “the different users from 

colliding with each other[,…] it is quite another matter to assert ownership rights (in effect, to 

retroactively nationalize the spectrum) and to sell them off” (1998: 771). Comparing the right to 

transmit in the radio spectrum with the right to travel, print books or practice medicine, Noam 

questions the basis on which states have asserted ownership in order to on-sell frequencies, 

when similar rights have not been asserted in relation to other activities (1998: 771). In order to 

address the arguments for property rights that relate radio spectrum to other propertised 
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resources, Noam mobilises a range of metaphors that emphasise the fluidity of radio waves, 

claiming, for example, that “spectrum access is traffic control, not real estate. It is about flows, 

not stocks” (1998: 770). Framing the debate away from ‘real estate’ and depletable stocks in 

general is a central discursive strategy for commons theorists, who argue that these kinds of 

analogies tend to overemphasise an idea of scarcity in radio spectrum. Marvin S. Soroos, for 

example, describes radio waves as differing from other familiar resources in that “it is 

impossible to deplete or damage either radio waves or orbital space. Once use of these 

resources is discontinued, they resume their original condition and are of undiminished value to 

future users” (1982: 666). The only limit is in the number of users that can be accommodated 

simultaneously within particular bands of frequencies. These arguments seek to support the 

claims for a spectrum commons by employing metaphors that challenge the assumptions of 

property rights and administrative allocation. 

 

Metaphor plays an important role in debates between common resource management and 

propertisation in a broad range of contexts, as analysed by Elinor Ostrom in Governing the 

Commons (1990), with observations that relate closely to the debate about organisation of radio 

spectrum. Ostrom sets out a range of arguments over the management of common resources 

like pastureland, water rights, and forests, and she critiques a number of metaphorical models 

frequently used to argue for the apparent impossibility of maintaining these resources in 

common. Ostrom argues that three models in particular have been overly influential in 

determining economic policy in relation to common resources, all of which are used to support 

arguments for property rights in radio spectrum. The most cited of these in the radio spectrum 

literature is the ‘tragedy of the commons’, first used by Garrett Hardin in 1968 to argue that 

people will always seek their own good in relation to a resource and so ruin it for others 

(Ostrom, 1990: 2-3).  The other main metaphorical models used to discredit the commons are 

the ‘prisoner’s dilemma game’, which suggests that “individually rational strategies lead to 

collectively irrational outcomes” (Ostrom, 1990: 5), and the ‘logic of collective action’, which 

claims that if an individual cannot be excluded from the use of a common resource, “rational, 

self-interested individuals will not act to achieve their common or group interests” in that 

resource (Olson qtd. In Ostrom, 1990: 6, italics removed). In Ostrom’s analysis, these 

metaphors have been applied too broadly to different resources without consideration of their 

unique characteristics, in order to justify the application of private property rights. Often these 

metaphors are used simply to defer debate, as when the ‘tragedy’ metaphor is cited to signify 

the failings of a commons, “presuming, as self-evident, that the same processes occur in all 

natural settings” (Ostrom, 1990: 8). The policy recommendations that can result from the taken 

for granted assumptions of these metaphors tend to favour centralised control (Ostrom, 1990: 

8), or property rights (Ostrom, 1990: 12-3), as the ‘only’ way to manage a resource fairly, even 
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though these approaches do not necessarily achieve beneficial results. Instead, Ostrom 

suggests that the best results in managing common resources come from realistic, and 

empirically based, assessments of human behaviour (Ostrom, 1990: 23-8).  

 

Stuart Buck utilises Elinor Ostrom’s work extensively to illustrate similarities between radio 

spectrum and other collectively managed resources, as a response to arguments about the 

‘tragedy of the commons’ (2002). He uses specific features of resources described by Ostrom 

and Margaret McKean to argue for the commons-like nature of spectrum, highlighting aspects of 

common resources that are shared by radio spectrum. The most relevant of these is 

‘indivisibility’, the basis that “If a resource is difficult to divide, such as the ocean or the 

atmosphere, then managing it as a CPR [Common Public Resource] may be the best 

possibility” (2002: 8). Buck cites the development of new ‘spread spectrum’ technologies as 

proof that the spectrum can be treated as intrinsically indivisible and that the traditional divisions 

of frequencies and users are not inherent to the resource itself. This suggests that if spread 

spectrum technologies provide a viable alternative to traditional radio technologies, the structure 

of the spectrum itself could be reframed. Buck also observes that property and administrative 

systems currently limit the global mobility of radio communications devices, due to the need for 

users and service providers to purchase different licenses or negotiate new frequencies in 

different territories (2002: 11). He suggests that an unlicensed commons could remove this 

restriction, allowing greater interconnection and mobility between devices (2002: 12). Following 

Ostrom, Buck points to the overuse of the ‘tragedy of the commons’ metaphor in relation to 

spectrum and other resources, claiming that it continues to be wielded despite what he 

describes as “literally thousands of studies that demonstrate the existence and viability of 

commons regimes” in relation to different resources (2002: 12).117 In part, Buck places the 

blame for the use of this metaphor on what he considers a mis-perception that there are only 

three possible models of resource management: “Total privatization […] total governmental 

control, or totally open to all to use without constraints” (2002: 13). In fact, he argues, such 

distinct classifications are not possible in many real world situations, where common resources 

are often managed in ways that blend, or fall altogether outside, those categories (2002: 13). 

Buck draws from Ostrom a concern that the unsubstantiated use of metaphors such as the 

tragedy of the commons is shaping spectrum management policy in support of neoliberal 

arguments for property rights, while the potential of a spectrum commons has not been 

adequately researched. 
 
                                                
117 This may be an exaggerated claim, but in a footnote on this theme, Buck cites the website of IASC, the International Association 
for the Study of the Commons, which includes a digital library of submitted resources relating to the study of the commons 
containing “45716 citations and 10762 abstracts” (IASC, 2006), suggesting at least that there is considerable research in the 
general field. Eleven of these abstracts directly address radio spectrum. Laurence Lessig also points out many models of commons 
that work, citing public streets, scientific theories and open source software as examples of commons that are not ‘tragic’ (1999a: 2-
4). 
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The commons in the New Zealand radio spectrum 
New Zealand’s Radio Spectrum Management group addresses the spectrum commons in a 

chapter of the 2005 Review of Radio Spectrum Policy in New Zealand that is focussed on 

technology, framing the commons as primarily a technical issue. The RSM acknowledges that 

technological advances are making a commons approach to spectrum management 

increasingly ‘practicable’,118 although they are not yet developed enough to be fully 

implemented, and the report asks “What changes, if any, are required to the New Zealand 

legislative and regulatory environment to accommodate new technologies?” (2005: 59). 

Emerging technologies such as Software Defined Radio (SDR) are described in the report as 

having the potential to “challenge existing spectrum management policies and processes” 

(2005: 51). The report suggests that the extent of this challenge stems from SDR’s basis in an 

information technology, rather than a radio, paradigm (2005: 51), representing a shift in 

spectrum management from “frequency allotment within clearly defined engineering 

parameters” to “open access systems operating concurrently in broadly defined spectrum 

bands” that operate outside the accepted norms of radio engineering (2005: 59). This change 

implicitly locates new radio technologies in the kind of distributed network Internet model 

referred to by Laurence Lessig and Yochai Benkler, below, rather than the traditional frequency-

specific approach to radio technologies. Software Defined Radio systems control their 

transmission and reception by code rather than frequency, and the RSM notes that none of New 

Zealand’s current structures of allocation could easily accommodate SDR technologies, as the 

property, administrative, and GUL (General user License) regimes are still based on delineation 

of specific frequencies. To address SDR, the RSM notes that “Some form of GUL covering, say, 

the whole of the UHF band, or a designated spectrum commons, may have to be considered” 

(2005: 53). The potential software enabled commons also threatens the basis of the property 

regime, as the frequency bands currently delineated as property “are business assets with a 

significant book value and associated capital investment” (RSM, 2005: 59), the value of which 

would be undermined by conversion of those bands to a commons. Implementing a commons 

regime would therefore require resolution of the status of the existing property rights in New 

Zealand radio spectrum, a task potentially enabled by the currently limited timeframe adhering 

to those rights. Other issues relating to SDR that still need to be resolved include the means by 

which interference would be avoided, and “the implementation of relevant access and 

relationship protocols” (RSM, 2005: 59). These related points hinge on the role of code and 

protocol in new radio technologies to resolve interference and to regulate access, and the RSM 

notes that effective implementation of them may depend on the ability of regulatory authorities 

to monitor use of radio technologies within an open spectrum (RSM 2005: 59).  

 
                                                
118 The report even quotes Laurence Lessig, which illustrates an awareness of the theoretical as well as practical issues emerging in 
relation to the spectrum commons (RSM, 2005: 58).  
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New Zealand's hybrid spectrum management regime already includes several frequency bands 

that are designated as a quasi spectrum commons, described in the 2005 report as ‘public park’ 

bands, for which uses are delimited under a ‘GUL’, a ‘General User Licence’ (RSM, 2005: 59). 

Public park bands are used by “low power, ubiquitous devices” such as garage door openers 

and baby monitors, which are licensed as a general group of devices and users, unlike other 

bands where all transmissions are specifically licensed (RSM, 2005: v). Interference within 

these bands is limited by the “technologies employed, their conditions of operation, and their 

minimal operating radius” (RSM, 2005: 15), on the basis that under normal conditions devices 

are not likely to interfere with one another. Three kinds of public park spectrum in use in New 

Zealand illustrate different dimensions of a form of spectrum commons in action: the 2.4 GHz 

frequency range used for ‘Wi-Fi’ computer networking, the FM ‘guard band’ broadcast 

frequencies used by Low Power FM broadcasters, and the user-licensed bands assigned to 

amateur radio. These areas of spectrum are relatively open for use by anyone, but access is 

still determined by a variety of codes and protocols, both social and technical.  

 

Amateur, or ‘ham’, radio is the oldest and most carefully delineated form of a spectrum 

commons. Susan Douglas celebrates ham radio as an essential part of the topography of the 

radio spectrum, arguing that it ensures that “some portions of the radio spectrum… remain 

democratic and unpredictable”, despite attempted encroachments by corporate interests and 

proposals to apply property rights to the whole spectrum (2004: 330). A number of frequency 

bands are set aside for amateur use in various parts of New Zealand’s radio spectrum, including 

very long and short waves, and bands for satellite communications (NZART, 2006a). These 

allocations acknowledge the role of amateurs in the early development of wireless transmission, 

even in New Zealand where many amateurs operated illegally between 1903 and 1921 

(Dougherty, 1997). The RSM acknowledges this role, explaining that “The early development of 

the use of radio grew out of the experimentation of radio amateurs…. They pushed the 

boundaries of both the technology and its applications, especially in the use of the higher ‘short 

wave’ frequencies” (Wedderspoon, 2003: 6). The amateur radio bands are operated as a public 

park in which users require a license to transmit, but are not allocated specific frequencies 

(RSM, 2005: 24). Susan Douglas describes the delineation of specific amateur bands in the US 

as a result of American hams’ recognition from 1910 of the “importance of good public relations 

and deft, pre-emptive, lobbying”, which ensured that as “One of the shrewdest subcultures in 

America”, hams are also “the only hobbyists whose pastime is explicitly protected by both 

federal and international law” (2004: 332). New Zealand’s amateur frequency bands follow this 

international law, which is set down in the ITU Radio Regulations (RSM, 2005: 24). As a form of 

spectrum commons, the amateur bands are ideally open to use by anybody, although in 

practice transmission is restricted by access to the requisite equipment and technical skill, 
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including the requirement to pass an Amateur Radio Examination before transmitting (NZART, 

2006b).119 Susan Douglas regards this emphasis on skill as a democratising force, arguing that 

when technical skill is all that matters, external personal characteristics fall aside (2004: 333). 

Because of the skill required, Douglas suggests that radio amateurs have a much closer 

relationship with the medium in which they operate than ‘ordinary’ radio listeners, a fully 

engaged, active relationship with electromagnetic waves, and a culture in which 

“communication – or, more accurately, contact – matters to hams on some almost mystical, 

metaphysical level” (2004: 333).120 Further, Ian Dougherty observes that by its nature, amateur 

radio involves “co-operation between two or more individuals” purely to make contact happen 

(1997: 50). This also includes cooperation and sharing of knowledge between hams to maintain 

the experimentation with radio technologies that is central to the hobby’s development 

(Dougherty, 1997: 50). Amateur radio bands are the longest maintained of the open spectrum 

bands, managed through codes of behaviour set down in the ‘amateur’s code’ developed in 

1928,121 and the codes of knowledge and technical proficiency. However, the commercialisation 

of radio spectrum in New Zealand is seen as a potential threat to this open spectrum, and 

constant lobbying by amateurs is required to maintain the bands for shared communication.122 

 

As a more recent example of ‘public park’ radio spectrum set aside for shared transmission use, 

the ‘Low Power FM’ bands are more open in some respects than the amateur bands, but can 

cater for far fewer users, and substantial technical knowledge is still required to use them. The 

Low Power FM regulations in New Zealand allow use of the ‘guard band’ frequencies for 

unlicensed FM radio broadcasting between 88MHz and 106-7MHz, at either end of the band 

allocated for FM radio broadcasting. These frequencies are no longer required to act as a buffer 

between spectrum users because of increasing efficiencies in transmission equipment. 

However, ‘normal’ high powered broadcasting cannot take place in these bands because of the 

risk of interference to other services in the frequencies immediately below 88MHz or above 

107MHz, so they have been made available for limited broadcasting at low power (RSM, 2005: 

                                                
119 That this is a ‘coded’ form of access is symbolised in the requirement that amateur radio operators have a good knowledge of 
Morse Code in order gain access to the amateur frequencies, although this was removed from the examination process in 2004 
(‘z12amj’, 2004: 12). 
120 Ian Dougherty similarly notes the “sense of wonder that kept amateurs sitting up all night to take advantage of the better signals 
and to strive for that extra distance” (1997: 49). On this theme he quotes Brenda Bell, who made the first two-way contact between 
New Zealand and South Africa (1997: 48):  

You see we knew we were working with something absolutely fresh, something the world had never realised, something 
that was about us and around us, unheard, unrealised, the air full of marvels. Each time we reached out, each time we 
heard a new country, that was making history….just as the stone  you throw into the pond creates waves which reach all 
round the verges, so our little tappings in our verandah room began to travel the world (qtd. in Dougherty, 1997: 49). 

121 And revised by the NZART in 1982, which version “was adopted almost word for word by the international amateur radio 
community” (Dougherty, 1997: 115). 
122 The RSM observes in its 2005 review of Radiocommunications policy in New Zealand that “the amount of spectrum dedicated to 
the amateur services in New Zealand is large compared with the number of licensed users” (2005: 24), suggesting that the degree 
of use of these spectrum bands is being observed in the apparently crowded and largely commercialised New Zealand radio 
spectrum, politicising the issue of how many radio amateurs there are in the country. Dougherty notes this attitude as a concern in 
the conclusion to his history of amateur radio in New Zealand (1997: 228). 
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44).123 While these narrow frequencies may be used on a shared and unlicensed basis, they still 

involve several restrictions on the freedom to communicate. The ‘shared’ basis involves 

limitations on power levels, the number of ‘LPFM’ transmitters that are allowed within a twenty-

five kilometre radius, and the use of ‘repeater’ stations, along with a requirement to regularly 

broadcast contact details. The Ministry of Economic Development does not accept liability for 

loss or damage through interference, as they would for licensed stations, and they reserve the 

right to “require and ensure that any transmission pursuant to this general user radio licence 

change frequency, reduce power or cease operation” (Radiocommunications Regulations 2003: 

3.6). In general, use of the guard band frequencies is self-monitored by LPFM broadcasters.124 

Unlike amateur radio operators, LPFM broadcasters operate in broadcasting’s one to many 

model, and the geographical reach of transmissions limits the number of broadcasters that can 

share the frequencies. The implications of interference and conflicting broadcasts are damaging 

for many LPFM broadcasters because unlike amateur radio operators they are allowed to 

generate income from their transmissions, and many sell advertising and sponsorship, 

operating as small-scale commercial radio stations. In New Zealand’s increasingly centralised 

and commercialised broadcast radio market LPFM offers one of the only means of access to 

the broadcast spectrum for non-corporate broadcasters, a fact acknowledged by the RSM when 

it comments that “The odds are against any low power broadcaster, however willing, acquiring a 

commercial spectrum licence in competitive bidding against the major networks” (2005: 44). As 

a ‘public park’ however, use of the Low Power FM bands is limited by the broadcast 

transmission structure, and the propensity for transmissions to interfere with each other. This is 

a problem in the LPFM bands because despite being ‘low power’ relative to ‘normal’ 

broadcasters, the transmissions operate with a much higher power than the kinds of devices 

that operate without specific licenses in other areas of public park spectrum. 

 

The RSM notes that public park spectrum is increasingly being used for new ‘smart’ 

communications technologies, particularly wireless computer networking, popularly known as 

Wi-Fi (2005: 15-6). These technologies are encoded so as to “have the potential to control the 

impact of interference on other services, and therefore may not require interference 

management or exclusivity of rights” (2005: 16). Wi-Fi networking, following the IEEE 802.11 

                                                
123 Allowing unlicensed broadcasting in specific frequency bands also acts to contain potential piracy, by creating a space for ‘legal’ 
piracy. LPFM broadcasters themselves often refer to other broadcasters who do not follow the LPFM guidelines as ‘pirates’ (for 
example, Phelps, 2007a). 
124 The provision that broadcasters must transmit contact details every four hours means that they can locate others who they 
believe are causing interference or broadcasting outside the regulations. The LPFM mailing list also provides a forum for tracing 
sources of interference, as an email posting by Richard Phelps of ‘Retro Hit Radio’ in Manukau City illustrates:  

There seems to be a religious broadcaster on 88.1fm in Papatoetoe. Of course this is causing Retro Hit Radio another 
headache - as we are in the thick of a 7 month dispute with an overpowered & overmodulated pirate on 88.2fm, causing 
plenty of problems already. If anyone can try and listen for any station identification by them - preferably some contact 
details, please send them to me (March 20, 2007).  

After others on the mailing list suggested using direction finding equipment to locate the broadcaster on 88.1 MHz, Phelps advised 
four days after his initial post that he had “tracked ‘em down” after seeing their aerial, and was expecting to come to a resolution 
when he got “hold of the reclusive owner” (2007b; 2007c).  
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standard, which forms the basis of most wireless connectivity, is allocated the 2.4GHz band of 

frequencies, which is reserved for license exempt use in most parts of the world (Priest, 2004: 

210). This particular band became the standardised home for Wi-Fi networking because, as 

Julian Priest observes, it is “part of a guard band around the frequencies used by microwave 

ovens, which was considered by regulators to be a trash band, unusable on noise grounds” 

(2004: 210). Priest argues that because it was free of licensing costs, the openness of this band 

meant that companies were able to invest in research and development for technologies to 

transmit within it (2004: 210), suggesting that removing licensing costs enables increased 

innovation in wireless use. New Zealand’s RSM has noted that the lack of license costs in the 

public park, GUL, bands acts as an “incentive for users to locate their services” in those bands, 

adding that an argument could be made for applying some kind of service cost for use of those 

frequencies (2005: 16). However, the nature of the technology using public park bands means 

that it would be very difficult to identify users or to implement a charge (RSM, 2005: 16). From a 

broader allocation perspective this also makes it difficult to reassign a GUL band once it has 

“become populated… by users whose nature and number is unknown to the regulator” (RSM, 

2005: 16). This indicates a significant move away from the close regulation of New Zealand 

radio spectrum discussed in chapter three, to an environment in which the state is not only 

unable to regulate the use of spectrum bands, but cannot even know who is using particular 

bands or exactly what they are being used for. Regulation then becomes a responsive process, 

rather than a prescriptive one, enacted to resolve interference complaints and other possible 

disagreements. The specific use of bands is more likely then to be controlled by technologies, 

and the code that determines their use, than by regulation. 
 

The software-determined commons  
New Zealand’s Radio Spectrum Management group recognises the growing theoretical interest 

in a spectrum commons and observes that a commons approach has the potential to 

completely revise the basis on which radio spectrum is defined and allocated. However, as the 

RSM acknowledges, expansion of the model would undermine the existing property rights in 

New Zealand radio spectrum. Spectrum commons theorists oppose property rights because of 

this kind of closure, the way they limit the possibility of re-configuring the basis of spectrum 

allocation.   

 

There are similarities between the arguments for a spectrum commons and those for property 

rights, such as a mistrust of state intervention in radio spectrum, and a critique of the basis on 

which spectrum has been considered ‘scarce’. Both argue that scarcity is partly a result of 

inefficient technologies, and partly due to the apparent inflexibility of administrative approaches 

to spectrum management. Spectrum commons theorists however argue that the property 
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approach does not go far enough in breaking down the barriers to spectrum access, and that 

the property rights regime is still based on the limited capabilities of legacy technologies. 

However, a full software commons relies on the possibilities of technologies that, as the RSM 

points out are “still in the laboratory” (2005: 59n), not yet developed enough for practical 

applications. This dependence on technology that has not yet been realised is the focus of 

property rights theorists’ critique of the spectrum commons. Faulhaber and Faber characterise 

the differences between property rights and commons supporters as a fundamental split 

between engineers and economists, where “Economists seek to unleash the power of the 

market to achieve efficient outcomes; [and] engineers seek to unleash the power of the 

commons to achieve efficient outcomes” (2002: 2). Property-oriented writers have criticised this 

engineering-technology orientation as being too utopian: Pool refers to it as a “fantasy” (1990: 

47), and Faulhaber and Farber claim that any open access system in the spectrum will soon 

become congested (2002: 19). They draw a comparison with the US radio system of the 1920s, 

and suggest that open access would ultimately lead to market allocation of rights in any case 

(2002: 19), invoking both the tragedy of the commons and logic of collective action models 

discussed by Elinor Ostrom. Because a spectrum commons on the model proposed by theorists 

such as Yochai Benkler and David Reed remains largely speculative its full implications are not 

yet demonstrable. However, in their critique of traditional means of defining and allocating radio 

spectrum, Benkler, Reed, and others, fundamentally challenge the basis on which radio 

spectrum is conceptualised. The value of this critique is in the acknowledgement that the radio 

spectrum is constituted by metaphor, and in the conceptual exercise of re-imagining radio 

spectrum on an entirely new basis.  

 

A range of metaphors have been mobilised by various writers to describe radio spectrum in 

ways that make property rights and administrative allocations appear less ‘natural’ than 

comparisons with national territory and economic resources suggest. The descriptions of Maori 

understandings of radio spectrum used in support of the Waitangi claims described in chapter 

five are an example of this process. These new metaphors are intended to demonstrate that a 

commons is the most appropriate approach to understanding and allocating radio spectrum. 

Particular analogies often illustrate the inappropriateness of frequency-based regulation in radio 

spectrum in comparison with other kinds of spectrum- related information. These also 

demonstrate the possibilities of ‘smart’ receivers modelled on the complexity of biological 

receivers, in comparison with the limited capabilities of traditional radio technologies. In this 

respect, the analogy of the acoustic spectrum, elaborated by J. H. Snider and Stuart Buck, 

among others, is used to illustrate the impossibility of regulating acoustic waves. Buck describes 

a putative party in which the noise of many loud and overlapping conversations results in 

regulation by a ‘Federal Speech Commission,’ regarding the number of possible speakers, and 
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the propriety of speech content (2002: 1-2). Buck uses this analogy to critique the Federal 

Communications Commission’s allocation of spectrum licenses. He further describes the 

development of spectrum auctions as a solution that only ‘masks’ the regulatory problem 

illustrated by his ‘Federal Speech Commission’ analogy. Like centralised regulation, he argues, 

the auction system keeps the government at the centre of allocation, and involves costs that 

limit smaller companies, and rural and poorer users from gaining access (2002: 2). J.H. Snider 

of The New America Foundation uses the acoustic analogy also to demonstrate the possibilities 

of ‘smart’ radio receivers, describing the human brain as a smart acoustic receiver, able to 

decode messages appropriately against a relatively high degree of background information 

(2004). David Reed uses a metaphor that locates radio frequencies within the full 

electromagnetic spectrum to compare the way human eyes process colour frequencies to the 

way radio systems process radio frequencies (Weinberger, 2003b). Reed uses this analogy to 

highlight the absurdity of frequency licensing, as when the statement “‘WABC-AM has an 

exclusive license to broadcast at 770 kHz in NYC’” is reframed as “‘The government has 

granted WABC-AM an exclusive license to the color Forest Green in NYC’” (Weinberger, 

2003b). All of these new metaphors are used to highlight the limitations of the language used to 

describe radio spectrum for both administrative licensing and property rights, and to describe 

spectrum in a way that makes a commons approach appear more appropriate.  

 

As the biological comparisons suggest, and as the analysis of frequency definition in chapter 

two argues, radio spectrum is fundamentally constituted by the technology that uses it. These 

arguments propose that by radically changing the technology, the form of radio spectrum itself 

may be changed, or alternatively, that it is only by fundamentally re-imagining radio spectrum 

that new technologies can be fully enabled. Yochai Benkler and David Reed argue that the 

division of radio waves by frequency in the early decades of the twentieth century was a product 

of the primitive state of radio technologies when regulation was first introduced, as frequency 

was the most practical means then available to separate signals and reduce interference 

between users. Benkler describes the traditional models of spectrum regulation, and associated 

division, as being based on the technical abilities of ‘lone, stupid receivers’ (2002: 38). In this 

argument basic broadcast radio technology is ‘stupid’ because it can only differentiate between 

signals on the basis of frequency, and ‘lone’ because it cannot network with other wireless 

devices, it simply passively receives signals it recognises (2002: 38). The familiar division of 

radio spectrum into wide frequency bands, which are allocated to particular kinds of 

transmission and reception technologies, is therefore a result of the ‘stupidity’ of standard 

broadcast receivers. From this base, the administrative system has been slow to accommodate 

technological changes, and license holders have been unwilling to relinquish rights even to 

unused spectrum in order for new technologies to be introduced. Benkler and Reed argue that 
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so-called ‘smart’ technologies offer the most profound challenge to this structure yet, 

demonstrated by software defined radio systems’ basis in code rather than frequency. These 

can route and receive signals according to the code that determines their destination, potentially 

utilising multiple, non-adjacent, frequencies, rather than the singular frequencies used by the 

syntonic tuned circuits that have defined radio systems since the beginning of the twentieth 

century. ‘Smart’ radio systems allow signals to be divided in a greater number of ways than the 

frequency divisions required by legacy receivers. In a spectrum used by smart radio 

technologies, signals would no longer need to be allocated by frequency, and responsibility for 

interference reduction would be taken up by transmission and reception equipment. Instead of 

regulating spectrum at the infrastructural level of allocation, communications in this form of 

commons would effectively be regulated by the capability of equipment.  

 

The commons offers a more profound challenge to the concept of radio spectrum as a 

graduated division of frequencies than the market approach, and the technological advances 

cited by David Reed, Yochai Benkler and others offer the possibility of completely 

reconceptualising the form and division of radio spectrum. Benkler and David Weinberger argue 

that the metaphor of the ‘radio spectrum’ itself has led to misleading comparisons with national 

territories and with resources that can be subject to propertisation.125 Benkler argues that the 

‘thing’ called ‘radio spectrum’ is just an effect of language, and that what is really being 

described is “simply people communicating with each other” using wireless signals (1997: 2). 

Benkler claims that describing ‘the radio spectrum’ as a ‘resource’ consolidates the assumption 

that it is a ‘thing’. It is then more easily absorbed into contemporary economic theory as 

something that ought to be treated as property and traded in a marketplace. Describing 

‘spectrum’ as a resource then obscures the real question of whether wireless communications 

should best be managed by a centralised allocations system or simply through the act of 

communicating wirelessly. David Weinberger further suggests that rather than a “thing”, 

spectrum should be described as “an open standard” for communications (2003a). Discussion 

of the spectrum could then be reframed in terms of questions of how to facilitate 

communication, rather than manage a resource (2003a).  

 

In order to describe radio spectrum in relation to communication rather than resources, David 

Weinberger and David Reed identify new metaphors for radio signals that enable radio 

spectrum to be understood as a commons. The metaphors are framed as a critique of old ways 

of thinking about spectrum, in which frequencies are likened to ‘pipes’, the term ‘consumption’ 

implies that frequencies can be used up, and ‘interference’ suggests the physical collision of 

radio signals (Weinberger, 2003a). The accumulated implications of these metaphors, 
                                                
125 As noted previously, the term ‘radio spectrum’ developed after the initial identification of radio space with national territory, but in 
that case the references to ‘ether’ performs the same identification with a ‘thing’ as the later term ‘radio spectrum’. 
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Weinberger claims, make it possible to understand radio spectrum as property. However, the 

metaphors are products of outdated technology rather than inherent characteristics of spectrum, 

and, like the ‘tragedy of the commons’ model, lead to ill-informed policy decisions. In response, 

Weinberger proposes three new models for radio communication, and claims that “the new 

metaphors will change the way we connect with one another and thus will change the world” 

(2003a). Accordingly, ‘spread spectrum’ replaces the ‘pipe’ metaphor, because “spectrum-as-

pipe does not make sense in a frequency-hopping world” in which signals cannot strike ‘walls’ 

and are able to move outside specific frequencies (Weinberger, 2003a). The old idea that radio 

spectrum is a system “for preserving the integrity of waves” is, Weinberger argues, disrupted by 

information theory, which allows radio spectrum to be reconceptualised as an information-

carrying system, in which specific radio waves are no longer crucial. Finally, the metaphor of the 

Internet shows that decentralisation and open standards make efficient communication 

possible, and that by example, “Lowering the cost of access and connection unleashes 

innovation beyond any reasonable expectation” (Weinberger 2003a). David Reed also invokes 

the metaphor of the Internet, arguing that a spectrum commons offers the possibility of 

developing a more extensive and versatile form of the Internet by expanding it through radio 

technologies (2002: 6-7).126 In this, Weinberger and Reed go further than simply invoking the 

Internet as a metaphor, they reframe the argument for a spectrum commons in the language of 

network architecture. Reed in particular argues for a need to redefine spectrum in order to 

translate it into the digital network environment, using concepts like bits, transport capacity, and 

channel transport efficiency in relation to radio systems (2002). Reframing radio spectrum as an 

open information system undermines the basis on which property rights can be considered an 

obvious solution to the concepts of scarcity and interference, and it expands the conceptual 

possibilities of radio technologies.  

 

The metaphor for communications privileged by this spectrum-as-open-information-system 

discourse is ‘conversation’, rather than the ‘broadcast’ model that has dominated since the 

1920s. In this respect, Yochai Benkler uses the possibilities of deployment of smart devices 

across an open spectrum commons to argue for a transformation of the basic structures of 

wireless communications. Smart devices, he argues, would enable the development of 

community-based communications systems, based on the principle of ‘mesh’ networking, using 

transceivers that can share and reroute messages at a local level, instead of central 

transmitters and distributed receivers. Benkler describes local mesh networking as a means to 

challenge and transform the structure of traditional broadcasting systems, and critiques 

traditional spectrum allocations for broadcasting on the basis that  

                                                
126 In contrast, Thomas Hazlett describes the Internet as demonstrating the limitations of “insufficiently developed private markets in 
bandwidth” rather than modelling effective open spectrum allocation (1998: 815). Hazlett critiques Eli Noam’s argument for open 
access to spectrum for being overly optimistic in its use of “the analogy that haunts the article, that of the Internet” (1998: 815). 
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Owned infrastructure operating in a broadcast model has tended to homogenize and 

standardize information content for mass appeal, and has thereby acted to smooth out 

differences of opinion, impoverish the competition of ideas, and ultimately, make public 

debate thinner and less productive (1997: 99). 
Benkler frames this as the “mass media market aimed at eyeballs” that has evolved since the mid 

nineteenth century (2000: 562-33). Benkler’s critique connects the infrastructure of communications 

systems with the need for an open flow of information in a democracy, and he regards the networking 

possibilities modelled by the Internet as a potential means to achieve this. Benkler argues that networking 

within a commons approach to ‘radio spectrum’ could enable a fundamental shift in people’s relationship 

with information, from “consumers to users,” as everyone who receives radio signals can also transmit 

them (2000: 561). The Internet provides the first significant example of this model, as an “information 

environment” in which “the end points are users”, a category of media participants that confuses the 

traditional division between small numbers of producers and many consumers (2000: 564). While these 

users are also receivers, their “acts of reception are dialogic in the sense that they can easily be mapped 

as moves in a conversation rather than as endpoints for the delivery of a product” (2000: 564). An open-

ended, community-based mesh network could enact this shift in the relationships of end users and 

information in the wireless communications sphere. It is unclear what role if any the traditional-one-to-

many broadcast model may play in this mesh-network system. However by challenging the fundamental 

division within radio spectrum between those who can transmit and those who can only receive, Benkler 

argues that distributed local mesh networking could also allow a greater freedom of speech than the 

centralised singular broadcast model. 

 

Freedom of speech is a fundamental issue in the discourses of both property rights and the spectrum 

commons. Property rights discourse frames the administrative allocation system as enacting too great a 

restriction on freedom of speech through government intervention, while spectrum commons discourse 

questions the genuine freedom afforded by an economically based system of property. Property rights 

theorists such as Coase, Hazlett, and Faulhaber and Farber, argue that administrative allocation creates 

an implicit form of censorship, by ruling on who is allowed access to radio waves and what they may 

transmit. Spectrum commons advocates point out that allocating spectrum by auction still involves 

censorship by granting ‘exclusive rights’ to communicate. Michael Calabrese has argued for example, in 

a submission to the FCC’s Spectrum Policy Taskforce, that this contravenes the principle of freedom of 

speech as set out in the first amendment, by burdening “the ability of other citizens to communicate” 

(2003: 6). Laurence Lessig, in his broad exploration of network regulation, Code and Other Laws of 

Cyberspace, describes the Federal Communications Commission as a regulator of speech: 

If I wanted to broadcast a political speech on FM radio at a frequency of 98.6 MHz in 

Boston, the FCC would have me prosecuted. To speak on 98.6 in Boston I need a 

license; I do not have such a license; to speak without a license is a crime. It is a crime 

despite the fact that the Constitution says, “Congress shall make no law … abridging the 

freedom of speech, or of the press.” What gives? (1999b: 182) 
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Lessig describes this as an outcome of the architecture of the broadcast system, and points out 

that the alternative architecture, allocating through property rights, retains the government at the 

centre of the process, ‘policing’ the auctioned spectrum, as “Channels must be kept clear; 

interlopers must be punished.” (1999b: 183). This is, he observes, very different from the 

freedom accorded the printed press (1999b: 183). True freedom of speech in wireless 

communications, Lessig argues, can only be achieved by removing government control over 

who can access the means to communicate, and this can only be achieved with smart radio 

technology and a spectrum commons:  

A faithful reading of the framers’ constitution, my colleague Yochai Benkler and I have 

argued, would strike down the regime of spectrum allocation. A faithful reading would 

reject an architecture that so strongly concentrates power. The model for speech that 

the framers embraced was the model of the Internet – distributed, noncentralized, fully 

free and diverse (1999b: 185).  

Benkler makes this connection explicit in a paper titled “Property, Commons, and the First 

Amendment: Towards a Core Common infrastructure” (2001). In it he describes the First 

Amendment, guaranteeing freedom of speech, as “an expression of a fundamental commitment 

of the American polity to individual expressive autonomy and to robust democratic discourse in 

a widely distributed and diverse polity” (2001: 7). A ‘core common infrastructure’ consisting of a 

spectrum commons is, he claims, a crucial aspect of realising this commitment. 

 

It is unclear whether a more traditional media structure still has a role in the open spectrum 

system described by Yochai Benkler. Fundamentally, he celebrates the possibilities of a 

networked approach for breaking “through the clear cut categories of producer and consumer” 

(2000: 564). This breakdown can also, he argues, enable a more robust democracy, by 

ensuring that access to the means of communication is no longer restricted to the privileged few 

who can afford access to the infrastructure, or own the means of media production, which 

increasingly includes ownership of radio frequencies themselves. Structurally, the form of media 

Benkler proposes recalls the Marxist models of Bertold Brecht and Hans Magnus 

Enzensberger. Brecht critiqued the ‘one-sided’ basis of broadcast radio, claiming that “it should 

be two-” sided, a form of communication rather than distribution, which would not isolate 

‘listeners’ but draw people into a relationship (1993: 15). Enzensberger expanded Brecht’s 

analysis to question the political structures that maintain the one-sided nature of radio 

communications (2000), and proposed an ‘emancipatory’ structure of media that Alex Galloway 

argues prefigures the apparently decentralised, interactive, collective basis of the Internet 

(2006: 56-8). Enzensberger’s model is framed in response to the authoritarian uses of media by 

fascism and Stalinism, and “George Orwell’s bogey of a monolithic consciousness industry” 

(2000: 53). In this context he frames the possibilities of participatory media as a means of 
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emancipation from a centralised ideological system, but only if participation is explicitly 

organised in order to mobilise, and educate, the masses (2000: 61). In Enzensberger’s analysis, 

technological possibilities of participation and communication alone do not sufficiently challenge 

the dominant structures of media, they must be utilised in a conscious manner. Benkler’s vision 

of community based mesh networks does not fully demonstrate the emancipatory potential of 

this technological structure in relation to the ‘mass media market aimed at eyeballs’. The 

emphasis on open networks as the only means to achieve the freedom of speech he privileges 

in a democracy also does not address the positive attributes of the broadcast model, such as 

the pleasures of shared access to programming, the potential benefits of a sense of connection 

to the broadcast imagined community, and the fundamental importance of broad and instant 

access to a public in instances of emergency. In this, as in more technical areas, the spectrum 

commons discourse emphasises the conditions of openness, rather than the human potential it 

offers, and does not explore the limits on communication and freedom of speech that could 

remain in the commons model. 

 

David Reed elaborates on the technical conditions of a spectrum commons to emphasise the 

benefits of communications mobility, but he also suggests some possible limits within the model 

on access to information. Reed describes a networking structure of ‘flows’ rather than ‘stocks’, 

an open form of ‘Internetworking’ based on digital signal processing and information systems 

architecture that “consists in understanding that information is independent of the medium that 

carries it, and can be represented in a universal digital representation – the bit” (2002: 5). As 

Reed describes, the structure of communications systems would then be the product of “system 

design choices” rather than “some abstract “ether”… allocated by dividing it into disjoint [sic] 

frequency bands and coverage areas” (2002: 2). For full radio mobility at a design level, Reed 

argues, systems will need to be very open, so that devices can move geographically and 

change communicative frequency as well, without running up against an “artificial spectrum 

boundary” (2002: 3). Reed describes the location of a radio ‘object’ in this kind of network as a 

node that is inherently connected with ambient electromagnetism, soaking up the information 

that flows around it, operating as “a ‘Cognitive Radio’ that can sense its electromagnetic 

environment directly and manipulate electromagnetic fields directly in time and amplitude” 

(2002: 5). The radio object in this description is not just a lone stupid receiver, it is an open node 

through which information flows, which is part of its electromagnetic environment and is able to 

filter information based on more than just frequency.  

 

The only limit David Reed envisages is a system of security measures that would allow 

encoding of signals for transmission across several nodes, while ensuring that the signals be 

unchanged by the process. This, he suggests, is necessary to ensure full and reliable flows of 
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information across open networks (2002). David Weinberger refers to this kind of coding when 

he asks whether a “handshaking ‘etiquette’” is needed to enable wireless communication 

(2003a). However, the actual openness of a commons approach after this model will rely on the 

extent to which handshakes are required, and the use to which signal encoding is put. Code in 

itself is not necessarily a restrictive feature of communications systems, as Alex Galloway 

argues in respect of the protocols that allow the functional flow of information across the Internet 

and maintain its distributed structure (2004: 120-22). Protocol, as a form of code, is, Galloway 

argues, “a type of controlling logic that operates outside institutional, governmental, and 

corporate power, although it has important ties to all three” (2004: 122, italics removed). To this 

end, “Bureaucracy is protocol atrophied” because of the limits it places on “the open, free 

development of technology” (Galloway, 2004: 121). At the opposite extreme, “propriety is 

protocol reified”, so that market monopolies “are the inverse, or enemy, of protocol” because 

they too place limits on technological development (Galloway, 2004: 121). Stuart Minor 

Benjamin acknowledges these forms of protocol when he argues that even the form of common 

suggested by Benkler and Lessig requires centralised regulation in order to define and 

administer the protocols required for interference-less communication, by either private interests 

or central government (2003). While Benjamin argues for government control of commons, the 

potential for technologies to be limited by bureaucracies and market monopolies is barely 

acknowledged by the theorists he discusses (2003). Limits ultimately manifest as forms of 

control, or signs of the control society, the codes Deleuze describes as “indicating whether 

access to some information should be allowed or denied” (1995: 180). Insofar as cognitive radio 

systems exist in a pervasive, fluid, electromagnetic environment, rather than as receivers tuned 

to a specific singular frequency, they suggest the breaking down of the confining sites of 

broadcasting. This new, continuous, radio environment, modulated by code that may be limited 

by bureaucracy or propriety appears as the pre-eminent communications structure for the 

society of control. 

 

The spectrum commons model proposes a complete revision of the concept of radio spectrum, 

the way it is divided, and the way it is allocated. However its reliance on technological 

developments means that many aspects of the commons are still very speculative. Realising a 

future spectrum commons requires that space in radio spectrum be made available now for 

eventual technological development, which invokes an inherent critique of the potential closure 

of radio spectrum by property based allocations. Much spectrum commons discourse 

emphasises the possibilities of locally based, community networks in opposition to centrally 

directed mass broadcasting systems. This does not reduce the potential pathways of power 

however, as only a completely open network system with no restrictions based on code or 

access to technology could be free of the hierarchies of access that characterise administrative 
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and property based licensing. Such a network would then likely be crippled by interference. 

Further, a networked system would have to be completely open in terms of the sources and 

uses of the information passed through it in order to operate outside of control. The role of code 

in the transmission, relay, and reception of signals in a spectrum commons introduces new 

possibilities of enclosure, a “new system of domination” in Deleuze’s words (1990: 182), through 

transceiving technologies, and the software and codecs required to access signals.  
 

Conclusion 
The commons approach poses a conceptual challenge to the sequential organisation of 

frequencies that has structured the radio spectrum since 1906. This challenge extends to the 

concept of radio spectrum, to established forms of spectrum allocation, including both 

administrative and property rights regimes, and to the technical basis of radio communications 

devices. The challenge is noted by New Zealand’s Radio Spectrum Management Group, which 

recognises the implication that the commons model could reframe spectrum management, 

centralised administration, regulation of interference, and established spectrum property rights. 

In this respect, the 2.4 GHz spectrum band is a testing ground for the commons model, an 

example of a commons approach modulated by encoded software, unlike the public park 

spectrum used by amateur transmitters and low power FM, which are modulated largely by 

social protocols. 

 

As a discursive exercise the spectrum commons enables a reconceptualisation of radio 

spectrum with the claim that a spectrum defined by metaphors is open to redefinition by 

deploying new metaphors. To this end, Yochai Benkler, David Reed and David Weinberger 

propose the networked interconnections of the Internet as an appropriate model for radio 

communications. Despite its basis in established common property resource theory, the 

spectrum commons remains a conceptual and largely speculative proposition. Its full realisation 

is reliant on nascent technologies and a willingness by spectrum administrators to relinquish 

their ability to exercise power over allocating property rights. In the ideal form of spectrum 

commons proposed by Benkler et al, all transmission and interference would be regulated by 

communications technology and its encoded limits, rather than by property or human 

administration. Rather than the contained and legislatively regulated spectrum described in 

previous chapters, the spectrum commons idealises an unrestricted flow of information across 

open networks, framed as a utopian, democratic, alternative to control by government or 

commercial interests. Many writers do not fully address the form that communications would 

take in a software-enabled commons, focusing on an apparently democratic dialogic approach 

to communications, without addressing the positive attributes of broadcast models, privileging 

many-to-many communications without addressing their potential limitations.  
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The actual degree of openness that could be realised in a spectrum commons is unclear 

however, as its dependence on technology to regulate communications contains the potential 

for pervasive and subtle forms of encoded control. A spectrum commons offers potentially 

greater mobility in physical space and across frequencies than the grid-like, frequency-bound, 

centrally managed, containing, radio spectrum described in previous chapters. However, as 

Gilles Deleuze observes, increasing mobility may be accompanied by new “mechanisms of 

control as rigorous as the harshest confinement” (1995: 178). In the spectrum commons access 

to communications is modulated not by centralised regulation but by the ‘security measures’ 

and digital ‘handshaking’ referred to by David Reed (2002) and David Weinberger (2003a), and 

the ‘access and relationship protocols’ mentioned by the RSM (2005: 59). These technology-

based systems have the potential to be more pervasive, opaque and resistant to resistance 

than the centralised systems currently in place. 

 

This discourse of a spectrum commons rejects the closure of access to radio spectrum by the 

apparatuses of the state and the organisations that are able to purchase property rights to 

frequencies. It idealises the possibilities of open access to communications in which there is 

little practical difference between transmitters and receivers. While the commons may be limited 

by pervasive and all encompassing forms of closure, it describes a possible radio spectrum that 

is more open than it has previously been conceptualised, a radio spectrum that is not readily 

defined as a bounded, land-like, territorial, or propertised, space, but can instead be 

represented as a ‘flow’.  
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Chapter seven: Flows 
 

The spectrum commons discourse reframes radio spectrum as a fluid zone of interconnection in 

contrast to the ordered frequency bands maintained by traditional administrative allocations. To 

an extent this fluidity is also suggested by the discourse of property rights, which introduces the 

possibility of market-driven redefinitions of frequency bands, and inscribes owned frequencies 

into international flows of finance and power. Even the discourse of ‘protection’ historically 

applied to describing and managing radio communications in New Zealand acknowledges a 

degree of flow in the assumption that the radio spectrum may be a site through which 

undesirable influences may be transmitted or otherwise gain entry to the nation. In response, 

the resistant discourse of pirate broadcasting deliberately exploits the transgressive possibilities 

of flows of radio waves. This chapter documents discourses that frame radio spectrum in terms 

of flow. These are tactics and artist projects that share a concept of the fluidity of radio waves 

with the discourse of the spectrum commons but articulate forms of resistance to the techniques 

of control implicated by the coded technologies discussed in chapter six and the broader 

manifestations of wireless digitality. The practices discussed in this chapter respond to and 

extend the resistant discourses of pirate, micropower, and ‘rebel’ radio practitioners that 

articulate a direct resistance to the state’s juridico-political techniques of exercising power over 

radio spectrum. The tactical media practitioners and artists discussed here engage with radio 

spectrum in ways that articulate it as a site of molecular, or tactical, resistance to diffuse forms 

of control, in which radio signals are more effectively articulated as ‘flows’ that combine 

technical, economic, political, and cultural dimensions. 

 

This thesis has argued that the concept of radio spectrum was invented to facilitate the efficient 

use of early radio technologies, and in particular to restrict the commercial activities of the 

Marconi Company and secure dominance in the ‘ether’ for state, and military, transmissions. In 

its challenge to the concept of ‘the radio spectrum’, the spectrum commons discourse 

metaphorically opens out the enclosing, contained, structures of frequency bands and 

allocations. It refers instead to a multiplicity of transmitting signals that are not necessarily 

attached to specific frequencies. It uses metaphors that emphasise fluidity and interconnection, 

and it draws attention to the implication of the concept of ‘the radio spectrum’ that ‘it’ is a ‘thing’ 

to be divided, regulated, or sold (Weinberger 2003a). Instead of a ‘thing’, the spectrum 

commons discourse frames radio spectrum in terms of a ‘network’, a metaphor that can be 

easily identified with radio communications through broadcast, cellular phone and wireless 

computer networks. In his analysis of the ‘network society’, Manuel Castells argues that 

networks “constitute the new social morphology of our societies, and the diffusion of networking 
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logic substantially modifies the operation and outcomes in processes of production, experience, 

power, and culture” (2000: 500).  Castells mobilises the network as the model for all 

interconnecting systems of social, economic and political ‘nodes’ – identifying stock exchanges 

within financial networks, and coca fields within drug networks, and he suggests that radio 

communications technologies are nodes within the larger new media network that supports 

cultural expression in the Information Age (2000: 501). However, radio spectrum also forms a 

node in further networks, of financial investment, of information exchange, and of cultural 

transmission. It also encompasses a network in itself, providing the infrastructure for wireless 

exchanges. Nodes in radio communications, as in other networks, may be connected across the 

world with little regard for physical location, as all that matters is their relationship within their 

network. Structurally, two nodes within the same network are much ‘closer’ to each other than 

nodes in different networks, whatever the physical distance between them may be (Castells, 

2000: 501).127 At the same time, networks are fluid and open structures. They are able to grow 

new nodes and replace old ones, in a process that is dynamic without being unstable (2000: 

501-2). The regulation of nodes is where power is located within the network, in the decisions 

over how each one will function in the broader networks.  

 

Utilising Castells analysis of informationalism in the network society, this chapter follows the 

spectrum commons discourse to propose the concept of ‘flow’ as a tool for describing the radio 

signals that are ordered within a ‘spectrum’. ‘Flows’ describe radio signals in a broader sense 

than ‘waves’: a ‘flow’ encompasses the electromagnetic wave, as well as the finance that pays 

for it, the engineering that supports it, the content it carries, and the power relations that enable 

it, or to which it responds. Radio flows acknowledge the hybrid nature of radio signals by 

combining recognition of their technical existence with the social networks of power, finance, 

and culture in which they are embedded, as well as their discursive representations.128 Castells 

describes flows as the defining characteristic of the network society, the expression of 

processes “dominating our economic, political, and symbolic life,” such as capital, information, 

technology, organisational interaction, and “images, sounds, and symbols” (Castells, 2000: 

442). Flows are materially organised in what Castells calls ‘the space of flows,’ the new spatial 

logic emerging from transformations in the organisation of communications, industries and cities 

into globally distributed networks (2000: 440-8). The space of flows overlays the ‘space of 

places’, which is the space where most people actually live, “the historically rooted spatial 

organization of our common experience” (2000: 408-9). The space of flows is supported by 

                                                
127 The importance of nodes within the network is suggested by Bruno Latour’s observation that 

It may be that the telephone has spread everywhere, but we still know that we can die right next to a phone line if we 
aren’t plugged into an outlet and receiver.[…] Electromagnetic waves may be everywhere, but I still have to have an 
antenna, a subscription and a decoder if I am to get CNN (Cable News network) (1993: 117). 

128 ‘Power’ is a particularly relevant aspect of radio waves in this context, relating both to the forms of social power in which a 
transmission is embedded, and to the physical power that supports transmission of the signal, determining its strength. 
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three levels of network, against which can be mapped significant features of radio flows. At one 

level is the technical infrastructure of communications networks, a “circuit of electronic 

exchanges” that includes the physical transmission of radio signals (2000: 442, italics removed). 

A more geographical network is provided by the globally distributed physical “nodes and hubs” 

(2000: 443, italics removed), the hubs that coordinate communications, and the nodes at which 

“strategically important functions” of the global economy are located (2000: 443); for radio flows 

this includes major transmitters, satellite links, and the headquarters of organisations such as 

the International Telecommunications Union. The third network layer involves the “spatial 

organization of the dominant, managerial elites”, the actors who exercise power over the form 

and distribution of the other two layers of the space of flows (2000: 445, italics removed), for 

example through controlling the decisions of major telecommunications companies, or 

influencing the spectrum management strategies of governments.129 Radio can be conceived as 

one of the flows in the space of flows, and also as part of the infrastructure that supports other 

flows. For example, radio flows support the virtualisation of finance, by acting as vehicles for 

virtual financial activity as well as virtual objects of trade themselves, and by allowing the 

exchange of informational, rather than physical, goods.  

 

The relationship between the space of flows and the space of places in relation to radio flows is 

suggested by Mackenzie Wark’s analysis of the role of media ‘vectors’ in creating a kind of 

‘virtual geography’, a framework that implicitly considers the role of radio waves in the 

deterritorialised, transnational, flow of ideas and media. In Virtual Geography: Living with Global 

Media Events (1994), Wark uses the term ‘vector’ to describe flows of information, influence, 

and power through media and communications movements across the globe. These flows 

constitute the ‘virtual geography’ of the title – one that lies above and around the physical 

geography of the everyday. Vectoral, virtual, geography is explored for the most part in terms of 

the content of media and communications, and Wark does not use it to discuss the geography 

of radio transmissions themselves, the waves on which vectors travel up to and down from 

satellites, and across mobile phone, wireless, and broadcast networks. However Wark’s 

framework of virtual geography could be a geography of radio in the space of flows if applied to 

the processes that construct the medium as well as the message. Virtual geography is 

structured by a distinction between ‘map’ and ‘territory’, in which Wark describes the territory as 

actual ground, the place where we have roots, and the map as an overlay on that, a mediated 

version of the territory: “Whereas people and their interactions fill the territory, broadcast areas, 

satellite footprints, telephone networks compose the map, together with the signs and images 

that accumulate through interactions in this abstract, placeless space of media vector fields” 

(1994: 63). As people live increasingly mediated lives, Wark claims “we no longer have roots, 

                                                
129 The London-based consultants, NERA, who advised on New Zealand’s radio spectrum deregulation, are an example of this. 
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we have aerials” (1994: 220), suggesting that significant points of connection now relate less to 

a territorial place than to a virtual location in the map, in the vectors of the space of flows. The 

distinction between map and territory identifies the intangible dimensions of connectivity that are 

created by electronic technologies and communications. Wark further describes this in similar 

terms to flows and places when he identifies the shift in power from the territory to the map and 

argues that these describe a separation between ‘second’ nature, the industrial economy, 

based on the movement of things across territory, and ‘third’ nature, characterised by spectacle, 

the consumption economy, and the flows of finance, of “money as capital in its most electrically 

liquid form” across the map (1994: 177).  These movements are driven by the ‘vector’, which 

postulates a location, a map, for radio flows, in terms of both the connections they signify and 

the content they carry. 

 

For individuals, the relationship between the spaces of places and flows, the territory and the 

map, is increasingly mediated by ubiquitous wireless technologies that encode the potential for 

pervasive forms of control in the sense theorised by Gilles Deleuze. Patricia Pisters relates 

Castells’ space of flows to the “openness and snake-like movements of the control society” 

(2001: 129), as the location of the “continuous network” in which Deleuze argues the ‘man’ of 

control is located (1992: 6). Deleuze illustrates the technical mechanisms of control with an 

example given by Felix Guattari of the implications of access cards for the navigation of physical 

spaces. Access cards can be enabled or disabled through a computer system that effects “a 

universal modulation” over the location and movement of everyone in a territory (1990: 182). In 

a more directly wireless-based demonstration of the control society Deleuze refers to electronic 

tagging as a means of locating ‘elements’, such as “an animal in a game reserve, a man in a 

business suit” (1990: 181). Applications of radio technologies like electronic tagging represent 

the dualism of the control society, the frequently voluntary adoption of objects that purport to 

offer greater freedom, of movement, information, or working conditions. These are not only the 

technologies of a spectrum commons, but the expanding technologies of increasingly digitised 

radio flows, such as cellular phones, Global Positioning Systems (GPS), Radio Frequency 

Identification (RFID) tags, home detention ankle bracelets, CCTV cameras, spectrum scanners, 

and a proliferation of other wireless devices. The coded closure of cellular phones compared 

with analogue broadcast radio receivers illustrates the relationship between freedom and 

enclosure; the radio receiver is freely tuneable within a band of frequencies, but the phone is 

encoded to respond to particular frequencies only, which are allocated at the moment of 

connection. Specifically, these are the frequencies owned by the cellular phone service 

provider, a business that did not make the phone-object, but encloses the right to provide 

service on it through coded contracts and ownership of the management rights to a particular 
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band of radio spectrum.130 Cellular, ‘mobile’, phones may offer freedom of physical movement, 

but not freedom of movement through the radio spectrum. These technologies also enable 

close monitoring of people’s movements and actions, creating a pervasively surveillant system, 

a web of interconnected surveillance far more distributed and far-reaching than the panoptical 

enclosures of disciplinary regimes, and one in which the role of the military is far more pervasive 

than the listening stations of World War Two described in chapter three.  

 

The primary form of power discussed in previous chapters, the juridico-political strategies of the 

state, has been the focus of multiple forms of resistance that challenge the ways in which the 

state exercises power over broadcasting and radio frequency allocation. In the diffuse, coded, 

regimes of control that are becoming more pervasive in radio flows there is less space ‘outside’ 

control for direct resistance, and Deleuze warns that “[c]ompared with the approaching forms of 

ceaseless control in open sites, we may come to see the harshest confinement as part of a 

wonderful happy past” (1995: 175). He asks in this respect if it is possible to “glimpse the 

outlines of […] future forms of resistance, capable of standing up to marketing’s 

blandishments?” (1995: 182), and by extension the implications of distributed corporate forms of 

control. In enacting resistance, however, Deleuze argues that in regimes of control the “quest 

for ‘universals of communication’ ought to make us shudder” (1995: 175), suggesting that the 

most effective forms of resistance will be those that do not claim to speak ‘universally’. He 

questions the value of ‘speaking’ at all when he suggests that communication has become 

corrupted by money, implicitly advocating a process of ‘creating’ rather than communicating, in 

which “the key thing may be to create vacuoles of noncommunication, circuit breakers, so we 

can elude control” (1995: 175). This chapter discusses practices that emphasise ‘creating’, artist 

and activist practices that attempt to resist control over communications, movement, and 

location enacted through radio technologies. These practices acknowledge the impossibility of 

direct resistance that claims to speak universally, favouring small-scale interventions in regimes 

of control, tactics that attempt to reconfigure the tools of control itself, and works that reveal the 

pervasiveness of radio flows and their connection to networks of power.  

 

This chapter will begin with a discussion of the micropolitically resistant practices of so-called 

‘tactical media’, practises that operate in small gaps within the state, corporate, and code-

controlled radio flows. These articulate a discourse of resistance to the pervasive modulations 

of control, a discourse that acknowledges the impossibility of complete resistance, and claims 

instead the value of momentary interventions in the overall movements of power. The chapter 

                                                
130 The degree of coded technological embedded in cellular phones is highlighted by the ‘TuxPhone’, an ‘open source’ cellphone 
that is being developed with non-proprietary technologies and for which schematics are being made available on the Internet. The 
developers hope to gain the “freedom” to be able to develop customised applications for the phone, without having to pay exorbitant 
licensing costs. The open source phone would still use providers’ networks (“TuxPhone”, 2007). 
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then moves to discuss ‘locative media’, a form of tactical practice that has been criticised for its 

reliance on the networks of militarised radio spectrum and technical production inherent in the 

GPS systems that enable it. However proponents of locative media claim that it can be used to 

reveal human location within broader flows of the network society, and that the most politically 

engaged locative projects provide an important means of translation between the space of 

places and the space of flows. This translation is also effected by the artist projects discussed in 

the final section of the chapter, which seek to reveal and explore the spatiality created by radio 

waves in relation to human space, the relationship between the space of places and the space 

of flows, the map and the territory. These provide a means of access into radio flows that ideally 

reveals their pervasiveness and the potential for subtle and extensive forms of control to be 

modulated through them. This chapter argues that a discourse of radio spectrum that 

emphasises the flows in which radio waves are embedded, and conceptually resists the implicit 

structures of power in the taken-for-granted radio spectrum, is itself a tool with which to resist 

the invisibility of control in its mobilisation by radio technologies. 
 

Tactical media and resistance 
‘Tactical’ approaches to radio technologies attempt to enact micropolitical forms of resistance 

within the field of power relations shared by government legislation, corporate power, and the 

modulations of coded control. The discourse of tactical media does not entirely locate it in the 

modulated regimes of control, but it acknowledges multiple forms, sites, and techniques of 

power that together represent an extensive and continuous network of control. Tactical radio 

practices operate in the gaps between licensed uses of spectrum and the principle of open 

spectrum by deliberately avoiding forms of coded technical closure through using open 

standards and frequently a ‘DIY’ approach to make the technology and its possibilities relatively 

accessible. These practices retain a discourse of resistance and opposition, and a strategical 

view of power as a multiple, fragmented network of relations in which the most effective and 

practical instances of resistance take a similar form, utilising multiplicity, mobility, and chance 

opportunities. As resistant tactics these challenge the techniques of media and radio spectrum 

control by exploring the possibilities of open frequency sharing so that multiple transmissions 

can coexist within the spectrum. These are not strictly ‘illegal’ practices in the sense of the 

resistant broadcasters discussed in chapter four, as many of them operate legally in open 

spectrum, or exploit loopholes in regulation. They challenge aspects of the control society by 

mobilising tactics in response to the strategies of power, in the distinction set out by Michel de 

Certeau, rather than utilising pure force. As an engagement with media, tacticality is also a form 

of the molecular practice discussed by Felix Guattari, and which he identified in the broadcasts 

of Radio Alice (1996). 
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Felix Guattari theorised small interventions within the social system as a ‘molecular revolution’, 

a miniaturisation of response to domination. He considered this the only appropriate response 

to a social structure based on repression that is increasingly “softer, more diffuse, more 

generalised, but at the same time much more violent” than the brutality of the “capitalist 

societies of the 19th century” (1996: 81). The molecular revolution is a miniaturised response to 

this miniaturisation of power, and it can be identified in molecular, tactical forms of resistant 

radio. Guattari’s examples are largely drawn from the 1970s, and so reflect an early stage of 

development of the kind of social structure Gilles Deleuze identifies as control, which combines 

elements of state repression with more diffuse forms of power. In this respect, Guattari identifies 

the dual possibility of media as a tool of both generalised repression and of miniaturised 

resistance, in which there is “on the one hand: always more centralization, conformism, 

oppression; on the other, the perspective of a new space of freedom, self-management, and the 

fulfilment of the singularities of desire” (1996: 73).131 Radio seems to offer the perfect form of 

this space of freedom, because as a “‘light-weight’ technology” it is miniature and mobile (1996: 

74). Importantly, radio transmissions can also be multiplied as necessary to avoid jamming by 

the authorities, in what Guattari characterises as the “daily guerrilla warfare of the airwaves” 

(1996: 74).132 As an example of the molecular revolution in practice, Guattari focuses on Radio 

Alice, the autonomist radio station in Bologna that broadcast in 1976 and 1977, which he 

considers a powerful illustration of ‘free’ radio (1996: 73-8). Radio Alice’s existence on the 

airwaves was not itself strictly illegal, because of the unusually open access to radio 

frequencies in Italy following the 1976 Constitutional Court ruling against the state broadcaster’s 

monopoly of local radio (Lewis and Booth, 1989:141). However, the openness of Radio Alice’s 

content was considered problematic, and authorities eventually closed it down in March 1977, 

claiming that in its explicit support for a local student uprising the station “was inciting listeners 

to riot” (Lewis and Booth, 1989: 145).133  

                                                
131 The molecular revolution is largely a revolution in attitude, which entails “a new sensibility, a new way of relating, a new sort of 
kindness, all very difficult to define” (Guattari, 1996: 84). This is not a ‘Revolution’ as traditionally defined, rather a revolutionary 
momentum emerging from the sensibilities of identity politics movements such as feminism. 
132 The experience of this ‘warfare of the airwaves’ is described vividly by Frantz Fanon in relation to the Algerian colonial 
authorities’ jamming of The Voice of Fighting Algeria (1965: 85), discussed in chapter four. 
133 The content of Radio Alice is what Guattari found most inspiring, in its “assumption of direct speech by social groups of all 
kinds,” which endangers the systems of specialisation and authority on which the social structures of representation rely (1996: 75-
6). Guattari celebrates the lack of a filter on Radio Alice, its expression of the language of desire that leads to action (1996: 76-77). 
The language of Radio Alice appears to have been its most radical aspect, resisting the structures of communication that dominate 
the mainstream media, enacting an idealisation of the ‘freedom of speech’ reified by Benkler as a goal of the spectrum commons, 
and the emancipatory media model of Enzensberger. Umberto Eco described Radio Alice’s language as combining “literary 
citations, classical music, political songs, non-structured dialogues, free-wheeling language, and direct reporting of such varied 
events as strikes, squatting, demonstrations and Fêtes” (qtd. in Lewis and Booth, 1989: 143). Because there was so little social 
space between the Radio Alice broadcasters and the public, there was very little semantic space between them also, as Eco 
describes:  

The result is that one can no longer tell whether it is someone connected to the radio who is speaking (those who know it 
all) or whether it is someone from outside who is speaking (those who know nothing). Syntax, semiotics, phonetics and 
ideas are all the same (qtd. in Lewis and Booth, 1989: 144).  

This openness is what Guattari considers to be a “veritable feed-back system between the auditors and the broadcast team” (1996: 
74), an openness with immense molecular-revolutionary possibility. Although Guattari’s emphasis in regard to Radio Alice is on its 
content, its existence as a miniature, ‘light-weight’, localised technology is what enables this content, and its radically direct 
language. 
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Radio Alice’s structure was tactical and micropolitical because it took the opportunity offered by 

the Italian Supreme Court’s ruling, and used it to question the nature of radio, broadcast formats 

and language, as an experiment in the possibilities offered by ‘open airwaves’. The challenges 

Radio Alice posed were considered too great to be ignored by the state, but the intensity of the 

experiment, and the involvement of, and validation by, Guattari and Umberto Eco, means that it 

has been hugely influential. In Guattari’s own terms this illustrates the rhizomatic potential of 

free radio, the spread, described by Ron Sakolsky, of Autonomia-inspired piracy around the 

planet in a search not for roots, but “rhizomatic links that would deterritorialize the airwaves and 

offer a way out of the oh so manageable bureaucratic box constructed for radio” (1998: 9). The 

idealism of this statement suggests that in itself the spread of micropolitical free radio 

challenges the enclosures of state-controlled broadcasting. The influence of Radio Alice’s short-

term intensity reflects as well Foucault’s view of resistance as a practice that is most effective in 

brief moments, the fleeting points of transgression that highlight the structure of power relations 

themselves, like 

a flash of lightning in the night which, from the beginning of time, gives a dense and 

black intensity to the night it denies, which lights up the night from the inside, from top to 

bottom, and yet owes to the dark the stark clarity of its manifestation, its harrowing and 

poised singularity (qtd. in Deacon, 2003: 202).  

Rather than directly overthrowing ‘power’, the flash of lightning suggests the kind of practice 

Michel de Certeau frames as a tactic that exists within the strategies of power relations. It may 

intervene for a brief time, highlighting the existence of the power relation itself, but this 

resistance is always within the power relation, and cannot seek to overthrow or step outside it. 

This flash of lightning illuminates the mobile, momentary and multiple small interventions that 

constitute a ‘tactical’ media, as a ‘molecular’ level of resistance. 

 

Michel de Certeau’s discussion of ‘strategies’ and the ‘tactics’ of resistance that shape the 

‘practice of everyday life’ frames the concept of ‘tactical media’, where a ‘tactic’ is a form of 

interstitial opposition to ‘strategy.’ For de Certeau strategies are the practices of institutions with 

“will and power” that are able to claim their own territory from which to engage with ‘others’ 

(1988: 35-6):  

A strategy assumes a place that can be circumscribed as proper (propre) and thus serve 

as the basis for generating relations with an exterior distinct from it (competitors, 

adversaries, “clientèles,” “targets,” or “objects” of research). Political, economic, and 

scientific rationality has been constructed on this strategic model (de Certeau, 1988: 

xix). 
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The corporations and states that are able to claim a radio frequency place from which to engage 

with others through broadcast media and communications systems operate strategically within 

the radio spectrum. Through claiming spectrum territory, corporate and government entities 

generate relations with exterior entities such as advertisers, manufacturers, audiences, citizens, 

and consumers of radio technologies. In contrast, a tactic is “an art of the weak” (de Certeau, 

1988: 37),  

a calculus which cannot count on a “proper” (a spatial or institutional localization), nor 

thus on a borderline distinguishing the other as a visible totality. The place of a tactic 

belongs to the other. A tactic insinuates itself into the other’s place, fragmentarily, 

without taking it over in its entirety, without being able to keep it at a distance. It has at 

its disposal no base where it can capitalize on its advantages, prepare its expansions, 

and secure independence with respect to circumstances (de Certeau, 1988: xix). 

Tactics have no space of their own, but are realised on the territory of the other, as a flash of 

lightning within the night, with no perspective from which to gain a clear view of their opponent 

or to consolidate a position. Tactical approaches to radio spectrum enact this by insinuating 

themselves into the small amounts of ‘open’ spectrum space, the unseen gaps between 

frequencies or below the power-limit of broadcasters, or by squatting in space that is owned by 

others. 134 Tactical approaches to radio spectrum can be characterised by discourses of non-

territoriality, resisting the territorial construction and categorisation inherent in spectrum 

allocation and control, and they enact a form of spectrum commons by rejecting the basis of 

allocation, by simply sharing spectrum that is controlled by others. 

 

De Certeau’s distinction between strategies and tactics was taken up by the theorists and 

activists David Garcia and Menno Grootveld in 1996 to describe an emerging activist media 

movement as ‘tactical.’135 Tactical media was envisaged as a means of bringing together artistic 

and activist media practices that operate in the margins of power, appropriating the tools and 

strategies of the mainstream media and consumerism. Garcia describes tactical media as a 

practice that occupies “a ‘no man’s land’ on the borders of experimental media art, journalism 

and political activism, a zone that was, in part, made possible by the mass availability of a 

powerful and flexible new generation of media tools” (2005). While the theory of tactical media 

                                                
134 In his study of ‘the practice of everyday life’, de Certeau examines the quotidian acts that express resistance to being reduced to 
a ‘discipline’. The tactics of resistance de Certeau describes are largely textual, they take the form of cross-readings of texts, not 
just literary or linguistic texts, but spatial texts, in which “space is a practiced place” (1988: 117, italics removed), and walking is a 
“space of enunciation” (1988: 98), the spatial equivalent of speaking. Through this frame de Certeau seeks the resistant aspects of 
everyday life within the city, and attempts “to locate the practices that are foreign to the ‘geometrical’ or ‘geographical’ space of 
visual, panoptic, or theoretical constructions” (De Certeau, 1988: 93). De Certeau’s theory of resistance is located in the depths of 
city streets, the spatial texts in which people’s everyday practices of enunciation are invisible to the totalising process of power, or 
cannot be accommodated in the grid of a city-text, or, in the context of the resistant practices discussed here, the grid of the radio 
spectrum-text. These actions, which comprise the ‘practice of everyday life,’ form the basis of tactics, small interventions of creativity 
and evasions of control, which is the discipline that is masked by consumerism. 
135 Mackenzie Wark has criticised this use of the word ‘tactical’ as being too grounded in military language, arguing that “talk of 
strategy and tactics is boys’ talk, part of a retrograde fantasy we can all live without…. It’s not a choice of tactics or strategy, but a 
choice of an authoritarian language for media practice or a democratic one” (1997).  
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relies on de Certeau’s description of tactics, Joanne Richardson has pointed out that this is 

frequently enacted by ‘abandoning rather than paying homage’ to the extent of de Certeau’s 

analysis (2002). De Certeau’s focus on ‘reading’ privileges a silent tactic of resistance through 

reinterpretation of signs, rather than active production. Tactical media discourse on the other 

hand, does more than this, by “outlining the way in which active production can become tactical 

in contrast to strategic, mainstream media” (Richardson, 2002). Richardson characterizes 

tactical practices as ‘speaking in tongues’, opposing dominant media forms by occupying a 

multiplicity of positions, “offering temporary revelations” rather than occupying a “stable 

ideological place” (2002). This ephemerality and emphasis on short-term intensity in its 

micropolitical transgression connects tactical media most strongly to de Certeau’s practice of 

everyday life. Whether tactical media remains truly oppositional is a matter of debate between 

theorists who initially celebrated the possibilities of tactical practices, and a new kind of post-

tactical media discourse is emerging which appears to emphasise the activist over the art 

element of its central dynamic.136 However much of the public presentation of tactical media 

takes place within ‘new media art’ contexts, such as the International Symposium for Electronic 

Arts (ISEA), and the Ars Electronica festival, indicating an institutional acceptance of tactical 

media as an art practice. This art-orientation is made more apparent through the concern of 

many examples of tactical media with representation, being focused on documenting and 

staging actions through new technologies such as digital video, the Internet, and open source 

software.  

 

However, the tactical projects in the following discussion engage specifically with radio 

technologies, claiming the ‘space of the other’ within the radio spectrum to reveal structures of 

ownership in, and restrictions of access to, the spectrum. These mobilise radio technologies in 

support of radical purposes, and demonstrate the possibility of coexistence within radio 

spectrum. The tiny transmission zones of mini-FM, Telestreets’ squatted television broadcasts, 

and the distributed interconnections of open Wi-Fi networks all refigure familiar uses of radio 

technologies and their place in the radio spectrum. These projects do not mount the kind of 

large-scale and direct challenge to power demonstrated by the pirate radio stations documented 

in chapter four. However they can be read as enunciations of a larger project that questions the 

                                                
136 Tactical media’s focus on technology and representation, and ironically the spread of its ideas through the Internet itself, has 
lead in the view of some commentators to its institutionalisation. David Garcia concedes that the original impetus of tactical media 
has been dissipated as many of its practices have been absorbed into the mainstream media, and reflects that the movement’s mid-
1990s emphasis on the radical potential of new information technologies appears misplaced in the consumerist web of the 
contemporary Internet (2006). The fragmentation of tactical media reveals, Garcia argues, the endurance of “an old faultline” 
between artists and activists, and the way this division has been exacerbated by “Neo-liberalism’s effective capture of the rhetoric of 
‘freedom’ and ‘creativity’” (2006). Garcia argues that the formerly counter-cultural values of personal expression, identity and 
creativity have been coopted by market-oriented variations, “rendering the interventions of artists (including tactical media makers) 
profoundly if unwittingly, de-politicising” (2006). However, Garcia argues that tactical approaches to media technologies and culture 
endure, if not the term ‘tactical media’ itself, in a shift towards more sustained activist activities that have a greater impact than “hit 
and run guerrilla activism”, for which he points to the activist approaches of Dutch abortion support group Women on Waves, and 
the pranksterism of the Yes Men (2006). This signals a shift towards a greater activist stance within tactical media, and a rejection of 
the ‘shibboleth’ of the “cult of ‘ephemerality’” that has characterised many tactical media interventions in the past (Garcia, 2006).  
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nature of ownership in the radio spectrum, and the structures of closure that operate through 

the distributed controls of corporatisation and proprietary code. To this end, mini-Fm and 

‘Hiveware’ based open networks operate from an explicitly DIY perspective, providing the 

knowledge and skills required for people to build their own technology, as a form of everyday 

creativity which is used by other groups in turn. Mini-FM pioneer Tetsuo Kogawa sees this 

process of building technology by hand as a way of reclaiming the ‘techne’, or hand-work, from 

technology (2005: 207). By breaking out of the predetermined black boxes with preset tunings 

and the enclosures of allocated spectrum that dominate radio communications, these projects 

reveal and undermine radio’s encoding by manufacturers and allocation regimes, broadening 

potential access to everyday creativity through radio technology, to realise a democracy of 

access, if not full participation. 

 

Mini-FM is both a very small scale broadcasting movement and a philosophical approach to 

hand-made broadcast electronics pioneered by Japanese radio activist Tetsuo Kogawa. The 

‘mini-FM’ movement that Kogawa inspired in Japan predates the naming of ‘tactical media’ by a 

decade and a half, but the approach to broadcasting Kogawa developed was highly tactical and 

has influenced a wide range of more contemporary projects. Mini-FM uses extremely low 

powered transmissions as the basis for a resistant radio practice, which in the early 1980s 

slipped through a loophole in Japanese frequency allocation legislation. Because very low 

powered transmissions were not actually illegal, mini-FM was not a ‘pirate’ movement in the 

manner of the examples discussed in chapter four, rather it tactically adapted low cost tools to 

operate in the gaps in broadcasting law and share the radio spectrum with licensed users. 

Kogawa’s approach to mini-FM was inspired by Felix Guattari, in particular Guattari’s concept of 

“transmission transversal” - the possibility of free radio to reach “a ‘molecular’ public, so that it 

changes the nature of communication between those who speak and those who listen” 

(Kogawa, 1993: 91). Because of its small transmission area, Kogawa believes that “free radio 

does not broadcast (scatter) information but communicates (co-unites) messages to a concrete 

audience” (1993: 91). Inspired by interviewing Guattari about the Italian free radio movement in 

1980, Kogawa attempted to set up a free radio station in Tokyo, but was unable to build a 

transmitter, or find others to help him; the illegality of unlicensed broadcasting meant that “Even 

a techno-freak friend, instead of giving me the instructions, warned me that within half an hour 

of breaking the radio regulations, the Ministry of Post and Telecommunications would discover 

it” (Kogawa, 1990). Kogawa relates this reluctance to break the law in Japan to a ‘stigma’ 

remaining from World War 2, when access to radio technologies, including short-wave 

receivers, was very tightly controlled. However, rather than breaking the law, Kogawa 

discovered a loophole that allowed the unlicensed use of very low powered transmitters for 

devices like wireless microphones and toys (1990). He found that such devices were very 
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cheap, and could potentially cover a radius of 0.3 miles, enough to reach 20,000 residents in a 

densely populated area of Tokyo (1993: 93). Using this micro communicating technology, 

Kogawa began ‘Radio Polybucket’ in 1982 with students he taught at WAKO University (2005: 

199), and by June 1983, media coverage of the “mini-FM boom” led to about 700 “ministations” 

across Japan (1993: 94).137 Many of these were run by media corporations, who saw the 

transmission loophole as a way of campaigning for a loosening of broadcast laws (1993: 94).  

 

For the more experimental stations, the term ‘mini-FM’ symbolised not only their restricted 

transmission area, but also their micropolitical approach. The limitations of the signal required 

that, as ‘transmission traversal’ suggests, the announcers on mini-FM stations needed to 

communicate with, rather than broadcast to, their audience, a distinction Kogawa appears to 

make based on the mode of address used in transmissions, and a lack of locational distinction 

between broadcasters and audience (1990). With the participants in Radio Polybucket and its 

successor Radio Home Run, which was located in the apartment of one of its ‘members’ (2005: 

199), Kogawa found that “the action of transmitting together changed our relationships and 

feelings in a way that seemed distinct from the effects of other collective actions that did not 

involve transmitting” (1990). Kogawa explicitly identifies transmissions as having a 

“psychotherapeutic function” for the participants (1990). Part of the difference in process 

stemmed from the form that broadcasts took, as programmes were primarily based around 

discussions, led by guiding individuals representing groups such as “[w]orkers, political activists, 

feminists, artists, performers, students, and the unemployed”, who would prepare a discussion 

theme and “organize the temporal collective” to participate (1993: 95). While Kogawa describes 

some programmes as “similar to regular radio”, others emerged out of the particular 

combinations of people who happened to be in the space at the time, using “radio as a catalyst 

for talking, playing and getting together” (2005: 199). Images of Radio Home Run show many 

people sitting together on the floor of a small apartment, demonstrating that transmissions were 

a collective enterprise, even with visitors such as Felix Guattari and Ivan Illich present (2005: 

201). The programmes physically drew listeners in, “as the atmosphere livened up during the 

program, listeners couldn’t help coming over to our place” (2005: 199), and all visiting listeners 

were encouraged to participate in the discussion (1993: 95). 

 

Kogawa believes that the special character of Radio Home Run, the effect that the 

transmissions had on the participants, was a result of the limited nature of the station’s 

transmission area, that in fact even Radio Alice was “too large” to truly enable a ‘molecular 

revolution’ (1990). The Radio Home Run broadcasts were extremely inclusive, and people who 

                                                
137 Kogawa claims that the name ‘mini-FM’ was coined by the mainstream media, and was first used in “an article in Asahi 
newspaper… on May 11, 1983”, prior to this, Kogawa used the term ‘free radio’, in reference to Guattari’s description of Radio Alice, 
and “others used the term independent radio or home-made radio – there was no single terminology” (2005: 197). 
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lived outside its transmission areas often listened by walkman in neighbourhood cafes or in their 

cars, and others came to visit the station to participate, even beginning their own programmes 

(2005: 199). Kogawa characterises this style of radio as ‘centripetal’, drawing people in rather 

than keeping them apart like the ‘centrifugal’ mainstream media (1993: 95). Rather than the 

‘imagined community’ of mass broadcast radio, Kogawa observes that the most successful 

mini-FM stations were those that mobilised a physical local community, ‘creating bridges’ 

between isolated urban people (1993: 95). Kogawa implicitly suggests that the ‘imagined 

community’ of mass media ultimately acts to maintain people’s estrangement from each other, 

but he does not claim that mini-FM should replace all mass media, simply that it was effective in 

creating a more immediate sense of community. In that physical sense, Kogawa describes 

Radio Home Run as “just like a theatre or a club where the audience themselves approached it 

rather than staying at a distance” (2005: 199). At its more experimental end, mini-FM was a 

conscious rejection of the tendency towards media consolidation and large scale broadcasting. 

Using small-scale home-made and consumer technology transformed the act of radio 

transmission into a communal, communicative experience. The stations largely evaded 

Japanese broadcasting authorities, and expanded the scope of Japanese broadcasting beyond 

the heavily controlled state and commercial media.  

 

The scale of mini-FM has had far reaching effects on tactical radio transmission outside Japan. 

Tetsuo Kogawa has developed a practice building tiny radio transmitters suitable for mini-FM 

transmission, and teaches others to make them in workshops.138 Kogawa’s workshops have 

inspired other forms of mini-FM around the world, including Stephen Dunifer of Free Radio 

Berkeley’s development of DIY kits to build one-Watt transmitters for micropower radio 

(Kogawa, 2005: 202). In a more ‘molecular’ manner, a 2004 project by Jennifer Allora and 

Guillermo Calzadilla for the Walker Art Centre of Minneapolis, “Radio Re-volt: One Person 

.00One Watt,” included workshops for building very small Kogawa-style transmitters (2004). The 

aim was to collectively challenge the power of the dominant broadcasters: “If the broadcasting 

power of the most powerful radio station in the Twin Cities is 100,000 watts, we propose a 

network of microradio transmitters, which can cumulatively match this power” (Allora and 

Calzadilla, 2004). Rather unlikely though the possibility of getting 100,000,000 people to 

transmit with home made technology on 0.001 watt each may be, the project conceptually 

unpicks the technical basis of high-powered broadcasting. Allora and Calzadilla extend this 

unravelling with a vision of 100,000 collective watts of broadcasting that is completely 

decentralised and diverse in both ownership and content, as a conceptual if not practical 

challenge to the dominant mode of broadcasting in the US (2004). The small size of mini-FM 

                                                
138 Tetsuo Kogawa has led two of these workshops in New Zealand, one in Auckland in March 2005, and another in New Plymouth 
in February 2006. 
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transmission means that 100,000 Watts of power could be transmitted in this way without 

interfering with other major broadcasters. This is not proposed as necessarily an ideal 

alternative to mainstream high-powered media, rather ‘Radio Re-volt’ forms a molecular 

resistance to the increasingly concentrated corporate media, which is powerful in both a 

technical and political sense. It is a tactical intervention that reveals this power, and the 

frequency allocation policies that require high minimum power levels, compelling broadcasting 

to occur on such a large scale.139  

 

The Italian Telestreet movement adapts the principles of mini-FM transmission to television, 

tactically intervening in the owned space of television broadcast spectrum, and challenging the 

rights of pay-per-view broadcasters. ‘Telestreets’ consciously inhabits the space of the other 

within the broadcast spectrum, hiding in the transmission gaps caused by the verticality and 

architectural solidity of the city. Telestreet stations broadcast in the ‘shadow’ of larger, more 

powerful, broadcasters, as pioneered by Bologna’s OrfeoTV in 2002, which transmitted its own 

signal within the “shadow of MTV (UHF-51 in Bologna)” (Trocchi, 2004). The Italian media 

collective who write as “Luther Blissett” observe that while the telestreet stations are illegally 

appropriating others’ frequencies, former Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi has also done this, as 

when his channel Retequattro refused to vacate a frequency that had been bought by another 

station.140 A variety of groups operate telestreet channels, including Christian and disabled 

organisations, as well as “the radical extra-parliamentary movement” (Blisett, 2004). The 

broadcast content may be self-made, or open source programmes distributed by video networks 

like New Global Vision. Other content may be appropriated illegally from other broadcasters, 

such as the screening of Kill Bill and South Park on TeleAut described by Blissett (2004). The 

“most spectacular detournement”, in Blissett’s words, of the telestreet stations was the 

reclamation of football from Rupert Murdoch’s Sky satellite television service. On entry into the 

Italian television market, Sky bought the screening rights to the major games, so that they could 

be seen only by those with Sky subscriptions. In response, telestreets activists in Rome took the 

privatised, encrypted signal of a Roma-Juventus match from the Sky satellite, and rebroadcast it 

in unencrypted form with a low-powered television transmitter from an apartment rooftop in the 

neighbourhood of San Lorenzo (Blissett, 2004). Blissett credits this action with illustrating the 

conflict between media corporations’ desire for profit, and the perception that content such as 

football should be a “common good for everyone” (2004). It also makes more visible the 

                                                
139 For example the FCC’s 1978 removal of ‘D-class’ broadcast licenses in the US, which effectively raised the minimum power 
level for broadcasters, increasing the costs of transmission, and reducing the number of possible broadcasters in a geographical 
area due to greater levels of interference at higher transmission powers (Dunifer, 2004: 185; Sakolsky, 1988). The effect of this on 
micropower radio in the US is documented in chapter four. 
140 “Luther Blissett” is itself an appropriated name, the name of an English football player who became the one of the first black 
players in Italy when he signed for AC Milan in 1983 (BBC News, 1999). In its appropriation by an Italian anarchist collective, the 
name is utilised in a tactical manner, to operate in the shadow of this other person, a relationship complicated by its use by an 
undefined ‘collective’. 
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connection between communications and control, politicising “the realm of information” (Blissett, 

2004) These shadowy interventions in the broadcast spectrum operate within the space of the 

other, adopting and adapting the role of the other as broadcasters, in order to reframe and 

politicise their content. Telestreets exist in many ways simply to disrupt the space of the other 

rather than to overtake it, to “bring conflict to a mind-numbing mediascape [rather] than to 

disseminate information across masses of people” (Blissett, 2004). This is perhaps a limitation 

of the organisation rather than a deliberate aspect of the tactic, and David Garcia suggests that 

the Telestreet ‘moment’ may have passed, as the activist elements of the movement have been 

subsumed by those emphasising artistic expression and artistic interventions in regard to media 

law changes in Italy, rather than direct action, a shift highlighted with concern by free radio and 

telestreet pioneer Franco (Bifo) Berardi (2006). However, even this failure to realise a radical 

potential perhaps demonstrates telestreets’ tactical inability to “capitalize on its advantages, 

prepare its expansions, and secure independence with respect to circumstances”, features that 

de Certeau regards as central to the mode of the Tactic (1988: xix). 

 

Open community wireless networks enact the kind of spectrum commons Yochai Benkler 

envisages, utilising the ‘public park’ 2.4 GHz frequency range set aside for shared use by low-

power radio technologies. Because this spectrum band is reserved for unlicensed use, 

transmitting within it is not illegal, but in intention and use community networks tactically 

challenge structures of control and ownership over telecommunications. An early example of 

community wireless was established by the London-based ‘consume’ group, which began 

development in 2000 of a citywide free shared wireless network.141 The network is a community 

service that makes a practical statement about the structures that restrict access to information 

networks. As Julian Priest, one of consume.net’s founders, comments, the network was 

intended to be “critical of, and opposed to, commercial telecomms providers” (2004: 212). Part 

of that critical stance is expressed in the architecture of the network itself, with the ideal being a 

‘mesh’ network, in which each node is connected to several others, forming an efficient way for 

a community to share local content and create “an autonomous media” (2004: 213). The mesh 

design challenges a ‘star’ network model in which information must pass through a central node 

in order to travel between any other two, which is the model of information exchange used by 

commercial telecommunications networks (2004: 213). Community networks like consume 

provide both a local area network for internal use between residents, and free wireless access 

to the broader Internet. They disrupt the paid access models of central telecommunications 

providers and of businesses charging for access to wireless Internet, which enact a financial 

closure of the commons, applying a property principle in an otherwise free space. 

                                                
141 Consume.net member Julian Priest points out that the San Francisco Bay Area Wireless Group was established earlier, but 
consume.net “was perhaps the first to grab media attention and gain some kind of momentum” (2004: 212). 
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The competition between free and paid wireless access points is highlighted by Jonah Brucker-

Cohen’s project ‘Wi-Fi-Hog,’ a tactical tool for jamming wireless networks to create a clear 

space for another network (2004: 226-8). Brucker-Cohen explains that his intention in 

developing the ‘hog’ was to jam paid networks in favour of free networks, in response to a 

growing awareness of territorial tensions in Wi-fi-spaces:  

As the networks grew, especially in dense urban spaces, signals from private, public, 

and commercial (or paid) nodes began to interfere with each other. This spectrum 

overload brings up even more questions about how jurisdiction of signal is defined and 

who has precedence over others (2004: 227).142 

In theory the Wi-Fi Hog enables “an individual to… disrupt a corporate signal and let a weaker, 

but free node exist in the same space” (2004: 228). However, Brucker-Cohen notes that the 

response to it from “the wireless and media arts communities has been negative” (2004: 228). 

Because of its potential for interfering with free community networks as well as paid networks it 

was seen as “something that could disrupt all of the progress and work that had been done to 

create open networks” (2004: 228). The Wi-fi Hog in fact reveals the vulnerability of all wireless 

networks, whatever their intention, and the potential for closure of open Wi-Fi space  by 

corporate or other interests, while providing a tool to tactically counter that closure, if only on a 

small scale. 

 

The nature of openness in wireless systems is addressed in several additional ways by the 

‘Hive networks’ project developed by London-based group ‘Raylab.’ Hive networks are an 

attempt to extend the principle of openness beyond radio spectrum and software to network 

hardware, and to expand the possibilities of open wireless networks for so-called ‘ubiquitous’ or 

‘pervasive’ computing. Hivewares are open-source devices that act as wireless routers that 

enable connectivity to other hivewares and to the Internet, but can also process data collected 

through attached cameras, microphones or sensors, and transmit that data locally or through 

the broader networks (Raylab n.d.). In a somewhat anthropomorphic description on the project’s 

website, which echoes David Reed’s electromagnetic field-sensing cognitive radio, Raylab 

describe the Hiveware system as a “new form of network, one that sees, feels, listens, senses, 

touches and communicates to the world around it” (Raylab n.d.). Hive networks are constructed 

from wireless networking devices that have been reconfigured using Linux-based firmware 

instead of the manufacturers’ proprietary code.143 The open-source nature of Linux means that 

the devices can be reprogrammed to perform many more tasks than the basic data routing 

                                                
142 As a specific example, Brucker-Cohen cites a free wireless network in Seattle, which was overpowered by a stronger signal 
emanating from a Starbucks café. The Starbucks signal was not only stronger than the free signal, but was on Wi-Fi channel 1, and 
therefore was the first signal found by most wireless equipped devices (2004: 226). 
143 Firmware is the set of instructions that enables a device to communicate with other devices, and it programmed into the flash 
memory of the hardware itself. It is ‘semi permanent’, and can be overwritten with updated versions (Techterms n.d.). 
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embedded in their original chips and code. Hivewares share the DIY ethic of Tetsuo Kogawa’s 

mini-FM transmitter-building, as users can construct their own Hive units out of a particularly 

configurable brand of router, with firmware and patches downloaded from the Internet. A 

previously closed, single purpose wireless router can then, for example, become a video 

streaming server or Internet radio tuner, which adds content to open networks rather than just 

providing access to the Internet. Armin Medosch describes this reconfiguration process as a 

strike against ‘embedded capitalism,’ a rejection of the use of proprietary embedded chips that 

supports the closed business model of ubiquitous computing systems (2006: 235). Proprietary 

chips enact a coded closure within a system that is ostensibly ‘open’ because of its use of 

unlicensed frequencies. Development of open source ubiquitous computing systems has 

previously been virtually impossible because these proprietary chips are not as easily 

reconfigured as those found in computers. As a result, Medosch observes that for “developers 

to be able to make use of those chips it was necessary to buy very expensive licenses or to 

engage in time consuming and difficult reverse engineering” (2006: 235). The reconfigured open 

source equipment used by Hivewares enables networks to enact a free and open form of 

embedded ubiquitous computing. Medosch hopes this means ubiquitous computing could 

“become transparent,” and “reflect the needs of ordinary people instead of shareholders” (2006: 

235). As a tactical tool, Hivewares challenge the coded closure of ‘open’ wireless networks, and 

enable content to be shared with any other Hive device in range. Hivewares enable shared 

enunciations of creative content to occur outside the grids of control enforced by spectrum 

licensing and proprietary firmware code. 

 

Tactical interventions in radio spectrum enact a form of spectrum commons with low-powered 

interventions in licensed and open frequencies, and by challenging the coded and financial 

closures of open spectrum bands. Unlike the resistant practices discussed in chapter four, these 

projects do not seek to become or overthrow the dominant modes of broadcasting, rather they 

enact small-scale interventions that illuminate the structures of power that determine the use of 

radio technologies. Using open-source coding and home-made or reconfigured devices, the 

projects discussed here also challenge the potential encoded closure of software-based radio 

systems. However, even this approach maintains a form of social closure, restricting 

participation in these kinds of projects to people with an awareness of the possibilities, the 

technical knowledge they require, in particular for use of Hivewares, and above all, an interest in 

the projects themselves. These projects may be established with radical tactical and 

emancipatory intentions, but without a commitment from users they are ultimately little more 

than conceptual exercises.144 

                                                
144 For example, Julian Priest explains that the fully distributed citywide network he envisaged for consume.net had not eventuated 
by 2004, due to a low density of “Geek Activists” with the technical knowledge and commitment required to establish and maintain 
enough nodes to cover London as a whole (2004: 213). 
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Locative media and control 
Tactical media discourse emphasises ideals of informational openness and social change, but 

this can also be limited by its emphasis on technology, a limitation that is perhaps exemplified in 

the practice of ‘locative media’. This particularly highlights a conflict between creative and 

humanly meaningful uses of radio technologies that are not specifically intended by the 

technology’s code and the location of the technology on which it relies in highly militarised radio 

flows. ‘Locative media’ is a form of mapping practice that directly engages with human location 

in both the spaces of places and of flows. Locative media practices utilise location-aware 

devices based on Global Positioning Systems (GPS), which can identify their user’s geo-

location in relation to Cartesian coordinates with considerable accuracy.145 A GPS device, a 

transponder, connects to a series of dedicated satellites and communicates with those orbiting 

closest to its territorial location in order to triangulate its position on the earth’s surface. The 

device locates the user in both physical space and in a range of communications frequencies. 

Locative projects further augment the dimensions of human location by invoking situationist Guy 

Debord’s concept of ‘psychogeography’ (Tuters and Varnellis, 2006: 359), which reflects the 

way locative technologies can be used to map human presence, emotions and behaviour in the 

physical environment. Because locative devices necessarily use radio frequencies to determine 

physical location, the user is also located in the various flows employed by the device and the 

satellites or wireless routers that communicate with it.  

 

Marc Tuters and Karlis Varnellis identify two main modes of locative media, which they 

characterise as ‘annotative’, and ‘phenomenological’. Annotative approaches are identified by 

Tuters and Varnellis as forms of detournement which ‘virtually tag the world’ (2006: 359), using 

a database into which people can upload words and other information about a location with a 

link to a physical coordinate on the earth’s surface. A latitude and longitude point is both 

physical and conceptual, and the ‘geotag’ adds a further ‘humanised’ layer to this. By logging 

data about people’s emotional responses to a location, advice about its features, or other kinds 

of commentary, the ‘geotag’ allows others to gain an insight into possibilities and histories of 

experience in a place (Tuters and Smite, 2004). The full realisation of this concept relies on 

GPS enabled portable devices with an interface for uploading and reading data. However 

various smaller-scale versions have been explored using ad-hoc mesh networks in which 

position can be triangulated, such as the Urban Tapestries project which created a live 

annotated map of the Bloomsbury area of London in 2003 (Moed, 2006: 107). The other 

                                                
145 GPS is accurate to about three metres, a resolution that was only enabled for non-military uses of GPS in May 2000, when US 
President Bill Clinton ordered that the military stop scrambling, or intentionally degrading, the GPS signal for civilian users 
(“President Clinton: Improving the Civilian Global Positioning System (GPS)”; “Clinton Unscrambles GPS Signals”). 
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approach identified by Tuters and Varnellis is phenomenological, “tracing the action of the 

subject in the world,” using mobile mapping practices to emulate “the mapping-while-wandering 

tactics of the dérive” (2006: 359). The most noted examples of these are Esther Polak’s project 

Amsterdam Realtime, and Polak’s collaboration with Ieva Auzina, Milk.146 Amsterdam Realtime 

was realised by giving participants GPS devices to carry around during their daily travels. The 

devices recorded their movements across geospatial coordinates, which were uploaded to a 

central database, and the results plotted against a geographical map. The outcome is an image 

of the physical movement of a person around their city or neighbourhood, a layer of actual 

human presence within a map (Polak and Waag Society, 2002).147 This realtime dérive is 

extended by the Milk project, which uses GPS in a similar manner to trace the path of milk from 

the pre-industrial processes of contemporary Latvian farms to its transformation into Dutch 

cheese (Polak and Auzina, 2004). Tuters regards this as a tactic of revealing the flows of the 

networked society, which he reads in the connection between the ‘space of places’, in which the 

participants live and act, and the ‘space of flows’ in which the transaction is structured (2006: 

289). The space of flows is also engaged in the process through the GPS technology itself, the 

passage of its transmissions between a place and a satellite, and the network of power that 

maintains the system. 

 

Geotagging and realtime mapping assert human presence in radio flows, by inscribing human 

location and meaning directly into the map, and potentially revealing networks of power in which 

people’s geographical movements and location are embedded. However they also rely on 

networks that are deeply embedded in the military industrial complex. GPS uses US military 

satellites to triangulate locations on the earth’s surface, using signals that are transmitted 

through specifically allocated flows to log positions on the earth. So while locative practices may 

idealistically seek to empower individuals by revealing the broader connections of their 

geographical locations, they do so through pre-eminent networks of power. In its relationship to 

the tactical practices discussed above, locative media is the most vulnerable to the accusations 

of cooption and consumerism that often adhere to tactical media. Locative media practices rely 

on consumer radio technologies and have been touted by industry as the “next big thing” in 

ubiquitous computing, giving rise to claims such as that by Mike Liebhold of the Institute for the 

Future Foundation, that locative media has “enormous unharvested business opportunities” 

(Tuters and Varnellis, 2006: 358). In this vein, critic Andreas Broeckmann has described 

locative media as “something of an avantgarde of the 'society of control'” (2004). Brian Holmes 

explores this further in the essay “Drifting through the Grid: Psychogeography and the Imperial 

                                                
146 ‘Milk’ was awarded the Golden Nica award at Ars Electronica in 2005 (deLahunta, et al, 2005) 
147 This idea has since been extended by Jeremy Wood, who takes GPS-augmented walks specifically plotted to generate words 
when the data is transposed onto an aerial photo of the route. The opening pages of Else/Where: Mapping feature images created 
by Wood showing the words “It is not down in any map; true places never are”, from Moby Dick, transposed over London (2006: 2-
9). 
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Infrastructure”, locating locative media in the infrastructure of military telecommunications 

technologies (2004): 

What happens, for example, when a private individual buys a GPS device, made by any 

of dozens of manufacturers? You're connecting to the results of a rocket-launch 

campaign which has put a constellation of 24 satellites into orbit, at least four of which 

are constantly in your line-of-sight, broadcasting the radio signals that will allow your 

device to calculate its position. The satellites themselves are fine-tuned by US Air Force 

monitor stations installed on islands across the earth, on either side of the equator 

(2004). 

The GPS transponder maintains an intrinsic electromagnetic link with a massive military 

infrastructure, which critics such as Holmes, Garcia and Broeckman regard as too great an 

acquiescence to the control society.  

 

From this perspective, projects like Milk may reveal structures of power and control affecting 

deterritorialised agricultural production in Europe, connecting places and flows, however to do 

so they rely on other structures of power and control over radio signals in the space of flows. To 

address this relationship with control, Tuters and Varnellis observe that many critics of locative 

media demand a high level of political engagement from locative practices, to attempt to 

counterbalance the inherently problematic politics of the technology itself (2006: 360). However 

Tuters and Varnellis turn to Deleuze to argue for the possibilities of reappraising political 

engagement through locative technologies, citing Deleuze’s remark that in the society of control 

there “is no need to fear or hope, but only to look for new weapons” (2006: 361).148 By using the 

tools, or ‘weapons,’ of the control society itself, Tuters and Varnellis argue, “locative media 

offers a conceptual framework by which to examine certain technological assemblages and their 

potential social impacts” (2006: 362). By focusing locative practices on objects rather than 

people, Tuters and Varnellis envisage a political locative practice that reveals the web of 

interconnection between things, the “controversial assemblages of entangled issues” of which 

Latour argues that “Things” are instances (Latour, qtd. in Tuters and Varnellis, 2006: 362). In 

this respect, Tuters and Varnellis frame the value of Milk as its focus on the conditions of 

production of things, its role in contributing to a more general “awareness of the genealogy of an 

object as it is embedded in the matrix of its production” (2006: 362), an argument that relies on 

a tactical locative focus on things rather than people. However locative devices still firmly locate 

their users in the radio flows that carry GPS and Wi-Fi signals, in a translation between the 

spaces of places and flows that may represent the tactical deployment of a new weapon, or 

simply acquiescence to the modulations of control identified by Broeckman and Holmes. 

                                                
148 This quote is taken from the translation of ‘Postscript on the Society of Control’ published in the journal October, in 1992. The 
Joughin translation in Negotiations, which is used elsewhere in this thesis, phrases the possibility of resistance as “It’s not a 
question of worrying or of hoping for the best, but of finding new weapons” (1995: 178). 
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Space of flows and space of places 
The artist projects in the following discussion extend the conceptual project of locative media by 

engaging with radio flows in ways that seek to reveal the presence of radio signals in the 

environment, in the space of places in which people live. To the extent that radio flows are a 

vehicle through which power is modulated in regimes of control, revealing the pervasive 

presence of radio waves in the environment and their relationship to broader networks of power 

is a small gesture of resistance to the invisibility of control. Faraday Chair: Negative Radio, by 

critical designer Anthony Dunne, enacts this revelation through a gesture of negation. Dunne 

claims that Faraday Chair emerged from his realization that “today all space is electronic, and… 

the challenge to designers is to create an ‘empty’ space, a space that has not existed for most 

of [the twentieth] century due to the explosion of uses for the electromagnetic spectrum” 

(Dunne, 1999: 104). This empty space is only nominally a chair. It is created by a glass box 

enclosure into which the user can fit only by lying curled into the foetal position, while breathing 

through a tube. Conductive inks coat the glass, shielding the occupant from radio waves, 

revealing the discomfort of the retreat from electronic space, and the lack of visible difference 

between space that includes radio waves and a space that does not.  The Faraday Chair’s 

awkwardness makes its protective function appear more urgent, and Dunne explains that the 

“proposed object for presenting a non-electronic, radio-free volume would… make perceptible 

the absence of radio. The object would ask: if the inside is empty, what is outside?” (1999: 104). 

Faraday chair: negative radio uses the apparent absence of radio waves ‘inside’ to draw 

attention to their presence ‘outside’, and to the difficulty of imagining the pervasiveness of radio 

waves in the environment. The object gestures towards the range of products that offer 

protection from radio waves,149 invoking the health discourse of human-radio wave interactions. 

However its awkwardness suggests that attempting to avoid radio waves is fundamentally futile, 

and that more positive approaches to imagining the implications of human location in radio 

waves are needed, beginning with an understanding of ‘what is outside’ the Faraday Chair. In 

the framework of the control society, moving ‘outside’ the Faraday Chair means becoming 

constituted ‘inside’ the modulations of control as it is enacted through radio technologies. The 

retreat from radio signals is a limited gesture, gained only through a complete enclosure, a 

retreat that reflects the greater mobility and illusion of freedom offered by control.  

 

Faraday Chair poses an implicit challenge to imagine ‘what is outside’ the chair, and in a partial 

answer to this Dunne uses the concept of ‘Hertzian space’ to describe the invisible presence of 

radio waves from which the chair protects. Hertzian space is ultimately too static a concept to 

                                                
149 For example the protective fabrics and shielding devices, and electromagnetic field detectors sold by Less EMF (Less EMF, 
n.d.), or the ‘electrosmog’ products sold by Detect & Protect (Detect & Protect, n.d.). 
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fully account for radio flows, but it is a useful trope through which to imagine the coexistence of 

electromagnetic waves with the material environment. Hertzian space is an “extrasensory world 

of radiation and energy”, which is overlaid on the ‘material’ world (Dunne, 1999: 88); it is the 

‘space’ created by transmitted radio waves and the electromagnetic emissions of electronic 

objects, what Dunne calls their ‘electromagnetic dreams’ (Dunne, 1999: 89). Radio waves 

create a spatiality that coexists with physical, visible space, but lies beyond the limits of human 

senses, and so can only be known through interpretive translations in sound, text or image, 

through processes that actualise the virtual presence of radio waves.150 Dunne’s discussion of 

Hertzian space focuses on ‘radiogenic’ objects, centred on the aerial, which interface between 

material and Hertzian spaces and reveal “unexpected points of context between them” (1999: 

88). Most interactions with Hertzian space are experienced through relatively mundane 

radiophonic objects, such as mobile phones, televisions, and radio receivers. However other 

kinds of interactions are possible, and much of Dunne’s own ‘critical design’ practice, with Fiona 

Raby, for example, is devoted to creating radiogenic objects that engage positively with the 

presence of radio waves. These are devices that sense different aspects of the 

electromagnetism around them, and translate it in ways that enrich human awareness and 

experiences of the electromagnetic environment (1999; 2001). 

 

Artist Christina Kubisch also works with radiogenic objects to explore the perceptual gap 

between the visual space of the environment and the co-presence of radio waves in that space. 

Kubisch’s ‘electrical walks’ use specially adapted headphones with built in copper ‘induction’ 

coils to augment the human ear by translating electrical fields into sound. Walking around the 

city exposes the secret emissions of ubiquitous electronic devices, making the wearer aware of 

the ubiquity of radio waves and electromagnetic fields through which they are moving, and 

providing a model for a sense of connection between the space of radio flows and the space of 

places. Many but not all of these are low frequency electromagnetic waves, the incidental 

emissions that lie below the ‘radio’ section of the spectrum and are not owned or controlled in 

themselves, however others are the traces of more complex transmissions. Kubisch is 

particularly interested in the way these walks reveal a secret dimension of the cityscape, so that 

“The perception of everyday reality changes when one listens to the electrical fields; what is 

accustomed appears in a different context. Nothing looks the way it sounds. And nothing 

sounds the way it looks” (Kubisch).151 This discontinuity between the apparently static visual 

                                                
150 As John Cage explained to fellow composer Morton Feldman in a 1966 radio broadcast, “all that radio is,… is making available 
to your ears what was already in the air and available to your ears but you couldn’t hear it. In other words, all it is is making audible 
something which you’re already in. You are bathed in radio waves” (qtd. in Milutis, 2006: 98). 
151 Kubisch has ‘installed’ electrical works in many different cities, and is able to describe differences between locations based on 
their electromagnetic emissions:  

Madrid: very nervous. Mobile phone signals all over. New York: chaotic frequencies, which change every second. 
Bavaria: I recorded a thunderstorm, the electric fences for cows, the high density electrical wires in the air – very 
distinctive sounds. Tokyo: I do not understand where the sounds come from, just mysterious density. Berlin: some 
embassies have interesting hidden sounds, like the American one; some do not sound at all – the Russians. Bratislava: 
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world and the shifting extensions of the electromagnetic world is particularly important in 

Kubisch’s conceptualisation of the electrical walk. This gap echoes sound walk exponent 

Hildegard Westerkamp’s interest in whether the soundscape of a place “harmonizes” with its 

landscape (2001), and potentially reveals a disconcerting lack of harmony. The experience of 

disconnection is described by Adrian Searle, an art critic for The Guardian newspaper, who 

followed an electrical walk Kubisch mapped in West London as part of the 2005 ‘Her Noise’ 

exhibition of female sound artists (2005).152 Searle’s response describes the aural and 

psychological impact of exploring electromagnetic acoustic space within a familiar visual space: 

For an hour, I'd been walking the electromagnetic fields of Kensington, wearing big, 

sweaty headphones tuned to the crackle and hum of an inaudible world. Shrill, bat-like 

echoes, low, invisible mutterings and voices whispered from the steps of the Church of 

Latter Day Saints. Occasional electro-yodels drifted in and out, and a waft of static hit 

me outside the embassy of the Netherlands. When a taxi passed, I heard a 

conversation, and the sound of the passenger shifting his bum, transmitted and 

amplified by the cab's induction loop. In the end, I tore the headphones off, unable to 

take any more…. [And] the world without headphones, however loud and confused, was 

suddenly gloriously textured, multi-layered and varied (2005). 

Tuned into the electromagnetic fields, Searle experiences a disorienting reconfiguration of the 

space around him. Electrical objects he can’t even see emanate from buildings and vehicles, 

illustrating the boundary extension of radio waves described by Anthony Dunne, and cited in 

chapter one. The visual space around the electrical walker, the space of places through which 

they move, remains static and ‘normal’, but the headphones reveal the unfamiliar, shifting, radio 

flows that invisibly permeate it. 

 

In the project Tunable Cities, Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby extend the electrical and sound 

walk concept into a kind of ‘radio-drive’. They use the familiar interface of the car radio receiver 

to explore an expanded range of transmitted radio waves through the frequencies used by 

unlicensed transmissions. Tunable Cities imagines a car radio that locates the vehicle in a 

broader range of radio flows than broadcast stations, in which the radio’s multiple tuning bands 

emphasise the car’s role as “an interface between hertzian and physical space” (Dunne and 

Raby n.d.),153 or the spaces of places and flows, territory and map. This radio interface includes 

                                                                                                                                                       
the best sounding trams in the world. London: the control tower at Heathrow airport sounds like a science fiction film (qtd. 
in Neset, 2005: 38). 

152 The exhibition was held in the South London Gallery, from 10 November to 18 December 2005 (Dzuverovic and Neset, 2005). 
Kubisch designed a path for the walk that explored specific hidden electromagnetic fields and sounds in Kensington, and visitors 
could participate by collecting a map and a headset at the beginning of the route and then following the suggested path. 
153 Hildegard Westerkamp observed that the car cuts its occupants off from the acoustic environment, as “The contact that is made 
between environment and human senses is defined by the ‘skin’ or bubble of the vehicle in which we sit.” The car, she argued, 
provides its own soundtrack with the sound of the motor or the stereo, disconnected from the soundscape outside it (2001). 
However ,as the car radio and in-car cellphone reception illustrate, a car is not as cut off from the radioscape through which it 
moves. 
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preset bands for illegal bugging devices, ‘babycoms’, radio-tagged birds, natural atmospherics 

(sferics), and speed-trap radar systems (Dunne, 1999: 100-3). While navigating the 

geographical space of the city, the user can explore the flows of radio transmissions, which 

includes the private spaces of homes leaking through their solid-looking walls into the street. 

While testing the concept, Dunne and Raby navigated London with a broad-spectrum scanner 

tuned to the bands used by illegal bugging devices and those for baby monitors. On a street 

corner in Mayfair, they were able to listen to a private conversation picked up by bug, 

intercepting the extended radio-space of a home from within the car (Dunne, 1999: 101). With 

the scanner tuned for baby monitors, they found streets in a suburban neighbourhood in which 

“almost half the houses transmitted domestic soundscapes” (Dunne, 1999: 101). A video 

representation of this radiodrive shows a suburban street into which three-dimensional blocks 

visualised in red spill from homes (Dunne and Raby n.d.). As the car moves into one of these 

red-coloured spaces, the quiet rustling and vocal sounds of a sleeping baby can be heard. The 

walls of the home do not pose a barrier to the babycom’s radio transmissions, and the visual 

spaces of home and car are interconnected in Hertzian space.154 Dunne and Raby’s car radio 

operates on a broader frequency scale than Kubisch induction coils, and translates between the 

space of places and the space of flows with the aid of an innocuous item of consumer 

electronics. By repurposing the car radio, Tunable Cities draws attention to the limited ranged of 

its ‘normal’ tuning, as Kubisch’s various electrical walks highlight the limited range of human 

tuning in the electromagnetic environment.  

 

A number of related projects specifically focus on the flows of the 2.4 Ghz frequency band used 

by unlicenced Wi-Fi signals. Two of these use iterative mapping systems that sense and 

represent the presence of 2.4 GHz transmissions as a user moves through them. Trace, by 

Alison Sant, uses Wi-Fi enabled PDAs to sense the density of Wi-Fi signals in which they are 

located, and these appear as clouds on the screen of the device as the user moves though 

fields of transmission. Sant describes Trace as a tool with which users are “surveyors of this 

evolving landscape, [who] contribute to a collaborative mapping of this hybrid terrain”, 

                                                
154 The interconnection of home spaces in Hertzian space is both illustrated and placed in a juridical context by a discussion on the 
Guardian Unlimited: Comment is Free online discussion forum. The initial posting concerns British police issuing ‘cautions’ to people 
caught “Wi-Fi hacking - using somebody else's wireless internet connection without their permission”, which, the writer observed 
“potentially makes criminals of thousands of us” (“Netting a Bargain”, 2007). The ensuing discussion then addresses the 
implications of leaving home wireless routers unprotected, and whether this results from an intention to maintain an ‘open node’ or 
ignorance of the possibility of others using the connection and how to restrict access. Much of the discussion however includes 
attempts to define the kind of ‘trespass’ that could be understood in relation to wireless signals – whether the use of someone else’s 
wireless signal constitutes ‘squatting’, ‘stealing’, or ‘breaking and entering’. Posters to the discussion pointed out that their own 
homes are pervaded by wireless signals transmitted by their neighbours, to the extent that at times their own network equipment 
connects automatically to other people’s wireless networks rather than their own. The discussion constitutes an attempt to 
conceptualise the pervasive space of radio signals, and the ways in which they enter the home. Wi-Fi signals are framed as a 
nuisance with the analogy of loud music, and as a pleasing free service, the use of which someone could not reasonably complain 
about, with the question, “if [my neighbour] stuck a beer tap through my window would he really expect me not to drink from it?,” and 
the observation that “It's not really like a wi-fi 'theif' [sic] walking into someone else's house and watching their TV - it's like putting 
your TV in their house and telling them not to!” The debate is fundamentally framed by the central question over whether someone 
can control the use of a resource once it is located in someone else’s ‘space’, but reveals a wide range of discursive efforts to 
articulate an understanding of what radio signals are, and their relationship with space (“Netting a Bargain”, 2007). 
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positioning Trace as a responsive survey of the Wi-Fi flows through which the user moves 

(2006). In a similar sense, but with a different mode of representation, Sawaka Kato’s project 

2.4 GHz Scape audifies 2.4 GHz wireless flows and Kato describes this as a means of realising 

‘the invisible existence of 2.4 GHz spectrum in the air” (2006). She observes that the resulting 

sounds change as the “signal map varies in different places, and the activities of the signal 

usage are changing in the hour, day and year. It is like the seasonal changes of air” (2006). 

Both of these systems attempt to encourage people to become more aware of the 

electromagnetic environment in which they are embedded. Wifio by Adam Hyde, Aleksander 

Erkalovic and Lotte Meijer, exploits the openness of wireless networks to reveal the permeation 

of lived spaces by wireless transmissions and the insecurity of communications that take place 

within them. Wifio is a conceptual device, a radio receiver that is tuned into the 2.4 GHz band 

on which Wi-Fi signals are transmitted. The tuner receives all the signals exchanged between 

Wi-Fi devices within its range and reads aloud the text carried by the unencoded waves. Users 

may imagine that emails and instant messages exist only as visible, textual objects, which 

simply disappear in the gap between computers, but Wifio reveals the presence of those words 

in the space between and beyond the wireless card and the router (Hyde, et.al, 2006). The 

project fundamentally emphasises the insecurity of Wi-Fi transmissions, and reveals that the 

flow of unsecured signals that carry wireless communications within the 2.4 GHz range are 

openly accessible to others. These projects reveal a range of radio flows, but are limited by 

focussing on only the 2.4 GHz range, which is a site of low-powered flows that are less 

connected to the broader structures of power than other kinds of transmissions. 

 

A mapping approach that traces a broader range of frequencies seeks to trace more complex 

connections between human experiences of place and territory in relation to the map and space 

of flows. Ethermapping is a project developed by myself, with Igor Drecki, Steve Smith and Alan 

Kwok Lun Cheung, that attempts to relate the flows of radio waves with physical points in 

territory, and the ownership of frequencies, to reveal the multiple elements of specific flows, and 

to systematically relate the spaces of places and flows.155 The project identifies transmitters on 

geographical maps and plots an approximation of the coverage of the radio frequencies 

transmitted from them.156 Ethermapping is an interactive digital map linked to a database of 

                                                
155 The project was inspired by a combination of locative media practices and soundwalk mapping. While attending a locative media 
workshop in Latvia in 2003, I was struck by the relationship between the GPS satellite transmissions and the landscape, revealed in 
the shadows cast by buildings and dense trees within the transmission zone. I started to think about the geography of radio waves, 
and how this could be mapped in itself. This became informed by the soundscape maps of Schafer and Westerkamp, when I tried to 
think about how to make a map to reflect the sources of radio waves, and the zones across which they spread. 
156 Although many transmitters are physically large and visually imposing, their silence and passivity can mean their role in 
translating between the space of places and the space of flows is overlooked. This tendency forms the subject of the video work 
Dissipation And Disintegration - Antennas And Debris Basins In The San Gabriel Mountains, by The Center for Land Use 
Interpretation (2006), which includes a series of long, still, shots of transmission towers in the mountains above Los Angeles, with a 
soundtrack of scanner-recordings representing the signals transmitted from those points. The title of that work recalls Anthony 
Dunne’s observation of the ‘electromagnetic dreams’ of electronic objects, with its suggestion that the steel structures dissipate into 
the space around them. Ethermapping similarly acknowledges the presence of transmitters in the landscape, and the way in which 
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radio frequency licenses in New Zealand. The project is intended to trace the transmitters and 

licensed frequencies of the whole of New Zealand, but as of late 2007, the map only represents 

the Auckland region, locating 1800 registered transmitters, from which over 6000 frequencies 

are transmitted.157 The transmitters are represented as points, on which users can click to 

reveal a representation of the physical extent of the transmissions from that point. A data field 

attached to the map shows the ownership details of the frequencies transmitted from each 

point, along with technical aspects of the transmissions. The information comes from a publicly 

available but complex database of radio frequency licenses maintained by the Radio Spectrum 

Management Group in the New Zealand Ministry of Economic Development. Without this level 

of access to information the project would be impossible; similar data could not easily be 

compiled through a radio version of a soundwalk, by walking around the city with a radio 

scanner monitoring every transmission.158 The database records all allocated frequencies in 

New Zealand, the owners of the licenses, the location of the transmitters, and the technical 

details of the transmissions. It ensures that information on the ownership of frequency licenses 

is accessible for all intending auction bidders, as well as the general public. However, this 

information is very technical and difficult to interrogate and interpret as a whole, so 

Ethermapping reframes it in a way that is intended to make it more accessible and meaningful 

for public users. As it is, the map currently treats the Auckland topography as an idealised flat 

expanse with consistent surface characteristics and atmosphere, so that the represented 

transmissions can only be a suggestive indication of the dimensions of radio flows in 

Auckland.159 By connecting the technical, ownership, and financial details of the database with 

more familiar visual tools such as a map and circles that represent transmissions, Ethermapping 

assembles the elements of radio flows, and suggests possibilities for them in relation to the 

broader space of flows. 

 

                                                                                                                                                       
they reach beyond the visual boundaries of their construction into the space of flows. Rather than aestheticising the transmitters as 
sublime objects in the landscape, Ethermapping emphasises their fundamentally mundane nature, their sheer ubiquity. 
157 The map covers the area from Kawau Island in the North to Port Waikato in the South, and Coromandel Township in the East, 
including the full West Coast between the South head of the Kaipara Harbour and Port Waikato. 
158 By contrast, I attempted to make a similar map of the San Francisco Bay Area to accompany an exhibition of Ethermapping at 
the International Symposium of Electronic Arts in San Jose in August 2006. However, I found that the relevant frequency and 
transmitter data for the US was divided between two different databases, maintained by the Federal Communications Commission, 
and the National Telecommunications and Information Administration, from which the data is far more difficult to navigate and 
extract than the New Zealand equivalent. 
159 The project raises several issues to do with the representation of radio waves in relation to the earth’s physical surface. The 
circles showing the extent of transmissions are approximate, ideal-condition calculations based on wavelength and power. 
Completely accurate representations would need to take into account the design of the antennas, which affects the shape of 
transmissions. It is even more difficult to account for the interaction of the radio waves with the physical environment. Areas of 
stronger and weaker reception, interactions with hills, valleys, harbours, other buildings, and other transmissions, are almost 
impossible to calculate mathematically over so many frequencies. A more accurate representation of the coverage would have to be 
measured at each point in the territory, in an extremely laborious version of a soundscape project, carried out with radio scanners 
rather than microphones. A complete coverage map would also need to be considerably more fluid, to account for the impact of 
atmospheric conditions on radio transmissions, showing coverage fading in and out in certain areas depending on the atmosphere. 
A more meaningful connection between this map and the territory in which people live could potentially be made through adding a 
‘geotagging’ function. With this users could log responses to areas of electromagnetic waves within the mapped space, contributing 
stories of their own experiences of unusual experiences with radio signals. Extending Ethermapping in this way would begin to 
inscribe human elements into the map, and to locate people within the space of flows. 
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By documenting ‘closed’, licensed, spectrum, Ethermapping seeks to reveal the relationship 

between more powerful radio signals and the flows of finance and power in which they are 

embedded, as well as the physical location of their transmission sources. It is a map of the 

relationship between place and flows, and not simply “an attempt to capture territory in a 

portable form” (Wark 1994: 63-4), and it is representative of an expanding field of practice that 

is attempting to ‘map the map’, to account for the non-visual dimensions of territory, and 

explicitly to represent the networked society (Holmes 2006: 20), its relations of power, flows, 

and vectors. In this Ethermapping looks to, but contrasts with, the ‘node maps’ on which people 

record the locations of open wireless connections, and the technical details of routers, creating 

a partial map of the ‘space’ of 2.4GHz spectrum for freenetworking (for example, consume.net). 

A more informative and personally revealing version of this would perhaps involve a 

combination of locative tactics and the technology of Trace, as a device that could inform a user 

of the multiple radio flows through which they are located at any time – including those that 

enable the technology. These kinds of translation projects, utilising maps or radiogenic objects, 

engage with the flows that host modulations of control by attempting to describe them, to 

“establish the basic sociotechnological principles of control mechanisms”, as Deleuze advised 

(1995: 182).  
 

Conclusion 
Where the previous chapters of this thesis have focused on the constitution of radio spectrum 

itself, this chapter has explored dimensions of radio waves that are concealed by the trope of 

‘radio spectrum’, in order to work towards an expanded understanding of the broader networks 

of power in which radio waves are located. Instead of the state-controlled grid of radio spectrum 

allocations discussed in the previous chapters, the discourse of flows acknowledges the fluidity 

of radio waves suggested by the spectrum commons theorists. Flows foreground connections 

between the technologies of radio waves and the political, economic, social, and human 

networks in which they are located, and provide a means of conceptualising radio waves in a 

broader basis than their allocation. Radio flows carry the ‘vectors’ of media content described by 

Mackenzie Wark, and form the ‘territory’ that overlays the ‘map’, a space of connection 

increasingly accessed via aerials rather than roots. Radio flows can be identified as a dimension 

of the ‘space of flows’ that Manuel Castells describes as a support for the network society, a 

social, economic and political structure formed in part by the informational base of 

contemporary global capitalism, and assisted by the pervasive connectivity of wireless 

technologies. The globally distributed economic and political power that is modulated through 

radio flows demonstrates their role in regimes of control, in which the ubiquity of radio 

connectivity enables both physical freedom and extensive opportunities for tracking and 

monitoring people’s movements and communications.  
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Against this potential for pervasive and far-reaching control, tactical media projects in particular 

articulate an ideal of resistance to the enclosure of radio spectrum by code, regulation and 

property rights, through micropolitical interventions that, at least, reveal the strategies of power 

enacted in radio spectrum. These small-scale acts intervene in larger structures of control to 

enact the search for public space, democracy, and community in radio spectrum discussed in 

chapter four. While the revolutionary potential of these approaches is limited by their small 

scale, and ultimately small and invested audience, they assert the possibilities of open access 

to information and open communications that can be customised and easily assembled by 

users, in a rejection of the coded modulation of communications. 

 

While these practices are limited in scope and do not claim revolutionary potential, the hopeful 

discourse of locative media, that it could represent a ‘new weapon’ with which to tackle the 

modulations of control, suggests the possibility of refiguring new radio technologies in ways that 

subvert, exploit, or simply reveal the broader flows in which they are embedded. To this end, the 

artist practices discussed here work to reveal the pervasive hidden presence of radio waves in 

the everyday environment, and the location of individuals within these technical signals and the 

broader flows of which they are a part. Faraday Chair’s space of ‘negative radio’ urgently 

questions the implications of human location within the field of electromagnetism. In turn, 

Electrical Walks, Tunable Cities, Trace, 2.4 GHz Scape, Ethermapping, and some locative 

projects reveal the impossibility of a complete retreat from radio flows, while, literally in some 

cases, creating new maps with which to trace the dimensions of intersecting networks that 

converge in radio flows. These practices expand representations of radio waves outside the 

pre-tuned coded black boxes that determine most interactions with radio, television, cellphones, 

and other wireless technologies, and outside the demarcations of the allocative radio spectrum.  
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Chapter eight: Conclusion  
 

Anthony Dunne’s description of the extension and interconnection of objects when viewed at 

frequencies lower than visible light reveals a world in which physical boundaries are far less 

stable than they appear to human vision. The art projects of Dunne, Fiona Raby, and Christina 

Kubisch demonstrate the possibilities of augmenting the wavelengths of human perception in a 

way that questions understandings of the visible world, revealing the dissonance between the 

ordered graceful visible universe, and radio astronomy’s “Shiva’s dance of destruction”, 

described by John Durham Peters (1999: 249). This thesis has used that perceptual gap as a 

conceptual basis from which to retune histories of radio technologies and the policies that bear 

on them in order to reveal and foreground the unacknowledged role of radio spectrum. This 

thesis also attempts to retune perceptions of ‘the radio spectrum’, to refocus understandings of 

radio technologies and policies in relation to the process by which the radio spectrum itself, and 

the means of allocating radio frequencies to particular technologies and users, came into being. 

When viewed at a different conceptual frequency the radio spectrum itself appears far less 

stable than the singularity of its signifier suggests. 

 

This thesis has argued that rather than a stable, naturally-given object, radio spectrum is a 

hybrid object; it is simultaneously natural, socially constructed, and constituted through 

discourse. Underlying the radio spectrum are naturally occurring electromagnetic waves, the 

electromagnetism Hugh G.J. Aitken identifies as long pre-existing and succeeding humans: the 

waves that form the subject of radio astronomy, the obsession of sferics hunters and early 

experimenters, and the basis of vision. However while many of these electromagnetic waves 

propagate on wavelengths that fall within the bounds of ‘the radio spectrum’, they are not part of 

that spectrum, and the ‘radio spectrum’ in itself is not a purely natural object. The radio 

spectrum was created as an ordered sequence of wavelengths by the socially driven processes 

of science, technology, policy, and economics. Aitken refers to the electromagnetic spectrum as 

something that was ‘invented’ as a means of making sense of the world (1994a: 8), but this 

thesis argues that it was the ‘radio’ spectrum more specifically that was invented as a means of 

making sense of and bringing order to the radio signals generated for human communication. 

The radio spectrum itself was refined through scientific experimentation, and technical and 

economic development. Scientific processes and discourses established the electromagnetic 

basis of radio waves, connected them to the previously conceptualised ‘spectrum’ of visible and 

invisible light waves, and produced the concept of a broad electromagnetic spectrum. This radio 

spectrum, the sequence of frequencies divided into allocation bands and used in human 

communications, is a signifying element, a trope that organises understanding of radio waves 
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but also compresses and elides the complex historical processes that produce different 

allocation regimes. These historical processes include contestation over the most efficient, or 

expedient, use of particular bands, the means of allocation that best suits particular interests, 

and the most appropriate way to represent ‘the radio spectrum’ in support of different intentions. 

In this process of contestation, therefore, discourse is the means by which the radio spectrum is 

represented to support particular understandings of the ideal use of radio technologies.  

Discourse is particularly important in relation to radio spectrum because of the literal and 

figurative invisibility of the spectrum, and the radio waves it organises, in everyday life and in 

media theory. In this sense, discourse is how radio spectrum is most commonly understood. 

Recognising the radio spectrum as a product of discourse is not to doubt the existence of 

electromagnetic waves themselves, their emission by natural sources, and pervasive presence 

in the environment. Rather, to acknowledge the discursive basis of radio spectrum as a means 

of organising radio waves is to recognise the social, political, and technical processes that 

organise human interaction with radio technologies.  

 

Discourse shapes the way radio spectrum can be known and spoken of, and discursive regimes 

articulate radio spectrum in different ways through relationships with other objects and 

understandings of the world. This thesis has drawn on insights from Foucault in emphasising 

the relationship between discourse, knowledge, and power. In radio spectrum this means that 

particular representations of radio spectrum reflect and generate particular relations of power, 

such that the juridico-political discourse of the state is expressed in the concentration of state 

power over access to radio spectrum, but the discourse of ‘protection’ in itself generates the 

need for centralised power in order that protection can be enacted. More explicitly, the neo-

liberal discourse that transformed New Zealand’s economic policies in the 1980s, and was 

expressed through the propertisation of radio spectrum, began as an economic theory but 

generated widespread political effects. The resistant discourses of pirate radio discussed in 

chapter five, and of tactical media discussed in chapter seven, reflect a relationship with forms 

of state, corporate, and coded power, but also articulate the power of social and cultural 

movements. In New Zealand the state has retained its position of superstructural power over 

the radio spectrum to date, despite the decentralising potential of property rights, the Waitangi 

claims, and the commons, and as the RSM observed in 2005 only Guatemala had then 

relinquished more power than New Zealand over the management of its radio spectrum. The 

juridico-political discourse of power over radio spectrum therefore continues to be maintained by 

the state, and expressed through legislation and legal sanctions for transgressions. However 

this power no longer supports a highly centralised regime in which all broadcasting and 

telecommunications are directly managed or enabled by the state. The juridico-discursive power 

of the state in respect of radio spectrum is one element of a more strategical field of power 
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relations, in which private companies exercise power over areas of the radio spectrum by virtue 

of property rights, and broadcasting and telecommunications are overwhelmingly managed by 

the private sector. To an extent the concentration of state power over radio spectrum prior to 

1989 was exercised as a form of ‘containment’ of New Zealanders within national transmission 

networks, conceptually a form of physical containment by the signals of the state-owned 

broadcasters, but also a form of disciplining into state-sanctioned understandings of appropriate 

content and expressions of national identity and affiliation. Propertisation increased the range of 

entities that were able to exercise power over and through radio spectrum, and the limited 

decentralisation of power over access to radio technologies and radio signals in New Zealand 

reflects a more strategical view of power, which is no longer concentrated in the state. Rather 

than a regime of disciplinarity, the expansion of entities that can exercise power, and the 

expansion of forms this power takes, reflects a shift towards a regime of control in respect of 

radio spectrum. At its most extreme a regime of control suggests a complete decentralisation of 

power over radio frequencies, and so over access to radio technologies, through corporate 

influence and the modulations of code. In this sense an extensive diffusion of power over radio 

spectrum is reliant on the expansion of coded digital technologies, and in particular the 

frequency-hopping technologies that underlie a complete commons.  

 

To explore the way in which power operates over and through radio spectrum, this thesis has 

focused on a number of discourses that reflect and generate different forms of power over 

access to radio frequencies, and accordingly, access to the means to communicate wirelessly. 

These have been drawn from legislation, political debates, historical accounts of broadcast 

radio, policy documents, allocation theory, legal processes, accounts of activist broadcasting, 

artist practices, and theories about the role of communications technologies in contemporary 

capitalism. These articulate discourses that constitute radio spectrum as a natural, or scientific, 

object, as a dimension of state territory, as a site of resistance, as a site of property rights, as a 

commons, as a site of control, and as a site of resistance to control. These broad discourses 

form the basis of the thesis chapter divisions, but can be traced thematically across chapters. 

 

The discourse of ‘natural’ qualities of radio waves is one that particularly traverses other 

discourses, which appeal to apparently natural elements to support arguments for the most 

appropriate means of dividing and allocating radio spectrum. ‘Natural’ radio itself is a product of 

human intervention as although it exists independently of human technologies, it is only 

perceivable through technology, a relationship that questions the extent to which the ‘natural’ 

discourse can be articulated in terms of radio spectrum at all. The natural is primarily invoked 

through concepts of scarcity and vulnerability, which are used to justify measures such as the 

protective administrative processes discussed in chapter three. In turn the property rights 
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discourse argues that scarcity in radio spectrum is a result largely of inefficient allocation 

mechanisms, and the spectrum commons discourse argues that scarcity is produced by the 

inefficient technologies underlying those mechanisms. In a similar sense, radio spectrum is 

represented as vulnerable in discourses that assert a need to protect the transmission and 

content of radio signals, while discourses that favour a more fluid understanding of radio 

spectrum represent vulnerability as an effect of overly rigid understandings of boundaries in 

radio spectrum. Arguments relating to scarcity in radio spectrum hinge on the delineation of 

frequencies and the way in which they are used, particularly the technical developments that 

have enabled the radio spectrum to become more finely divided, and to extend into higher and 

lower frequency ranges. The fine delineation of the ‘radio spectrum’ itself only became 

practically possible, however, with the technical developments of syntony, the ability to tune 

circuits to specific wavelengths, and the alternator, which enabled continuous transmission on 

more specific frequencies than the widely spread spark-gap generator it replaced. This 

extensive development of radio spectrum is matched, in Hugh G.J. Aitken’s terms (1976: 38), by 

intensive development, in which demand for spectrum by greater numbers of technologies 

requires increasingly fine delineations within spectrum bands, and more efficient use of 

frequencies. Digital technologies ease this process by enabling a greater number of signals to 

be carried by a single wave, in a far more intensive use of spectrum than was previously 

possible. In this sense digitality reduces the argument for scarcity, however the expansion of 

wireless technologies also increases its possible uses and the apparent value of radio spectrum 

as an object of trade. The spectrum sharing technologies of the commons discussed in chapter 

six enact this digitality in a manner that argues against its constitution as property, by 

disconnecting radio signals from individual frequencies, and refiguring the entire radio spectrum 

as a zone of ubiquitous connectivity. 

 

The radio spectrum is defined by internal boundaries between frequencies, but also by 

conceptual boundaries between jurisdictions, the states that define the allocation of those 

frequencies. A sense of radio spectrum as a global resource was invoked by its inclusion within 

the remit of the International Telegraphy Union at the International Wireless Conference of 

1906, but that conference also marked the recognition of national borders within the ‘ether’, and 

its dual constitution as a national and global resource. The 1906 Wireless conference, and the 

meeting of the institute of international law that preceded it, defined ‘the ether’ as a space with 

national borders, a political and military space in response to the Marconi Company’s framing of 

the ether as a commercial space. That the ITU’s redefinition of radio spectrum was achieved by 

enacting the first division of frequencies into a functional sequence locates the ordered radio 

spectrum at the nexus of commercial and political discourses from the moment of its inception. 

As discussed in chapter three, the New Zealand government claimed the national ether as a 
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state-space in 1903, when the Wireless Telegraphy Act effected state control over wireless use, 

defining the ether as an extension of national territory. This was enacted with a discourse of 

‘protection’ that drew the radio spectrum into established concepts of protection, and protection 

from ‘interference’ – technical, social, economic and political – then framed the New Zealand 

state’s management of radio spectrum until the end of the 1980s. The protection discourse 

manifested in restrictive controls over access to broadcasting and telecommunications, and 

over the content and structure of broadcasting in particular. At the same time the state’s political 

relationships with the UK and US allowed an international military presence in the New Zealand 

radio spectrum despite restrictions on international economic and cultural influences. This thesis 

has focused on the way in which radio spectrum is constituted by states rather than the global 

processes of the International Telecommunications Union, but the decisions of the ITU are 

agreed through negotiation between states, and enforced by states through a combination of 

voluntary acquiescence and the pressures of neighbouring jurisdictions. The global radio 

spectrum is managed by layers of states, ITU regions, and the ITU itself, but insofar as these 

decisions affect individuals, they are enacted and enforced at a state level. 

 

The state’s juridico-political power over radio spectrum is primarily exerted to define who can 

access radio technologies and the extent of that access, for example in deciding whether 

access constitutes the ability to broadcast on a centralised, nationwide frequency, or simply to 

be an end-user of radio technology. When New Zealand’s radio spectrum was constituted as a 

dimension of national space in need of protection, access to the means to use it was closely 

controlled by the state through rigorous licensing regimes. As chapter three documented, in 

New Zealand this means that access to communications spectrum was almost entirely 

controlled by the Post Office, through the power to allocate licenses to users and through the 

Post Office’s monopoly over most telecommunications technologies. Broadcasting spectrum 

was doubly controlled by the Post Office and the Ministry of Broadcasting, although the state’s 

claim to power over broadcast spectrum was relaxed a little in 1968 when the New Zealand 

Broadcasting Authority was established to grant access to spectrum to private radio stations. 

With the development of the property paradigm, opportunities to gain access to radio spectrum 

have increased as the state has withdrawn from the allocation process, aside from managing 

the auctions. Access to spectrum under the property regime is largely granted on the basis of 

financial measures, as the auction process favours the users who are willing to spend the most 

money on frequencies. Developments in radio technologies in the period since property rights 

were introduced to the New Zealand spectrum mean that users have gained greater access to 

radio spectrum for services such as mobile telephony. However use of radio frequencies by 

mobile phones is mediated by the corporate entities that provide cellular services and these 

grant individuals the right to use their networks on the basis of contracts, payments, and the 
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encoding of mobile phone handsets. For broadcasting the propertisation of spectrum has 

resulted in an expansion of broadcast radio and television stations, so that audiences can 

effectively ‘tune in’ to a broader range of frequencies. However access to the means to 

broadcast is controlled by the financial costs of gaining spectrum licenses in a free market to the 

extent that the state has reintroduced administrative frequency allocations for culturally-oriented 

broadcasting through the ‘hybrid’ allocation regime. 

 

While states largely retain the power to define and allocate radio spectrum, the variability of 

power relations in the radio spectrum produces a multiplicity of responses, and the form of 

these responses shifts in relation to the structures of power that dominate the radio spectrum. 

The broadcasts of Radio Hauraki, Radio Venceremos, the Voice of Fighting Algeria, and B92 

challenge the centralised juridico-political discourse of centralised state power. At the same 

time, the layers of public support mobilised by those stations demonstrate multiple locations of 

resistance. The micropower radio stations that engaged in legal action against the FCC also 

articulate a juridico-political discourse of power by focusing resistance within the state 

apparatus. However, a number of micropower stations, such as Mbanna Kantako’s ‘Human 

Rights Radio’, reject the legal process and the basis of the state’s claim to discursive power. 

These tactics locate the micropower stations generally in a more open field of power relations, 

and illustrate resemblances to the tactical media practices discussed in chapter seven, which 

articulate a form of resistance that is located in the open flows of control, rejecting an appeal to 

the state entirely, and operating across more multivalent discursive fields. These “mobile and 

transitory points of resistance”, multiplying molecular transmissions operating in the shadows of 

corporate transmissions, jamming corporate wireless networks, are more suited to the 

dispersed structures of the control society than the moments of “radical ruptures” that the 

revolutionary stations discussed in chapter four participate in creating within highly regulated 

societies that are closer in nature to disciplinary regimes (Foucault, 1990: 96). The artist 

projects discussed in chapter seven also respond more closely to the diffusion of power through 

regimes of control, using the tools of radio technologies as new kinds of weapons to generate 

new forms of knowledge about the modulations of radio networks.  

 

The state’s discursive power over radio spectrum can be mobilised to define and reinforce the 

idea of nation as an imagined national community. In New Zealand this was particularly the 

case before the 1980s, while broadcasting was still dominated by the state. That the imagined 

broadcast community was not necessarily representative of the national community is illustrated 

by the pirate broadcasts of Radio Hauraki, which was launched in response to a sense that the 

state-run New Zealand Broadcasting Company did not reflect the imagined community of young 

people in its musical content and presentation. The other large scale pirate broadcasters 
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discussed in chapter four also demonstrate this kind of challenge to the idea of nation promoted 

by state-run broadcasters, as evidenced by the difference Franz Fanon describes between the 

colonial France-oriented broadcasts of the official Algerian broadcasting service, and the 

resistant Algerian identity of ‘The Voice of Fighting Algeria.’ Radio Venceremos’ role in the El 

Salvadoran civil war and Radio B92’s resistance to the Milosevic regime also demonstrate 

challenges to their states’ discursive definition of nation as enacted through power over access 

to the radio spectrum. These broadcasters also exploited the fluidity of radio waves, effectively 

demonstrating the kind of ‘threat’ the state’s discourse of protection was mobilised to exclude. 

Radio Hauraki’s transgressive transmissions exploited the impossibility of protecting the nation 

from radio signals coming in from outside – the sense of transgression that Marconi’s trans-

Atlantic transmissions seemingly provoked in the territorially sensitive nations of pre- World War 

One Europe. The Voice of Fighting Algeria and Radio B92 also exploited this vulnerability of the 

nation to external radio transmissions as a provocation to the attempts of the states whose 

policies they challenged to block their transmissions. Radio Venceremos’ attachment to 

transmitting from inside El Salvador similarly utilises the vulnerability of the nation to radio 

transmissions as its revolutionary discourse could not be ‘hidden’ from other countries, and it 

gained political, military and cultural power by communicating with neighbouring nations from 

within the embattled Morazan region. These resistant radio practices privilege a community of 

interest over the national community favoured by nationally contained understandings of 

broadcasting. They frame radio spectrum as a public space in which alternative understandings 

of the structure and form of broadcasting, and of the nation itself, can be voiced. US micropower 

radio in turn effectively maintains a highly contained broadcast area by virtue of the limited 

geographical reach of very low power transmissions, a use of radio that is transgressive within 

national borders because of the challenge it poses to the hegemonic high powered commercial 

model of broadcasting in the US. It is also represented by the FCC as transgressive because of 

an apparent threat to safety transmissions. All of the broadcasters discussed in chapter four 

mobilise very active audiences around not simply the content of their transmissions, but the fact 

of their transmissions – the community space they create within their transmission zones. 

 

The discursive frameworks of vulnerability and scarcity have been most profoundly challenged 

by the discourse of property rights, which represents a transition from the territorial 

understanding of radio spectrum framed by the 1906 ITU Treaty to a form of the commercial 

framing that treaty was enacted to resist. The 1989 propertisation of New Zealand radio 

spectrum emerged from an established economics-based discourse that argues that a spectrum 

reframed in property rights could be more efficiently allocated than the territorial spectrum’s 

administrative allocations. This discourse was adopted by the New Zealand state in the process 

of a widespread reframing of state services as commercial enterprises, so that the conceptual 
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transformation of the New Zealand radio spectrum from a dimension of territory that requires 

protection to an economic resource reflected broader discursive shifts. In practice the New 

Zealand radio spectrum has not yet been completely propertised, and the ‘hybrid’ allocation 

system frames the state’s retention of allocative power over certain areas of radio spectrum as 

a means of protecting the social and cultural dimensions of radio spectrum. In response to the 

initial propertisation process’s reliance on economic discourses, the Waitangi claims to radio 

spectrum in 1990 and 1999 articulated cultural discourses to question the state’s political power 

to claim and on-sell property rights in the New Zealand spectrum. The Waitangi claims mobilise 

metaphors that draw on mythologies of interconnection and knowledge transferral, revisiting old 

myths to create a new kind of transcendent myth for radio spectrum. The Waitangi claims also 

frame radio spectrum as a resource that was confiscated from Maori by the British Crown, as a 

global common resource that should not be propertised, as a taonga, and as a site of cultural 

development and knowledge exchange.  

 

Radio spectrum as a global common resource is a discursive trope utilised by the other primary 

challenge to the framing of radio spectrum as property, the spectrum commons movement that 

argues for the reconceptualisation of radio communications without the framework of ‘radio 

spectrum’. As discussed in chapter six, spectrum commons theorists mobilise an engineering 

discourse in response to the economics discourse of property rights theorists, to argue that as 

new radio technologies enable new forms of transmission the ordered sequential ‘radio 

spectrum’ is no longer the most appropriate means by which to organise radio communications. 

Spectrum commons discourses emphasise the metaphorical basis of the radio spectrum itself, 

its representation as a ‘thing’ that can be divided and allocated. As an alternative they propose 

that the Internet is a more appropriate metaphor for networked radio communications in which 

signals are routed by code rather than legacy, frequency-bound technologies. The spectrum 

commons poses a more radical challenge to the concept of radio spectrum than its 

propertisation, as where propertisation challenges the state’s power to define radio spectrum, 

the commons model refigures the concept of spectrum itself. The commons discourse is 

acknowledged by the New Zealand Radio Spectrum Management group, and a commons has 

been enacted in limited forms within the New Zealand radio spectrum, through the frequency 

bands framed as ‘public park’, which are metaphorically treated as open public spaces. The 

frequency bands of the New Zealand radio spectrum that are designated as a commons enable 

individuals to access specific frequencies in order to use garage door openers, remote 

controlled toys, baby monitors and computer networking, without needing to apply for or 

purchase a license. Access in a commons more broadly is represented by discourses that 

emphasise an active approach to spectrum use, in which audiences are refigured as users, and 

the one-to-many model broadcast entertainment is transformed into the many-to-many sharing 
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of information. While the spectrum commons discourse emphasises openness, the importance 

of code in modulating informational exchange suggests that the commons could be controlled 

through codes and protocols in a diffuse form of power over transmission and reception, and the 

value of informational exchange over the broadcast model is not convincingly established. 

 

The spectrum commons is predicated on a conceptualisation of radio waves as pervasive, fluid 

entities that need not be restricted by the allocative divisions of ‘radio spectrum’. This principle 

is also the basis of the discourses discussed in chapter seven, which are mobilised by tactical 

media and artist projects that engage with the pervasive presence of radio waves in the 

environment and their connection to broader networks of economic and political power. The 

artists discussed here reveal the broader flow in which broadcast signals are located; they 

illustrate Neil Strauss’s observation that the “little black box” radio receiver simply represents 

the “commodification of radio” (1993: 9), and not the broad and diverse stream of signals that 

extend well beyond the boundaries of the box. Joyce Hinterding and David Haines’ work Purple 

Rain, discussed in chapter one, treats broadcast transmissions as a powerful natural force, 

providing an unsettling reminder of the pervasive presence of radio signals, and the multiple 

ways in which they may manifest outside apparently controllable, and tuneable, consumer 

receiving boxes. Christina Kubisch’s Electrical Walks extend this revelation of the secret life of 

radio waves into the broader human environment, demonstrating a disconcerting disconnection 

between the neat borders of the visible world and the fluidity and dissolution of the invisible 

radio world. In Faraday Chair: Negative Radio, Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby invert this 

relationship by creating a space that is empty of radio waves, but appears so uncomfortable and 

compromised that it provokes the question of what the value of such a retreat from radio waves 

could be. Faraday Chair highlights the presence of radio waves in the environment, even as it 

attempts to reject them, and the mapping projects Trace, 2.4 GHz Scape, and Ethermapping 

extend this process by seeking to locate, identify, and contextualise those waves. By allowing 

users to locate themselves within the flow of radio signals, these mapping practices produce a 

discourse that acknowledges the relationship between human location in the environment and 

broader networks of flows. 

 

The concept of radio flows acknowledges the increasing role played by radio transmissions in 

global economic and cultural flows, and highlights the relationship between radio flows and 

territorial location. Radio transmissions play a significant role in the global economy, and can be 

constituted as an element of the space of flows theorised by Manuel Castells as the primary 

spatial logic of the network society. The space of flows is fundamental to the informationalism of 

late capitalist information society, and the deterritorialised extension of industry and finance 

enabled by communications technology. The ‘flow’ acknowledges the hybrid nature of the radio 
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spectrum object by combining the technical existence of a radio wave with the discursive 

networks of power, finance, and culture in which it is embedded. Radio flows form a broad 

virtual landscape, or a map, into which humans connect via aerials. Like the discourse of the 

commons, the discourse of flows challenges the ordered structure of ‘the radio spectrum’ by 

invoking a network metaphor to emphasise the interconnections of radio technologies. The 

network relates radio technologies to the Internet as a paradigmatic communications trope for 

the spectrum commons, and is a ready analogy for the structure and use of radio technologies, 

already found in the discourses of broadcast, mobile phone, and wireless computer networks. 

Radio spectrum is a medium for creating these technological networks, the frame through which 

they must pass and in which they are shaped by regulations over use, signal strength, 

frequencies, location, and other technical features. In turn radio spectrum is embedded in more 

expansive networks around the creation and use of radio technologies. These include social 

networks comprising the users of radio frequencies such as broadcasters and their listeners, the 

companies that create the technologies used to access those frequencies, and the networks of 

policy makers, consultants, and financial institutions that extend the radio systems themselves 

into broader social structures. 
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